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CONSUMER FUEL DISCLOSURE ACT
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1975

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE,
SUBCO31MMITTEE FOR CONSUMERS,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 9:40 a.m. in room 5110 of the Dirksen

Senate Office Building; Hon. Vance Hartke presiding.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR HARTKE
Senator HARTKE. Good morning, everyone. The purpose of these
hearings is to inquire into the question of octane rating postings, and
to specifically consider legislation proposed by my distinguished colleague from New Hampshire, Senator Thomas McIntyre.
Octane ratings and the posting of those ratings at retail outlets
while seeming to be a simple matter has generated substantial controversy within the Government, among oil companies, and between
consumer groups. Unanimous agreement on the desirability of posting octane-ratings is lacking; some major oil companies have taken the
position, so I am told, that all the consumer needs to know is if he
is buying regular, premium, or unleaded regular.
The octane characteristics of gasoline are determined by the research method and the motor method. Identical gasoline yields a different number when subjected to these different methods. The difference between them is referred to as the "sensitivity" of gasoline.
It is a common error to assume that the research and motor methods
are merely different measures of the identical characteristic. In fact,
research octane and motor octane refer to subtle but distinct properties of gasoline, properties that may be of immense importance to
the life and performance of the automobile.
Before 1968 and the advent of emission controls, those characteristics of gasoline summarized by the motor method of octane rating
were not particularly significant. Due, however, to structural changes
in the design of enalnes, they have become increasingly important.
Automobile knoc-the premature explosion of the gas-air mixture
in the cylinder-results when octane levels, research and motor, are
too low for the engine design. Repeated knocking will result in
serious harm to engine life and wear, and great cost to the consumer.
In 1970, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) proposed to require gasoline retailers to post octane ratings. In an attempt to
Staff member assigned to this hearing: Edward A. Merli.
(1)

2
meet the needs both of motorists requiring motor octane and those
requiring research octane information, the formula R+M/2 was developed. The formula is a simple, unweighted average of 2 minutes.
Before the FTC was able to implement its plan, a group of oil
companies took court action. The case is still pending. In the interim,
the Federal Energy Administration (FEA) adopted the FTC plan
and promulgated rules requiring gasoline stations to display octane
ratings at each of their pumps. These rules, I might add, have only
been partially enforced.
Recently, I am informed, the FEA has held hearings to consider the
possibility of scrapping the R+M/2 formula in favor of a simple
posting of the research number. I understand that the FEA hearing
panel rejected that alternative, and I hope that the FEA spokesman
-willaddress that question today.
Technically, I believe that there is a consensus that R+M/2 represents the best compromise. Unfortunately, it does not serve the best
interests of the consumer. On the average, motor octane runs 5 to 10
points lower than research octane. Most owners manuals since 1970
specify a minimum requirement of 91 research octane. When motor
octane and research octane are averaged, as in the FTC-FEA formiulation, the net result is an across-the-board lowering of the octane
rating number. Thus the consumer seeking to fulfill the minimum
requirements of his owner's manual may find that the only octane
number sufficiently high is at the premium pump. In other words, because of the difficulties'associated with developing a unified system for
octane rating postings, many automobiles designed to operate on
regular gasoline may now be operating on premium. Not only does this

increase the owner's operating costs, tut it represents an immense net
waste of energy and adds unnecessary pollution to the atmosphere.
III my view, octane ratings postings serve two basic purposes. First,
they provide consumers with information essential to the making of
informed decision. Second, and perhaps more important, they represent
an implicit standard for gasoline refiners. Octane level is not a matter
of chance for the refiner, but a matter of choice. That holds equally
for the level of research and the level of motor octane. By forcing disclosure, we insure that refiners continue to produce a high quality
product with a reasonable level of both research and motor octane.
Senator McIntyre's legislation offers an interesting alternative.
It rids, first, any doubt as to whether the Federal agencies involved
have the statutory authority to require octane posting by the simple
expedient of mandating it. It modifies the FTC-FEA R + M1/2 formula
by adding 4 to the quotient. This accomplishes two purposes. 1i first
it britigs the posted number back to approximately the research umlber upon which most owner's manuals are based. Second, it does this
while still retaining the average of research and motor to insure that
refiners keep those two elements in balance.
[The bill follows:]
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S.1508

IN THE SENATE OF TIE UNITED STATES
APIIL

23 (legislative day, ArnML 21) 1975

Mr. :M IYTYIZE (f(" himself, "Mr. BATH,
M.
hUMPhREY, Mr. KENNEDY, and
31r. MONDALE) introduced the following bill; which was read twice and
referred to the Committee on Commerce

A BILL
To rcquiie lhat certain iiiforination about gasoline be disclosed.
to consumers.
.

Be it cnactcd by the Senate and House of Representa-

•2

lives of the United Stales of America in Congress assembled,

3: That this Act may be cited as the "Consumer Fuel Dis4. closure Act of 1975".
5

SEc. 2. The purposes of this Act arc(1) to assist consumers in avoiding the purchase

7"

of automotive gasoline with octane ratings unnecessarily

8

high for the proper operation of their automobiles; and

9

(2) to enhance competition in the sale to consumers

10

of automotive gasoline.

11

SEc. 3. A s ised in this Act, the term-11

4
2
1

(1) "Administratorl" means the Administrator. of

2

the Federal Energy Administration or any successor

3

agency;

4

(2) "automobile" means any vehicle driven or

5

drawn by mechanical power manufactured primarily for

.6

use on the public streets, roads, and highways, except.

7.

any vehicle operated exclusively on a rail or rails;

8

(3)" "consumer" means any person who purchases

9

gasoline for an automobile for purposes other -than

10O

resale;

11

(4) "gasoline" means gasoline used in automobile

12

engines, but does not include fuel dispensed for use in

1.3

airplane engines, 'boat engines, or other engines used

14

in nonautomotive forms of transportation;

15

(5)

"interstate commerce" means commerce be-

16

tween any place in a 'State and any place in another

17

State, or between places in the same State tirougl

18
19

another State;

20

antiknock characteristics of gasoline for use as an auto-

21

motive fuel, measured as half the sum of research

22

octane number plus the motor octane number, plus four;

23

(7) "retail distributor of gasoline" means a person

24
25

(6) "octane rating" means the measurement of the

who sells gasoline to a consumer; and
(8) "State" means each of the several States, the

5

3
1

District of Colunbia, (he Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,

2

Guam, the Virgin Islands, the Canal Zone,andAmeri-

3

can Samoa.

4
5

PROVISION OF .UEL

INFORMATION

Sm.c. 4. (a) (1) After the. effective date of this section,

6 the shipment, transportation, or sale of gasoline in interstate
7 commerce, or the shipment, trrmisportation, or sale of gasoline
8 which has been shipped in interstate commerce, is prohibited.
9 unless the person offeriilg such gasoline for shipmenti, trans10 portation, or sale to one other than a consumer has certified
11 in writing at or prior to the time of delivery of such gasoline
12 to the person receiving such gasoline for resale or distribution
13 the octane rating.
14

(2) After the effective date of this section, the side 16

15 a consumer of gasoline which has been.hiipped, transported,
16 or sold, or is offered for, sale, in interstate commerce, is pro17 hibited unless the person offering such gasoline for sale to
18 consumers has affixed to the unit from which gasoline is
19 dispensed to the consumer a label Clearly stating the octane
20 rating.
.21

(3) After the effective date of this section, no gasoline

*22 which ias been shipped or transported in interstate com23 merce shall he.sold or offered for sale to any cbnsulner unless
24 all advertising and other promotional inforinati6n about su'chl
25 gasoline clearly dselose4 the octane rating and such other

6
4

1 information about such gasoline as the Administrator shall
2 by regulation prescribe.
3

(b) No automobile mianufactutred after the effective date

4 of this section which has been nonufactured, shipped, or
5 transported in interstate connerce shall be sold or.offered for

6 sale to a consumer unless the manufacturer of such automobile
7 provides written information to the buyer of such automobile
8 stating the octane or octanes of gasoline appropriate" for use
9 in the engine of such automobile.
10

(c) The information required to be disclosed under sub-

11 section (a) shall meet such requirements as to form and.
12

content, and any label required to be displayed shall be

13 affixed in such location on the unit from whidi gasoline is
14 dispensed, as the Administration shall by regulation pre15 scribe. The information required to be disclosed under, sub16 section (b) shall be posted in or on -the automobile or in17 eluded in literature furnished by the mantuacturer .to the
18 buyer of the automobile, or both, as the Administrator: shall
19 by regulation prescribe.

20
21

PENALTIES

SEC. 5. (a) (1) Violation.of the provisions of section

22 4 (a) (1) of this Act or any regulation.promulgated- pursti23 ant to such section is a misdemeanor punishable by a fine

24 not in excess of $5,000 for each (lay in which any ddivery
25 of such gasoline is made.

5
1

(2) Violation of the provisions of section 4 (a) (2) of

2 this Act or any regulation- promulgated. pursuant to suich
.3 section is a misdemeanor punishable.by a fine not in excess
4 of $100 for each day on which any sale of such gasolifto
5 is made.
6

(3) Violation of the provisions Of section 4 (a) (3) of

7 this Act or any regulation promulgated pursuant to such
8 section is a misdemeanor punishable by a. fine not in excess
9 of $5,000 for each publication of an advertisement.
10

(4) Violation of the provisions of section 4 (b) of this

11 Act or any regulation promulgated pursuant to such section
12 is a misdemeanor punishable by a fine not in excess of $300
:13 for the sale of an automobile by a manufacturer,. and not in
.14" excess of $100 for the sale of an automobile by a. persoih

15 other than the manufacturer.
16

(b) Violation -of any provision of this Act or any reg-

17

lation promulgated under this Act is an unfair or deceptive

18 act or practice.in coinferce under section 5 (a).(1) of the
19 F'ederal Trade Commission Act.
20

21

STANDARDS, STUDIES, AND ENFORCEMENT

SHQ. 6. The Administrator shall-.

22

(1) establish standard methods to measure octane

23

and to establish Other methodologies and testing proce-

24

dures fo insure' the purity and content of gasoline;

25

(2) conduct a full and complete study of the quality

8
6
1

of performance of various brands (of gasoline of which

2

substaItial sales in interstate commerce are made, the

3

impact of suchi gasoline on automobile deterioration, and

4

the feasibility of shdardizing gasoline formulae, and

5

report the findings of such study to the Congress; and

6

(3) perforln spot tests of the quality of various

7

brands of gaoline which have been moved in interstate

.8

coniierce or in commerce affecting interstate commerce.

9

and provide semiannual reports on such testing procedure

10

and the results disclosed by such tests.

11

TIME FOR ISSUANCE OF REGULATIONS

12

SE('. 7. The Adnministration shall issue regulations pre-

13 scribing the forin, content, and location of the information
14 required under section 4 not later than six months after the
15

enactment of this Act.

16

17

AUTIIOIHZArION OF AI'PROPRIATIONS

80('. 8. There are autllorized to be appropriated such

18 stuns as lway be lecessury to carry out the provisions of this
19 Act.
20

21

EFFECTIVE I)ATE

SEC. 9. Sections 4 and 5 of this Act shall take effect one

22 year after the date of enactment of this Act.
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Senator -IATKE.Senator McIntyre is unable to appear this morning
due to a Defense Departiment briefing. I have his statement, which will
appear in the record at this time.
[The statement follows:]
STATEMENT OF

lIoN. TIiOMAS J. MCINTYRE, U.S.
NEW HAMPSHIRE

SENATOR FROM

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased that the Subcommittee Is holding this clay of
hearings on S. 1508, a bill I introduced last Spring to require that octane ratings
be posted on gasoline pumps and in automobile manuals.
Were this requirement to be met, motorists could shop around for the gasoline
that best suits their car needs-at the best price. And In this day of 60 cents
a gallon gasoline, the savings promised through the use of such buyer guidelines
could be considerable.
One estimate holds that by purchasing higher octane gasoline than his car
really needs, the motorist who is "overbuying" gasoline is throwing away as
much as $24 a year. I am told we use an extra 63,500 barrels of oil every day
because of overbuying. It also takes another 7,900 barrels of oil per day to produce
that unneeded high octane gasoline. Thus, we are wasting enough oil to produce
1.24 million gallons of gasoline every day.
Mr. Chairman, I am convinced that S. 1508 helps the consumer avoid "overbuying," thus saving him money without hurting his car's performance.
And I like to think it will have another salutary effect, Mr. Chairman. I believe
it will force the American oil companies to compete in octane-gasoline's most
important value.
Under the octane posting system established b' the Cost of Living Council two
years agu, consumers buy gasoline which is rated through the averaging of two
numbers--the research octane number familiar since World War. I, and the
motor octane number, which is considered an important component in this time
of sustained, high-speed driving.
Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, this system has confused the consumer. For
when the system went into effect, the octane numbers posted on pumlps were
four numbers lower than the numbers consumers had used as a buying guide for
the last thirty years. And the numbers in car manuals were thus four higher
than the numbers on the pumps.
Traditionally, research octane numbers translated to mean that premium equals
100, regular 94, and economy 91. Many car owner manuals specifically state that
a new car engine requires at least 91 octane, meaning research octane. But under
the current rating system. many motorists feel that they must use high octane
gasoline because that is the only gasoline that they perceive would have an
octane number over 91.
As a result, they have been buying higher octane gasoline than their cars
really needed-in other words. overbuyingg."
This misleading, and costly, rating system-which, incidentally, was fi.st
lrOl)o(d by Te- co. te Natipii's swond largest ,)il ,onipany-wvas adopted and
invoked by the Federal Energy Administration and is still in effect.
To solve this ,robh e.. my iill would require that the number four be added
to the total now posted on pumps.
This will mean that the motor octane number and research octane number are
balanced In the gasoline, and the consumer will see a posted number that he
has known for years and can evaluate accordingly.
The Environmental Protection Agency already supports the system proposed
in my bill, while the Federal Energy Administration and the Federal Trade
Commission prefer the present system. I should point out, however, that the
PEA has no technical objection to the system I am proposing.
Mr. Chairman, I nsk that the technical information on this bill be inserted Ill
the record at this point.
But providing for a change in the system of posting octane ratings i.s not the
.
-5q
Ail would also provide sleciflic authority to one
only provision of S.
agency to require octane postings.
Today there is no specific authority. The existing octane posting requirement
Is the result of a trade regulation first issued by the Federal Trade Conimmissiom
on December 30, 1970. Controversy over this culminated in a ruling by the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia upholding Commission's authority
to enforce trade regulation rules.
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But the way to settle this question once and for all, and to establish a
specific authority of requiring octane postings, is to do it by law, Mr. Chairman.
So my bill specifically provides that the FEA require gasoline octane posting
and that the power pass to its successors if the FEA ceases to exist.
Thus one agency would be authorized to enforce regulations and to maintain
one.specific, uniform octane posting system.
Now, Mr. Chairman, I recognize that rating systems other than the one I
have outlined in my legislation have been proposed. But after examining each
-of
these proposals,
I have
concluded
they would not be as helpful to the
consumer.
Indeed, the
symbol
valuesthat
inherent in these alternative proposals
tre such as to hide the octane value of gasoline and, once again, save the
Jnajor oil companies from having to compete on the octane value of gasoline.
Octane, after all, is the single most important value component of gasoline.
Change octanes, and you change your car's performance for better or for worse.
Posting octane ratings according to the system I have proposed will provide
motori.,ts with the information they need-in terms they understand-to buy
the octane they truly need at the best price they can get. Thus the motorist
can save money and protect his car at one and the same time, and see more
healthy competition in the gasoline sales market.
Mr. Chairman, from the day I introduced this bill, I was aware of the
iliajor oil companies' opposition to it. This doesn't bother me, because it is
Fiirely not the first time that the majors and I have locked horns onan issue.

Furthermore, the oil companies have as much right to object to my proposal

and to work against its passage, as I have to work In its behalf.
All I ask is that the contest be conducted in the open, where everybody
knows the players by the number.* on their Jerseys.
In this particular contest, this has not always been the case.
For instance, the Secretary of the Committee that oversees octane ratings
of the supposedly independent American Society for Testing and Materials,
R. R. Wright, wrote a letter to the members of the Society's committee on petroh'umn products and lubricants suggesting that If they had strong thoughts about
my octane rating proposal, which he cast in negative terms, they should advise
their elected representatives of their views.
Now if Mr. Wright had lobbied on his own stationery, instead of ASTM
stationery, and had identified himself in the body of the letter as a director
of the refining division of the American Petroleum Institute, the major oil lobby
in Washington, I would not object. But he did use the ASTM letterhead, and he
did not call attention to his API position. And that I do object to.
Mr. Chairman. there's room for honest disagreement over how best to handle
this matter of posting octane ratings. If the process of disagreeing is kept as
honest as the disagreement, then there's reason to believe we can resolve this
matter in the best interests of everyone concerned.
I thank you for holding this hearing on S. 1508 and for the opportunity to
present this testimony.

[The following information was subsequently received for the
record:]
A MRICAN PETROLEU.M INSTITUTE,

Wash inflion, D.C., No vcmber 5, 1975.
Ion. THOMAS J. MCINTYRE,
U'.R. Senate,
Washington, D.C.
)E;%R SENATOR MCINTYRE: This letter prompted by your testimony bcforo
the ISenate Commerce Consumer Subcommittee on October 29, during which
you registered an objection to my letter of May 2 to my colleagues-on the
ASTM1 Committee on Petroleum Products and Lubricants (Division A).
I have previously responded at length to similar criticisms and I am enclosing for your convenience copies of correspondence between myself and Jack
Anderson (July 29), Louis V. Lombardo (May 27) and John K. Coleman
(May 27).
For the reasons set forth in the enclosures. I believe that my identity and

interests were not misrepresented and that It was not inappropriate for me
to alert ASTM Committee members via ASTM letterhead stationery where my

11
name and API affiliation were listed. Please note that I sent you a contemporaneous copy-of my letter to Mr. Lombardo.
Yours very truly,
R. P. WIGHT,
Enclosures.

Director, Refining.

RAYMOND R. WRIGHT, JR.,
Washington, D.C., July 29, 1975.

Mr. JACK ANDERSON,

1401 16th Street, NW.,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. ANDERSON: In the July edition of the Washington Post, under the

subhead, "Oily Business," you accuse me'of lobbying against proposed legislation
that would require the addition of four numbers to the Federal Energy Adminis.
tration's current octane posting and rating system, based on the average of ASTM
Motor and Research antiknock ratings.
It is no secret that I am director of Refining of the American Petroleum Institute and was until June 1975, secretary of the American Society for Testing and
Materials' Committee on Petroleum Products and Lubircants. Also you are correct that I wrote to ASTM members last May about the proposed legislation on
the organization's letterhead in my capacity as secretary of the ASTM group.
But I do not believe a request to inform a congressman of an individual's view
is "lobbying." In my letter, I explained that ASTM had no official position on
the legislation.
On the general subject of octane posting I, personally, would welcome general
agreement on a technically reasonable system that would be available to consumers. However, the proposed legislation is not the answer. Indeed, the number
that would result would be about equal to the research octane rating, which most
experts will tell you is the least satisfactory method of measuring antiknock
values. (The motorist who wants a number can read the more accurate Research
plus Motor octane average posted, as required by law.)
The statement that the enactment of such legislation will save U.S. motorists
$3 million (per day, per year, per century?) has no basis in fact, since tWue amount
of high octane number fuel now sold is about equal to the number of cars that
require it (21 percent vs. 21 percent). Thus, there is no "overbuying." Octane
ratings are, at best, guidelines. Octane requirements vary widely from car to
car-even those of the same make produced at the same time. The most practical
way for a motorist to determine whether a particular gasoline will suit his car is
to try a tankful. If knocking.0ccurs, he should use a higher octane fuel. Conversely, if no knocking occurs he may elect to try a lower octane.
Your statement that the adoption of the proposed legislation will result in
lower atmospheric lead concentrations had no basis in fact. You can have a high
octane gasoline that is lead free and a low octane fuel that contains lead. As more
and more catalytic muffler cars require unleaded gasoline, the lead emissions will
dwindle and hopefully so will the emotional issue about lead emissions.
Sincerely,
R. R. WRIGHT.
MAY 27, 1975.
Mr. Louis V. LOMBARDO,

Public Interest Campaign,
0711 MacArthur Boulevard,
Bethesda, Md.

DEAR LOUiS: Your letter of May 16 went to some lengths to address the substance of my letter of May 2 to Division A on Gasoline.
My letter had one purpose only, and that was to alert the members of Division
A on Gasoline that there was a proposed bill, S. 1508, and that Senator McIntyre
might receive a wider spectrum of opinion on octane posting from individual
members of Division A than he may have received up until this time. Since most
members of Division A do not regularly read the Federal Register or have par.
ticular knowledge that this bill had been proposed, I can't see what grievous
damage has been done to call the group's attention to this proposed legislation.
You are aware that there is no consensus of opinion in the petroleum industry
regarding octane posting. I am aware of no API opinion on the subject. Some
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companies post; others do not post, but do not object to posting; and some are
vehemently opposed to it. If you are trying to look to me as someone who has tried
to stimulate or influence legislation In this area, I believe you will have to look
elsewhere.
On the other hand, if there were a consensus of opinion on any octane posting
system in ASTM and a recorded vote of the ASTM members on the question, and
that consensus was reflected in an ASTM standard, I see no reason why ASTM
couldn't comment to Senator McIntire or any other legislator who had an
interest. ASTM and its membership are part of the community of the United
States as of this time. We are not withdrawn from the world or from the
concerns of society and the consumer. A copy of my letter to John Coleman of
the State of Maryland is attacked. Coleman raised questions similar to yours as to
whether ASTM had a role in commenting on descriptors for ultimate consumer
goods or commenting to public officials regarding such descriptors.
There was a time w hen the ASTM pllilosophically was concerned mainly with
the scientific descriptions, through tests and specifications of the "materials
of engineering." This is no longer accurate. The ASTM is placing more emphasis
on utilnate consumer information. The letter calling attention to legislation
is unusual; but, the involvement of ASTM in the gasoline symbol system is also
unusual.
My crack concerning a "horde of civil servants" is debtable. You apparently
believe that S. 1.508, if passed, would not result in the creation of a Federal
bureaucracy to administer it; I think that it would. However, I'm not sure any
additional correspondence would convince either of us to the opposite point of
view.
Sincerely,
R. R. WRIGHT.
MAY 27, 1975.
Mr. JoHN K. COLEMAN,
Gasoliuc Tax Division, P.O. Box 1751, State Treasitry Building, Annapolis, Md.
DEAR MR. COLEMAN: With reference to your letter of May 13, 1975:
I don't know of any sharp lines that can be drawn between the work of ASTM
in the area of methods of test and specifications for materials, and comments
made to arms of government that relate to methods of test or specifications for
materials.
At one time, there was a general consensus in the management of ASTM that
it should not concern itself with ultimate consumer goods or descriptors for
ultimate consumer goods. This consensus has become blurred.
For example. Margaret Dana, Consumer Relations Council, Research Center,
RR #1, Box 48. Chalfont, Pa., is a member of the ASTM Board of Directors.
Several new ASTM committees address themselves to: Protective equipment for
sports (F-S). tires (F-9), meat and meat products (F-10), vacuum cleaners
(F-11), safety and traction for footwear (F-13), and consumer product safety
(F-1 5).
ASTMI has supplied comments to Department of Transportation (flash point
and classifications of hazardous materials) and most recently to the Hart Subcommittee. U.S. Senate, on the voluntary standards system.
The ASTM work on motor gasolines provides information on basic gasoline
quality for bulk purchase, and has been extended through the outgrowth of a
request to SAE by the State of Wisconsin which led to the SAE-ASTM Gasoline
Performance and Information System. This is designed for ultimate consumers

(of gasoline.

If ASTI' had a consensus on any posting system. ASTMI could comment to
Sen. M(.Intyre for information of his committee, after clearance with ASTM
Ileadquarters. I know there are a variety of opinions in Division A regarding
octane posting, and that some numbers do not regularly read the Federal
Register. Since informed opinion exists, the only purpose of the letter of
May 2, 1975, was to alert the Division to the posting proposal and suggest individual comment. On re-reading the letter, certain biases of my own show
through. However, I find no evidence that these carry any particular weight
with the committee.
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In retrospect and after some years of hard experience, I have concluded that
technologists and engineers do not provide the best forum for proposing descriptors for ultimate consumer goods. However, we have become Involved; and as I
have attempted to show, the ASTM is involved in several areas dealing with
consumer products.
Sincerely yours,
R. R. WRIGHT.
COMPTROLLER OF THE TREASURY,

GASOLINE TAX DIvIsIoN,
Annapolis, Md., May 13, 1975.

Mr. R. R. WRIGHT,
Committee D-2, Amcrican Society for Tcsting and Materials,
Philadclphia, Pa.
DEAR IR. WRIGHT: Your letter of May 2, 1975 directed to members, Technical
Division A, on gasoline concerns me in respect to the true function of ASTM. It
has always been my opinion that ASTM limits itself solely to recommended
specifications and test procedures and not address itself to the posting of octane
or any other consumer oriented or government function.
I would sincerely appreciate copies of whatever extract of the rules and bylaws of ASTM1 that permits the involvement in the aforementioned area.
Very truly yours,
J OHN K. COLEMA.N,

Chief, Gasoline Tax Division.

Senator HARTKE. The first witness is the Hondrable Louis L. Gold.
stein, Comptroller of the Treasury of the State of Maryland.
STATEMENT OF LOUIS GOLDSTEIN, COMPTROLLER OF THE TREASURY, STATE OF MARYLAND; ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN COLEMAN,
CHIEF OF THE MARYLAND GASOLINE TAX DIVISION; AND ARTHUR PRICE, CHIEF MOTOR FUEL INSPECTOR
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. Thank you, Senator.
As State comptroller, it is my responsibility to regulate the gasoline
business and motor vehicle fuel in our State.
For the record, my name is Louis L. Goldstein. I'm comptroller
of the treasury for the State of Maryland.
With me today are John Coleman, chief of the Maryland gasoline
tax division and Arthur Price, chief motor fuel inspector for that
division. We appreciate the opportunity to testify today on Senate
bill 1508, the Consumer Fuel Disclosure Act.
The sponsors and the committee are to be congratulated for their
interest in protecting the consumer, especially in today's confusing
maze of gasoline brands, grades, generic names, and additives. S. 1508
begins to meet a nationwide need for adequate policing of the petroleum industry.
In Maryland I have the responsibility for collecting the motor fuel
tax and administering the motor carrier law. Today, I would like to
divide my testimony into two parts. First, I will describe our motor
fuel inspection activity and experiences in Maryland, and second, I
will address myself to S. 1508 specifically.
Our investigations of State motor fuel tax fraud in the 1960's led
us to the conclusion that a program of quality control of gasoline and
other fuels was needed. As a result, the Maryland General Assembly
authorized the comptroller to establish a motor fuel inspection unit
in 1969. The unit began functioning in 1970, and today includes 15
65-981-76-----2
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field inspectors who take samples of fuel from Maryland's 4,400 retail service stations, storage areas, and terminals. Samples are also
acquired from trucks and waterborne vessels that make deliveries of
motor fuel. The samples are then tested in our own motor fuel testing
laboratory located in Jessup, Md., which is considered by the petroleum industry to be one of the most modern and complete laboratories
in the Nation. The laboratory is located between here and Baltimore
right off Interstate Route 95 and the Baltimore-Washington Parkway.
At the laboratory, technicians and chemists perform as many as 18
different tests on various fuels, including gasoline, diesel fuel and
heating oil. Ten different tests are conducted on gasoline alone. We
perform octane tests in compliance with Federal standards, but I feel
it is important for the committee to understand that there are many
other specifications that determine the actual quality of the gasoline
delivered to the consumer. It is vital to include these other characteristics in order to insure that you and I as consumers are getting what we
are paying for.
For example, the distillation test is very significant as it determines
the fluxation in the "light ends" present in given sample of fuel. These
"light ends" could, if not present in the right proportions, result in
fewer miles per gallon from that fuel. We have adopted the standards
of the American Societv for Testing and Materials-ASTM-for our
inspection, testing, and1 enforcement purposes. When samples are
found to be defective, the material is effectively removed from the
marketplace since we forbid its sale until the defect is corrected. We
stop the sale of that product as quickly as possible. In many instances,
premium gasoline which is octane-deficient is downgraded to regular.
This can be done very quickly at the retail location in the interest of
both the retail service station dealer and the consumer. This results
in a minimum loss of sales and minimum loss of income for the small
businessman. We try to restrict the downtime for each class of trade
because their very livelihood is dependent upon their being able to
do business. This approach also keeps as much fuel as possible on the
market, an important fact in Maryland, because 80 percent of our
workforce depend on their cars to get them towork.
During fiscal year 1975, which ended June 30, 1975, we sampled
370,359,049 gallons of gasoline and found 35,512,490 gallons defective
in one or more of the tests. This means nearly 10 percent of the gasoline sampled did not meet cornmonly-accel)ted standards. And that
10 percent is in Malayland. a State with, a widely known inspection
program. 'Vhat 'would the figure be elsewhere in thie other 49 States?
Ninety-five percent of the defective fuel was restored to the marketplace by making the product acceptable for sale through downgrading
or other chemical means. I am attaching an exhibit detailing the tests
performed and the violations in each category and grade for fiscal
year 1975.
A vital part of a program of this type is to establish grades, with a
minimum octane for each such grade. In Maryland, we place a decal
on the face of each dispensing pump which shows the grade, the minimum octane, and further indicates the amount of lead permitted in
the fuel dispensed from that pump.
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The significant point here is to establish the grade with a minimum
octane in order to prevent constant change of octane posting on the
face plate of the pump by tho dealer, who may not be knowledgeable
about the octane of any particular grade of fuel he receives. He has
to depend on a company to give him that product.
Our motor fuel inspection program has been the vehicle for numerous cooperative programs. We began a price gouging survey with
the original cost of living council and continued it with the Internal
Revenue Service as a part of the first such cooperative venture in the
Nation. We are currently cooperating with the Environmental Protection Agency in monitoring lead content of gasoline sold in Maryland. We are continually providing representatives of other States
and even foreign governments with information regarding our inspection program. Recently, we were, visited by members of your staff;
namely, Mr. Cohen, staff counsel, and Mr. Gray, staff investigator.
We provided much information to them of a. general nature and also
supplied much reference material to enable them to do further
research.
We have been providing information to the Congress for a, long
time. I came to Senator Iart's Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly of the Committee on the Judiciary on February 9, 1972, and revealed many of our findings regarding petroleum industry practices
in interstate transportation and storage. Inasmuch as no action ,was
forthcoming at the Federal level, the Maryland. General Assembly
took steps that required oil companies to register with us information
concerning the chemical makeup and point of insertion of their additives and the details of their terminal and exchange agreements. It
iq quite common to find two or three brands stored in the same tank.
Exchanges between company "A" and company "B" are almost a
matter of routine. Some brands insert additives at the loading rack,
some. do not. Through our complete inspection program and the requirement of annual filing of specifications, we are -able to insure that
consumers gre getting the brand, grade, and quality of fuel that they
are paving for.
We lave been a pioneer in this. Senator. We are able to watch closely
for fraudulent advertising and inferior fuel. It should be noted here
that exchange agreements have increased dramatically since 1973,
which indicates much of this type of activity is going on in other
States throughout the Nation. These points are mentioned in order
that you might consider the overall industry activity throughout the
country.
Now I would like to address myself to S. 1508 in particular, passing
on obsei'vations, based on our experience in Maryland. In S. 1508, there
is nothing mentioned regalrdinq interface material. Interface is a
variable mixture of heating oils, kerosene, jet fuels, and various grades
of gasoline. caused bv a mixing of adjacent fuels flowing through the
l)ipelilles. It is an industry practice to inject. this mixture into regular
,g",asoline. 1Wlhile there is no adequate test to determine the presence of
interface, we know it can affect the performance of the fuel if it is
)lenled in amounts approaching 5)percent. For this reason we eliminated lblending of interface entirely. I recommend the same be done
in this legislation. I know this is controversial, but the interface material is where they make the money.
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S. 1508 does not address itself to diesel fuel or No. 2 fuel oil which
is sold by most companies as a combination fuel for both heating and
for on the road application. There certainly should be provisions for
the protection of the growing numbers of diesel car owners and the
trucking industry.
Section 2 of S. 1508 appears to deal with retail service stations. Perhaps it is meant to include, and certainly it should, the commercial
consumer customer who receives product from a company for its own
consumption. A typical example is a taxicab company or a trucking
company buying in bulk for delivery into its own storage tanks.
Section 4 mentions the octane of gasoline appropriate for the use in
the engine of an automobile. The statute should consider and include
marinas as many boats utilize a normal automobile engine and in many
instances, marinas sell product from one common storage tank to
boats and automobiles. In Maryland we have 5,000 miles of shoreline
in our State. We have that combination throughout. We know from
our personal experience.
Referring to section 6 concerning the posting of octane ratings, I
would encourage the grading of gasoline as premium, midpremium,
regular, et cetera, and tying these grades to a minimum octane number
for each grade.
The State of Maryland is not opposed to the determination of octane
measured as half of the sum of research octane number plus the motor
octane number plus 4. I do wish to point out as dramatically as possible that this is another change in measuring octane. The consuming
public must be educated to whatever system is adopted, perhaps along
the line we pursuedd in Maryland where we published an octane guide
that compared the various methods of octane rating, a copy of which is
attached to my presentation. We distributed thousands of these
through every gasoline station in our State so the public would be
acquainted with it.
We recommend the penalties provided in section 5 be carefully reviewed and properly worded so as to protect the small businessman.
We stiggest providing for the removal of defective material without
a fine unless there is a deliberate attempt to adulterate the fuel, in
which case, we wholeheartedly endorse the fine.
I would like to point out that any policing or inspection system
relies on a short time lag between the taking of the saml)e and the finding of defective fuel. I would suggest that our experience with the
EPA indicates the ad\isability of State-Federal cooperative programs wherever possible. Without this cooperation, the product may
already be dispensed and replaced with new fuel before action nay
be taken. In a word, the damage will already have been done, and the
law useless.
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When we check unleaded fuel for the EPA and find excess lead, we
stop sale of that fuel, remove it from the marketplace and advise the
EPA of all findings, enabling them to respond. Taking advantage of
existing State laboratories and programs prevents duplicate effort and
therefore, saves the taxpayer money.
In conclusion, I would once again congratulate the sponsors of
S. 1508 for providing a beginning point in adequate protection for the
consumers of petroleum products, but I would hasten to ask that you
give consideration to the points I have raised. It is our interpretation
that the intent of S. 1508 is to provide the consumer with adequate
information and protection concerning the fuel that he or she is
buying.
This purpose will be greatly strengthened by the prohibition of interface activity, adequate education on octane ratings, and a close
watch on all forms of motor fuel for the various qualities that assure
the consumer of the performance lie or she expects.
We consider it an honor to address your committee and share our
thoughts and experiences. If you have any questions concerning the
day-to-day details of our program, Mr. Coleman and Mr. Price are
here for just that purpose.
Thank you once again.
[The attachments referred to follow:]
TESTS PEFORMED ON GASOLINE IN MARYLAND

Corrosion, dried vapor pressure, vapor liquid ratio, distillation, resin, sulphur,
gum, water and sediment, lead, and octane.

GASOLINE ANALYSIS SUMMARY-VIOLATIONS
REGULAR NO. I (R+M -87)
Total
violations

Gallons
pailed

Gallons
sampled

12
8
2
1
-----------------------------1
190 -----------------------------------12
3
2
7 ------------------------------------------222 -------------------------------10
4
1
5 --------------------------------181 ------------------------------7
1
1
3
2 ------------------------------159 -------------------------------144 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
2 -----------------------------------------------------------------133 -------------------------------6
3
2
1'
243 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------4
4
214 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------11
6
-1
--4 ----------------------------241 -------------------------------6
2
2 ----------2 -------------------------------260 -------------------------------3
3 -----------------------------------------------------------------240 -------------------------------5
1
4
233 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------78
32
12
8
26 -------------------------------2,460 --------------------------------

10,947
752,356
12,849
8,848
1,771
15,443
4,587
14,586
1,239,598
854
21,885

2,672,080
10,439,215
8,089,207
9,782,071
9, 262,532
1,151,705
7,015,165
5,860,065
3,048,018
6,381,463
2,473,989
9,636,645

2,110, 724

76,012,155

Samples
analyzed
July ----------------August -------------September-----------October -------------November -----------December -----------January-------------February ------------March --------------Aaril ---------------y----------------June ----------------Subtotal -------

Corrosion

RVP

V/L

Distillation

Residue

Sulfur

Gum

Water and
sediment

Lead

Octane

REGULAR NO. 2 (!--M-89)

July ----------------August -------------September -----------October-------------November-----------December -----------January -------------February -------.----March ---------------April ----------------May ----------------June ----------------Subtotal--------

3
1
- 2294-------------------------------------------------15
6
- 2 296 -----------------------------.--------------------------------6
4
I I
261 --------------------------------------------------------------------3
2
----1
235 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------2
1
-1.---------------------------------------------186 ------------------------------------1
1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------175
3
1
----------------------------------------'2'-------303 ----256 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5
2--------------------1
1 ...........
1
298 -------------------------------10
-2
4----------4 ---------------------------------------------------------333
5
3
2 -----------------------------------------------------306 -------------------------------7
4
3 ------------293 ------------------------------------------------------------------------60
25
17 ----------1
1 --16
3,236 --------------------------------

2,553

155,903

2,485,239

23,157,013

16,825
776,634
4,835
970,600

15,924,347
16,147,616
17,313,985
2,415,094
12,599,934
16,386,003
10,668,327
10,217,007
9,502,153
21,611,554

3,447,414

163,428,272

333, 536
1,169, 312
9,286
2,930
5,000

00

MIDPREMIUM

-

9.5)

July ----------------August ------------

2
2
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7
7,..W5
3,374
2 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------September ------.. .399
---------------------------------------------------------..
October -------------I --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------13
November -----------16
5,145
2
1
1------------------------------------------------- .
December ------------Janar------------0---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------14,561
14,561
10 ----------------------------------------------------------------.-----------------------------------------January -------------5,81
19,911
1
"-------------------------------------------------------------------------1
-------------------10
February ----------------------------------------------------------------------5
March-------------------- 8-------15,612
-- 12----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------April
May --------------------------------12 .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .]
7 08
June ----------------10
.. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . --------..
. . ..
125
211,979
1,957
3
1
1
-------------------1--------------------84 --------------------Subtotal --------

PREMIUM
July ----------------August .............
September -----------October -------------November -----------December -----------January -------------February ............
March ---------------April ----------------May ----------------June -----------------

243
25043
-----------------------------------------------2
250 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------1
-1---------------------------------1
224 ---------------1
----------224----------------------------------------------------------3
---------------------------------------------------------------------------244
127--------------------------i-------------------------------------------------------2----------267 -----------------------------------------------------------------3----------287-----------------------------------------------------------------1
349 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------281----------------------------I-----------3---------------------------------------------------------256 ------

Subtotal --------

3,075-------------

3-------------

Total, all grades-

8,855 --------------

3 -------------- 45

ANot available.

-RM
95

:

available.
Not

2-------------------------------1 ------

1

135
38

18

(1)
1,978,916
478,774
257,593
21,213
229,459
4,517,106
4,790,112
7,268,986
9,082,903
21,428
1,296,904

1,441,698
10,610,414
17,551,412
19,437,272
15,517,660
1,307,187
13,428,392
10,645,827
8, 306,952
12,784,644
9,403,835
10,271,330

437

29,943,395

130,706,643

578

35, 512,490

370,359,049

1
16
33
15
12
28
64
76
72
76
11
10

3
17
35
18
12
31
67
78
72
77
12
15

414
472

-
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WHAT THE CONSUMER SHOULD KNOW ABOUT GASOLINE: AN OCTANE GUmE FOR
MARYLAND MOTORISTS
HOW IS GASOLINE GRADED?
You are aware of the different accepted ways of measuring distance and
temperature. We measure distance by yards or meters. We measure temperature
using the fahrenheit or centigrade scale. Gasoline octane may be measured by
both the familiar Research Method and the Motor Method of testing. The
Research Method was used more frequently In the past, just as yards have been
used to measure distance and fahrenheit to determine temperature.
Due to changes in automobile engine design requiring emission control devices,
it is necessary to change from the Research Method to a new method of testing
for octane. The new method makes use of two separate laboratory tests, the
Research octane test and the Motor octane test. The two test results are added
together and divided by two. The result is the actual octane number. This octane
number will be lower than the one with which you have been familiar.
The lower octane numbers In no way Indicate a decrease in gasoline quality,
only a change in, the way it is measured and graded.
HOW WILL OCTANE RATINGS CHANGE?

After November 25, 1973, the State of Maryland will be testing and labeling
each retail pump with a decal stating the grade of fuel being sold. Each grade
of gasoline thus identified will aid the motorist in purchasing a fuel that will
satisfy the requirements of his car at the least possible cost.
Octane
These grades will be:
95.0
Premium --------------------------------------------------91.5
Mid-premium -----------------------------------------------89.0
---------------------------------------------------Regular
87.0
Economy --------------------------------------------------It is essential that you use a sufficiently high grade of gasoline to prevent
knock In your vehicle. It is equally important you do not buy a higher octane
grade than your car requires. The higher octane will be most costly and will
not improve your car's performance.
HOW

CAN

I

USE

MY

AUTOMOBILE

'MANUAL TO SELECT

PROPER OCTANE?

Automobile Ianuals recently have recommended selection by research numbers. The 1974 Manuals recommend you select a regular gasoline with a research
octane rating of at least 91 octane. The Manual also refers to gasoline symbols
with numbers to grade gasoline and therefore, recommend a rating of at least
number two (2) for your 1974 automobile.
Automotive gasoline performance system

Change in octane rating
Old

New

Economy .................
Regular ------------------

91
94

87.0
89.0

Midpremium

96

91.5

Premium------------------ 100

95.0

-------------

Gasoline
symbol No. Car application
2 For most 1971 and later model cars.
3 For most 1970 and prior model cars designed to operate on "regular" gasoline.
4 An 'intermediate" designation which will
meet the lower antiknock needs of some
cars designed to run on "premium"
gasoline, and the higher antiknock needs
of some cars designed to run on "regular."
5 For cars with high compression ratio engines designed to run on "premium"
gasoline.

Note: Old was by research method; new is by research method and motor method/2.
HOW CAN OCTANE GRADES SAVE ME MONEY?

If your car is a 1972, or prior year model, you can select a gasoline that
operates it satisfactorily, and for the least money by the following procedure.
1. Observe the grade on the pump from which you now purchase gasoline that
operates your car without knocking.
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2. The next time you need gasoline let the tank get low and add about 4 tank
from a pump identified by the next lower grade.
3. If your car does not knock on this gasoline, the next time you need fuel
buy about 14 tank of the next lower grade.
4. Continue to drop to the next lower grade until the car begins to knock. Then
move back up to the next higher grade. This should satisfy the anti-knock
requirements of your car at a minimum fuel cost.
Don't be alarmed if your car "pings" slightly during rapid acceleration, or
a short hard pull. When operating at maximum efficiency under normal driving
conditions, such a "ping" will occur under these temporary abnormal conditions.
As cars become older antiknock requirements can increase due to engine
deposits, and you may find it necessary to move up to a fuel of higher octane
grade designation to operate your vehicle "knock free".
IS OCTANE THE ONLY MEASURE OF GASOLINE QUALITY?

No! Maryland has established minimum specifications and performs five additional tests to insure the motorist should not be stranded on the highway due
to water in his gasoline or experience stalling due to vapor lock. These tests
also insure against gum forming in the carburetor or corrosion of copper parts
within the engine.
DO THE STATE OF MARYLAND MOTOR FUEL SPECIFICATIONS ASSIST IN CONTROLLING
AIR POLLUTION?

Yes! Tests are conducted to control sulphur content in accordance with specifications established by the Environmental Protection Agency. Tests are also
conducted on all gasoline sold in the State of Maryland to establish the lead
content in gasoline. The Maryland Law limits the allowable amount of lead to
3 grams per gallon.
ARE OTHER TESTS FOR LEAD CONDUCTED?

Yes! All unleaded and low leaded gasolines are tested for lead content. In
the event violations of any specification is found, stop sale notices are immediately Issued and the product removed from the marketplace.

Senator HARTKE. Let me ask vou a question about what vol have
done in. Maryland. Did you specify in the legislation or was there just
general authority for the comptroller to proceed to set the standards?
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. We had definite legislation we sponsored.
Senator HARTKE. Did it go into the question of octanes and light
ends and things like that?
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. We have regulatory authority to do that.
Senator HARTKE. I'm asking now not in regard to the specifics, but
are the regulations adopted under the general legislation? Is that what
happened or did you have specific legislation dealing with these
various points?
Mr. COLEMAN. '1re had specific legislation setting up the authority
to promulgate regulations to set the standards, so we can advertise
over a 90-day period any time we have to change these.
Senator HARTKE. What I'm getting to is the fact, in other words,
that you did not deal with how to set the formula. or how to set the
posting or the inspection system. All that was done was that regulatory authority was given to you under the legislation.
Ir. COLE,AN. Yes, sir.
Senator HARTKE. Do you have a copy of that bill?
Mr. COLE 3,AN. Yes, sir.
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. There is a copy of article 56.
Senator HARTKE. I will include this by reference. The question that
keeps reoccurring in my mind-
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Mr. GOLDSTEIN. Here is a copy of the regulations you are referring
to.
Senator HARTKE. The question comes to my mind, how do you really
make sure that the consuming public knows what in the world is
going on? If he is going to have to read a manual and read the regulations and everything else, he will not do that. Maybe he should do that
in good conscience and some people who are concerned
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. Here's what we have posted on the various pumps
that are dispensing gasoline.
Senator HARTKE. Is that written big enough so that people can see
it?
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. Yes, sir, I think so. That is put on the face of the
gasoline dispensing pump.
Senator HARTKE. What if I had a 1963 Plymouth. I walked up there
and I looked at that, how would I know what I would do?
Mf r. GOLDSTEIN. That is the reason we put out these folders. We say
right in here, you say you have a 1963 Plymouth. For most 1963's you
would buy regular.
Senator HARTKE. Buy regular.
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. That is right.
Senator HARTKE. You tell me it is more than just buying regular.
You have to find out what regular is.
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. That 'is right, but in Maryland we have the program
set up. We tested it in our laboratory. We have a good setul) in Maryland. We are probably the only State that has it.
Senator HARTKE. What about the story that it doesn't matter which
station you go to, because it comes out of the same tank anyway?
.Mfr. GOLDSTEIN. The greatest lobby that came to Annapolis to beat
that bill-remember the ad "Put a tiger in your tank'--we let the
public know that wasn't so, that they were mixing the gasoline like
mixing molasses and honey to make a gingerbread cake on Halloween.
Senator HARTKE. They don't take it out of the same tank?
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. Yes; they do. At least we know it now, sir.
Senator HARTKE. You know what they are doing if they are taking
it out of the same tank.
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. Yes, sir.
Senator HARTKE. Do they still do that?
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. Yes; they still mix it.
Senator HARTKE. 'If you go to an independent, for example, where
the gasoline may be in some places around here 54.9 or 55.9, and you
go down the street and see the same type gasoline is 60-in other words,
here let's take regular gasoline 89 octane. If you went to the various
filling stations, for example, and you went to one where it was 55.9
and the other one down the street says regular gasoline 89 octane,
60.9. Would there be the same general benefit to the car?
Mr. GOLIDSTEIN. It could be.

Senator HARTKE. Would there be?
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. Is it cutrate; is it a secondary station? We, have a
situation in Baltimore on York Road where the Exxon advertises this
beautiful gasoline. Right up the street we have an Alert where it is
5 to 6 cents a gallon cheaper. We have a copy of major oil company
terminal and exchange agreements from 1971 through 1974.
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Senator HARTKE. What I am asking you is how does the consuming
public know whether to pay the 4 cents more a gallon?
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. I would advise him to buy the cheaper gasoline.
Senator HARTKE. Would he get the same utilization, same economy,
same effect on his automobile?
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. I would say so, yes, sir.
Senator HARTKE. In other words, you have sufficient control over this
to guarantee uniformity?
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. We aon't have 100 percent, but we are getting close
to it. We are the first State to do it. We are checking the gasoline in
laboratory tests. We are on the right road. We started. It was tough.
We had to fight this big vested interest. It took a lot of guts and a lot
of time. I'm an elected official. Din not an appointed official. Senator,
what we are trying to do is protect the consumer in this great Nation.
In Maryland, we have 2,500,000 licensed drivers of motor vehicles.
We know we have a lot of people consuming gasoline or diesel oil
from that retail dispensing pump. We feel they are entitled to protection. They have no idea what is coming out of the ground. We -are
trying to educate them and we have done it, I believe, in our State.
Senator HARTKE. This legislation deals primarily with octane. You
have indicated there are other factors which may be just as important
or are important, as well as octane; is that right?
Mi1'. GOLDSTEIN. Correct, sir.
Senator H.%RTKE. You have tried to do that with the stickers, is that
to identify what, is, going on?

Mr. GOLDSTEIN. Right.

Senator HARTKE. Most of the motor-going public, if they have anything whatsoever, they come in and octane may mean something to
them and, generally, they say, give me unleaded or premium or regular. Now that is most pumps.
Mr. GOLDSTI.N. Right, sir.
Senator IfARTKE. He walks up there. How is he going to know what
he is doing under the present system? Is there any way?
Mr. GOLDSTEIN-. In our State law we have tried to educate them
through this folder.

Senator IIARTKE. That deals with octane only.
Mr. Cor.v .,NAN. No. sir.

Senator HARTKE. In other words. what about the other factors? Is it
necessary to go ahead and give them more information about these
other factors or is that a matter just to be controlled before it gets that
far.
What about the so-called light ends? What do light ends mean? It
doesn't mean anything to me.
Mr. PRICE. The point the Comptroller is making is grade that gasoline and identify it with an octane number. The car driver could associate that with what is specified in his manual.
Senator HARTKE. That assumes No. 1, they read the manual.
Mr. PRICE. Yes, sir.
Senator iHRTKE. If you have over 10 percent who read the manual,
I think it is high.
Mr. PRICE. This is an additional reason for the publication of the
brochure. "Cars m'ior to should use and cars after should use." We
think there are other characteristics that go into the quality of the gaso-
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line that we say are important to gasoline, in addition to octane, becomes a function and part of the regulations and specifications that we
have adopted and tested for and continue to test for, in accordance with
the American Society Testing and Materials wherever applicable. By
controlling that gasoline, controlling in quotes, to insure its total overall quality, I think the problem before the committee and before us
initially was to identify that product to the customer. We have insured
that wheat is wheat and hay is hay. Premium is premium and regular
is regular. At that point in time we are accustomed to 100 octane premium and 94 octane regular, for example.
This is the way the consumer associated the premium gasoline with
the old research method. It is the octane number that becomes the advertising flag or sticker to point him toward the pump or product he
wishes to buy. The other material brought forth this morning is that
we wanted 0, point out to the committee the other characteristics that
are important to the quality of that gasoline which, as a regulatory
agency, we can control through a series of minimumn specifications and
insuring that the product meets those specifications.
Senator HARTKE. In Maryland then, as far as you are concerned,
when you have this regular gasoline, 89 octane, everything else other
than the octane level has been determined by your regulation, and you
have corrected that in relation to that type of regular, minimum
standards.
MNfr. PRICE. Correct.
Senator HARTKE. Those minimum, standards are applicable to that
gasoline, as it comes on into the filling station.
Mr. PRICE. That is correct.
Senator HARTKE. As far as you are concerned then, you measure the
octane. Does that vary?
Mr. PRICE. That is'one test that is performed, that octane. WYe also
measure other things, in addition to that.
Senator HARTKE. As far as the new rating system is concerned with
the so-called research octane and motor octane levels, doesn't that complicate the matter?
Mr. PRICE. It complicated the matter at the initial outset. That was
another point the Comptroller was making. There was a tremendous
education program that was needed. You and J were accustomed to
100 octane premium and 94 octane premium. When R plus M divided
by 2 was adopted, we followed suit and that. resulted in a lower number.
The consumer thought he was buying an inferior product.
Senator HARTKE. If you add Senator McIntyre's plus 4 would that
correct it?
Mr. COLE MAN. We have addressed our consumer in Maryland with
the brochure. We can live with R plus M divided by 2 plus 4. or we
can stay where we are. We can give the Maryland consumers what we
feel is a good grade of gasoline.
Senator HARTKE. That would clear up the question about the manual
being in conflict with the stated octane on the pump.
Mr. COL AN. It would be the easiest route to go back and get all the
consumers back to 100 octane which they were educated to.
Senator HARTKE. Your sticker would be at variance with the manual.
Mr. COLEMAN. Correct.
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Senator HARTKE. If I went through and I picked up the manualthat is Opal, an import taking our jobs away from us.
Now, what is this one. GM. Your Buick engine is designed to operate
on unleaded gasoline of at least 91 research octane. Here is a copy of
the owner's manual as to octane requirements for 1971-75 GM cars.
This comes-I will include all of this in the record. This is from G.M,
from Mr. William Chapman, the manager of the technical group. He
says the Buick is designed to operate only on unleaded gasoline at 91
research octane. If lie went to the filling station then won't he go in
there under this system and say I have to take midpremium gasoline
M r. PRICE. That is a significant point. No question about it, Senator.
When the R plus 3M divided by two was adopted federally, and Maryland followed suit, the situation such as this is left hanging in the
balance.
Senator HARTKE. But in other words whereas really he should go
ahead and get regular gasoline which costs 89 cents.a gallon.
M[r. GOLDSTEIN. It probably costs 60 cents.
Senator HARTKE. Now all right, what he should buy is that unleaded
87 octane gasoline.
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. Yes, sir.
Senator
HATKE. He goes to the filling station and l)ump, giving a
very astute individual like a U.S. Senator who has read his manual.
He reads it and says I have to have 91 research octane, unleaded. The
only thing unleaded is 87. He says I can't get gasoline here. I have to
find 91 octane. The only thing with 91 is maximum lead content, 3
grams per gallon. Since I know what a grain is I'm utterly confused
at that stage. Here I have a situation where all they have every place
I go is that premium gasoline with over 91 octane, which is leaded,
premium, and then I have the unleaded at 87. I know I will ruin my
car if I used leaded gasoline. I will ruin my car if I don't get at least
91 octane. So I go back to horse and buggy. Isn't that the substance
of the problem ?
Mfr. GOLDSTEIN. Maybe in Indiana you could use a horse and buggy.
Senator HARTKE. I know you easterners want to run the country, but
we will not let you run the country yet. We midwesternersMr. GOLDSTEIN. We use a horse and buggy occasionally down home.
Senator HARTKE. With all due respect, this hasn't clarified the situation unless you have the blue sheet with you. Isn't that the heart of the
problem here ?
Mr. GOLDSTEIN. I think it is incumbent on the great petroleum industry to be honest with the consuming public to help and let them know
what they can use in their cars and put it on the pump. They are putting
the monkey on our back.
Senator IIARTKE. We will move along. Some of these people will
dispute what you bave said, I think.
Mfr. GOLDSTEIN. That is the way it should be.
Senator HARTIE. Now we will have three people up here at one time.
Mrs. Joan Bernstein, Acting Director of Bureau of Consumer Protection, the Federal Trade Commission. Robert Montgomery, General
Counsel of FEA, and Robert Baum, the Deputy Assistant Administratot for General Enforcement of the EPA.
We have five. Who is in charge?
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STATEMENTS OF JOAN Z. BERNSTEIN, ACTING DIRECTOR, BUREAU
OF CONSUMER PROTECTION, FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION; ACCOMPANIED BY ROGER FITZPATRICK, STAFF MEMBER; ROBERT'
E. MONTGOMERY, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR, OFFICE OF REGULATORY PROGRAMS, FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION; ACCOMPANIED BY PETER LUBKE; AND ROBERT L. BAUM, DEPUTY
ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR GENERAL ENFORCEMENT, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY; ACCOMPANIED BY JIM
SIDELASKI
Mrs. BERNSTEIN. I would like to identify Roger Fitzpatrick who is
on the staff of the Bureau of Consumer Protection, and is a real expert
in the technical aspects of octane posting.
Senator HARTKE. That puts you on the spot, sir.
Mrs. BERNSTEIN. I want to state for the record that I'm from the
Midwest.
Mr. MONTGOMERY.

I'm Bob Montgomery, the General Counsel of

FEA. Peter Lubke is sitting back here with me.
Mr. BAUTJ. I'm Bob Baum, EPA, and Jim Sidelaski is to my left.
Senator HARTKE. OK. Mrs. Bernstein, will you be starting Arst?

Mrs.

BFRNSTEIN.

Thank you.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity to participate in
these hearings to discuss S. 1508, the Consumer Fuel Disclosure Act of
1975.
I should point out at the outset that the remarks in this testimony
represent only the views of a member of the FTC's staff. They are not
intended to be, and should not be, construed as representative of an
official Commission policy.
Mr. Chairman, the FTC is no stranger to the issue of posting octane
information on gasoline pumps.
Because of its interest in assuring that consumers are provided meaningful product information, the Commission, on )ecember 16, 1971,
promulgated a trade regulation rule which declares that failure to post
the minimum octane number on gasoline pumps constitutes an unfair
method of competition and an unfair or deceptive act. or practice in
violation of section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
The rule was challenged by several gasoline associations and oil
companies.
On April 4, 1972, the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia ruled that the Commission's trade regulation rule relating to the
posting of octane numbers was null and void as being in excess of the
Commission's statutory authority-Natioval Petroleum Refner's
As.Roiation v. FTC (D.C. 1972) 340 F. Supp. 1343.
On June 27, 1973, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit ruled that the Commission did have statutory
authority to issue a regulati6n such as the octane posting rule anl
therefore reversed and remanded the decision of the IU.S. District
Court-482 F. 2d 672 (D.C. Cir. 1973) cert. denied, 415 U.S. 951.
The case is presently before the U.S. District Court for the District
of Columbia.
On July 28, 1975, Judge Robinson ordered the Commission to prepare an environmental impact statement under the National Environmental Policy Act-42 U.S.C. 4321.
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Octane posting is no less important for consumers today than it was
4 years ago when the Commission promulgated its rule.
Accordingly the Bureau of Consumer Protection wholeheartedly
supports legislation which will require the posting of octane numbers
on gasoline dispensing pumps.
The purpose of the Commission's posting regulation is to provide
the consumer with more information to utilize in the selection of a
gasoline and thereby effect a more educated purchase.
Section 2 of S. 1508 outlines similar goals: (1) To assist consumers
in avoiding the purchase of automobile gasoline with octane ratings,
unnecessarily high for the proper operation of their automobiles.
The Commission, in its octane rulemaking proceedings, concluded
that there is a relationship between the cost of gasoline and the octane
number of that gasoline, that there is a relationship between the
octane rating of the gasoline and the octane requirements of the automobile engine, and that different engines need different octane rated
gasolines; that most marketers of gasoline do not disclose to the consumer the octane rating of the gasoline being sold at the pump in a
readily available manner; consequently consumers are unaware that
octane requirements of their particular automobile may permit the
use of a gasoline with a lower octane rating, and as a result are paying
higher prices needlessly for gasolines of a higher octane number.
Statement of basis and purpose accompanying octane trade regulation
rule, pp. 39-40.
The Bureau believes that posting of octane numbers on gasoline
pumps will do much to correct the octane overbuying noted above.
Legislation, such as S. 1508, is therefore highly desirable and necessary for the benefit of the millions of automobile users who purchase
gasoline.
It provides the purchaser with a salient piece of informatiton to
effect an educated purchase of gasoline.
For these reasons the Bureau wholeheartedly supports the octane
posting requirement envisioned by S. 1508.
I would like to compare the approach as taken to the octane problems by S. 1508 and the Commission's trade regulation rule.
S. 1508 requiring the disclosure of octane information is similar to
the Commission's rule in many respects. It requires, as does the rule,
an affirmative disclosure of the octane rating of the gasoline being
dispensed.
The disclosure shall be by label clearly stating the octane rating.
The bill's octane posting provisions vary in certain respects from
those set out in the rule.
Unlike the rule, section 3(6) of the bill specifies that octane rating
means the measurement of the antiknock characteristics of gasoline
for use as an automotive fuel measured as half the sum of research
octane number plus the motor octane number, plus four, that is
(I?+M)/2+4.

The Commission's rule requires that the number to be posted on the
pump be the average of the research and motor octane number, that is,

(B? +of)12.

S. 1508 does not require that the minimum octane number be posted,
nor does it explicitly key the posted octane number to the American
Society for Testing and Materials Standard Specifications for Gasoline.
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Conversely, the Commission's rule requires the posting of a minimum octane number derived from the formulation of (R +M)/2 as
described in the ASTM Standard Specifications for Gasoline.
The key difference between S. 1508 and the Commission rule is the
selection of the number required to be posted. The Commission chose
(R+M)/2 after a great deal of deliberation. The drafters of S. 1508
have selected (R+M)/2+4 as the number to be posted.
The question was raised during the Commission's trade regulation
rule proceedings as to what was the proper number for the Commission
to utilize for purposes of its posting regulation.
The Commission considered the merits of utilizing the research
octane number or adopting (R+M)/2 as the number required to be
posted.
After receipt of written comments and the recommendation of its
consultant, the Commission concluded that the use of (R+M)/12 was
the best to adequately reflect the road octane performance of fuels for
the overall car population; that it was technically more precise and
it was a meaningful parameter having applicability to automobile
engines.
. The Commission was also persuaded to the use of (R+M)/2 by
the fact that at the time both industry representatives and Government agencies dealing with automobile gasoline appeared to be shifting to the use of (R+M)/2 as a benchmark in evaluating gasoline's
octane capabilities. Statement of basis and purpose accompanying
octane trade regulation rule, pp. 54-59.
As I understand it, the rationale for adopting the use of (R +M)/
2+4 is to avoid possible confusion on the part of automobile owners
-who may have been familiar with research octane number recommendations that appeared in some owners manuals, despite the fact
that research octane numbers were not, as a rule, posted on pumps.
The addition of the Number 4 to the ,'R+ 11) /2 requirement is
designed to result in the posted number being approximately equivalent to the research octane number that appeared in these car manuals
and therefore eliminate confusion in the minds of those who may have
been familiar with the research octane number.
As the committee is aware, the Federal Energy Administration has
in effect a posting regulation utilizing the (R +.L)/2 number.
However, the FEA is presently deliberating as to whether it should
substitute in its place (R + M)/2 +4.
Mr. Chairman, octane numbers will not achieve maximum significance in consumers' minds unless and until a universal posting
system is effected and the corresponding octane information is also
provided to automobile owners by automobile manufacturers.
The Bureau recogiizes there are some who feel strongly that
(R+ M)/2+4 is a better number to utilize for octane posting purposes.
We would not, in the interest of obtaining gasoline posting legislation, withdraw support for legislation enacted that utilized an octane
number different from that currently used by the Coimuission.
The Bureau is only interested in ihe long-term benefit of increased
consumer information on energy usage.
We believe that S. 1508 would supply that necessary information.
Section 4(b) imposes upon automobile manufacturers the obligation
to provide to the buyer written information "stating the octane or
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octanes of gasoline appropriate for use in the engine of such auto-mobile."
The refiner of gasoline supplies the octane rating to the retailer; the
retailer, through posting on the pump provides the information to the
consumer who will be able to determine the octane requirements of his
automobile from the information required of the automobile manufacturer.
Turning now to other features of S. 1508, we have the following
comments:
Section 4(a) (1) requires shippers of gasoline to certify in writing
to the party receiving the gasoline, the octane rating of the gasoline.
This, of course, places the burden on the refiners who ship gasoline
to furnish the octane information to the retailer.
Section 4(a),(3) requires that all gasoline advertisements and other
promotional material clearly disclose the octane ratings and such
other information about such gasoline as the Administrator of the
FF k shall by regulation prescribe.
There is some question in my mind as to the desirability of requiring
every'advertisement to disclose octane numbers.
I say this based on the possible overemphasis of octane information
by advertisers that might occur; and, second, upon the conclusion
that if octane information is made available at the pump and to the
auto owners in their manuals, this may be sufficient for consumer information purposes.
Presumably the goal of this legislation is not to promote octane but
rather to make the information available for consumers. That., in my
judgment, is the purpose of the Commission's rule.
Section 5 of the bill provides :for specific monetary penalties for
violations of certain provisions, and further provides that violation
of the act or any implementing regulation is an unfair or deceptive
practice under section 5 of the FTC Act.
It is not clear whether the Commission is granted authority to enforce the act or whether violations are to be enforced by the Department of Justice.
If it is the intention of the drafters to place administrative enforcement authority in the Commission's hands; language specifically
stating this should be added.

As an example, in both the Truth-In-Lending Act and the Fair
Credit Reporting Act, Congress specifically indicates its intent that
the Commission be responsible for administrative enforcement of
the act to the extent the Commission had jurisdiction over the busi-

ness involved.

If, however, the intent is to provide the Commission and the Department of Justice cumulative remedies, this should be spelled out
more s)ecifica llv.
Section 6 of the bill imposes significantly broad responsibilities upon
the FEA including establishing technical standards, methodologies
for testing procedures relating to gasoline content and purity; conducting a full study of gasolines effect, on automobile deterioration
and. ofgasoline formulas; performing spot tests of the quality of
various brands of gasoline and finally making reports to Congress.
Since the requirements of section '6 impact on the FEA rather
than the FTC, I will leave any further analysis of section 6 of the
bill to their competent judgment.
615-981-76-----3
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Mr. Chairman, let me state in conclusion that the Bureau of Consumer Protection, subject to the qualifications stated previously,
heartily endorses the need and desirability of octane posting legislation
such as S. 1508.
Thank you for allowing me to appear before you today.
Senator HAmR-E. Thankyou.
The next witness is Mr. Montgomery.
Mr. MoNTuoMERY. In the interest of time, I will not read my statement.
Senator IIARTKE. Your entire statement will appear in the record.
Mr. MoNTGOMERY. First of all, FEA does support and believe in
the dissemination of octane number information. We believe this is a
very useful tool for consumers, both in terms of making better informed judgments as to the appropriate type of gasoline, the most
economic type which will run correctly in their cars, and we also
recognize the desirability of minimizing the lead levels in gasoline
that is burned on the Nation's highways.
As you know, we, in addition to the FTC, have been interested for
some time in the octane posting.
We inherited from the Cost-Of-Living Council a program they
initiated which required retail gasoline dealers to post on their pumps
the maximum local price and the octane number of the gasoline they
were selling.
Shortly after we undertook to enforce that obligation and incorporate it in our price regulations, we initiated and conducted a rulemaking designed to question our authority under the Emergency
Control Allocations Act.
We concluded on the basis of that rulemaking that we had the
authority on the rationale that the octane of a gasoline is an element
of the quality or is indicative of the quality of that gasoline and to
require retailers to maintain the stated price of the gasoline we needed
to require likewis(, that they needed to post the octane.
By reducing the octane, they could in effect lower the value of the
gasoline sold at the same price and acccomplish a disclosed or more
or less secret price on the product.

We have maintained in our price regulations the requirement that
the octane number using the formula (R+AI)/2 plus the maximum
local price be posted.
At the time the Cost-Of-Living Council implemented this program,
they printed and distributed, using the Postal Service, to all retail
outlets, or as many as they could reach, a standard form which was
used for this purpose.
After that authority, under the Economic Stabilization Act expired,
we made the judgment that the distribution of that form was too
expensive to be cost effective, that the task, the chore of maintaining
supplies and distributing them through the Postal Service was not a
reasonable way to go and we determined to amend our rule and did
so to allow the retailer to post on his pump in his own form or format
this information.
We required only that the numbers be posted at the certain size. no
less than 1/2-inch letters, and they be comprehensible and legible at
all times.
I think our experience has been, Mr. Chairman, as others have said
here today, that there is a good deal of confusion as to the formula to
be used.
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The Cost-of-Living Council before us, and FEA, have both used
the formula (R+M)/.
There are reasons which have been covered previously by witnesses.
We in the first instance yielded to the FTC as having the expertise
in this area. Then under the suggestion of various members of the
public, we instituted our own reevaluation of that question with a
second rulemaking.
A large number of comments have been received and we have not
made a final decision.
It appears to us that (R+M)/2 is the most accurate and the most
technically reliable measure of the antiknock properties of gasoline.
We recognize from a consumer education standpoint and we note our
authority presently arguably does not extend to the responsibility or
authority to engage in consumer education efforts of this kind, but
from the consumer education standpoint and looking at a matter in
terms of its usefulness, there is definitely a good deaof confusion in
the minded of the automobile owners as to what the (R+ M)/2 number
means.
There is a definite residue in the minds of some people on the basis
of owners' manual information that use the research octane number.
This has led us to give serious consideration to the addition of the 4
proposed by those who would favor the (R+M)/+4 formula.
The legislation we are considering today does in effect address or
deal with the question premati-,'ely. Our own rulemaking is still under
way. 'We are not. as yet adequately )repare(d to take this questions
head-on.
The problem when you get down to it is not which formula you

adopt, but how effective your consumer education efforts are.

Thei mere adoption of a formula, although a necessary prerequisite,
doesn't get to the heart of the matter as to how to inform consumers
what the number means and what number they should use.
I think in closing, Mr. Chairman, I would say they are not definitely
opposed to this legislation.
We see that there is a need for a number. We think that the primary
usefulness of this whole. exercise will be to determine what the appropriate number should be and hopefully come to some kind of decision
and conclusion and approach throughout the Government as a whole
as to how the consumer should be educated to that number.
We believe this formulation in S. 1508 is questionable in that it prorides for criminal penalties and it would insert the Federal Government in an area which is extremely complicated involving characteristics that go beyond octane itself and in which Maryland has taken a

fairly complicated and sophisticated step.
'We question at this stage of the game whether or not major Federal

involvement is the most cost-effective and sensible approach.
We in our program of implementing and enforcing the price regiilations have been extremely impressed with the difficulty of policing
over 300,000 retail outlets.
When you impose a requirement such as this bill would impose and
make violations misdemeanors, you are establishing a problem for law
enforcement people, primarily U.S. attoneys, I suppose, to the extent.

you make violation a violation of the FTC Act.
That is a major proportion.
'We would be inclined to suggest consideration of a more voluntary
approach using perhaps only the FTC group, using ASTM and its
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standard-setting procedures and the aid of the industry association
such as retail dealers, wholesale dealers, and refiners as a more cost
effective and in the long run a more efficient means of dealing with
this problem.
Thank you.
Senator HARTKE. Thank you, Mr. Montgomery.
Mr. BAUM. Senator, if I may, I would like to submit my statement
and try to concentrate on a couple of areas.
We at EPA do support the purpose of the bill. There is no question
that there is a real need for a uniform system of identifying the octane
rating of gasoline and communicating that to the public. I would like
to emphasize something that everyone has touched on, I think. That is
the need for public education. It will not make a great deal of difference what formula is used if the public is not. aware of the purpose to
which they should put that information.
There are segments of the public who think that by buying higher
octane gasoline they will get better fuel mileage or more power in their
car.
There is one thing I would like to point out in the bill; throughout
it you use the term "octane rating" and that is defined. You use the
method that you are discussing here. However, in section 4(B), where
you refer to the automobile manufacturer, that term is not used. Section 4(B) says, "No automobile manufactured should be offered for
sale unless he provides information to the buyer stating the octane or
octanes of gasoline appropriate for use." I just question why the defined term 'octane rating," is not used in section 4 (B). I assume that
the marketplace would take care of this and if the gasoline pumps were
marked with a certain number as you or FEA defined it, the manufacturer would put that same number in his manual.
This law would not require him to, and I point that out for your
staff's consideration.
Again, I have already stated our support on the fourth page of our
statement for the necessity of a public education campaign in this area.
As to the method itself, I think really one helpful way of looking at
it is to divide it into short- and long-term problems. For the longrange solution, I don't think the method is as important as it is for the
short range. At some point if there will be a uniform method in manuals and on gasoline pumps, I think it could be any number of methods. For the short range we do have a substantial problem with almost
anything we do. About 50 percent of the owners' manuals of the cars
now in use, use the research octane number. That number is essentially
the same as the one proposed in the legislation. It is 4 points higher
than the one presently in use.
Again we agree that the method FEA has required is a more accurate indication of what gasoline should be used. What I'm trying to get
to in a round-about way is that we agree with FEA that it would be
well to allow them to finish their rulemaking process, and finish their
deliberations on this matter. There are any number of ways of accomplishing the purposes of the act in a manner which would address
oth the short-range and long-range problems.
I would like to call your attention to one method of octane labeling
which could be used to educate the motoring public. While we don t
necessarily believe this is the best way, the ASTM and the American

Society of Automobile Testing Engineers have suggested a "symbol"
method. Again it is not very important what formula you use to employ this system. But the ASTM method is a simple system where owners) manual instructs the car owner to use gasoline of a certain symbol.
It would be one single number. If, in fact, the person bought that gasoline and experienced knocking with his car engine, he could use gasoline of the next higher symbol. With that system in use you would
have to also post the research octane number. I don't claim this is necessarily the best method. I merely state it to point out that this is one
other alternative which FEA will be looking at in trying to resolve
this issue. To legislate now might very well be premature.
That concludes my statement.
Senator HARTKE. Three agencies here. Why can't you get together
You talk about regulatory reform. Why doesn't the President get
people in charge of these agencies that will meet and come up here,
instead of presenting this in the form of legislation. Vhy can't EPA
and FEA and FTC sit in a room and get their heads together, instead
of coming in here and complaining to Congress.
Mfr. .fONTGO-m ERY. We are not complaining at all.
Senator HARTKE. You are at variance with each other. It is the job
of the President. If we can keep him home here and let him run the
Government we wouldn't have these problems.
Mr. MONTGO-MERY. We are not at variance in any respect.
Senator HARTKE. FEA disagrees with enforcement provisions

which, I think, is a poor excuse. That is No. 1. I don't want the law
so I say why enforce it.
You can inspect meat which is used almost by the same group of
people that use gasoline. You inspect all the meat that goes through
the country, all the food that goes to the country but you can't inspect
gasoline.
Mr.
First of all, if you will look at our statements and
consider what we have said we are pretty much in agreement here.
All three of the agencies here today support the purpose of the bill.
AMONTGOMERY.

Senator HARTKE. You are not in agreement on what the enforce-

ment policy should be there.
Mr. MONTTGOMERY. We agree there should be some means of enforcement.
Senator IIARTKE. I read your statement, sir.
Mr. MONTGOMERY. I said in my remarks that I felt thatSenator HARTKE. Maybe I misinterpreted it.
Mr. MONiTo.FaRY. What I objected to and I couched it in rather
qualified language was the imposition of criminal penalties for these
violations. My suggestion was, if we are going to make this a Federal
requirement, which we may well have to do, and I do support the FTC
rule, then we have to have some means of enforcement, but making
the violation a violation of the FTC Act does accomplish that.
To go beyond that and make this a misdemeanor, it brings you
precisely into the food and drug area. It is FEA's view at this point
that gasoline is not analogous to food and drugs. The Federal Government does regulate very carefully those substances. The quality of
which can be seriously deleterious to human health.
Senator HARTKE. What about gas pipelines? We have inspection of
gas pipelines allegedly. Not very good?
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Mr. MONTGOMERY. We do that because the danger of explosion and
the danger to human life. All we are saying, Mr. Chairman, is that
at some point the Federal Government could regulate everything.
We could look at the quality of every single product.
Senator HARrK.. Mr. Montgomery, let's go to what you said and
what the situation is. There is overutilization of higher octane with
lead in it. The claim is that there is as much as 400,000 pounds a day,
which is emitted, which is not necessary. That is out there polluting
.the atmosphere and you make this statement that our experience with
mandatory allocation programs, especially during the 1972 oil embago, demonstrated the magnitude in regulating the retail gasoline
sector. The energy benefits that would occur by reason of this legislation measured in terms of decreasing this Nation's dependence on
foreign energy would be marginal in comparison with the resources
necessary to carry out the mandate of the bill. Are you saying the
FTC agrees with that.
Mr.. MONTGOMERY. I haven't discussed that statement with them.
Senator HARTKE. Do youi say the FTC agrees with that?
Mrs. BERNSTEIN. May I hear the revisionn you read?
Senator HARTKE. The statement is, "nonetheless FEA has reservations as to the wisdom of adopting new legislation which would mandate procedures to require octane posting enforcible by criminal
enalties which would require the uise of specific octane posting
formula involving a significant commitment of Federal resources to
implement it effectively. Our experience with the mandatory allocation program, especially during the 1973 oil embargo, demonstrated
the magnitude of regulating the entire retail gasoline sector, and in
general we believe the energy benefits that would occur by reason of
this legislation-measured in terms of decreasing this Nation's dependence on foreign energy-would be marginal when compared to
the resources necessary to carry out the programs the bill would mandate."
Do you agree with that?
Mrs. BERNSTEIN. It's too long to agree or disagree with. Basically

our position is that we believe there is a need for legislation in this
area along the lines that we discussed to settle this issue once and for
:all. We believe octane posting is necessary and in the way that I
Alescribed. Our only consideration in regard
Senator HARTKE. Do you believe you should require octane posting?
Mis. BERNSTEIX. Yes.
Senator HAITKE. How will it, be enforced? Criminal penalties, civil
penalties?
rs. BEr NsTN. Insofar as we are concerned it seemed to us that
the civil penalty provision was adequate as far as our enforcement was

concerned. Insofar as the bill made it a violation of section 5, it seemed
to us that is adequate. That is how we enforce any of our regulations.
We have had new civil penalty sanctions as you know and we think
they are adequate.
Senator IIRTKE. EPA. what is your position?
Mr. BAUM. We tend to agree. Both witnesses said there should be
man(latory posting and an enforcement mechanism. We have not
addressed ourselves to whether or not this enforcement provision is a
good or bad one. That is FEA responsibility. We have only civil
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penalties in enforcing the nonleaded fuel regulations and they have
been adequate.
Senator HARTKE. Are all of you in agreement or are you in disagreement?
Mr. MONTGO[ERY. Each of us represents an agency with a different
mission.
Senator

H]ARTKE.

I know each of you represents a different agency,

and no one coordinates the agencies. You have three different govern-

mental agencies fighting among themselves about what you should do.

Finally you come and lay it in the laps of Congress when you should
lay it. n the lap of the President. He is the administrator of these
agencies.

That is not technically true, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HARTKE. Frankly, I will tell you maybe we better bring in
whoever is the Chairman of EPA. Why do you dump this in the laps
of Congress?
.Mr. MIONTGO ERY. We didn't dump this in the lap of Congress. Evidently you come in and say octane posting is necessary and it's not
being clone. You people can't get it done without us. We think it's
necessary and we believe we are doing a pretty good job of it. The
problem we have got is one the FTC authority has been questioned. It
has been challenged and as you know it's in litigation. The FTC feels
it would be useful to get this matter resolved by a new statute. We have
no problem with that.
Senator HARTKE. Since 1969 you have been fooling around with this
thing. That. is a fact. Now here you're coming in and you say that the
problem is that you think you're doing an adequate job and FTC
doesn't think you're doing an adequate job.
Mr. MfONTGOMERY.

Mrs.

BERNSTEiN.

No, I don't believe so. Our problem in regard to

this was that we were tied up in the courts and are still tied up in
the courts regarding our trade regulation rule. We got into this area
early because we recognized the problem. I think our rule was niore
than adequate at the time.
We have no control over the judicial challenge which still resides in
the. district cor't. It seemed to us the quickest way to resolve it was
by legislation. If that does not happen, we would pursue the trade
regulation rule.
We do coordinate with other agencies, FEA specifically and EPA
as well when there are overlapping areas.
Senator HARTKE. Let me ask a question again. You can't settle the
matter is what you're telling me. It amounts to that. That is fine. We

will come back and try to settle At. When you come down to it and a

man drives into a filling station and he ees as far as a new car is

concerned-why won't you be better off to say all cars of 1971 use
unleaded gas? Is that right?

Mr. BAuN. No, sir.

Senator HARTKE. Well, it says on all new cars I have seen, it says
use unleaded gas on the dashboard and right next to the place where
you put the gas in, the gas tank. It says use unleaded gas only on the
dashboard. When you go into a filling station today are you telling
me all the unleaded gas is the same?
Mr. BAUM. No, sir.
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Senator Haw & What is there that will change this by posting
the octane I No matter if you post it R plus M over 2 or you use the
old system, he can only get one type of unleaded gas; isn't that right ?
Mr. BAUM. There are other brands of unleaded gas available. There
are a number of unleaded gases available with different octane ratings.
However these different grades of lead-free fuel are not available at
every station.
Senator HARTKE. You're trying to get that uniform, right? Why
should it be uniform?
Mr. BAUM. We are not trying to get it uniform. I think the purpose
of this bill and the purpose of FEA regulation is simply to make
sure the consumer knows what he's buying.
Senator HARTKE. You mean to say tire is that much variety in
the type of cars as to what type of octane he should use, what type
of gasoline he should use? Let's take every car after 1971. My understanding is you use unleaded gas.
Mr. BAUM. No. sir. You're thinking most cars after '71 use regular
gas. Not necessarily unleaded gas.
Senator HARTKE. Do they use R plus M over 2, 91, 89 regular?
*What is the difference?
Mr. MONTGOFmEY. There is a variation, Mr. Chairman. The whole
problem here results from the. fact that cars do not burn the same
octane and not only do they not require the same octane when they
are all built or brand new but they all change to some extent over
their lifetime. I want to ask two questions and I want the industry
people to listen-he makes a statement that,, in fact, Americans do
road test their cars to select the right gasoline for their cars. They
do not need octane posting on which they may overrely. Do you agree
with that statement? I'll bet there is not a person in this room that
road tested a car for an octane rating except some Texaco representatives.
Mr. BAUr. I disagree with that.
Mrs. BER-.NSTEIN. I disagree.
Senator HARTKE. I bet the news people don't know what I'm talking

about.
Mrs. BEFiRN.STEIN. I disagree strongly with it. It is based on our own
proceedings. Our findings were that people did not road test their
own cars but they didn't even know what they were supposed to be
road testing for.
Senator TAiRTK,. There is this other question in here. Is there
validity to their statement, in other words. that there is such a wide
variety of elements which really control the octane which should be
used for the same model car. that it's impossible to provide the type
of rating which would be satisfactory ?.
Mr. MONToOmEnY. Mr. Chairman, I don't think that that is cate-

gorically correct on the basis of what we know. But it is not a clearcut situation that the octane information is all the person needs. As
I mentioned earlier, a new car. even if you had a requirement that
every automobile manufacturer publish his new car manual or even
put on the dashboard the octane number according to a uniform system that that car should have that. there will be changes and differences during the car's life; what kind of engine wear it experienced
will alter the minimum octane requirement. There are other factors
going into a gasoline besides the octane which influences performance.
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We don't believe the octane number answers all the questions. We
believe the octane information is useful and would assist the consumer along with other things such as listening to the way the
engine sounds, doing road testing and trial and error and so forth.
We think the octane number is useful information and will help
him make the right choice. For that reason we support the requirement. We don't agree at this point that the R plus M over 2 formula
is the best one and we don't think the criminal statutes involved here
are necessary or appropriate.
Senator HARTKE. Texaco testimony says it has not been unusual
to observe a spread of 8 to 10 or more octane numbers in the antiknock requirements.
Do
with that?
M[r. youONagree
TORY. Not by itself.
Senator HARTKE. "Among different makes and models the variation
may be greater.
"Table 1 shows a 15-number spread between 16 1970 cars we have
tested."
Is that statement correct?
Mr. AMONTGO-NERY. Neither I nor FEA has done the technical work
to critique that statement. Even if it is true, the basic information we
are talking about here would he useful. W1e don't claim putting the
octane number on the pump will enable every car owner to immediately select the right gasoline, but it would 'help to select the right
gasoline.
Senator HRTKCE. There is no question for the informed person. How
many people do you fhink know what "knock" is in a car?
Mr. MONTGO-MERY. Most drivers have experienced it at one time or
another.
Senator TAPTKE. They know it is noisy. How many people know it
is caused by the octane utilization and is it always done that way?
Mr. BAum. Sir, again, here I would emphasize the need for an education dimension to the program to supplement a. reliable, consistent,
and uniform octane rating system.

Anyone who has experienced knock in a car knows what it is. I am
told very often a car will knock, yet an untrained driver will not be
able to detect it. At least to the extent the public knows that when a
car knocks, you need a higher octane gasoline, and that number is
posted and there is a uniform system. That is what we are talking
about.
Senator HARTKE. My understanding is FTC has conducted two independent technical reviews on the octane rating systems contained in
S. 1508.
Mr. FITZPATRICK. I won't say technical reviews have been conducted.
We have consulted on occasion with the State of Maryland and our
former consultant on the question of R plus M over 2, vis-a-vis R plus
M over 2 plus 4, and have received their opinions on that matter.
Senator HAiraK.. These are consultants.

Mr. FITZP.TRIOK. Yes, sir.
One was a consultant, former consultant of the Commission, Dr.
Scott Samuelson. Ie assists the Commission staff with these technical
questions. He consulted also with the State of Maryland.
Senator HLRTKE. What did he say?
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Mr. FITZPATRICK. The question posed to Dr. Samuelson and to the
State of Maryland was, considering R plus M over 2 vis-a-vis R plus
MI over 2 plus 4, were there any technical difficulties, No. 1; and No. 2,
did they think R plus M over 2 plus 4 was a superior number to R
plus M over 2.
. The answer to the first question, as I recall, from both the State of
Maryland and Dr. Samuelson was that there was no particular superiority between R plus M over 2 as opposed to R plus M over 2 plus

4 in terms of technical matters.

Both felt, however, from the standpoint of a posting program that
R plus M over 2 was still the best number to use and that the answer
to our question, basically.
Senator HARTKE. That left you with nothing.
Mr. FITZPATRICK. I didn't consider it nothing. I think the answers

were valid and are still valid, and are helpful.

Senator IARTKE. As I understand it, there is no question that R plus
M over 2 is more reliable than R plus M over 2 plus 4. That is not the

question.
That is an incorrect assessment, as I understand it.
Mr. MONTGOMERY. Mr. Chairman, I think Mr. Goldstein put his
finger on this thing. The question is do you want to go back to where
we were generally in the late 1960's, or whether you want to take the
position the R plus M over 2 formula is the most accurate one and
then educate the public as to what that means.
You made a statement in your opening remarks that you thought
about 10 percent of the owners read their operating nmnuals. I would
guess you are right. There are very few.
We don't know how many people are still relying on material they
read 5 or 6 years ago when they first got their car.
Senator lIARTKE. I imagine in most secondhand cars the operator's
manual is not in the car.
Mr. MONTGOMERY. The extent to which the people are attuned to
the research number is impossible to determine.
Senator HARTKE. What would prevent a refiner or somebody who is
in this from lowering the motor octane number and raising the research
number to maintain the same overall number.
Could that be done?
Mr. MONTOME RY. I am sorry, Mr. Chairman. I don't know.
Senator HARTrKE. In other words, you have the motor octane number
and you have the research number, right?

Mrs. B

Right.
-RNSTEiN.

Senator HARTKE. They are not the same. What if you lowered the

motor octane number? That is more expensive to sustain, isn't itI

If we can't get agreement on that, we may as well quit.
Mr. BAUM. I don't know.
Mr. MONTGOM-ERY. I don't know.
Senator IIARTK. We will put that question in the record and you

can find an answer for us.
What would prevent the refiner from lowerincr the motor octane
number and raising the research number and still maintain the same
R nlus M over 2 octane number.
Mr. PRICE. Thishannens every day. The motor octane number can
bp lowered and research octane number raised to average to the R plus
MI divided by 2.
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Senator HArTKE. What is the effect?

Isn't it more difficult to maintain the motor octane number?
Mr. PlucE. To keep it up, yes.
Senator HARTKE. What would be the net result on the sensitivity?

Mr. PRicE. Sensitivity index is that phrase used to measure the dif-

ference between the two, research and motor."
Senator IIURTKE. What happens in such a case?
Does that materially affect the gasoline?
Mr. PRICE. It could affect it, depending on the application on the

road.
Senator HARTKE. What would happen then, in other words. the
Buick engine is designed to operate only on unleaded gasoline of at
least 91 reserve octane. The gasoline should have a motor octane of at
least 83.
Mr. PRICE. One is basically a test at higher speeds versus loads at
lower speeds.
Senator HARTKE. I am reading from the manual now, and I have
a Buick between 1971 and 1975. A man has a Buick between 1971 and
1975, and he goes in there and goes to the filling station and he reads
there that lie has an R plus MI over 2 of 91.
How do I know I have a 91 research octane. And at least an 83
motor octane.
Mr. PRICE. You won't know it, sir, unless it is posted in that mainier.
Senator HARTKE. If you post, then, this R plus M over 2, you still
don't know what you are getting.
Mr. PInCE. That is correct.
Senator HARTKE. Okay. goodby. Thank you, gentlemen.
[The statements follow:]
STATEMENT OF ROBERT E. MIONTGOMERY, JR.. GENERAL COUNSEL FEDERAL
ENERGY ADMINISTRATION
Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss S. 1509. the "Consumer Fuel
Disclosure Act of 1975." The bill is intended to prevent consumer purchases of
gasoline of an octane higher than that actually required for operation of their
automobiles.
Let me begin by summarizing what PEA believes to be the major features of
the bill. S. 1508 would prohibit the, interstate shipment, transportation or sale
of gasoline unless the person offering such gasoline certifies in writing at or
prior to delivery the octane rating of such gasoline. "Octane rating" would be
measured under the bill as half the sum of the research and motor octane numbers, plus four. Retail sellers of gasoline would be required to post written
notice of the octane rating on the pump used to dispense such gasoline, and advertisers of gasoline would be required to state the octane rating.
The bill would require that automobiles manufactured after enactment hear
written information to the buyer stating the octane of gasoline appropriate for
use in such automobiles.
S. 1505 also would require the Administrator of the FE to establish standard
methods to measure octane and to establish testing procedures to ensure the
purity and content of gasoline. The Administrator would also e required to
perform a study of the performance of various brands of gasoline and spot test
of the quality of various brands of ezasoline.
The subjet of octane posting Is a familiar asoect of the, Mandatory Petroleum Regulatiw,.. PEA has since its inception administered a price and octalnle
posting regulatilon adopted pursuant to the Emergency Petroleum Allocation
Act of 1973.
PEA supports the consent to the continued availability of octane Informntion
to the motoring public, and has not been alone In addressing this matter. As you
know, the FTC has promulgated a trade regulation rule requiring the posting
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of octane ratings, and I understand the FTC representative will speak further
to the relationship of S. 1508 to the FTC rule.
FEA endorses efforts to provide consumers with information that will enable
them better to make informed choices with respect to the purchase of gasoline.
Such information can be helpful, for example, in assisting consumers to purchase the most economical gasoline required for their particular vehicles, and
that which contains the lowest lead levels necessary for their particular automobiles.
Nonetheless, FEA has reservations as to the wisdom of adopting new
legislation which would mandate procedures to require octane posting enforceable only by criminal penalties, would require the use of any specific octane
posting formula, and would involve a significant commitment of Federal resources
to Implement effectively. Our experience with the Mandatory Allocation Program, especially during the 1973 oil embargo, demonstrated the magnitude of
regulating the entire retail gasoline sector, and in general we believe the energy
benefits that would occur by reason of this legislation-measured in terms of
decreasing this nation's dependence on foreign energy-would be marginal when
compared to the resources necessary to carry out the programs the -bill would
mandate.
FEA currently requires retail sellers of gasoline and No. 2-D diesel fuel
to post in a prominent )lace on each pump used to dispense such fuels the maximum lawful price of the product and the average research and motor octane
number- (R+M)/2-of the gasoline dispensed from that pump. The rule as
adopted by the Federal Enery Office (FEG) in early 1974, appeared at that time
substantially In the form that had been promulgated originally by the Cost of
Living Council (CLC), and called for posting on CLC forms, which were made
available to retail sellers. When authorization for those forms lapsed, their
subsequent unavailability made compliance with the posting rule difficult for
many sellers. Moreover, the statutory authority under which CLC initially
adopted the posting regulation expired in April of 1974.
Accordingly, FEA proposed to revise the prescribed method of posting to
eliminate the requirement that CLC forms be used. At that time also, PEA
solicited comments on its authority to amend the regulation "in light of the
changes in statutory authority which have occurred since the initial issuance
of the regulation." Based upon the premise that "octane numbers are primary
Indication of the quality of gasoline and that a reduction in octane numbers
without a change in price is the same as a price increase," FEA made tile
preliminary determination that the Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act of
1973 (Allocation Act) provides sufficiently broad statutory authority to support
the adoption of the proposed regulation.
FEA held a public hearing in November 1974, at which three interested parties
presented oral statements with emphasis in two major areas: (1) FEA authority
to promulgate an octane posting regulation, and (2) alternative octane computation methods.
In February 1975, after consideration of all the comments and oral presentations FEA determined that the amendment should be adopted substantially as
proposed. The February amendment differed from the previous posting requirement in that it eliminated the required use of CLC forms, and looked ahead
to the eventual effective date for the FTC's octane posting regulation by providing that sellers may comply with the FEA regulation by complying with
the FTC's proposed regulation, whether required by the FTC to do so or not.
The February amendment reflects the current FEA price and octane number in.
formation posting requirement.
During the course of the rulemaking proceeding that culminated in the February
amendment, FEA received certain materials in support of a proposal that PEA
adopt a revised formula for the computation of octane number. The proposal
was that FEA adopt tile [Rl+M/21 + 4 formula, which approximates the research
octane number by adding four numbers to the average of the research and motor
numbers.
PEA considered the points in support of the alternative formula but coneluded that FEA should defer to the conclusion of the FTC based upon the Coinmission's previous in-depth consideration of the issue of posting formulae. More.
over, sound policy considerations dictated that the potential for conflicting
posting requirements by FEA and FTC be avoided.
Since the February amendment, FEA has undertaken an independent technical
analysis of the formula issue, the conclusions of which are included in "Automo.
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bile Octane Requirement, Fuel Economy and Petroleum Conservation," a general
staff study of the issues connected with octane posting prepared by FEA's senior
physical scientist.
In light of the preliminary conclusions reached in the staff study, FEA, recently gave notice of a proposed rulemaking and public hearing to consider
whether to amend the present definition of octane number. Comments have been
solicited from interested parties on FEA's proposal to specify the research octane
number and on any other alternative methods of determining the appropriate
octane number to be posted (including but not limited to, (R+M)/2, [ (R+M)/2]
+ 4, and the Motor Octane Number). In the August 1975 hearing on this subject
testimony was received addressed to whether there has been any octane overbuying since implementation of the current system. At the present time, FEA is
analyzing the comments and oral testimony received in that proceeding to
determine whether an alternative formula should be used.
FEA believes that adoption of this bill before the conclusion of the pending
rulemaking might lead to the innocuous result that FEA regulations require a
posting formula not supported by the findings of its own rulemaking.
Finally, section 6 of the bill would establish a completely new role for FEA
which would tend needlessly to inject the Federal government into the marketing
of gasoline. This provision would require a comparative performance evaluation
of various brands of gasoline, and would mandate that FEA perform spot checks
on the quality of various brands of gasoline. The Federal government has been
traditionally hesitant to involve itself in the testing or comparative evaluation
of goods where a public health or safety standard is not involved, and FEA does
not view this particular proposal as an efficient or effective investment of finite
Federal resources which should be devoted to programs that 'will substantially
reduce this nation's dependence on foreign energy.
I wish to express my thanks for the opportunity to present the views of the
FEA on this legislation. I hope that these comments will prove useful to the
Committee as it considers S. 1508.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. BAU-M[, DEPUTY ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR GENERAL
ENFORCEMENT, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, it is a pleasure to appear before
you today to discuss the views of the Environmental Protection Agency concerning S. 15S, the Consumer Fuel Disclosure Act.
Substantial confusion currently exists in the minds of the motoring public
regarding the subject of gasoline octane. This confusion can be attributed to
at least three enuses: (1) the existence of a number of different methods for
measuring octane, (2) the lack of knowledge among consumers regarding the
different types of octane measures, and (3) the general misunderstanding concerning the proper use of octane Information. There is a common misconception
among consumers which relates the use of high octane motor fuel to increased
engine power and improved mileage.
EPA's primary concern regarding this Issue is to ensure that the consumer
will receive the information necessary to enable him to reduce octane over.
buying and to operate his automobile in an economical manner. In general, the
amount of lead in a leaded gasoline product is positively correlated to the fuel's
octane level: that is, the higher the octane, the greater the lead content. Thus,
the consequences of using gasoline with unduly high octane characteristics In.
clude increased airborne lead emissions, potentially adverse health effects, energy
waste in the use of petroleum, and a monetary loss for the consuming pul)lic.
Octane over-buying can occur when the octane rating of gasoline is expressed
by a different measurement method on the pump and in the automobile owners'
manual. This situation currently exists because an Antiknock Index must now
be displayed on the pumps, yet many owner's manuals refer to the proper
octane level in terms of the Research Octane Number. Both measuring scales
are shown numerically but the Research Octane Number is approximately four
octane numbers higher than the Antiknock Index for the Identical gasoline.
Consequently, a car owner may regularly purchase motor fuel with an unneces.
sarily high octane rating in an effort to comply with the specifications established
by his car's manufacturer.
The Environmental Protection Agency supports the premise underlying S. 1508
which iR to assist consumers in avoiding the purchase of gasoline with octane
ratings that are unnecessarily high for the proper operation of their automobiles.
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However, we question the use of the "octane rating" method as set forth in
section 3, subsection 6 of the proposed bill as the most appropriate standard for
the entire disclosure program. There are several octane measurement methods
available for use in an octane disclosure program. The FEA-sponsored R&M/2
technique and the system suggested by the American Society for Testing and
Materials are but two approaches. However, since the Federal Energy Administration is presently empowered to promulgate octane-posting regulations, we
believe that the FEA should exercise this authority and select the most uniform
and easily-understood technique.
Since this bill is being actively considered, I would like to briefly comment on
one aspect of it. There appears to be an inconsistency in the language used in
section 4. Section 4(a) of the Act is concerned with the disclosure of octane information in various phases of the gasoline marketing process; specifically, the
shipment and sale of motor fuel to the retailer, the sale of gasoline to the consumer, and the advertising and promotion of the product. Each subsection of section 4(a) uniformly requires that the gasoline being offered for sale be identified
by its "octane rating." This term is defined by the statute. However, the following subsection 4(b) which deals with fuel specifications appearing in owners'
manuals describes the gasoline octane information in different terms. The apparent intent of this provision is to insure that consumers have the information
available to make informed purchases of motor fuel containing the proper octane
level. Due to the differences in language used in these two sections, this purpose
could be frustrated. Section 4(b) speaks in terms of "octane or octanes" while
section 4(a) uses the defined term of "octane rating." Consequently, the octane
rating which must appear on the gasoline pump and in advertisements may not
necesasrily be required to be expressed in the same terms in the vehicle owner's
manual. Thus, if the goal of providing the consumer with understandable information is to be achieved, the octane terminology of these two sections should be
made consistent.
Finally, in the event that S. 1508 is enacted, another concern arises. As stated
earlier, one of the major problems in this area is the lack of knowledge regarding
the proper use of octane information. Popular wisdom contains many myths regarding the porperties of gasoline octane as it relates to automobile fuel economy and engine performance. Thus, any action which establishes uniformity in
the presentation of octane information to the consumer, but does nothing to
eliminate the consumer's misconceptions regarding its use, may not discourage
octane over-buying. Therefore, in conjunction with the legislation being considered, I believe that Congress should clearly express its intent that the administering Agency educate the motoring public about the proper use of octane information. An effort should be made to inform consumers that the high octane gasoline will not improve engine performance or fuel economy.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my prepared statement. I will be glad to answer
any questions the Committee may have.

Senator HARTKE. Mr. Louis Lombardo, president of the Public Interest Campaign. I hope you can straighten us all out. Please summarize and you try to go ahead and bring order out of chaos,
STATEMENT OF LOUIS V. LOMBARDO, PRESIDENT, PUBLIC
INTEREST CAMPAIGN, BETHESDA, MD.
Mr. LOM.B.kRDO. I can leave the statement for a few minutes and just
continue the dialog.
Senator HARTKE. Your entire statement will appear in the record.
You speak up so I can hear you.
M[r. LO TBARDO. The first thing is that---one of the first questions you
asked was whether or not all gasolines are really interchangeable and
that goes to the question of what they call the. fungibility of gasoline.
Basically, with gasolines, as Mr. Goldstein pointed out-there are anawful lot of exchanges going on. Exxon buys from Chevron; Texaco
buys from Exxon. There is a lot of that. When they exchange they do
buy and sell gasoline on the basis of certain specifications. go that by
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and large it is true that as far as the consumer is concerned, gasolines
are interchangeable.
Now, you just cannot say that as a blanket statement, across the
board, that that is true. Gasolines do vary with respect to octane and
they do vary with respect to light ends, as you pointed out, and other
characteristics. From a consumer's standpoint, octane is probably the
most important factor-I'm not saying light ends and other factors
aren't important too, because they are.
Senator HARTKE. If you have to identify the most important ele-

ment, is that what you are saying?
M r. LOMBARDO. Yes, sir, and octane is increasing in importance
also.

Now, there have been a lot of misstatements added to the record
this morning. One of them was that accuracy of the (R+M)/2 versus
the (R + M)/2+4. Mathematically, they both have the same accuracy,
and from a reliability standpoint, they are absolutely identical. In
other words, if you compare both rating systems, all that the + 4 does
is add a consumer adjustment factor so that the posted rating on the
pump is meaningful and useful to a consumer rather than misleading.
Addition of 4 points does not alter the reliability or the accuracy
of the rating system one iota.
Senator I-IARTKE. I have a blue pamphlet given to me by Mr. Goldstein. It says "old and new." Do you have one of these? You are smart
enough to understand this. Change in octane ratings. Automotive gasoline performance systems. Economy, old "Wouldbe 91. New would be
81, so understand the new 87 +4. it would get you right identically on
the target.
Mr. LOMBARDO. Correct.
Senator HARTKE. 89 + 4 would bring you to 93. The old is 94. You say

that is a difference without a distinction.
Mr. LOMBARDO. Yes; it just so happened that they may have rounded
the 89. It may have been 89.4 rounded to 89 instead of 89.5 rounded
to 90 or they just picked a regular which was 89. If you add 4, that is

not going to give you an absolutely perfect adjustment?
Senator HArrKE. But the margin of difference?

Mr. LO BARDO. The margin of difference is insignificant from the

consumer's standpoint. The consumer won't be misled.
Senator HARTKE. The same is true with the midpremium. If you
added 4 to the 911/9, you would get 951/2 instead of 96.
Mr. LOMBARDO. Half an octane point doesn't make a difference to
the consumer. We recommend that they round the octane rating to the
nearest whole number.
Senator HARTKE. I understand that. OK.

Mr.

LOMRBARDO.

Mr. Montgomery said to you this morning that it is

premature for the Congress to get, involved. Well, I can tell you from
my standpoint that that is an outrageous statement. We have been prodding the FEA and asking them to look into this question now, for
nearly 2 years. Back in February 1974, I wrote to Administrator
William Simon at the time he was' Administrator of the FEO. I told

him about this confusion. I said you could rectify it by adding a four
for a consumer adjustment factor. Mr. Simon wrote ne a polite letter
saying he would welcome the assistance and expertise of the Public
Interest campaign to educate the Nation's motorists to the four point
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difference between the ratings posted and the ratings motorists were
accustomed to in their car manuals.
We operate on a $5,000 a year budget. Mr. Simon's position is the
height of fuelishness. It is ridiculous. This is what they are about to do.
FEA is about to put on the top of the pump, on a large sign, an octane
rating which would be confusing to the consumers. And then FEA
proposes to have a large scale public education campaign to unconfuse them. That is the height of ridiculousness. It would be throwing
Federal dollars down a rathole.
You raised an excellent point when you said the assumption that
the consumers read the owner's manual is a false one. Maybe only 10
percent do. That is probably true. But one must ask why have consumers disregarded the information in their owner's annual, and the
reason has been because they have had an octane rating in the manual
but none on the pump. The first issue of "Consumer Reports," back
in 1937, the year Twas born, said consumers should be given the octane
rating so they wouldn't waste 2 or 3 cents a gallon. We still don't
have posted gasoline octane ratings.
As you pointed out this morning, the legal mess and confusion has
been going on since 1969. If the consumers had not only the instructions in the owner's manual, but a rating on the pump to which they
could relate easily and without confusion, then you could expect a
larger percentage of the motorists to begin using that information
and buying intelligently.
The oil companies don't want the consumers to have that information. It is more profitable to them to the tune of about $3 million per
day, due to the octane overbuying and the confusion. The oil compames also don't want any constraints. They don't want to be held
accountable by State officials.
Senator HRr.EY. What if you went out there now. and I guarantee
you that most people, when they go on through, they will buy from, say,
one of the big outfits like Mobile, Texaco, Sunoc, or somebody like
that. They buy it primarily because it happens to be somebody in their
neighborhood they like, or maybe in some people they have the idea
they are getting a better quality than they are when they go to one of
the independents which is lower priced.
Why wouldn't the suggestion made by Texaco where they talk about
the fact if you are going to have this type of disclosure you would be
better off to identify on the pump not the octane rating but to go ahead
and say this gasoline is for a certain type of car.
Mr. LO-MBARDO. You have 100 million cars out there. In any given
model year you have a variation in the number of makes. models, and
engines-Volvo may have been built for 96 research octane; Volks.

wagen for 89 research octane. Engines vary. General Motors, up until

1970, built a lot of cars that ran on regular or low octane and some
that ran on premium, high octane. There is a whole range of octane
reqwuiremnrents out there.
Senator HARTKE. Most filling stations you can't get that whole range
of octanes. You can get premium, regular, and unleaded.
Mr. LOMBARDO. It is a good point. Octane is heeoming more important
for a number of reasons. Take the consumer, the owner of a 197-1 car.
It has to run on unleaded gasoline. It was designed to run on 91 research
octane, unleaded octane.
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Senator

Ninety-one research and 83 motor.
you have here is a situation where the auto
manufacturers originally said it would have to run on 82 motor
octane and the oil companies would like to give as little octane as
possible. It is expensive for oil companies to boost the octane. With
1975 cars, GM said the way we design our systems it now needs 83
motor octane. They put that specification in there to avoid cngiine
knock. You have a situation where the auto manufacturers, to squeeze
every mile per gallon out of their car, are adjusting engines so that
cars need more and more octane.
In other words, there is less margin for error. The oil companies
try to maximize profits and shave the octanes in the gasoline in the
other direction; that is, as low as possible.
Visualize the plight of an owner of a 1975 automobile. The auto
manufacturers say that after 10,000 miles, perhaps 5 percent of the
car engines will knock on 91 research octane. The lead additive manufacturers who would like to scare people away from use of lead-free
gasoline, say we can expect about 60 percent of the 1975 cars to begin
knocking after about 10,000 miles. I think a reasonable esthuate will
be somewhere in the middle. Maybe a third of the 1975 cars will begin
knocking on 91 research octane.
What does the consumer do? He is faced with a situation where
his car begins knocking. If he lives on the east coast, lie has some
choice. There are 13 States where Amoco offers a higher octnne unleaded. He could go and buy that, pay more and buy that gasol ine and
maybe get a little bit more in the way of fuel economy. If he lives outside of that area, or if lie is ignorant about octanes, hle nay )e forced
to go back to his dealer. le says to his dealer, "I just bought this
HARTKE.

Mr. LOMBARDO. "hat

car, it has only 10,000 miles. it is beginning to knock." The dealer

says, "I will adjust the spark timing for you and it will not knock
anymore." So he does that and the motorists loses 4 to 6 percent in
fuel economy. Either way the consumer loses. Either he has to buy
up to a very high octane premium like Amoco (probably too high an
octane) or he has to have the timing adjusted and lose fuel economy.
If there were clear and intelligible octane postings, consumers
could shop around. Shell, for example, offers an intermediate high
octane unleaded; it offers 95 research octane. It may be only a penny
more a gallon. He tries it and it works, perhaps. If the octaiie ratings
are clear and unmisleading in the first place, then with .i public education campaign, consumers could be educated to buy by octane. And
octane is increasingly important to them.
Senator HArrKE. All right. Does it make any difference, then, if he
has research octane or motor octane, then?
Mr. LOMIiARDO. You are raising the question of whether or not he
has the motor octane. That, is not an issue that has really been discussed, of course. Basically speaking, most gasoline has a minimum
specification of 82 so generally oil companies don't go below that. There
is variation above that.
So the consumer really is sort of taken care of. What we are saying
is that the R plus M over 2, along with the consumer adjustment
factor +4 is adequate. It weights the motor octane and research octane
each 50 percent. We say, let the oil companies be free to alter the motor
and or research octane ratings of their fuel, within limits, any way
65-981-7-----4
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they want to do it. As long as oil companies disclose the combined
octane rating of their product in a clear and unmisleading fashion to
the consumers, consumers will be protected.
Suppose, for example, Shell wants to offer their 95 research octane.
If it is R plus M over 2 plus 4, it may still be posted at 95 or it may

be 94.

If Exxon wants to offer a lower octane, let them offer a lower octane,
but let them disclose it so the consumer knows there is a difference,
and that difference may be important to him or her.
Senator HARKE. Which is the more expensive, the motor octane?
Mr. LOMBARDO. Yes. The oil companies hold that kind of information very, very confidential. I think on the public record, from what
I have been able to find out, the motor octane is a little more expensive
to produce than the research, bit in fairness, it does vary from refiner
to refiner, from location to location in the country, depending on a
number of factors that influence which is more costly. The way a
refiner operates is they get a barrel of crude and process it. Out of
that barrel of crude oil, approximately half becomes gasoline and the
other half goes into a series of other products.
Whether they boost, or lower the motor octane, or boost or lower
the research depends on what the other half barrel of crude will be
made into.
Senator HARTKE. Let me ask you, could he come in with a 70 motor
octaneMr. LOMBARDO. No. They do meet the minimum specifications of 82.
It doesn't drop that far. TheoreticallySenator HARTKE. What would happen in the performance?
Mr. LOMrBARDO. A lot of cars would have a lot of problems if oil

companies maintained a research octane level but lowered drastically
the motor octane rating of their product.
Senator H.ARTKE. Why is there so much confusion about all of this ?
Mr. LO MBARDO. It is profitable to 'the oil companies. You saw how
the agencies were here before you today.
Apparently, when consumers go to a Federal agency like FEA and
say, look, this is in the consumer's interest to clarify this and straighten
out this confusion; if it doesn't cost the oil companies anything, they
will listen to you, If it will step on the toes of the oil industry, no
way do they listen.
Senator ;ARTKE. All right. Now, what about these other things that
Mr. Goldstein was talking about, those other items. Are those unnecessary to be dealt with?
Mr. LOMBARDO. Only in the sense that I think the legislation covers
it. The legislation says do some studies. Have the executive branch
agencies do some studies, and determine what is necessary in the way
of purity, content, volatility and other properties of gasoline.
We think that the State 7of Maryland is way out in front. They
have done a magnificent job. In the testimony I warn about the fallacy
of one of the arguments brought before you this morning, that is, the
"horde of civil servants"--I think that'was put forth by the representativ es of FEA. This argument is constantly being tendered by the
oil companies and the American Petroleum Institute.
I point out in my testimony that if you look at Maryland's operation, it consists of less than 30 civil servants, operating on a budget
of about $600,000 a year, or 20 cents per taxpayer per year. One of
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the benefits being-and this is just one of the benefits-that in 1974
alone, Maryland taxpayers were protected from being ripped off on
35 million gallons of l ow-octane gas that would have been sold as
premium, had it not been for Maryland's gasoline quality control
program.
In 1974 Maryland saved its consumers $1.75 million plus unquantifled savings in engine damages. So Maryland has been protecting the
consumer.
Really, that is what is at issue here. The oil companies would have
you not get involved in holding them accountable. I think that the
evidence presented by Mr. Gold stein shows that it would be in the
consumer's interest for an effective and efficiently run program. That
is another credit to Mr. Goldstein. While it is true you can have a
Federal agency that won't run its program efficiently or get anything
done it is clear from Mr. Goldstein's operation that such programs
need not be inefficient or ineffective.
Senator HARTKE. I think some of the Federal agencies are efficient.
Mr. LoM3BATDO. Some are efficient or inefficient?
Senator HARTKE. Both.
Let me ask, in your testimony you refer to overbuying. What is
overbuying? I understand the FEA had a Halldane Report which
says that octane overbuying is minimal. Do you agree or disagree?
Mr. LOMBARDO. We disagree. We pointed out in the FEA hearing
record that Mr. Halldane completely misunderstood our petition and
the premises and calculations. We set forth before the agency an
enormous amount of documentation. We set forth our rationale for
our estimates; the data, conclusions, and methodology.
It has been before three Government agencies: FEA, FTC, and EPA
for 2 years.
It has been presented to the oil companies. Nowhere have we been
given estimates (with a rationale) that conflict or any critique that
differs with our estimates.
As all estimates, they may be wrong. Some are high, and some are
low perhaps, but they are the best we had and they have stood the test
of time.
Senator HARTKE. Could you supply those to be included in the hearing by reference?
Thank you. I appreciate your testimony.
[The statement follows :]
STATEMENT OF LOUIS V. LoMBARDo, PRESrDENT, PUBLIC INTEREST CAMPAIGN
Mr. Chairman, Senators. ladies and gentlemen. I am Louis V. Lombardo,
President of the Public Interest Campaign, an independent citizen organization
working on consumer and environmental protection problems. I personally have
worked on automotive pollution control problems for nine years--in the Federal
air pollution program for the first six, and as a citizen for the past three years.
FEA is about to help the oil companies pick the taxpayers' pockets. FEA is
preparing to fool as many of the people as many times as possible into the purchase of premium gasoline when consumers could use lower octane, lower priced
gasoline.
A handful of elected representatives, Senators MeIntyre. Bayh, Humphrey.
Kennedy and Mondale, and Representatives Dingell and Conte are trying to
steer FEA back onto the straight and narrow path by introduction of 9. 1508,
the Consumer Fuel Disclostqre Act. and H.R. 6520, the Truth In Octane Act.
FEA. in a perversion of their mandate to conserve energy, is about to require
the posting of gasoline octane ratings on large signs above the gasoline pump.
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Perverted-because FEA officials plan to utilize an octane rating formula proposed by Texaco: (R-+M)/2 or sometimes known as the average octane rating,
i.e., the average of the research (R) and motor (M) octane ratings. This
Texaco rating would result in a posted rating which is typically four points
lower than the research (11) rating which is used in some 50 million owner's manuals to recommend the gasoline octane consumers should use.
Visualize the plight of an owner of a 1971, 1972, 1973 or 1974 automobile.
Virtually all vehicles sold in the U.S. of those model years were designed to
run on 91 "Research" octane gasoline. About half the owners manuals specify
"use of gasoline of at least 91 research octane." Such gasoline has been economy
graded or unleaded. Regular has commonly been about 94 research octane and
preinum commonly 99 or 100 research octane.
Under the Texaco formula, however, these grades would typically be posted
as 87, 90 and 96 octane. NOTE, the only grade with a rating of at least 91 would
be premium. From Texaco's (and other oil companies) point of view, consumers
would be misled into purchasing the most profitable gasoline. From the consumer's point of view, consumers would be misled into purchase of the choice
which would be most economically wasteful, most energy wasteful, and the
choice which results in the highest amount of pollution.
In our petition which for nearly two years has been before the three Federal
agencies (FEA, FTC, and EPA) testifying before you today. we carefully docutmented nationwide estimates of octane overbuylng and its effects. For the year
1974 we found that nationwide overbuying was: (a) Costing consumers nearly 3
million dollars per day; (b) wasting nearly 1 million gallons of gasoline energy
per day; and (c) resulting in the unnecessary emissions of nearly 400,000 pounds
of lead air pollutants per day.
Our petition not only documented and quantified the extent of the nation's
octane overbuying problem; the petition also asked for adoption of a simple
remedy-clear and unmisleading disclosure of octane ratings by the addition of
4 points to the Texaco formula. This is the remedy called for in S. 1508.
In normal times one might expect that a government agency receiving such a
petition would give it careful consideration, and if meritorious adopt it. In a government for, by. and of the people. one would expect such behavior from government officials. But today we apparently have government for, by and of the
powerful.
After two years of effort we have found that:
1. FEA still has not conducted a careful technical review of our petition and is
about to ignore it again.
2. FTC denied our petition after months of "consideration." Nearly a year later
we discovered that FTC had denied our petition without having conducted a
technical evaluation of our petition.
3. After months of criticism. EPA only reluctantly evaluated our petition and
finally, and reluctantly, agreed with it.
These are only a sampling of the outrages we have experienced to demonstrate
the failures of the administrative process which make legislative intervention
a necessity.
FEA-LET THE PUBLIC BE DAMNED
"Let the public be damned" is a good description of FEA's attitude on gasoline
octane posting. Despite a hearing record which overwhelmingly supports the
remedy in S. 1508. FEA's hearing panel has recommended that FEA first require
the posting (on large signs) of the confusing Texaco octane rating. This is to lie
followed by an extensive (and expensive) public education campaign to mconfuse the public! For these recommendations taxpayers have paid these FEA
officials over $100.O00 over the past year. Oil company executives privately applaud such behavior. The reaction of informed citizens would be another matter.
I would like to excerpt now the following from my testimony before FEA
(submitted herewith) :
"This Administration has riddled, fiddled, and diddled with the taxpayers'
money to the detriment of the public's health. the consumer's pocketbook and the
nation's energy resources, all this to the profit of the big oil companies.
"At first I thought it was Just plain old bureaucratic incompetence. Now I believe it is more complicity than incompetence that has caused the government to
mislead, confuse, and maintain in ignorance U.S. motorists for over two years....
"Since February 1974. when our petition was filed with FEA, nonfeasance and
mal-feasance by FEO and FEA officials has resulted in failure to effectively
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,deal with the problem of octane overbuying through octane disclosure. Since
February 1974, the nation has suffered the following estimated adverse consequences from octane overbuying.
"1. Enough money was wasted (nearly 4 billion dollars) to pay for the hosall the nation's lead poisoned
pitalization, treatment, and institutional care bills of
0
children for two years.
"2. Enough energy was wasted (nearly 500 million gallons of gasoline) to provide for the gasoline needs of 500,000 families for over a year.
"3. Enough lead was emitted into the air (nearly 200,000,000 pounds of fine
particulate lead) to have manufactured 5 million car batteries.
"4. Enough children have been afflicted by lead poisoning (to which gasoline
lead additives have contributed) ----An estimated 600,000 children have suffered
dangerously high blood lead levels, an estimated 6,000 have suffered neurological
handicaps including mental retardation, and an estimted 200 have died.
"And what have FEA officials done? FEA officials have not only failed to act
to mitigate the octane overbuying problem; FEA has acted to aggravate the problem by promulgating the Texaco octane-rating system.
"As early as Spring of 1974. FEe could have promulgated an octane posting
rule which would have resulted in clear, unmisleading, permanent, visible, useful
and reliable octane ratings and then mounted a helpful public education campaign to minimize octane overbuying. But FEO and FEA did not.
"The public is entitled to know:
"a. Why didn't you use the consumer adjustment factor to give the maximum
number of consumers a reliable octane rating they could relate to and rely on?
"!1. Why didn't you do it early in the Spring of 1974?
"c. Why have you still not done so?
"d. Why did you specify rating according to the Texaco formula when you
'knew it would result In consumer confusion and aggravation of octane overbuying?
"e. Why did you specify the posting to be only %/2inch high?
"f. Why did you permit oil companies to post on tile outside of the pump and on
strikers which could weather away?
"g. Why did you permit oil companies to pencil in the octane rating?
"hm.Why didn't you mommnt a public education caiinpaign?
"I. Why didn't you enforce the regulations? ...
"if not to serve the public interest, what is the purpose of these FEA panels
and hearings? ... What did the taxpayers receive for their money? Regulations
which were not enforced, but had they been enforced would have further helped
ti oil companies pick the taxpayers' pockets. To the extent that oil companies
pay taxes, at least some taxpayers got their moneys worth."
You will also find submitted for the record copies of my correspondence with
FE.A slice the hearing which further documents FEA.'s refusal to objectively
cOnside ' the public's interest on octane posting.
I also wish to include my letter of September 29. 1975 to you, Senator Hartke,
wherein I enclose FEA's hearing panel recommendations to Administrator Zarb.
It includes an YEA Office of Regulation )evelopment "Ipsitlon" paper on octane
posting dated S4eltember 16, 1975 from Mr. Paul Leiman. It Is a technically
sophouioric paper which erroneously selects and uses data provided by Atlantic
Richfield ('omlpanmy (ARCO) and deliberately avoids points and documentation
we have provided for the record to arrive at a predictable conclusion desired
by the (ill industry. It is also riddled with misstatements of fact and misinterpretatins of data.
For example. on Page II it states "given that 50% of all vehicle miles travelled
in passenger cars are for trips 10 miles or longer (see Attachment A)." But if
one turns to Attachnment A. one finds 75% to be the figure. not 50%.
On page 3, it states that "Generally, in order to raise the MON by a factor of
one it costs 3 to 8 times more than to raise the RON a similar interval." This
statement is grossly inaccurate and standing without amplification is meaningless; at best.
On iage III (note the pages aren't even numbered properly) of the position
paper our views are distorted into the false proposition that present overbuying
is due to posting of the Texaco rating system. Since FEA's regulations have not
been enforced, and we have documented widespread non-compliance, we have
never made such a charge. What we have said is that if the regulations were
enforced with large legible octane ratings posted and promoted, then use of the
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Texaco rating system would aggravate the existing overbuying problem and that,
conversely, if the plus-four rating system were used, octane overbuying could
be reduced.
ASTIJ'S SLIPPERY SYMBOL SYSTEM

Testifying before you today will be representatives of the American Society
for Testing and Materials on behalf of an alternative Octane posting scheme
known as the symbol system. It is my belief, as I stated in my testimony before
FEA, that use of the symbol system would perpetrate a fraud and a deception
upon consumers.
Their system calls for gasoline to be graded by octane behind a scale of numbers one through six. But if one examines the scale carefully, one finds that in
practice, there are virtually no gasolines of grades 1, 4, and 6. Thus, the symbols
which would appear in the market. are only 2, 3 and 5. Or, in other words the old
oil company "screen" names of economy, regular, and premium. By the way. if
we have to rely on names, I wonder if ASTM and the oil companies would go
along with a name change to "economy," "regular" and "extravagant."
ASTM purports to be an independent technical society with balance on its
committees between producers and consumers. But after nearly a year of participation in ASTM I find that from the consumer's point of view, ASTM1 is not independent, and it is certainly unbalanced.
A look at the roster of ASTM's Committee on Petroleum alone clearly indicates
domination by oil industry representatives. And ASTM itself is heavily dependent
upon the oil industry financially. One oil company alone provides over $4,000
per year to ASTM through the purchase of its books of standards.
By putting forth a slippery symbol system, therefore, ASTMI and the oil companies have Joined forces to recommend a deceptive trade practice, which is what
the Federal Trade Commission found failure to post octane ratings to be.
The theory is to give the consumers as little information as possible so that
the oil companies will not have to compete on gasoline quality. In fact, an Exxon
representative at the last ASTM meeting proposed a lowering of the octane
ratings which are used to define the numbers 1 through 6.
This ability to change the definition of the symbol has the advantage to oIl
coml)anies that gasoline quality in the tank can change while the consumer
unknowingly is left with the same number on the pump. ASTMI call this the advantage of a "living system." I call it the disadvantage of the "engine killing
system" because the motorist who doesn't recognize an engine knock due to the
lowered octane of the gasoline is likely to suffer engine damage.
Finally, it is Apparent from the only empirical data we have on the effectiveness of the symbol system that it would be a complete failure in reducing octane
overbuying. Hawaii, the only State in the Union to use the system (since February 1973) experienced in 1974 the highest amount of gasoline octane overbuying in the nation.
Over 60 percent of the gasoline sold in Hawaii in 1974 was premium when
only about 10 percent should have been premium. Or, in other words. Hawaiians
were kept in ignorance and ripped off to the tune of about $4.000.000 in 1974 on
overbought premium gasoline. This works out to be about $10 per motorist.
I recommend that you consider ASTM's view on gasoline octane posting as
little more than the views of the oil industry cloaked in the garb of ASTM.
As further evidence I refer to my FEA testimony submitted for the record wherein it is documented that I put before ASTM's Technical Division A on Gasoline
the following proposal: "I propose that Technical Division A consider by letter
ballot before the next meeting, amendment of the Symbol System to replace
the numbers 1-6 with an octane rating based on the formula [ (R+M)/21+4."
That proposal to consider, not. necessarily adopt. our views was voted down
26 to 2 with 3 abstentions. The only two votes in favor were mine and that of
an EPA representative. Note that these 26 votes are negative votes without
technical Justification in writing. Under ASTM rules, negative votes are supposed to be Justified on technical rounds, not economic interests. When a powerful company or industry makes a proposal, you can be assured the spirit and
letter of ASTM's rules will be followed. But when a mere consumer representative makes a proposal it apparently Is a different matter.
In order to assess the Society's hins In recommending the symbol system. I
request you ask. for the record, for an accounting from ASTM of all revenue
received from oil industry representatives in calendar or fiscal year 1974,
identifying amounts, companies, dates and purposes.
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MARYLAND'S CONSUMER PROTECTION PROGRAM

On the subject of the oil companies arguments likely to be put forward that
it would take a "horde of civil servants" to administer S.1508, I recomend you
carefully note the testimony of Maryland's Comptroller, Louis Goldstein. scheduled to appear before you today. The State of Maryland's Gasoline Tax Division
operation is an excellent rebuttal to this argument against S. 1508. I believe you
will find that their total operation consists of less than 30 civil servants operating on a budget of about $600,000 per year, or about 200 per taxpayer per year.
One of the benefits being that in 1974 Maryland taxpayers were protected from
being ripped off on some 35,000,000 gallons of low octane gasoline which would
have been sold as premium had it not been for Maryland's gasoline quality control program. Maryland saved its consumers nearly 1.75 million dollars in differential costs between premium and regular, plus unquantifled savings in engine
damage. In the aggregate then, Maryland's taxpayers saved at least three dollars for every dollar spent through prevention of this deceptive practice. In
addition, this same "horde" carries out the entire posting function for all stations
in the State.
In truth, the oil companies argument is not to save taxpayers money, but to
save themselves the money and trouble needed to provide consumers with a
product of the quality claimed. Oil companies do not want to be held accountable. They are not alone. FEA and ASTM join their ranks.
Senator I-IARTKE. Wevwill go right ahead to Mr. John Tessieri, vice

president, research and technical department, Texaco; and Mr. T. A.
Burtis, executive vice president of Sun Oil.
Which one wants to go first?
Your entire statement will appear in the record.
STATEMENT OF JOHN E. TESSIERI, PH. D., VICE PRESIDENT, RESEARCH AND TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT, TEXACO, INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.
MNfr. TEssIERI. Mfr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee. my
name is John E. Tessieri. I am the vice president in charge of the
research and technical department of Texaco Inc.
My company appreciates the invitation to testify on S. 1508. the
Consumer Fuel Disclosure Act.
Texaco Inc. has extensive gasoline retail distribution throughout
the country with marketing outlets in all 50 of the United States.
Based upon our considerable experience, we do not believe. that. the
consumers' interest would be served by this proposed legislation.
Texaco does not believe that, the consumer will benefit from posting
of octane information in any form. Octane posting misleads the consumer into erroneously believing that. octane rating is the one characteristic of gasoline which is of overriding importance and that the
best gasoline for his car can be mathematically determined without
regard to road testing his particular car under his particular driving
pattern.
To understand why we do not, believe octane posting will benefit
the consumer a few remarks may be helpful on the interrelationship
between automobile octane requirements and gasoline octane numbers.
It is important to recognize that the octane requirement of a car is
not a finite value. It can vary widely depending upon driving habits,
accumulated mileage, mechanical adjustments and atmospheric conditions. Likewise, with cars of the same make and model tested under
identical operating conditions, it has not been unusual' to observe a
spread of 8-10 or more octane numbers in their antiknock require-
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ments. Among cars of different makes and models, the variation may
be even greater. As an example, table 1 shows a 15-number spread between 16 1975 cars we have recently tested. Further operation at
various altitudes in different sections of the country will affect octane
requirement. From this, it is obvious that a wide variety of appetites
for gasoline octanes exist among all the cars making up the country's
total car population and it is impossible to tailor gasolines to each
car's requirements.
Additionally, the actual octane requirement of groups of cars is
not directly relatable to either research or motor octane numbers
alone. On the average it may be related to some weighting between
these two values. This relationship has varied in the past for new
cars from complete dependence on a research rating to complete agreement with motor. For the total present car population, however the
average (R+M) 12 provides the best available, simple correlation
between car demands and laboratory octanes. This does not mean such
a relationship will continue indefinitely. It is possible that at some future date a different and better correlation will occur as the makeup of
the car population changes. Iii this case, either (R+M)/2 or
(R+M)/2+4 would have to be changed. Thus, one important reason
why it would be unwise to legislate any octane number posting scale
is that a congressional act would be required to make a change if future circumstances required it.
Because of the wide variations in octane requirement just mentioned, a posted octane number can at best be only a very rough guide
to a carowner trying to match the octane of the gasoline he purchases
against the octane requirement of his car. In the final analysis he will
still have to road test different brands in his own car. Amid it might
well also turn out his choice of gasoline would be determined by
factors other than octane. In fact, Americans do road test their cars
and they do not need octane postings on which they may overrely.
As a major gasoline marketer, we are obviously concerned with
satisfying the octane needs of the present and future car populations.
In consideration of this, we have developed a computer progTam from
which we can estimate gasoline grade and volume requirements. We
show in table 2 the relative mix of premium, regular, and lead-free
gasolines we estimated would be required by the total car population
on the road in 1974 together with the actual mix we marketed. The
first column is our estimate of the mix required. It has taken into account actual passenger car octane requirements regardless of manufacturers recommended values as well as quantities of fuel used in applications other than passenger cars and light trucks. The second column indicates Texaco"s sale of these products in December 1974. Within the accuracy of the computer model, it can be seen that premium
grade sales essentially matched our best technically derived estimate
of requirements. To update this, we have included our most recent
information for the month of September 1975. As expected, sale of

premium gasoline has declined even further while the purchase of

lead-free gasoline has increased significantly. From this, we conclude
that as of today, there is no real overbuying of octanes by the consumer
and the need for protection against it is unnecessary.

All gasolines are not the same. Gasolines embody significant differences. Every refiner starts with the same basic ingredient-crude
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oil-which, in itself, can vary widely in quality and type. He then, byselective processing, manufactures finished products having characteristics most suitable for his trade. Gasoline is an extremely complex
mixture composed of literally thousands of various types of hydrocarbon molecules, each with its own boiling point, freezing point, and
flash point. In the manufacturing process, the refiner pulls apart and'
rebuilds the molecular structure of many of these compounds to produce a fuel he feels will give the motorist the best overall performance.
The result of this complicated chemical juggling is a blend in which
about 80 percent of the molecules are custom made. The same grade of
gasoline made by one company may differ distinctly from season to
season and from one part of the country to another. Some marketers
provide higher octanes than others; some control volatility more
closely; anA'some provide significant improvements through the use of
additives to a greater extent than others. Octone posting tends to cause
the motorist to ignore these various important characteristics of different gasolines.
It is Texaco's considered judgment that posting of the octane value
of motor gasoline in the form required by S. 1508 (R+M)/2+4 rather
than using (R+I)/2 as now required by FEA will not clarify matters for the consumer and ultimately could cause more confusion.
If it is considered necessary to adopt, some form of posting, we believe a grade designation system would be superior to the use of octane
numbers. We have previously presented our views on this to the FTC
in letters dated March 18, June 14. and September 17. all in 1971. We
reiterated some of these views as well as our opposition to research
number posting in a letter to the Federal Energy Administration of
August 21, 1975. I should like to submit copies of'these for the record.
Senator IARTYE. They will be included by reference.
Mr. TFSSIERI. Essentially. use of a I, II, II, IV grade designation
as proposed to the FTC by Texaco, or a symbol system similar to that
proposed by the Society of Automotive Engineers/American Society
for Testing and Materials, or the five star system as used in Great
Britain to identify gasoline grades would be more advantageous. It
would standardize a grade description which would be uniform countrywide regardless of variations in octane due to altitude. The octane
parameter used in the grade designation system could be varied as car
requirements dictated without changing the identifying desig-mation
on dispensing pumps. This would eliminate the need for periodic
changes in posting which would confuse the customer. It would be
easily understood by the public since it is analagous to other rating
systems, such as motor oil classifications. with which most motorists
seem to be familiar. Additionally, it would mean no interruption of
the presently standardized (R+3t) /2 system which is widely used for
manufacturing control, standardization. Federal, State, and commercia.l specifications and contract purchases.
In view of the foregoing, it is our opinion that in the event this
subcommittee should conclude that some form of postina must be

adopted a grade designation system would be more beneficial to the
consumer, the Government, and industry than any other system
proposed.
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In addition to the selection of a posting classification, the bill contains several other provisions which are unwarranted and of concern
to us.
Section 4(a) (3) requires that advertising and other promotional
material for gasoline shipped in interstate commerce must clearly disclose the octane rating and such other information as the Administrator of the FEA or any successor agency shall by regulation prescribe.
This provision would create an impossible situation for nationwide
marketers in their national printed and TV advertising. Because marketed octanes vary with geogTaphic area due to altitude as previously
mentioned, inclusion of specific octanes in a national advertisement
would complicate and confuse the consumer. Furthermore, this provision appears to require that octane ratings be disclosed even though
they may be irrelevant to the subject of the advertisement. There are
other previously noted important quality characteristics of gasoline
apart from octane, such as volatility control to provide good starting,
warnup, and overall driveability. and additives, such as those for
carburetor cleanliness, which provide benefits not attainable otherwise.
Gasolines, as we stated, are not all alike and marketers should have the
right to advertise those features for which they have technical justifiation. This bill's provision, with its "blank check" requirement for
octane information and such other information as the Administrator
shall prescribe could effectively dictate the content of advertisements
and require overemphasis on octane ratings.
Section 6 provides for duplication of several activities which are
already in existence and serve the purposes required by the bill.
Specifically. (6) (1) calls for establishmentt of niethods to measure
octane -'nd to establish other miethodologies and testing procedures to
inslre the, purity and content of gasoline."
No definitionn is given to the vague terms "l)urity" and "colitelnt"
and these are. not common to tie petroleum industry. However. standar(lized test, proce(lures are available through the American Society
for Testing and Materials (ASTM) which can be use(l to COml)rehensiely measure gasoline characteristics. Many of these have been in
existence since the 19'20's. They are updated regularly as technology'
and new developments warrant. New methods are also developed when
needled. ASTM1 methods, too. have worldwide recognition and use in
commerce. All of this is done with balanced participation from producers, consumers, and general interest members. Any attenipt to
developp replacements would be unnecessarily duplicative, costly, time
consuming, and disruptive of practices which now satisfactorily meet

this requirement.

(F) (2) Proposes a study of the quality of performance of various
brands of gasoline, the im'nl)act of such gasoline on automotive deterioration and the feasibility of standardizing gasoline formulas.
A-01;11,no leflnit;on is given of tle ag e term s "quality of perforn11alte'' or "automotive deteriorationn." The potential scope of work
associated with such wording is tremendous. To illustrate, it is not
unusual to require tests running several months simply to evaluate
one characteristic such as a gasoline detergent additive's capabilities
in one fuel and one series of eligines. To multiply this by the number
of fie.] brands available and the number of cars manufactured under
a variety of operating conditions, would become a staggering, never
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ending task. Further, it is difficult to see what useful purpose this
would serve since there is to our knowledge no demonstrated need for it.
Further any attempt to fix the formula for gasolines would have
disastrous consequences for the Nation. The quality of gasoline is
much higher today that it was 20 or even 10 years ago. It might be
well to ask: "Why is this so?" We believe that it is because of the
vigorous competition among oil companies that provides the incentive
to improve quality through constant research. Would this investment
continue to be spent if gasolines were determined to be a fungible
commodity that lost their identity as soon as they left the refinery
gate? In controlling gasoline as a fungible product, the lowest common
denominator of quality specifications voifld be used, thereby reducing
the quality level of products now available on the market. Continued
improvements in the mutually dependent fuels and automotive engine
fields are demanded today 'for reasons ranging from economy to
ecology.. The best way to secure the a(lvancements necessary at lowest
costs is through research programs carried on by manufacturers of
branded products spurred by normal competitive pressures. Reducing
gasoline to a commodity status would eliminate such research. An
attempt to force a standardized formula for all gasolines could lead
to massive requirements for modifications to refineries and severe
shortages of gasoline production. Again, there is no justification to
support such a course of action.
(6) (3) Requires the adminiistrator to perform spot tests of the
quality of various brands of gasoline which have been moved in
interstate connerce * *, and provide semiannual reports on such
testing procedure and the results disclosed * *
Semiannual reports on the quality of gasoline marketed in the United
States are already published by the Energy Research anid Development
Administration at Bartlesville, Okla. This is a recognized reference
of information on gasoline quality that has been available for many
years. In addition, the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association conducts its own survey, and members, of the petroleum industry conduct
their own surveys. We fail to see how this further duplicating provision
of S. 1508 would provide any information to Government, the consumer, or industry that is not already available.
Section 6 also grants the Administrator undefined and unlimited
authority to establish regulations in the various areas covered without

)enefit of public hearings or requirements for supporting justification.
Such broad and unchecked authority obviously offers the potential
for abuse and erroneous action. It is our belief that the Administrator

should not be granted such powers without a provision for industry to
present its views and a requirement for findings which will justify
new regulations.
In conclusion, Texaco Inc. (1) cannot support the need for an octaneposting system; (2) would recommend that a numerical grade designation rather than an octane number formula be used if posting must be
adopted; and (3) recommends that since section 4(a) (3) and section
6 in its entirety, are impractical. unnecessary, or duplicative of existing
practices, they be. deleted from this bill or any modification of it.
Thank you and I shall now be pleased to answer any questions the
subcommittee may have.

[The attachments referred to follow:]
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TABLE 1.-1975-model car octane requirements full boiling range reference fuel
vehicle

[Octane requirement,1 full throttle)

Vhc make:
A-------------------------------------------------------A-2 -------------------------------------------------------B-------------------------------------------------------B-2 -------------------------------------------------------B-3 -------------------------------------------------------CB
-------------------------------------------------------C-1 -------------------------------------------------------D-1 --------------------------------------------------------D-2
------------------------------------------------------D-2
-------------------------------------------------------

91.0
87.0
84.0
88.0
8.0
84.0
85.0
96.0
95.0
95.0

E-1

88.0

-------------------------------------------------------

93.0
------------------------------------------------------E-1
90.0
-------------------------------------------------------F-1
81.0
F-2
------------------------------------------------------93.0
G-1
------------------------------------------------------1 Test procedure used to determine octane require: "Research Technique for Determination of Octane Number Requirements of Passenger Cars"-Coordinating Research Council
designation 5-15-75.
TABLE 2.-GASOLINE DEMAND VERSUS MARKET BY GRADE
Estimated gasoline grade mix versus sales per

cent

Premium .........................................................
Regular --------------------------------------------------------Leadfree
----------------------------------------------

1974
estimated
grade m.ix

December
1974
Texaco sales

23.5
74.9
1.6

22.4
72.4
5.2

September
1975
Texaco sales
18.4
70.6
11.0

Senator HARTKE. Let me ask you if you had this problem here. Take
the new car manual says that you should hav-e a 91 octane gasoline.
A Shell advertisement sail that they have several grades of gasoline. They were 91 and then 96. If you go into Maryland and the
service station and found the pumps indicated there was 89 leaded,
89 unleaded and 94.
Considering what the advertisement said and owner's manual said,
which gasoline would you purchase?
Mir. TESSIERI. You have identified part of the confusion we are
dealing with. These numbers should not be posted so you would not
have this confusion. As you have seen in the attachment to our statement, there is a wide variety of octane requirements between all automobiles. We think that, the grade system we have lived with or the
designated system we propose would better enable the consumer to
make a choice in an excellent way.
If he chose what would be No. 1 or the three star or whatever,
and he found he ran into (liffiulty-in knocking, there is an audible
noise he does hear-'-then he would go to the next grade.
This grade would be designated as an increase in octane levels. I cannot support, posting octane numbers, because I don't believe that is the
system we should be dealing with.
Senator HARTKE. I go back to my manual and it says Buick engine
is designed to operate on unleaded gasoline of 91 research octane.
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I go to Exxon and they have 87, 89, 94, 95, it says I have to have 91
unleaded in my manual. Unleaded gasoline is essential for proper
,emission control operation. It will minimize spark plug fouling, et
cetera.
Now, a service station gasoline pump has a similar symbol to the
-one below. Use unleaded gasoline with the symbol No. 2. If the
pump has a label indicating gasoline and octane in terms of average
and research octane, R. plus M. over 2, use a gasoline number of at

least 87.

What will I do? I have gone to the Shell station and I said I want
'91 unleaded and he says, "We have 89 leaded, 89 unleaded, and 94
unleaded."
At Exxon they say "We have 87, 89, 94 and 95 leaded." If I am
going to use leaded, of course according to my manual, the use of that
leaded gasoline can damage or reduce the effectiveness of the emission
control and result in loss of warranty.
I don't want to lose the warranty. I don't want to use the 87 because
I have to use the 91. What will I do?
Mr. TESSIERL In our case, we have issued information that indicates
that the unleaded gasolines we are dealing with meets the requirements
both in the Government regulations and the requirements of the new
cars as the manuals indicate.
Senator HARTHE. The statement in the service and maintenance
manual isMr. TESSIER. The unleaded gasoline meets those requirements.
Senator HARTKE. This is Mr. William C. Chapman, General Motors,

manager, technical liaison group, industry-Government relations. Attaches a copy of our owner's manual as to owners of octane requirements.
for 1971,1975 cars. Signed, W. C. Chapman.
Mr. TESSIERI. We have quite a mix-up between 1971 and 1975. The
requirement for unleaded gasoline with emission controls was not a
part of these cars before 1975.
It's only the late model cars that have this constraint and this concern; 1975 is the first year the catalytic muffler was put on. That is when
the lead-free gasoline was required.
Senator HARTKE. What am I going to do. I'm that motorist. What do
you suggest I do?
Mr. TEsSTERL What year car do you have?
Senator HARTKE. A 1973 Buick.

Mr. TESSIERI. I would say use regular gas.
Senator HARTKE. Leaded or unleaded?
Mr. TEsSmRI. Leaded.
Senator H-ARTKE. How do I know that?
Mr. TESSIFRI. You would know that because the 1973 manual would

not have this broad statement in it.
Senator HARTKE. Why do they have the octane in the manual then if
you are not going to have it on tle pump?
.Mr. TESSIERT. Octane is an indication, and you, in driving your car,
would learn what gasoline best fits you, not only from the octane standpoint, but from other standpoints.
Senator HARTKE. They have the octane in there if it doesn't make a
difference. On one hand you say you don't need it and then on the other
hand you say you do neel it.
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Mr. TuiFmr. Our suggestion is you go to a graded system rather than
octane number posting.
Senator HATKE. You say to go to a graded system. Would you
then agree what we ought to do is pass the legislation, pass a legislation requiring the posting of symbols or some types of designations
with minimum standards for those symbols.
Mr. TEssiERi. If there is going to be legislation to deal with this

problem that is the one we suggest.

Senator HAWrKF,. Won't that in effect go ahead and require all the

gasoline to be relatively the same octane?
Mr. TFSmSRi. No, sir. Minimum allows you--only to define the bottorn of the octane range for each grade.
Senator HARTKE. Why should you have more than a minimum ?
Mr. TESSIERI. Customers know what is going on and they respond to
your product and competition forces you to take cognizance of this.
Senator HARTKE. What research do you have in terms of customers
knowing what is going on?
You say the customers know what is going on in this field. How do
you know that?
Mr. TFSSIERI. The customer has made a significant change according
to table 2.
Senator HARTKE. I read your testimony. Go ahead.
Do you want me to tell you what you said ?
Mr. TFSS TRl. It indicates that as the octane requirement of the
automobiles he dealt with changed. he has changed his buying habits
in the ratio of premium and regular grade of gasoline purchased.
Senator HARTIK. You have those new cars coming out saying use
regular gasoline on them. There is a sign that says use regular. It
doesn't say anything about octane. It says use regular gasoline.
Mr. T, ssiE:RT. That system then was effective and did work.
Senator HARTKE,. That doesn't mean he knows what is going on.
fr. TEssIERr. It says their choice of gasoline met the requirements
of their automobiles.
Senator HARTKE. He saw it said use regular, and he used regular,
period. You don't have research on this do you, really?
Mr. TvssmRi. This is based on technical information, sir.
Senator HARTKE. You don't have any research out there to show
that the customer knows what. is going on other than the fact that I
can almost guarantee these results. You ask them what is going on
and they will tell you, I have a 1973 book and it said use regular gasoline and I use regular gasoline.
I don't have any idea whether it works any, better, doesn't work
any better, whether it pings, knocks, doesn't keep running, or keeps
on running when I turn the switchkey off.
Mr. TEssmm. Our research., per se in the area I am resl)onsible for
(lid not reach into the marketplace, in answer to your specific. question.
We feel we can monitor what happens in that. marketplace by following this Itype of information which we have presented. We nonitor the requirements for cars and statistically try to determine what
they will need.
When we see a response in the marketplace which correlates with
the cars' needs, then we have to conclude that we think the consumer
is exercising some choice in this marketplace.
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Senator HARTKE. A man has a 1973 Buick out here-

Mr. TEssiFma. It says he can use 91 octane gasoline, or regular.
Senator HAwrKz. Can a manufacturer make a decision he has to
use 91 octane gasoline and put that in his manual and you say you
can't do it for the pump.
Is the manufacturer wrong?
Mr. TFSSIER1. Sir, I would respectfully decline to comment on the
automotive industry and its problems.
Senator HARTKE. You are in this barrel of worms together, so you
better try to get out of it.
M r. TFSSIERI. I will be glad to comment on the factual information
we have presented to you.
Senator HARmTK These owner manuals in 1973 Buick Skylark-is
that manufactured in the United States?
Mr. TEssIEI. Yes, sir.
Senator HARTKE. 1973 Buick Skylark-don't all of the manuals for
1973 say use regular gasoline?
If they say that, why would they say that and then you say they
can make the determination as to what needs to be put in the owner's
manual and he reads that thing and he reads that and he says, I go to
the gasoline station and they can't tell me that. I have to know some
way how to make the thing work.
Mr. TESSlERI. Because of the variations in the octane requirements
of cars as they come off the production line, even with that statement
and even if the octane number were posted on pumps in gasoline stations, sir. I am afraid you still will have to try the gasoline and by
your own experience determine what is its performance.
Senator HARTKE. What is a fair conclusion from that statement is
that the autolnobile manufacturers are misleading the American
people.
Mfr. TESSIEI . Automobile manufacturers are having difficulty in
the narrowness of the control of the octane requirements.
Senator HARTKE. They are misleading the American people, right?
Isn't that right?
fr. TEssIEII. That could be one conclusion.
Senator HARTKE. If I assume our statement is correct, then I have
to assume that the automobile manufacturer is misleading the American people.
I can t go both ways. I can't assume he knows what he is talking
about and you don't. know, or you say he doesn't know what he is talking about..
.,Mr. TFSSIERI. In essence, the statement presumes to know his motives.
I would not, like to make that statement, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HARTKE. I am assuming he knows what he is talking about
to begin with, and I am assuming you know what you are talking about
to begin with.
I make the assumptions and I come to the conclusion where one of
you is absolutely saying one of you is wrong. Isn't that right?
Mr. TEssmiE. That is what you are saying, yes.
Senator ILARTKE. You are in this business here. We are trying to
straighten the matter out. I am not trying to go ahead and be biased on
one side or the other.
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I think with all fairness to the consuming American public, he has
the right to rely on that manual, or we have an obligation to reveal
to the public that the manual cannot be relied upon. You have to rely
upon it, or you shouldn't rely upon it. One of the two.
If you are going to tell me that gasoline recommendation to use
unleaded or low-lead fuel, 91 research octane number or higher as
commonly sold in the United States and Canada, what does that mean.
Should you use it higherI
Mr. Tmssimu. Through your experience, if you find the automobile
needs it, the answer is yes. It is a generalization, rather than a specific
in this manual.
Senator HARTKE. I am saying to you that someplace along the line
we have to get the manufacturer and dispenser of gasoline together,
if it means something.
If it doesn't mean anything, that is a different thing.
Everybody here agrees, and you agree it means something.
Mr. 1'ESiRi. Yes, sir.
Senator H.\wrTE. You don't agree it is the most important characteristic? You said that is not true.
Mr. TESSrERI. Yes, sir.

There are other properties of gasoline extremely importantSenator HARTKE. Especially tie content of water in it, isn't that true?
Mr. TESSIER. Content of water is important to the gasoline.
Senator HARTKE. Then water ought not be in it.
Mr. TESSIER. The solubility of water is slight in gasoline. Its content
is relatively small. Water has been used in internal combustion engines
at times.
Senator HARTKE. Don't start selling me water. Let me put my own
water in the gasoline.
You don't want to get after-we have had some Maryland people
here. One. of the items they test for is water and sedimentation.
Mr. PRICE. Yes, sir.
Senator HARTKE. The violations, in July you had two. Anyway,
we are not back on that yet.
Let me comment on your statement. The result of this complicated
chemical juggling is a blend in which 80 percent of the molecules are
custom made. The same grade of gasoline made by one company may
differ greatly from season to season and from one part of the country
to another.
What difference does it make what I buy? Does it vary enough to
make a difference?
Mr. TFSSiERI. Yes, sir.
Senator HARTKE. Why don't we require you to keep that variation
down?
Mr. TERSTER. Because there are certain advantages to these variations depending on what. you emphasize-what the particular marketer
wants to emphasize.
The processing equipment he has will determine the type of gasoline
he turns out. If someone decides in their minds that the thing most
important to the customer's volatility control
Senator ILRTKE. From that. it becomes obvious there should be
minimum standards in this field.
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Mr. Tnusm. The standards for the gasoline are well established
from experience and from the ASTM specifications.
The tests in the control system that Maryland has used were based
on these which are minimal standards, accepted in commerce.
Senator HARTK. Don't you think there should be some requirement that there be minimum standards across the board I
Mr. TEosEJu. The States in many situations, have these established,

and these are met. We have our own specifications which we control.
Senator HARTKE. Let me come back to the basic question again
then.
I mean, if I am in the position where I am relying on a manual which
says it is going to destroy my warranty if I use something else, that
is not just a minor item. Why shouldn't we then require that there be
some type of way in which the consuming public can go out and make
a determination that he is not doing one of two things-on the one
hand destroying his warranty; second destroying his car and saving
his warranty; or third, spending more money than he should be
spending?
Mr. TESSIFi. We believe the grade system would allow you to do
that.
Senator HARTKE. If you believe that, then it appears to me what
you are doing is endorsing some type of legislation to require minimum
standards in these fields and certain designations according to those
standards.
Maybe we should have six different standards, and then you could
put down in your manual, use standard 1, 2,3,4,5 or 6, right?
Mr. TEssrmn. The present state of our ability to control these
things does not allow you to use octane as a finite specific number in
a manual for cars. This is one reason we talk in terms of grade systems
because it does give you a range within which you can accommodate
car-to-car variations.
Senator HARTKE. Now I want that statement from the record pulled
out and I want it taken and I want it directed to all of the major manufacturers of automobiles, and have them reply for the record what is
their reply.
This is a direct statement that the manuals are wrong. I want to
know why, if the manuals are wrong, what we are going to do about
it.
Somebody has us confused.
Do you really seriously suggest every person ought to road test his
car?

Mr. TEssIERr. Road testing is the experience of driving one's own
automobile and knowing how it operates.
Senator HARTiKE. I drove a car out this morning and the thing
stuttered. Well, I will drive in all this traffic in Washington, so I
thought, I don't want to pull out and have it die on me driving down
the middle of a block. I can't change anything, it just went. I started
it again.

Should I change gasoline?
Mr. TEssrE. What year car do you have?
Senator HARTHE. 195.
Mr. Tma=. I would suggest you shop for gasoline.
65-981-76----5
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Senator HARTKE. Where do I shopI
Mr. TESSIERI. If you find that continues, you should go back to your
dealer. It could be a warmup.
Senator HAmRKE. Should I go to Texaco?
Mr. TmiESSE. I would suggest that be your first stop, sir. Normally,
if it is the fuel that is causing this, it relates to the light ends that were
referred to earlier. It is the distillation range. It is the proper control of
these light materials, proper balance of them that enables you to start
your car.
These affect both the car's ability to warmup and start at the same
time. These must be rebalanced according to the climatic conditions
several times a year.
Senator HARTKE. It changes for each car, or for each model?

Mr. TEssmRm. I asked you about the car because the previous cars,
just previous to the 1975"s, the balance between emission controls and
drivability was a closely designed parameter in order to meet the
emission standards without the catalytic muffler at that stage.
In 1975 the automobile manufacturers were able to relax this tight
tradeoff of emissions and drivability because the catalytic muffler allowed more hydrocarbons to go out of the engine.
I would suggest that if you are having warmup and driveaway
problems, that yes, the fuel could be causing this and there are differences in the volatilities of the fuels.
Senator HARTKE. I think there should be some type of minimum
standards for fuel, if that is the case.
The second thing is we have to resolve this question between manufacturers' manuals and what goes on in the marketplace.
From what you say there appears to be a distinct difference of
opinion.
That is all the questions I have.
Mr. TESSIERI. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator HAmrKE. Sun Oil. Mr. Theodore Burtis, executive vice
president.
Your entire statement will appear in the record.
STATEMENT OF THEODORE A. BURTIS, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT, SUN OIL CO.
Mr. Bu Tis. I am Theodore A. Burtis, executive vice president of
the Sun Oil Co.
Today I am in support of the objectives of the proposed legislation,
but I will express strong reservations about some of the means that
are chosen to achieve them. I am also particularly speaking to you
from our company's background of 17 years of having tried to achieve
the same objectives by somewhat the same means. It seems to me there
are two distinct, but closely related objectives in this legislation.
The first is to provide to the purchaser at the point of sale an accurate index of the quality of the fuel he is purchasing. The second
and perhaps the most important is to induce the customer to make
his purchasing decision in a way which is in his own economic interest and in the economic and conservation interest of the country..
I would like to comment on both of these. I will not belabor the
technical part of it. It has been discussed.a great deal.
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It is generally agreed in industry, Government and academia that
the truly most accurate way of measuring antiknock quality is the
road rating system, because it is determined in production vehicles and
on the road. Also it is a complicated and expensive type of system.
There is agreement that some other day-to-day control mechanism is
more appropriate and (R+M)/2, the antiknock index is generally
agreed upon. This has been debated extensively.
We and others'have testified before a number of agencies and pointed
out the possibilities of confusion. Nevertheless, as a reasonable compromise, not as accurate as road, but more indicative of engine needs
than either research or miotor-(R+JI)/2-seems to be, appropriate.
In this case I emphasize that adding an arbitrary adjustment factor
of four does nothing to address the underyling accuracy of this kind of
index.
We are concerned that this legislation would give official sanction
to a new set of nimbers to be displayed to the. public.
Senator, you indicated some of that already. Owners manuals have
in recent years talked about research octane, motor octane, antiknock
index, or the symbol system. We fail to see how adding another set
of numbers will help that situation much.
We share the concern of the inflexibility that would be engendered
here if we embedded something like that'in legislation. ks has been
pointed out before, engine requirements have beeii changing. The
chances are they will continue to do so. If in the, future a more
suitable index were required, we would have to coni back and have
legislation.
We think this could be handled by legislation and it would be better
to provide, for example, that quality posting index in some familiar
terms be displayed, but leave the writing of specific recommendations
to the appropriate agency.
This leads to the secon(l interest.
point. That is inducing tle public to make
own
their
in
decisions
the
I would like to repeat here our own experience. It, may be enlightening. Beginning in 1958, the Sun Oil Co. adopted a custom blending
system under which we offered as many as eight grades of gasoline
ranging from subregular at the low end to a super premiuMm at the
top.
The reason for doing this was we thought. by such a system we could
in fact, permit the individual buyer to match the needs of his automobile l)ecisely to the fuel he could buy, recognizing the variation.
Now, the grades were identified by numbers. They were not, octane
numbers. Thev are an arbitrary sries of numbers ad they contained
no name designation..At each pump island we disl)layed a chart which
showed for each make of car, each model year, wbat'grade of gasoline
conformed to the manufacturer's specification.
We urged and encouraged the station attendants to call this to the
attention of the buyer and to show him how he could by trial and
error select the proper grade of gasoline to take into account the
difference between the engines as they are produced.
Well, after about 10 years of experience with this we had some
extensive market surveys and we found out from that that about 51

percent of our customers felt they understood the system. We have no
way of knowing what the perception )f non-Sunoco buyers were.
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We went back to the pump and added to the grades the familiar
names, economy, regular, super regular, premium, and super premium.
Then we went back again and repelled the customers to find out how
they felt. At this point the understanding of the. stem had gone from
51 percent to 73 percent. We thought this was a significant change.
We found in the earlier survey that this display of numbers, eight on
the pump intimidated some people. They don't want to or didn't know
how to make the choice. When we went to the naming system, the
understanding improved. I cannot say in all candor that we noticed
a marked change toward the overbuying, to 1buy a 'higher grade than
in fact the technical needs of the car would dictate.
I'm not making a value judgment here except to say there are other
things that influence the purchase of gasoline other than the technical
retirement or octane number.
On the basis of this experience, we suggest to you that the purposes
imlay be better served if we had in fact, wTetler by legislation or otherwise a series of standards with minimum quality guarantees. In this
particular case, from our experience we would lean toward using
familiar names which are already there.
We have provided a table, Unleaded, Regular, Super Regular,
Premium, Super Premium. We suggest also that the minimum octane
quality index be in effect-it is ASTM D-439 and it uses (R+M)/2.
We propose that the name appear on the pump and the explanation
of the system be available at the station. We think that by using these
familiar names rather than numbers that the danger of misleading the
customer, of continuing the debate of rating method and the potential
disagreements of the significance and accuracies of the posted numbers
could be avoided.
This kind of system could be matched to the owners manual. I suspect that what you're seeing with the owners manual is the difficulty
that the industry faces on there not 'being any generally accepted
standards, particularly in the last 2 or 3 years.
We think the system has the advantage if, in fact, as engine characteristics change some other standard to better measure the quality of
the fuel, this system could be adapted to that and would not result in a
change of what the customer was seeing at the pump.
I will not comment further on the bill. I would like to second the
thought that section 6 appears to be redundant. Methods for octane
and other gasoline qualities have been developed over many years.
They are well known. They are accepted worldwide. Quality surveys
have also been made. It was mentioned that ERDA already publishes
one, the interaction between fuels and engines is well known. Government purchasing agencies are extremely knowledgeable in this area and
have made their own tests. Much of what is in section 6 is redundant,
because these things are being done.
If I may summarize, we think adopting particularly a legislation
of (R + M)/2 + 4 which is an attempt to get the number back to something close to research octane number doesn't serve much purpose and
is unlikely to achieve the objective of the legislation.
The ptiblic would be assured more, I think, by the use of familiar
names. How you educate the. consumer once the information is available to them, to make that kind of decision is rather beyond us. We
have tried for a long time. I don't think we have had notable success
in this.
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Senator I-ARTK I traded for some time at Sunoco. I see the various
items in there. What you're saying, basically, to me, is the numbers in
and of them s-what you have is the numbers plus the name. That
does not present an insurmountable difficulty to you in your
merchandising.
Mr. Bumus. No, sir.
Senator H
I -rz. You're suggesting you should have minimum
standards.
Mr. BuiRs. Yes, sir.
Senator HARTKE. Now, let me ask you a question.
Do you have any trouble in Maryland in their system?
Mr. Buwris. No; we have lived with that statement. We market in
Maryland. I think we haven't had any trouble.
Senator HAwrKE. What you say makes a great deal of sense. I'm not
saying I have gone into it in depth. What you're saying is you give
them the octane and you say instead of complicating it with the + 4 is
use names which are familiar to the people such as regular;
Mr. Buwi~s. With the assurance that that represents a level of quality through the specifications.
Senator HARTKE. The terminology you suggested is really

(B+M)/2.

Mr. BURTIS. Yes, sir. You can look at numbers which say R+3M/4
would be more accurate. Considering the variability of the engines, it
hardly seems worth the trouble to get that that finely tuned on this
sort of thing.
Senator HARTKE. What you ought to do, with an educational program, you're saying that as far as the ratings are concerned-in other
words, if you wanted to you could say the 87 unleaded grade gasoline
meets the requirement of a 91Mr. BURTIS. One thing that hasn't been mentioned here today, with
the unleaded fuels on the market for the 1975 cars, there is a special
nozzle. If you have a car that requires unleaded gas, you cannot put
leaded gasoline into it because the nozzle will not fit.
Senator HARTKE. That is right. My wife experienced that. She was
mad as the devil. She was up in Canada where they don't have unleaded gas.
All right, thank you. Your testimony has been quite helpful really.
[The statement follows:]
STATEMENT OF THEODORE A. BURTIS, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, SUN OIL CO.
Mr. Chairman, I am Theodore A. Burtis, Executive Vice President of the Sun
Oil Company. I am appearing before you today to support the objectives of the
proposed octane posting regulation while expressing strong reservations about
the means chosen to achieve them. I am also speaking to you from our Company's
background of 17 years of trying to achieve the same objectives by somewhat
the same means.
It appears to us that this legislation is trying to achieve two separate but
closely related objectives. The first of these is to provide to the gasoline purchaser, at the point of sale. an accurate index of the quality of the fuel he is
purchasing. The second is to induce the consumer to make his purchase choice
in such a manner as to serve his own economic objectives and the economic and
conservation objectives in the country. I should like to comment on both of these
objectives.
First, as to the selection of (R+M)/2 Plus 4 as an indicator of quality, without
belaboring the point, I believe it to be true that Road octane Is accepted by government, industry and academia as the most accurate indication of antiknock
quality since it is determined in production vehicles under actual road condi-

tions. It is also generally accepted, however, that because of the complexity and
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-cost of this kind of Road octane testing, Antiknock Index is more practical to use
in day-to-day quality control.
The selection of a suitable antiknock quality index has been debated for the
last several years, and we and others in testimony before the FEA, FTC, and
other bodies have demonstrated that its inaccuracies could result in misleading
the public. Nevertheless, the Antiknock Index, (R+MN)/2, has now been generally
accepted by industry and government as at least a reasonable compromise, admittedly less accurate than Road octane numbers, but more indicative of engine
requirements than either Research or Motor ratings. The addition of an arbitrary adjustment factor, in this case "Plus 4", does nothing to alter the quality
of the numbers.
We are concerned that the proposed legislation would now give official sanetion to still a new set of numbers to be displayed to the public. In recent years,
car owner manuals have referred to Research octane, Motor octane, (R+M)/2,
and the Symbol System published jointly by ASTM and the Society of Automotive Engineers. We believe that an additional set of numbers will only add to
the confusion, and I will comment on this later in,my testimony.
We are also concerned about the inflexibility of (R+NM)/2 Plus 4 if it is embedded in legislation. As I said earlier, (R+M)/2 is generally recognized now as
a reasonable representation of the requirements of automobile engines in their
present state of development. Engine requirements have been changing over
recent years, and it may be expected that they will continue to do so. If an arbitrary addition of "Plus 4" to the Antiknock Index was legislated, we would
find that any change in the accepted measure of antiknock quality would introduce still another set of unfamiliar numbers to the public. A possible solution
to the problem could be the enactment of legislation requiring that the octane
number or index posted should allow the customer to determine octane quality
levels based on some terminology which is technically sound but also familiar
to the public. The writing of specific regulations carrying out this legislation
could then be assigned to an appropriate agency.
This leads me to the consideration of the second objective, namely to induce
the customer to make a buying decision which is in his own best interest and
particularly to avoid overbuying.
In testimony that we have presented earlier before the FTC, FEA. and the
state of Florida, we described our own experience which had convinced us, tlmt
using numbers to identify gasoline grades alone was counterproductive and confusing to the public. Beginning in 1958 with the adoption of the Custom BlendIng System, Sun Oil Company offered to the public as many as eight grades
of gasoline ranging from a subregular at the low end to two super premiumns
on the high end. It was our intention then to permit the buying public to purchase
fuel which would precisely meet the needs of his automobile. The grades
were identified by numbers only (not octane numbers) and carried no name
desiguation. At each pump island, there was prominently displayed a chart
which listed for each make of car and each model year. the grade of gasoline
which would best match the design specifications of the vehicle. Station,
attendants were urged and encouraged to explain the system to the customer
and to show how by experiment he might match the appropriate fuel to the needs
of his own automobile. After nearly ten years of experience with this system.
we found through marketing surveys, that only about 51% of our own regular
customers understood this system, and we had no way of measuring, of course.
what the perception of non-Sunoco users might be. We found also that the
choice by numbers only. to some degree intimidated some of our customerss.
We. therefore, added to the pump face under the appropriate grade number, the
familiar names: Economy, Regular, Premium, and Super Premium. Market surveys taken after this change indicated that the level of understanding had risen
from 51% to 73%,. which we considered to he a significant improvement. We
cannot say to you that we discovered any modification in the rather wide-spread
tendency of the motorist to buy a higher octane rated fuel than this car really
needed. This indicates to us that steps taken to make consumers more clearly
understand what they are purchasing will not necessarily eliminate overbuying.
On the basis of this experience, however, we do suggest to you that a name
classification system using that terminology most familiar to customers, such
as regular grade, premium grade, etc., would better serve our purposes. provided
that a minimum quality standard for each designated grade be established. The
hst basis for establishing the minimum quality for each grade would he "Road
Octane". However, in view of the complexity and expense of establishing road
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ratings for each grade of gasoline, we would propose as a compromise solution
the establishment of a minimum quality for each gasoline grade using ASTM
Specification. for Gasoline (ASTM D439-74). Proposed terminology and grade
levels for such a system would be:

ASTM antIknoo1

Grade:

index (min.) I

------------------ ---------------Unleaded or subregular
----------------------------------------------Regular
-----------------------------------------Super regular
---------------------------------------------Premium
----------------------------------------Super premium

1

87.0
89.0
91.5
95.0
97.5

(R+M)/2.

We proposed that the name appear on the pump and that an official explanation of the system would be available at the station. We believe that by using
designations with familiar names rather than specific numbers, the danger of misleading the customer, the continuing confusion over rating methods, and the
potential disagreements over the accuracy of posted numbers would be avoided.
Such a system could be easily matched to the car owner's manual and would be
readily adaptable to changes in auto engine requirements, either in the direction
of Research octane orientation, Motor octane orientation, or any combination of
the two. Further, if technical evidence should indicate that a downward revision
in minimum quality should be desirable in the interest of conservation, as has
recently been suggested, this change could be accommodated without requiring
a change in the posting.
As a final comment, we believe that the administrative procedures discussed
under Standards, Studies and Enforcement (Section 6) are unnecessary. Standard methods for measuring gasoline quality have been evolved over many years
by ASTM and are universally accepted by both industry and government. The
compatibility of gasoline with the automobile is already well understood, having
been the subject of continued scrutiny by both the automobile and refining
industries and U.S. Government agencies for many years. Regular, periodic
quality surveys are already taken both by private industry and by the U.S.
Energy Research and Development Administration which publishes semi-annual
octane surveys of motor gasoline based on over three thousand samples of fuel
sold in the United States. We do believe, however, that administrative steps
should be taken to insure the proper posting and registration of octane quality,
should posting be required.
Iln summary, we believe that the posting of (R+-{M)/2 Plus 4. which appears
to be an effort only to return the posted number to the general range of what
would have been Research octane numbers, is unlikely to achieve the objectives
of the legislation. It is our strong belief that the public would be better served
if grades of gasoline were identified by the names with which they are already
familiar. Quality assurance would be based on the establishment of mininum
specifications using (R+,M)/2 which is an index already accepted by both
industry and government.
Mr. Chairman, I would be pleased to answer any question.

Senator H1ARTKE. Ve're down to the last witness. 'fr. William T1r.
Cavanaugh, managing director of AST.[, Mr. Andrews, Mr.
Krynitsky.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM T. CAVANAUGH, MANAGING DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING AND MATERIALS; ACCOMPANIED BY SYDNEY D. ANDREWS, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF STANDARDS, FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND CONSUMER
SERVICES; AND JOHN KRYNITSKY
Mr. CAVAN-AUGIL. I have heard our name mentioned a few times
this morning. I am managing director of the American Society for
Testing and Materials. In the interest of time I will compress some
of the statement we have here this morning. I did want him to hear
what I was going to say next.
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Mr. Mumm. Why don't you proceed with something else and then
when he is in here do it next?
Mr. CAVANAUGH. From long experience of appearing before congressional sessions of this sort I always come with a precis so it would
be difficult to take anything out of here that would be less than important. Let me say this, I have with .me Mr. Sydney D. Andrews,
director of the division of standards, Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services. Mr. Andrews is chairman of our committee D-2 on petroleum products and lubricants and is an authority
on the subject before the committee this morning. John A. Krynitsky
is director, office of technical operation, of the Defense Fuel Center.
Dr. Krynitsky is chairman of committee D-2 technical division A
on gasoline.
It is in the latter group, Tech "A," we call it affectionately, that
the subject matter before this session this morning is actively discussed. You got back in time because the next line is important.
Dr. Krynitsky is responsible for the Federal Government, for the
purchase or use in a multitude of vehicles of more gasoline than probably any other single person in the world. I am delighted that, we
have these two people with us this morning from our committee
Tech "A."
The next part of our presentation is a description of ASTM and
how it operates. I am with the core management of the society. D-2
since 1904-these people have not been involved since 1904-Mr.
Andrews for 25 years and Dr. Krynitsky for 15 years, has been developing standards and related technical publications having important
commercial and regulatory impact, it is-under ASTM's strict procedures-known as a "classified" committee. Without going into great
detail, this means that in order to operate, the committee has to conform to ASTM's standards development procedures which provide,
among other things, for a balance of interest within the committee,
and for the adherence to the ASTM principles of due process, as the
committee addresses itself to standards problems.
At the moment, the committee has jurisdiction, that is to say it is
responsible, for over 342 standards and some very important related
published materials.
Having provided this background, it is probably timely for me to
say now that ASTM has no position on whether or not there ought
to be an octane posting program, as envisioned by this legislation.
This again is the result of ASTNL's basic policy which is related in
turn to its chartered purpose. With the exception of standards development methodologies as these may be included in legislation such
as this, ASTM takes no position on matters of public policy. We
have no mechanism to develop those. Further, the society has long
felt that to enter contention on either side of public policy questions
would derogate the prestige and credibility ASTMI has developed
in almost an 80-year period in the field to which it confines its activities-voluntary consensus standards.
I have given you a couple of examples of the consistency of this
policy that society has. So the ASTM position on the matter of octane
posting is the same. While we have no position on whether or not there
ought to be such a program, we have, since the suggestion was first
made, I believe by the FTC in 1971, been working in committee D-2

to develop the various methodologies that would be required if such
a program were indeed inaugurated, either through legislation or in
some other way.
The pertinent ASTM document to these discussions is D439-751
ASTM's standard specifications for automotive gasoline. I am somewhat apologetic concerning the quality of this copy, but the document, as are most other ASTM documents, is under constant revision
as it is now. I thought it better to present a copy .of the revised D439
than the immediately prior edition. I have copies of that which are
far more legible if you want them.
Perhaps it would be appropriate for me to mention that his document is a very active one in use daily in many, many parts of the
world in transactions involving automotive gasoline.
The formula (R+M)/2 used in ASTM automotive gasoline specifications, D439, will identify the antiknock performance as technically sound. It is based on the average octane numbers determined
by the research and motor methods which are, themselves, ASTM
standard methods of test. A section of technical division "A" on
gasoline committee D-2 has been assigned the specific responsibility
of studying engine-fuel antiknock relationships. This section has concluded from its studies of technical data available on this subject
that this average more nearly correlates the actual performance of
today's gasolines in today's car population than any other combination of laboratory methods. This section is dedicated to keeping
this value current and viable through continuous review and revision.
To add an arbitrary constant of "4" to the antiknock index simply
to produce a fictitious number approximately equal to the research
octane number formerly appropriate for designating the antiknock
performance in earlier automotive engines, will only add to the confusion of motorists by giving them still another number to remember
regarding antiknock performance. The arbritrary addition of the
number 4 to the antiknock index assumes all gasolines have a sensitivity of 8, which is an erroneous assumption.
Senator HARTKE. On the sensitivity factor, is that a factor the
public should know about?
Mr. KRYNITSKY. It's not important for the public to know about
the sensitivity of the gasoline. What the public has to have is a minimum motor octane number and adequate R plus MK over 2.
Senator HARTKE. Adequate what?
Mf r. KRYNITSKY. R plus M over 2 (R +M) /2 average value.
Mr. CAVANAUGir. Some commercial gasolines available have sensi-

tivity less than 5 while others have a sensitivity of more than 10. Also,
this constant is invariable although it is already obvious to technical
division "A" that the weighted effect of motor and research values will
have to be varied as car engines change. Consequently, the relationshil)-of these numbers must be flexible to retain the most accurate
correlation possible.
Perhaps it would be a useful comment that from an overall ASTM
point of view our long years of experience indicate that the specific
technology in a fast moving field such a gasoline and its uses is better
not included in legislation since legislation normally follows technological change rather slowly, if at all. Our suggestion would be that
the definition of octane rating in this legislation be left to a method
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to be determined by the administrator of the program in the Federal
Energy Administration or in any successor agency as is defined in
the legislation. In short, technical details are best left out of law.
One further and final formal comment. Section 6, line 24 includes
the words "purity" and "content." Here again we have in D439 all
the technology necessary to determine and control these quality
considerations.
This concludes our formal statement, gentlemen. We would be
delighted to respond to any questions you may have.
Senator -TARTKE. Let me ask a technical question. Would it be
possible in the interest of the consumer to establish minimum standards which would be applicable generally within five grades.
Air. KR-NITSKY. It depends on how you establish these standards,

Senator. To sit down today and write a. specific set of standards say
giving minimum R plus M over 2 and say this is a standard from
now on would be a dangerous thing, because the requirements of cars
change and so do the fuels that they use. We knowSenator HARTKE. Let me ask you a question. That is not the question Im driving at. It is possible to establish those minimum stand-

ards today.

Mr. KRYNITSKY. For today's car population it is possible.
Senator HARTKE. All you would have to do then is change it in
relation to the new cars.
Air. KRYNrrSKY. You may have to have some new standards for
new cars.
Senator HARTKE. Let me ask you on this. Taking the Sun Oil's
positionMr. KYyNITSKY. Grades.
Senator HARTKE. If you did that., in addition to putting on and
using the R plus MT over 2, as he has in his testimony, for example,
he had under the grade unleaded or subregular, the ASTM antiknock
minimum of 87. If you put in parenthesis after that old 91 wouldn't
that be a true statement?
Mr. KRYINITSKY. It wouldnt be a true statement. It would be ap-

proximately old 91.
Senator

HARTKE.

Somebody here said this morning that that was

a difference that didn't really make thai much difference.
Mr. KRYNITSKY. If yOU said approximately old 91 that would be
correct. It could be old 90, old 92, depending on the sensitivity of

the fuel.

Mr. ANDREWS. It doesn't designate a significant difference. The
arbitrary figure of four doesn't say anything. It puts us back to
some point in time where there is a myth existing that a vast number
of motorists know about the research octane number, and if you
gave them this information, they could use it intelligently.
Senator HARTKE. I've a Volkswagen manual. It says fuel and
lubricants. It is for 1970 models. I have a 1970 Volkswagen, and it
says your Volks will run satisfactorily on regular fuels that fulfill
the octane requirement, of the engine (91 octane). It has more statements then. Then you look back over here and if I use the R plus "N
over 2, I get what is the equivalent-I buy what is 91 under R plus
M over 2, I would get super-regular, which is roughly the old 95,
right?
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Mr. AN-DIEWS. Iu the first place, SenatorSenator HARTKE. That is the problem.
Mr. AxmDms. You are reading from a 1971 manual. There have
been many cars produced since 1971 that have additional better information available. Those in the 1970 model have to get with the
new technology and learn what is applicable by the new technology
or their purposes.
Senator HAIRTKE. I don't disagree with that. It is like going to the
metric system, if you change over. That is something which is going
to cause a lot of trouble in this country, they tell me. If we are going
to change you are going to have to give them both of them. You
know, I know that, you know the difference between a kilometer and
a mile, but you explain that to
Mr. ANDPEWVS. Anl I call hardly wait to respond to that. Senator,
because less than 4 weeks ago I sat at this table before another subcommittee testifying on behalf of the metric lill. I'm (leliglted that
you mention the metric system. because it gives me a c(han'ce to say
that the arbitrary addition of the four to the antiknock position of
gasoline is the same as arbitrarily adding '3.37 inches to our present
yar(l and continue to call it a yard. after we adopt the metric system.
Senator HARTHE. It does, in my judgment, say if you are going to go
out on the highway and I (lont know who made the decision. but I
think it is a pretty good idea. and I compliment whatever bureaucrat
:id this-that is that it says on there some of these roads. Evansville
which is a noble city, where I was mayor. So many miles, so many
*ilometes,.There is nothing wrong with that.. You will have to have
an education system. That is what we are talking about here. That is
not really what. we are talking about to me. As far as that consumer,
I'n not interested as much-I will have to eln,,ge that. statement, because the press would misinterpret that. I'm interested in his education. I'm far more interested in him saving and not spendilig money
which lie doesn't need to spend and in order to keep him from spending the money lie doeswt need to spend, we will have to have an education process along with what I think was a very good recommndation from the Sun Oil Co. people.
Mr. ANxmiwws. Senator, I couldn't agree with you more. Most of the
testimony I presented here 2 weeks ago was on the theme of we must
have, an educational program, if the metric system will be successful.
At the risk of being cited for contempt of Congress. the correct pronunciation is kil-o-meter. It must be pronounced kilo to indicate 1,000
meters and not kil-om-e-ters.
Senator HARTKE. English corrupted the German.
I think I understand your testimony very well. What you are saying
is you are not going to take a position on whether or not you should
hav'e the legislation. But you say there are. standards which should be
applied and they should he ones understood by the public.
Mr. C.v.xAkGJi. That is correct.
Senator JIARTKE. You feel it is possible to come in with minimum
standards in this field?
Mr. CAVAN-AUGit. The technology on which you have to base that is
in place.
Mr. ANDREWS. The system is already here. You have heard it discussed this morning.
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Senator HARTrKE. All rwe have to do is put it in effect.
Mr. ANDnEWs. My managing director has criticized me now. I will
take off my hat now as chairman of the committee D-2 and speak as
the director of standards in Florida. Maryland is Johnny-come-lately
in this program, because we have been in it since 1919. We have been
making octane number determinations since 1937. We have been involvexl in this type of program. We have for years advocated the
adoption of a posting system to declare the octane value of gasoline
for the benefit of motorists and at the point of sale. This is all in place.
Years ago the ASTM, SAE, and at that time the API got together
and developed a fine system for identifying an antiknock level ofgasoline and displaying them for the beneft of motorists.
Senator HARTKE. What happened to it?
Mr. A-,%vRFWs. Shortly after the system was put in final form and
published by the ASTM as a technical publication and by the SAE
as a recommended practice, the automotive industry started in 1973
using this symbol system in their owner's manual to identify the antiknock level of gasoline that should be used in that automobile, at
least as a suggestion of what you should try in it to start with.
Regretfully, the API withdrew their support from the system and
the petroleum industry never adopted it on a voluntary basis. Several
companies did. In the State of Florida after it became obvious it
would not be adopted on a voluntary basis, we promulgated a regulation requiring this.
Senator HARTKE. If I were API listening to the committee today, I
would try to figure out how to get in there and work this thing out,
so it will be something they would like to work with. Say, look, something is coming and we better get in and see that it is in the best interests of the public and one which will work rather than have the
complaints afterward about how the Congress and bureaucrats mess
it up.
Mr. ANDREWS. I have been pleased to see two of the major manu-

facturers of gasoline endorse a grading system identical to the technologay of the synbol system. The Texaco representative endorsed the

symbol system by saying, using number designations, 1 through 6.
Here is one of the original symbols.
Senator HARTK. I hear that. That has problems in it.. Now on the
numbering system, the numbering system you use, I have here an
Amoco chart. Do you have an Amoco chart.? If you have an owner's
manual that says purchase 96 research RON gasoline which ASTM
grade symbols would be, appropriate, above what number should the
R Ilus MNf over 2 number be?
Mr. ANDREnVS. You have to know the motor octane number, because
the antiknock index is based on the average of the motor and research
number. You can't tell b- knowing one.
Senator HAnRME. That is what the manual says.

Mr. AN.DREWS. To give you the research number only does not give
you reliable information.
Senator HARTKE. You are saying those manuals for all intents and
purposes, whether you are right or wrong, what you are saying is that
the manuals are wrong.
Mr. AN-DRE,WS. No, and I'm glad you asked that because you asked
that question of other witnesses. I'm not here to defend the automotive
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companies. They have put several different means of selecting the fuel
for that engine, because there is no unanimity in the system by which
the motorists can make this determination. In an effort to give them
any system they might find, here is a key you can use for that system.
Senator HARTKE. This is out of a Gfmanual. It says according. to
what they sent us that it is out of the 1971-75 GM cars. Let me give
you this question: your B'uick engine is designed to operate only on
unleaded gasoline of at least 91 research octane?
Mr. ANDREWS. That would be 1975 model only. You are not talking
about 1971 models. Not when you talk about operating only on unleaded
gasoline.
Senator HARTKE. I accept your correction of the memorandum from
General Motors.
This is what it says. Let's assume it says on 1975 models for the
moment. My problem with your rating system is this: I have my manual. It says your Buick engine is designed to operate only on unleaded
gasoline of at least 91 research octane. I go back here to your chart
of at least 91. The nearest thing I can do is go to what is a typical
research octane number of 92. Or the antiknock index-I get to No. 2.
Now then it says the use of leaded gasoline can damage or severely
reduce the effectiveness of the emission control, and then says the loss
ofyour warranty.
Igo back to 2 and go back to Amoco 92 and it says it is leaded.
Mr. ANDREWS. I have no reply for that, Senator, because I seriously
question the correctness of that statement you are reading there, even
though, as you say, it was presented by the company themselVes. There
is no justification for a statement saying that an engine needs only
unleaded gasoline, unless it happens to be an engine equipped with a
catalytic converter.
They had not come on the engines, that piece of equipment until
1975.
Senator HARTKE. What do I use in the 1973 Opel?
Mr. A.-Diws. Unless they gave you information in there regarding
the antiknock index, then you woula have toSenator HARTKE. Gasoline recommendation, use unleaded or lowlead fuel of 91 research octane number.
How would I do that?
Mr. ANDREWS. The way to bridge the gap between that manual and
the current system would be to have additional information.
Senator HARTKE. I hear you clearly and I understand what you
have to do.
Mr. Azfmzws. We have been in this business a long time. We have
tried our best to help the public because that is our primary function.
We even have the name Consumer Services.
One of the reasons we favored the symbol system was because of its
simplicity. In my humble opinion, Senator, in 42 years of dealing
with the motoring public, if you do not keep it simple they would not
use it or understand it.
If they don't understand it, they will not learn it. The symbol system has that appeal, I through 6, and you rarely see anything but
2 through 5. A small educational program should educate the customer. You have to educate them.
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In all the years I have been in this business, I have never met anyone born with a knowledge of octane numbers or antiknock values.
You have to learn. Education is the key to that.
The fine pamphlet that the people from Maryland showed you is an
example of what a public agency can do to help the citizens narrow
that gap.
I hasten to say, the man who drew up the pamphlet admits he stole
most of the information from a pamphlet I wrote in the State of Florida when we went to the simple system.
Somewhere you have to give the information to the motorist if he-is
.to use it successfully.
Let me give yol my reasons for not favoring the name system as
,advocated bv the Sun'Oil Co. and others. It perpetuates, in my opin011, a misleading of the public that actually can lead to overbuying.
That is what I mean.
By the use of the word "premium," you are inferring that it is a

better quality gasoline than one that is identified as "regular."
I think mo0st people will agree to that when in fact in many cases
the gasoline quality is either similar or identical, and only the antiknock level is different.
May I pause at this moment to emphasize strongly one consideration, Senator? That is when we are talking about antiknock level we
are not talking about quality. We are talking about the antiknock requirement of a vehicle that must be satisfied and in order to (1o that,
you must have a gasoline of high enough antiknock value or antiknock level to meet that satisfaction.
I was interested in the early part of testimony with what you said
about, beef grading. My boss is an ol farm boy. The only way I sold
him on the symbol system was relating it to the grading of beef.
It. is a grading, but not necessarily quality. You can still have (piality
within grades. You can have the finest qIuality and still have low

octane or low antiknock.

May I give an analogy I
If von went to the shoe store to buy a Pair of shoes, you would be
interested in having the best quality you could afford. You woifld wmnut
nice uppers that were soft and comfortable, yet take a good shine. You
would want, them durable. You would want a good structured di-sole,
so you could walk around and not be having to replace them frequently. You would not want the sole so stiff that you had difficulty
walking. You would want a good heel. You would want it resilient
enough that when you came down hard, it wouldn't jar your brains.
That is overall quality.
If that salesman sold you a size 8 and your foot was a size 9, he hasn't
done you ono bit of good. You have not satisfied the requirements of
-your foot.
I . The same is true of an automobile engine. You can have the finest
quality gasoline that the manufacturers can produce, and unless it is at
a higl enough antiknock level to satisfy that requirement of your vehicle, you have not got the right gasoline for your vehicle.
You will knock and lose power. If you knock severely long enough,

you will damage your engine.
Let's understand that we are separating overall quality from antiknock level. The overall quality is already protected by the basic
ASTM specifications. You can't sell poor quality gasoline in the State
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of Florida because we have minimum specifications covering corrosion,

volatility, et cetera.
In addition to that, you must have the antiknock level necessary to
satisfy the requirements of your engine and unless somebody tells you
what it is, how are you going to know I
Would you buy shoes from a shoe store that didn't put numbers on
the boxes
Senator HIARTKE. I hear you. I appreciate that.
I just want to give Consumers Union a pat on the back because in
their issue for May 1936, vol. 1, No. 1, they make some of these same
points.
It says if your car is older than 1931, use the cheapest gasoline you
can find.
I want to point out if you had it today, you could afford to use the
inost expensive because that car would be worth money.
Mr. AND REWS. I hate to admit I am that old. As a charter subscriber
to Consumers Union, I gave them the information on which that was
based.
[The statement follows:]
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM T.

CAVANAUGH, MANAGING

DIRECTOR, ASTMN[

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee: I am William T. Cavanaugh,
Managing Director of the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM),
a nonprofit corporation organized according to the laws of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania for the "development of standards on characteristics and performance of materials, products, systems, and services; and the promotion of related
knowledge." I
I have with me this morning Mr. Sydney D. Andrews, Director of the Division
of Standards, Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services, who is
the Chairman of Committee D-2 on Petroleum Products and Lubricants; and
I)r. John A. Krynitsky, Director, Office of Technical Operations. Defense Fuel
Supply Center who is chairman of Committee D-2's Technical Division "A" on
,Gasoline. It is in the latter group, Tech "A," that the specific problem to which
-the subcommittee addresses itself in these hearings has been studied and deliberated upon.
In order properly to comment on the proposed legislation which is the subject

of this hearing, I need, first, to say a thing or two about ASTM itself and then

about Committee D-2 on Petroleum Products and Lublicants. As I proceed, it
would be helpful to all of us If we could think of ASTM in the shape of a solar
system with 126 main technical committees In orbit around the central manage.ment core. This concept is Important because it emphasizes the Society's main
role in life-the development of voluntary consensus standards-and also the
,fact that the technical expertise In any area to which the Society addresses itself
-is located-not in the central administrative management core-but in one or the
other, or perhaps in several, of its technical groups. ASTMI Committee D-2 on
Petroleum Products and Lubricants is one of these groups.
The main function of the core management organization is to ensure understanding and adherence to ASTM's procedures in standards development. It also
provides various administrative and management services which are so essential
in a management system for the development of consensus standards.
Since the technical area assigned to Committee D-2 is so large, the committee Itself Is organized into a main committee, then is subdivided into technical
divisions on matters such as gasoline, automotive lubricants, fuel oil, Jet fuels,
etc., and then further subdivided into sections and task groups. The total Inem-

bership of Committee D-2 at the moment and of its subdivisions is about 1400.

It is probably appropriate for me to add that it is without question the most
impressive collection of technical expertise across the broad spectrum of petro-

leum use, organized as an ongoing entity, anywhere in the world.

Since Committee D-2 has for many, many years-since 1904-been developing
-standards and related technical publications having very important commercial
1ASTM charter.
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and regulatory impact, It is-under ASTM's strict procedures--known as a
"classified" committee. Without going into great detail, this means that in order
to operate, the committee has to conform to ASTM's standards development procedures which provide, among other things, for a balance of interest within the
committee, and for the adherence to the ASTM principles of due process, as the
committee addresses itself to standards problems.
At the moment, the committee has Jurisdiction, that is to say it Is responsible,
for over 342 standards and some very important related published materials. I
have with me this morning a copy of each of the principal results of the committee's work, in the area of gasoline description and specification.
The scope of Committee D-2 is as follows:
"Tile promotion of knowledge of petroleum, of petroleum products (including
products derived in part from petroleum), of aliphatic, olefinic, naphthenic, and
aromatic hydrocarbons and hydrocarbon products, and of lubricants, and the
recommendation of standards pertinent to these materials."
Under ASTM procedures, this scope describes the field of technical activity
within which the committee has been authorLzed by the ASTM Board of Directors to work. The scope of Technical Division "A" on Gasoline is:
"Specifications, methods of test, and nomenclature for motor gasoline." This.
scope in turn was approved by the main committee of I)-2.
I have with me a current listing of the membership of Technical Division "A"
which I would be pleased to make available to the subcommittee.
Having provided this background, it is probably timely for me to say now that
ASTM has no position on whether or not there ought to be an Octane Posting:
Program, as envisioned by this legislation. This again is the result of ASTM's
basic policy which is related In turn to its chartered purpose. With the exception
of standards development methodologies as these may be included in legislation.
such as this, ASTM takes no position on matters of public policy. We simply do not
have a mechanism of any kind within the Society to develop these kinds of positions. Further, the society has long felt that to enter contention on either side of
public policy questions would derogate the prestige and credibility ASTM has developed in almost an 80-year period in the field to which it confines its activities-voluntary consensus standards.
Just to indicate the consistency of this policy, let me provide for you, briefly, an
example or two of recent date.
ASTM has no position on whether or not there needs to be a Consumer Product
Safety Commission. Since the inception of the Commission several years ago, however, ASTM's management system for standards development has been used by
various interested parties, including the Consumer Product Safety Commission
itself, to produce product safety standards in numbers greater than all other organizations in the United States put together.
ASTM has no position on whether or not there ought to be a medical devices:
bill, as is under consideration now In the Congress. We were, however, pleased at
the request of the Honorable Paul G. Rogers, chairman of the House Subcommitlee on Health and the Environment, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, to appear recently before his subcommittee Jointly with the American National Standards IrLtitute to comment on the standards aspects of H.R. 5545,
"Medical Devices Amendments of 1975." We felt that our experience in dealing
with a similar situation under the Consumer Product Safety Act provided uswith knowledge that would be useful to the committee. It turned out that we were

correct.
So ASTM's position on the matter of octane posting is the same. While we have
no position on whether or not there ought to be such a program, we have, sit e the.
suggestion was first made, I believe by the Federal Trade Commissln in 1971.
been working in Committee D-2 to develop the various methodologies that would'
be required if such a program were indeed inaugurated, either through legislation

or in some other way.

We are here in response to your invitation to provide the committee with the
results, thus far. of the technical deliberations in Committee D-2.
The subject at hand is. of course, extremely complex technically. That is the
reason I haVe with me the gentlemen I earlier introduced. Mr. Andrews has leen
active in Committee D-2 for 25 years. He has long been associated with weights
anm measures, and consumer related activities in tile state of Florida. He is here
today as chairman of ASTM Committee D)-2. Dr. Krynitsky has been active In
Committee D-2 since 194 and has been chairman of Technical Division "A" on
Gasine since 1974. I am certain that together they call respond very construc--
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tively to the detailed questions you may have concerning the technology of gasolne and Its Implications for the proposed Octane Posting Program.
The pertinent ASTM document to these discussions Is D439-75, ASTM's Standard Specifications for Automotive Gasoline. I am somewhat apologetic concerning
the quality of this copy, but the document, as are most other ASTM documents, Is
under constant revision as it Is now. I thought it better to present a copy of the
revised D439 than the immediately prior edition. I have copies of that which are
far more legible if you want them. Incidently, the current revision lowers the
lead content to conform to the EPA regulatory limits. It also provides precision
data for the R+M/2 octane parameter..
Perhaps It would be appropriate for me to mention that this document Is a very
active one in use daily in many, many parts of the world In transactions involving automotive gasoline. Also it is widely used by federal agencies, including the
Environmental Protection Agency. It Is referenced in military specifications on
gasoline, VV-G-76B, and VV-4-001690A (for unleaded and low lead).
The formula R+M/2 used In ASTM automotive gasoline specifications, D439,
will Identify the anti-knock performance as technically sound. It is based on the
average of octane numbers determined by the research and motor methods which
are, themselves, ASTM standard methods of test. A Section of Technical Division
"A'" on Gasoline In Committee D-2 has been assigned the specific responsibility of
ptudying engine-fuel anti-knock relationships. This Section has concluded from Its
studies of technical data available on this subject that this average more nearly
correlates the actual performance of today's gasolines in today's car population
than any other combination of laboratory methods. This Section is dedicated to
keping this value current and viable through continuous review and revision.
To add an arbitrary constant of "4" to the anti-knock index simply to produce
a fictitious number approximately equal to the research octane number formerly
appropriate for designating the anti-knock performance in earlier automotive
engines, will only add to the confusion of motorists by giving them still another
number to remember regarding anti-knock performance. The arbitrary addition of
the number 4 to the anti-knock index assumes all gasolines have a sensitivity of 8
which is an erroneous assumption. Some commercial gasolines available have
sensitivity less than 5 while others have a sensitivity of more than 10. Also, this
constant is invariable although It Is already obvious to Technical Division "A"
that the weighted effect of motor and research values will have to be varied as car
engines change. Consequently, the relationship of these numbers must be flexible
to retain the most accurate correlation possible.
Perhaps it would be a useful comment that from an overall ASTM point of
view our long years of experience indicate that the specific technology in a fast
moving field such as gasoline and Its uses Is better not included in legislation
since, legislation normally follows technological change rather slowly, if at all.
Our suggestion would be that the definition of octane rating in this legislation
be left to a method to be determined by the administrator of the program In the
Federal Energy Administration or in any successor agency as is defined in the
legislation. In short, technical details are best left out of law.
One further and final formal comment. Section 6, line 24 includes 'he words
"purity" and "content." Here again we have in D439 all the technology necessary
to determine and control these quality considerations.
This concludes our formal statement, gentlemen. We would be delighted to
respond to any questions you may have.

[The following information was subsequently received for the
record:]
ORIDA DEPARTMENT OF AoRCULTURE AND CONSUMER S8MVICES,

ToalLahaosec, Fla. October31, 1975.
lion. WARsKs G. MAONI'SON,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, U.S. Senate,
Washingtox,D.C.
PLO SENAlro

MAGNUSON: In response to the request in your letter of Octo-

ber 14, it vas my pleasure to appear before the Consumer Subcommittee of t.be
Committee on Commerce during the hearings on S. 1508 on October 29. I was there
in my capacity as Chairman of Committee D-2 on Petroleum Products and
Lubricants to answer any technical questions following the testimony presented

by Mr. William T. Cavnnaugh. Managing Director of ASTM. I hope my responses
to questions for Chairman Hartke were of some value.
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Following these questions I requested of Senator Ilartke, and was granted,
permission to offer some views on the subject matter of S. 1508 In my capacity
as Director of the Division of Standards of the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services. In addition to the remarks I made, and answers
I gave to Senator Hartke's questions following these remarks, I would appreciate
the enclosed statement entered into the record if such is permissible. I am not
familiar with the rules under which your committee hearings operate, and if I
am asking for something which cannot be allowed please discard this material
and except my thanks for the opportunity afforded me to make oral comments.
Sincerely,
SYDNEY

D. ANDREWS,

Director, Diviion of Standards.
Enclosure.

I). ANDREWS, I)IRECTOR, DIVISION OF STANDARDS. FLORIDA
])EPART.MENT OF AGRICI'LTURE AND CONSUMER SERVICES AND CHAIRMAN, ASTM
, COMMITTEE D-2 oN PETROLEUM PRODUCTS AND LUBRICANTS
STATEMENT OF SYi)NEY

I, Sydney D. Andrews. appreciate the invitation to appear before the Committee as Chairman of Committee D-2 on Petroleum Products and Lubricants of
the Amnreican Society for Testing and Materials to answer technical questions
.which may be asked of Mr. William T. Cavanaugh, Managing Director of ASTM
at the conclusion of his prepared testimony regarding the society and their views
On S. 1508 which is being considered.
In addition to answering questions in my capacity as Chairman of Committee
1)-2. 1 would appreciate the opportunity to submit some testimony on this bill
-is Director of the Division of Standards of the Florida Department of Agriculture, and Consumer Services.
The State of Florida has had a petroleum inspection program for the benefit of
consumers since 1919. :me of the bureaus under our division of standards is the
bureau of petroleum inspection. We have constantly improved our petroleum
Inspection program over the years to keep pace with improved technology, both
in the petroleum industry and the industries manufacturing equipment which
uscv petroleum products. We are proud to be an acknowledged leader in this field.
Our standards and specifications, as well as the test iuethods used for checking
A oml)liance, are those of ASTM in their latest versions. Our standard for automotive gasoline is ASTM D-439 and includes an antiknock index requirement
.,qurrmtly based on the average of octane numbers determined by both the ASTMN
resear(h and motor methods (R+".M/2). This antiknock index requirement is
,recognized by ASTM as the combination of motor and research octane number
.lercv:'nations which more nearly correlate with the average road octane requireineiits of the present car population.
Since we in Florida have for many years provided petroleum inspection and
,information for the benefit of consumers, we support the basic purpose of S. 150S
which is to assist consumers in avoiding the purchase of automotive gasoline
..with octane ratings unnecessarily high for the proper operation of their automoidles. IIowever. we strongly disagree with section 3(6) which defines the term
"octane rating" as meaning half the sum of research octane number plurs motor
Ooctane number plus four.
The arbitrary addition of the number 4 to the ASTM antiknock index has no
technical basis, and would only further confuse motorists by adding still another
-nhUmher to be used in describing antiknock performance. We have been told that
the purpose of adding the number 4 to the AKI is to produce a number approximately equal to the research octane number with which motorists were familiar,
even though.RON no longer correlates well with road octane number.
This arbitrary addition of 4 to the antiknock Index of gasoline makes no more
sense than arbitrarily adding 3.37 inches to our current measurement of 1 yard
and continuing to call it a yard instead of a metre, even after this country converts to the metric system of measurements, simply because many people are still
and what it represents, than they are with a metre.
a yard,number
with
familiar
more
Actually,
this
fictitious
would only perpetuate the myth that the vast
mhJority of motorists In this country know all about research octane numbers,
and could use them intelligently If they were displayed. Based on my many years
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of experience In Florida working closely with motorists, as well as service station
personnel (owners and managers as well as operators), I have found that very
little is known about octane numbers of any kind, and what little is known Is
generally incorrect.
. Although I believe it was true in the past, I question whether overbuyingg" Is
a1 serious problem in this country t(lay. Owner's manuals In cars beginning with
-1971 models have advised motorists to buy "regular" gasoline, and most who have
found it satisfied their engines. Also, the dramatic increase. in the price of gasoline which began in late 1973 has caused manv motorists who formerly used so(.aled "premium" gasoline to switch to "regular", andfind that it operates knockfree in their vehicles. These two factors have contributed greatly to reducing the
"overbuying" that once existed.
The yearly percentage of "premium" sales in this country, as compared to all
automotive gasoline sales, have been declining since reaching a peak of of 41.9
percent in 1970. In 1974 they were down to 24.5 percent, and the percentage has
continued to drop each month in 1975. This percentage now very nearly approximates the percentage estimates of cars on the road which actually require "prenilui" gasoline.
I have long been an advocate of the automotive and petroleum industries adopting a technically sound, easily understood system that would be beneficial to
motorists. I feel the system should be used by engine manufacturers to recommend the proper antiknock gasoline for their vehicles, and by the petroleum
industry at the point of sale to identify the antiknock level of fuels available.
This would not le unique. The two industries, through cooperative effort. years
ago devised a system for classifying and identifying the viscosity of engine oils
that has served both industries well, and has been very beneficial to motorists.
This paved the way for the two industries to get together and develop a system
for identifying quality considerations. This system has also been very beneficial,
and is constantly being improved. Speaking of a system for identifying quality.
AST31 standard D-439 has imiality standards as well as antiknock designations,
and if these requirements are specified a good quality gasoline is assured anywhere in the country, at any time of the year. However, I would like to emphasize
that the antiknock level does not indicate quality, per se. It is possible to have
gasoline with a high antiknock value but of poor quality. ('onversely, soine high
quality gasoline is low in antiknock performance.
Actually, antiknock designations are more relatable to size identifications. They
help the motorists get the right "fit"-a gasoline that will satisfy the antiknock requirements of their vehicles, without "overbuying"-for antiknock value
above that required to meet the needs of an engine is of no benefit to the motorist.
I further feel the success of any posting scheme designed to help motorists
will depend entirely on an educational program to teach them how to us itnot on the hope that they already posses such knowledge, or remember even if
they once had it. In my 42 years of petroleum regulatory work I have yet to
meet anyone born with knowledge about octrne numnlers, or antiknock performalee. Everyone must be taught, and if we ,xpect them to learn we must adopt
a system simple enough that they can unde.,0and. logical enough that they can
remember how to use, and technically sound sc that it will actually be beneficial
to them.
Such alsystem is available. Several years ago AST'M. the Society of Automotive
Enaineers and the American Petroleum Insitute jointly began the development
of the "Automotive Gasoline Performance anJ Information System." Ultimately,
it was to identify four considerations that are important to motorists in selecting
a satisfactory fuel for their vehicles. The system used a simple, easily understood
symbol to identify these factors.
The antiknock designation, and lead content designation, were developed and
incorporated into the symbol as a beginning, with cleanliness and driveability to
be added when methodology was developed to quantify them. ASTM Issued special
technical ublieation 510 on thin system. and SAE published it as recommended
practice J282. Beginning with 1973 models the system was widely used by the
automotive industry in their owner's manuals for making fuel recommendations.
Rzretfully, API withdrew their supl)ort from the system and it was never
,xtenslvelv ulsed by the petroleum Industry, but a few gasoline companies adopted
it on a voluntary basis.

8O
In my opinion, this system, although not perfect, has more merit than any yet
devised for helping motorists purchase the proper antiknock level of gasoline
to satisfy the requirements of their engines. Its limited use in those areas where
it has been utilized proves it can be effective, especially if an educational program
fts conducted to teach motorists how to use it. It still has a commitment from
both ASTM and BAB to keep it current and viable. If this committee feels there
should -be antiknock posting throughout the country I hope consideration will be
given to adopting the "symbol system," but whatever system is adopted, I urge
you to require it to be technically sound and based on the antiknock indei
specifled in ASTM standard D-489.

Senator HATKZ. These hearings are adjourned.
[Wlereupon, at 1:10 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]

ADDITIONAL ARTICLES, LETTERS, AND STATEMENTS
STATEMENT OF GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

General Motors appreciates the opportunity to submit comments on S. 1508,
the Consumer Fuel Disclosure Act of 1975. These comments are primarily addressed to Section 2(6) which defines the formula for calculating fuel octane
rating. We hope our comments will be helpful in developing a system for octane
rating which will serve consumers better than the formula prescribed in 8. 1508.
SECTION 2(6)--OCAN

RATING

We believe the most feasible system of expressing octane rating is the SAE,ASTM index which was developed jointly by the Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE) and the American Society for Testing and Material (ASTM).
Briefly stated, this SAE-ASTM index provides a symbol method for identifying
the four gasoline performances requirements considered the most important to the
consumer. They are: (1) Antiknock performance, (2) compatibility with emission control system, (3) induction system cleanliness, and (4) driveability
performance.
The method employs a round symbol to identify the gasoline characteristics.
At the present time, the symbol consists of two elements: a single digit number 1
through 5 that identifies antiknock performance and the word "unleaded" or
"leaded" which relates to compatibility with emission control systems. Por example, a "2" in the center of the symbol means the gasoline meets the antiknock
needs of most 1971 and newer model cars. The SAD and ASTM are working on
developing suitable performance tests for the other two gasoline performance
requirements. Attachment A contains detailed information about the SAEASTM index.
GM believes the SAE-ASTM index Is superior to both the averaging method,
particularly when a constant is added in, and the RON method for several reasons. The reasons are:
(1) Each gasoline pump and each car owners manual would exhibit one, single
digit number which the consumer can quickly and easily recognize as identifying
the correct gasoline for his car.
(2) The single digit number will be the same for a particular car regardless
of the altitude at which the gasoline is marketed. With either the averaging or
the RON methods, gasoline sold at locations in high altitudes will be labeled with
a lower number than gasoline sold at low altitudes, although both gasolines will
perform adequately in the same car when it is operated at the altitude at which
the gasoline is sold. The owner benefits because the gasoline is manufactured to be
compatible with the single digit number. The customer need only concern himself
with buying gasoline with the one symbol.
(3) The single digit number will remain the same regardless of changes in the
relative importance of the Research Octane Number and Motor Octane Number to
the octane requirements of cars on the road. The single digit number is designed
to relate to car octane requirements, while the Research and Motor Numbers
are derived from laboratory test engines. At present, the averaging method gives
the best correlation with car octane requirements for the current car population,
but there is no guaranty this will continue to be the best correlation for future
car populations. Again, it is better to keep the single digit constant and change
the gasoline formulation to comply with it than to advise owners to change.to
another gasoline.
(4) The method was developed and will be monitored by technical experts.
This ensures that the method is, and will continue to be, technically correct.
(5) The SAF,-ASTMf method has the built-in capability to encompass additional
gasoline performance features of interest and value to the customer.
General Motors has urged that the SAE-ASTM method be adopted for FEA
for its octane posting requirement. We also urge that the Senate Commerce Committee adopt the SAE-ASTM system as the definition of octane rating in S. 1508.
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SECTION 4(Iii -MANt'FACTUjRER

RESPONSIBILITY TO SUPPLY

OCTANE INFORMATION

A literal reading of Sectidao 4(i) would indicate ltat the manufacturer of an
ailllooile. whether that anitomoliile was new or used at the time it is sold toi a
(cIISutier. ilmUst Supply that consmtier with octane rating information. This is
patently impossible for the nminuifacturer to do. With respect to used car sales,
tle manufacturer would normally not even be aware tlat the sale took place
oIr the identity of Ile new owner. Even for new car sales reported to the mannfacturer by his authorized dealers, the report of sale is made after the sale is
completed and after the new ear is delivered to the consumer.
A inauifacturer should only be required to furnish octane information on inew
automobiles to his authorized dealers with instruct ions that the information he
furnished to the consumer who buys the automobile from the indelendent dealer.
An aplropriate manner in which this sugestion could lie accomplished is to)
amend etion 4 (b) to read as follows: "No new automobile manufactured after
the effective (late of this section and which has been shipped in interstate coimerce shall be sold or offered fo~r sale to a consumer unless the manufacturer o)f
such auto has provided written instructions to the dealer stating the octane (or*
octanes of gasoline appropriate for use in the engine of such autnmihilo. N,
dealer shall sell such automobile to a consumer without providing the aforesaid
written information to such cmsumer."
SECTION 5(A) -CRIMINAL

PENALTIES

The penalties provided in Section 5(a) are criminal penalties. These criminal
penalties purport to apply both to violations of provisions of the Act itself and of
any regulation pronulgatedl pursuant to . . .'" Ilie applicable section.
Criminal penalties are inappropriate and far too harsh for tile subject being
regulated under this proposed bill. Moreover. the iuimp.sition oif criminal penalties for violation of Administrative regulations which are develoqed by a federal
agency and not by Congress itself is an unwise aIid imlpermissible delegation by
Congress of criminal lawmaking authority.
SEC'1'ION .5(B -RULE.MAKING

With respect to Section 5(b), the provision assumes that Ile Federal Eniergy
Administration will promulgate rules which, ill silista lce, will lie the equi'valelt

of trade regulation rules that define what is an unfair rI' (lelitive practice
under the Federal Trade Cimnisison Act. To this extent, there would i a transfer of authority for promulgating trade regulation rules from the Federal Trade
Commission to the Federal Energy Administratiom. (;emeral Mt,;s suggests that
it is unwise to fragment the trade regulation rulemnakig autlhority in this
manner.
The Federal Trade ('ommisison has develoqed exl-rltise in le area of Irade
regulation over mny years. The reenott MIalglllimsol-l().ss alle] ldImelits tio h Federal Trade Commission Act recognize this expertise a nd .et fort h a c(oirlwehielisive l)roee(ure to lie followed by the Federal Trade (',mnissiom in lrmoiulgatilig
trade regulation rules that will cmnplement the general plr,)s(.riptions )f Set ii,,
5(a) (1) of the Federal Trade Com1mission A.t. The prmceduire under the "Magmusou-Moss amendments is designed to a ssure consideration during the rulemaking
process of all relevant factors, provide for particilation b 'y all interested persms and provide for judicial review of the 1)rlce(lulre anl )f time trade regulatii ,n
rule itself.
It is. therefore, unnecessary to grant specific trade regulation rulemaking aath(irity to another agency that does no,)t have the same expertise iii trade rglllal il
all
tters. It Iiay very vell lie imllr(oer to lacc such 1mltiqile resonsihility
imi a separate
)
federal agency that is not primarily involved in the area of "unfair
o' deetelive" t trade practices. Accordingly, we reImmllemmd lhat Section 50 1 lNe
deleted.
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OTHER AMENDMENTS

Section 5(a) (4) should also ihe amended at lines 14 and 15 to substitute the
phrase "by an authorized dealer of the manufacturer of the automobile" for the
phrase "by a person other than the manufacturer." This amendment complements the suggested amendmenit above to Section 4(b). Finally, the amount of
any civil penalty imposed iinder a revised Section 5(a) (4) should treat hoth
groups of sellers of new automobiles equally.
PUBLIC

INTEREST

CAMPAIGN,

Beth C.Sd(, Md.
Today Federal Energy Office (FEO) Administrator. William E. Simon, was
petitioned to amend tihe gasolie octane )costing regulations to correct the new
octane numbers on pummp lhlvs which were found "confusing to conisuiiers."
The petitioning citizen organization. the Public Interest (Campaign, submitted a
detailed report which found present federal octane regulations contributing to
overbuying.
Octane overbuying (purchasing gasoline of a higher octane grade than retlluire(I
by the car's engine) is occurring with over forty percent of the gasoline so(I.
according to the report. This amount of overhuying results in the waste of the
equivalent of 1 million gallons of gasoline pvr day, the wasteful exptenditur,
of over 1 billion dollars per year by consumers. and tile unnecessary emission
from automobile tailpipes of 405,000 l)ounds of lead per day in the form of
trillions of tiny particles of toxic air )ollutants.
The present Federal octane posting regulation'; which have been in effect sin.e
September 1973. require the posting of an octane number determined Ihy a ww
formula proposed to the government by Texaco, Inc. 'h'le new formula averages
two different octane rating systems-the research oct am, iumnher and the itlot(Pr
octane number. The new posted number is generally 4 nmm ers lower thall time
research number which has comumoinly been used for years in articles, advertising,
aid autonol ie owier's manuals. Consumers accumstomed to a ssociatilng imrellill
grade gasoline with 100 octane (research), regular with 94 octane, and economy
grade with 91 octane are now faced with gasoline pump stickers rating premium
as 96 octane, regular as 90 octane and economy as 87 octane.
Consumers following their owner's manual instructions to purchase "at least
91 research octane gasolinee" thus find only premium grade with at. last a 1)1
rating at the gas station. The result often is the purchase of premium grade when
regular or economy grade is actually required.
According to the Campaign's report, consumer confusion over gasoline octane
ratings is resulting in an aggravation of the energy crisis, the cost of living crisis,
the air pollution crisis, an(l the confidence in government crisis.
Tihe Campaign has petitioned Administrator Simon to prolpse and promiulgate
an amendment to time federal octane posting regulations to simply add 4 octane
numbers to the posted numbers to minimize and avoid consumers confusion.
waste of energy, waste of consumer dollars a(nd pollution of the air presently
occurring. Campaign president. Louis V. Lombardo. state(l that "The government
should not continue to be a party to an arrangement which is helping to mislead
40 percent of the nation's motorists into buying more octane than they need."
The complete technical report is available for $,5 from the Public Interest Campaign, 9711 MacArthur Blvd., Bethesda, Maryland 20034.
BEFORE TIE UNITED

STATES

DEPARTMENT OF
OFFICE
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PETITION FOR RUI.EMAKING PROCEEDING AND ISSUANCE OF RULES BY THE ADMINISTRATOR. FEDERAL ENERGY OFFICE. SUBMITTED BY TIE PUBLIC INTEREST CAMPAIGN,.
INC., AND LOUIS v. LOMBARDO
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PEITrrrON
1. This is a petition pursuant to the Administrative Procedures Act 5 U.S.C.

§ 1003 requesting the Administrator, Federal Energy Office to propose and ultimately promulgate a gasoline octane posting regulation based on a formula for
the determination of octane numbers which will not tend to confuse and mislead
motorists into overbuying gasoline octane. Petitioners contend that this action is
justified administratively to mitigate the energy crisis, to protect the public
health and welfare from excessive emissions from overbought gasoline, to protect the consumer from unnecessary expense and irfation of the cost of living,
and to restore confidence in the ability of governmental administrative processes
to act in the public interest.
I. STATEMENT AS TO JURISDICTION AND DESCRIPTION OF PARTIES

2. This petition arises under the laws of the United States. The Secretary of the
Treasury and the Administrator of the Federal Energy Office have authority
to grant relief requested under the Economic Stabilization Act Amendments of
1971, 85 Stat. 743.
3. Petitioner Public Interest Campaign, Inc. is a non-profit educational and
charitable association dedicated to protecting the public health and welfare. It
maintains offices at 9711 MacArthur Boulevard, Bethesda, Maryland. It is supported )y tax deductible contributions, foundation grants, and subscriptlons to its
Monthly Washington Report, Clean Air. The purposes of the Campaign are to

monitor the performance of government programs in standard-setting, enforcement, research and development activities affecting the public health and welfare. The Campaign provides expert testimony at judicial and administrative

proceedings; provides technical assistance to other consumer and environmental
groups needing expertise in automotive emission control; and informs the public
on progress and setbacks in controlling air pollution. The Campaign and its members thus have a special interest in combatting auto-caused air pollution and in
disseminating information on the subject.
4. Petitioner Louis V. Lombardo is a member and President of the Public Interest Campaign with a special interest in securing for consumers the benefits
associated with the posting of clear and unmisleading gasoline octane ratings. He
is a person interested in securing the relief requested by this petition. He has
spoken publicly on behalf of the Campaign on the octane posting issue. On July
30, 1973, petitioner Lombardo filed formal comments with the Cost of Living

Council on the Council's proposed rule to require the posting of research octane

numbers. The comments urged the Council to either promulgate the rule as proposed or alternatively, if the Council was persuaded that there was merit in a
system which combined research octane numbers and motor octane numbers, the

Campaign urged adoption of a formula to which four (4) octane numbers were
added to the average of the research and motor octane numbers. These comments are attached and incorporated herein as part of Appendix G. Appendix

O also includes articles on the subject which have appeared in the Campaign's
Monthly Washington Report entitled Clean Air, written and edited by petitioner
Lombardo.
II. STATEMENT

OF FACTS

5. This is a petition requesting an adjustment to and subsequent extension of

the gasoline octane posting regulations now in effect and administered by the
Federal Energy Office. This petition requests a change in the formula used In
determining the octane number posted on gasoline dispensing pumps. The present
regulations require the posting of an octane number which is the average of the
research octane number (RON) and the motor octane number (MON). This
averaging procedure results in the posting of an octane number which is generally four numbers lower than the widely use,d RON. The Gampaign is concerned that the immediate result is a numbering system which Is confusing to
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consumers. Concomitant results are feared to be an aggravation of (a) the energy
situation, (b) the air pollution problem, (c) the cost of living crisis, and (d)
the government's credibility gap.
6. This petition requests that the octane posting regulation be amended to require the posting of an octane number based either solely on the research octane
numbering system or on the present system with amendment of the formula
from (R+M)/2 to [ (R+M)/2-+4. The simple addition of 4 to the present numbers or adoption of the research numbering system would help consumers avoid
being misled into the purchase of gasoline of higher octane than required by their
vehicle's engine. Overbuying is the purchase of gasoline of higher octane than
necessary.
7. The chronology of octane posting regulation has been as follows:
a. On July 30, 1969, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) published a Notice
of Proposed Rule Making to require the posting of research octane ratings on
gasoline l)umps.
b. On December 30, 1970, the FTC promulgated a rule requiring the posting
of minimum research octane ratings on gasoline dispensing punips by June 28,
1971.
c. On April 13, 1971, the FTC announced a postponement of the effective date
of the rule from June 28, 1971 to September 1, 1971. This action was taken on
the basis of questions raised by Texaco, Inc. regarding the reliability of the research octane number, despite the fact that research octane was, and remains,
the l)rime determinant of price in inter-industry sales of gasoline.
d. On August 19, 1971, the FTC announced it was postponing the effective (late
of the research octane posting rule--"indefinately." The FTC, furthermore, proposed a new formula to be used for octane ratings in lieu of the research octane
rating. The proposed formula at Texaco's suggestion would be the sum of the
research octane rating and the motor octane rating divided by two.
e. On December 16, 1971 the PTC promulgated the Texaco formula as the
octane posting law of the land to be effective March 15, 1972.
f. On December 20, 1971, four days later, 34 oil companies and two petroleum
industry associations filed suit for injunctive relief from the FT regulation.
g. On February 9, 1972 Judge Aubry E. Robinson. Jr. granted the oil industry
a stay on the effective date of the rule. And on April 4, 1972 Judge Robinson ruled
that the 11C had exceeded its authority in setting the octane posting rule.
h. On June 27, 1973 U.S. Court of Appeals' Judges David L. Bazelon, J. Skelly
Wright, and Spottswood W. Robinson. III reversed Judge Aubry Robinson.
i. On July 13, 1973 the oil industry filed a motion for a rehearing; and now an
al)peal to the Supreme Court is anticipated. If the case goes to the Supreme Court
the question which will he decided is whether or not the FTC has the authority
to) promulgate an octane posting rule. The adequacy or inadequacies of the Texaco
formula will not be at issue.
J. Also in July of 1973, the Cost of Living Council (CLO) entered the octane
posting field and prol)osed the original FTC rule to require the posting of research
octane numbers. The Campaign filed formal comments (included herein as part
of Appendix G) on the CLC Notice supporting the proposed research numbering
system and alerting the CIC that the oil industry might urge tile adoption of the
(R+tM)/2 formula. The Campaign also urged that If the CLC was tempted to
adopt the (R+M)/2 numbering system, that it adopt it with the formula niodification of plus four, I.e. [ (R.+M)/2] +4.
k. On August 17. 1973, without explanation, the CLC promulgated the (R+
M)/2 formula making it the law of the land. Thus, beginning in September 1973
gasoline dispensing pumps began carrying stickers with "octane" numbers. These
gasoline pump octane numbers typically showed premium 100 RON gasolines as
9S octane, regular 94 RON gasolines as -90octane, and economy 91 RON gasolines
as 87 octane. The result has been inevitable confusion with the research numbers
which for years have been printed in owner's manuals (Appendix II) ; posted on
gasoline pumps in Maryland by law since 1909 (Appendix K) : posted on ide-
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pendent brand gasoline pumps across the nation voluntarily for years; used in
gasoline advertising for years; and used extensively ill automobile articles in
newslpapers, lridxicals and books.
S. Octane overbuying was a growing national problem even before the CLC
aggravated the situation with the misleading muinl)ering system. Petitioners believe a clear numibering system consistent with the public understanding of octane
is needed because of the adverse consequences of octane overbuying on the nation' desperate situation in four sectors: energy, eCollomy, environment and
ccnlidence in government.

Energy benefits of true octane posting
I1).To determine the potential energy Ienefits from an elimination of octane
ov'rlbiying, tile Campaign calculated thv extent of octane overbuying currently
occuring in the U.S. Table I below lists the results of our calculations (in the
extent (,f overbuying by grade for the years 1970 through January 1974. At tile
lhegilnning of 1974 overhiying amounted to the following: an estimated 21.3 percet of all gasoline sales were unnecessarily premium or 10) RON grade: while
an estimated 20.6 percent of all gasoline sales were unnecessarily regular or 94
RON grade. Thus an estimated 41.1.) percent of all gasoline sales presently are
ove rl.ought.
10. Since more crude oil is required to prxlu.e higher octane gasoline than
low-octane gasoline, there is a crude oil penalty associated with octane overInyiiig. Moreover, since more energy is coiv.nlumed in the petroleum refining hiracess
ill producing higher octane gasoline than lower (octane gasoline, there also is an
energy penalty associated with octane overbuying.
11. Campaign calculations Indicate Ithat the no tiotial crude oil penalty resulting fromi present overhuilying amounts to 63,50W lils of (ru(le oil per (lay or 4.5
Pevnt of the 1973 year-endl national crude oil shortfall of 1.4 million blils per

(lay.
12. Campaign calculations also reveal that time nation's overbiuying, in forcing
tie misallocation of 63.500 bils of crude oil per day to tile iprodlction of unneeded
higher octane gasoline results in tile wasteful cmslumption of 7,900 bbls of crude

oil pi' day ill the relining processes needed to l)roduce the extra octane. This
eIstillmted 7,900 bls of crude oil (aily is equal to ap)proximately 0.57 percent of
the 1973 year-end national energy shortfall of 1.4 million bibls per (dly.
1:3. Eoxaimination of the crude oil penalty from the standpoint of alternative
use reveals that the 63.500 hbi per day 1iresently inisallocated to needless octane

could he better used it the production of ad(litional gasoline of thel needed
lower octane. If the 63.;:00 id s of crude oil per day were lbeing lised in the
productions of gasoline of octane matched to vi(.le imes(l. the nation's refineries
couldi
e l)rcnlucimg in additiomal 1.24 million gallons of gasoline per (lay-or

nearly 10 percent of the current national dnily gasolille shortfall.
14. At a time when on the order of 100.000 auto workers have been laid-off
(i, to tie em'ergy shortage, along with thollsanls, of otlrs in the economy with
.ifibs dependent u)on the auto industry, and tile countless thousands of others

who indirectly have also lost their jobs (lite to the energy shortage, tile nation
,.l lllt afford to continue to waste pIrecioms crude oil resources. Petitioners contild such waste cannot lie tolerated especially when it is caused by missing
m1.Iisleading octane mlumlhers on gasoline plull)s as a result of government iniactiOn or misdeed. For indeed. for the government to mislead is a misdeed.
15. The 4.5 percent of the daily crlde oil shortfall allocated to th( prodllctioll
of mlnll,.essary octane alone Illight lIpe translated into at least 4,500 autoworkers'
iol s---cle early a waste, not only ,f oil. lint something more precious-hunan resolrcts. Misleading octane numbers not only create waste, they create a great
(1(,I of huall
misery which tile public pays foJr in m'1ny ways, but wants in no
Ay.
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Economic costs of oIrrbutying to the cosmeicr
10. Since premium gasoline costs about a nickel more per gallon than economy
grade: and regular costs about 3 cents more than economy grade, it can lie seen
that habitual overbuying can cost an average consumer (using 735 gallons per
year) $35 per year extra for unneeded octane. In California it has heen estimated

that over half the gasoline so0ld is overbought. And as can be seen from the
ipgures iii Table I, 41.W1c of the gasoline sold nationwide is now overbought.
17. Figuring oinly the overbought prlnemium (21.3 percent of all gasoline sold)
tile vost to tile ciaisuiers purchasing premium rather than economy grade
amonts to over 1 billion dollars per year for 21,300,000,000 gallons of overbought
I1lireiium each Year.
18. The, estimated national amount of regular octane overbuying Is 20.6 percent of all gasoline sold. The cost to consumers puchasing regula,', rather than

tcqolloiy grade at a differential of 3 cents per gallon could amount to an additional
$i20.000.)00 per year for 20.600,000,000 gallons of overbought regular each year.
Figures on tle difference ill cost between regular and economy grades are not
readily availailde therefore. this estimate may lie less accurate than that given
fo r the premium overlluyilig economy
anic penalty. I however. if the figure is accurate

Ihlen tIlie two ligures t otal to, a national overliniing bill of over 1.6 dhiliom dollars
pivrI year being paid by American c(nsIIiomrs f(or unneeded octane.
1Il. Moreover. the costs of (verbnying a re regressive. Their net impact hurts
the por much ml ire tihan tile ri(.h. The FTC, in a report issued with its now
st lied rule. noted tills dis(.riminatory asi''ect of tle proldem as follows .l'he
milteI)1li 4ie
choice o)f a higher ictane gasoli ne than is needed call lie costly
acc'ltiiig t(i Set orpi"l'ri xiii re, (if Wisconisini . . .
average
-tIe
(olistillner (tes lnot
knoiw how to fimi out the octane ratings of the various gasoline brands, and,
tllus. is liaille to lie spending much Iirie money for gasoline than lie ieeds to.
This is particularly true for p)oo people who have to send a large percentage
(,1" their inoli'e for gamsi i il order to get to vork. Accorlinhg to tile presi(elit
(of Sun Oil ('onipanly, A\mvricansli
who
a less thall $3,00(0 a year Spend all
average o-f 6.2'. of every dollar on gasoline compared to 1.5e for the $15,000 plus
ill(olile group. A sk\'ig, of $60 or $50 a year is very important to them."
].nvirioimlentll (Ind hu
h cost. of orcrlJiliny
20. The poor iay liire fo' (overbought gasoline not only with their dollars but
vith their lives. The growing evidence of gasoline lead additives contributing
to tile lead poisoning of children of our urban poor recently usedd the 1'.S. EIA
tio adolpt a grahlil. phased reduction in the use if lead additives over ilie rest
of the ilecade of ithe svent ies. By lI 90 gasoline lead additives are scheduled to
Ibe redued approximately 65 percent from current levels. By cottrast elintinatiol
ef pri'eset-day overliying cou h reduce lead additive evilissiIis by 35 percent
frnn cilrrent eniissil levels. Overbiought gasoline, at rates prevalent at tile heginning of 1974. is result inmr iittle emission of 405.000 lb1s. of la(l per day in
the torm of trillions of tiny particles. These particles are so small they are invi-ill to the naked eye. (Alppendix G cmtains additional information on the
('mitri mtion (if lead ini gasoline to the lead poisoning liazard. )
21. Along the heavily travelled streets of our cities, eldilren breathe and orally
ing,.st (unavoidably eat) these lead particles. The result is an, as yet. unquIantilied cot tribitiol to the national lead poisoning pro blem 'liich results in an
(,!imated 200 death. per year, 6.00) children suffering neurological handieap-s
itielidiig mental retaldati ), al1d 600.000 children with dangerously high blood
lead levels. Ironically, too. from a Mnservation point of view, projections indicate
thint oin our presvt i course, tie world will runt out of lead before it runs out of
pet(rdeit lii.
22. Lead Is not alone as a pollutaiit resulting from the use of gasoline of an
italite lumber different fromi tie octalie required by the vehicle. As the FTC
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was concluding that the failure on the part of gasoline marketers to post the
minimum research octane number constituted an unfair or deceptive practice in
violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission
found: "the use of a gasoline which is either too high or too low in octane rating
for that particular automobile tends to create excessive emissions which contribute to air pollution."
23. Use of gasoline of an octane lower than required by a vehicle's engine
results in increased emission of hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and nitrogen
oxides. Carbon monoxide is a highly toxic gas. Hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides
are the primary ingredients of photochemical smog. These pollutants cause the
air pollution alerts increasingly experienced in Washington, D.C. and other cities
across the nation.
0o8t8 of continued octane overbitying to the growing crisis of confidence in

govern fleit

24. On January 30, 1974 In prepared remarks to the National Association of
Manufacturers and the National Chamber of Commerce, F.E.O. Administrator,
William E. Simon, cited the deterioration of confidence in government as a
problem of concern in attempts to deal with the nation's energy problems.
"Last December 3, on the day before the Federal Energy Office was created,
Lou Harris, of the Harris Poll, appeared before a Senate subcommittee to report
on a survey of public attitudes of confidence in American Government.
"Here's a quote from Mr. Harris' remarks, 'There may be islands of hope
across the broad land of ours, but a central fact is that as a nation, as a
people, disaffection and disenchantment abound at every turn. . . On a scale
of powerlessness, cynicism, and alienation used by the Harris firm since 1966, an
average of 55 percent of the American people expressed disenchantment, compared
with not more than 29 percent who felt that way only seven years ago.'
"According to Mr. Harris, the American people are disenchanted with nearly
every dimension of the social and economic spectrum: medicine, organized
religion, organized labor, major companies-declined in their expression of
confidence.
"What most impressed ine about these findings, however, was that people want
change not change to overthrow the system, but to make it work the way they
think it should. (emphasis in the original)
"In the two months since the Federal Energy Office was established, I have
found myself oftentimes reflecting on these problems. The questions of 'confidence,'
and the 'willingness to participate' are crucial to this quest for energy independence.
"When people ask me 'Is there really an energy crisis?' or 'Isn't the energy
crisis contrived?', I am disturbed. We are faced today with a very real crisis."
(Emphasis in the original.)
25. While the public's mistrust of government in general is growing, the octane.
overbuying problem is also growing. Overbuying is also evidence that the government is not working well. In a time when credibility gaps are numerous and
wide, the federal government's record on octane posting is another specific
instance where a credibility gal) exists. Nor is the government's credibility on
octane posting likely to be easily restored without decisive action to resolve the
problem. In Appendix K instances are shown where in the summer of 1973:
(a) gasoline refiners were found to have lowered the octane rating of their
products to produce more fuel but had neither notified consumers, nor reduced
prices commensurately; (b) gas stations placed false "out of gas" signs on
pumps dispensing regular. thereby forcing motorists to purchase more expensive
premium to increase revenue; and (c) where a State agency found it necessary
to attempt a public education campaign as a result of the new federal (CLC)
octane numbering system "because the opportunities for misunderstanding, error,
confusion and dealer frustration are so great. .. "
26. The F.E.O. Administrator's decision on this petition will determine whether
the CLC octane posting regulations will be continued after April 30, 1974, or
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modified, or abandoned. The decision also will contribute one way or another to
the confidence in government crisis, the energy crisis, the cost of living crisis, and
the air pollution crisis.
Proposedmodification of the CLC octane iiumbering system
27. This petition requests the modification of the CLC octane number system
based on the formula: the octane number to be posted= (Research ON+Motor
ON)/2. The CLC formula results in a number which generally Is 4 numbers lower
than the research octane number. (See Appendix B, Figure 1, which shows the
national average difference between research and motor octane has been a
co stant 8 octane numbers since 1960.)
28. This petition requests that the CLC formula be modified to bring the two
numbers (Research and CLC) into agreement so that confusion will be minimized
and made inconsequential. The CLC formula simply amended to add four numbers,
half the 8 octane point difference between research and motor, to the formula can
accomplish the goal of minimizing confusion. A formula of [ (R+M)/2] +4 would
maintain the advantages of a system which combines research numbers and
motor numbers, plus have the advantage of boosting the resulting numbers
sufficiently to make them comparable to the research numbers.'
29. Why is comparability with research octane numbers so important? Several
historical factors have worked to ingrain both a conscious and subconscious
understanding the premium is 100 octane gasoline : that 100 octane is the highest
grade of gasoline; that more octane is better than less octane; and that 100
octane, as the highest octane, results in the most power, performance and miles
per gallon. Advertising by auto companies and gasoline companies has created
such fuzzy understanding of octane by consumers. The grain of truth that high
o ctane gasoline in a high performance engine does result in higher performance
has led consumers to erroneously conclude that high octane gasoline always
results in better performance, even in a low performance engine. Half truths,
along with such aphorisms as "you get what you pay for," and "it costs more, so
it must, be better," and "100 is premium or tops," all lead to the consumer's vague
understanding of octane.
30. Add to these, several other facts. Owner's manuals for most vehicles have
recommended octane requirements in research numbers with even 1974 models
still r(e.'mflnen(ling research lmni1ers (see owner's manuals and G.M. and Ford
1974 brochures in Appendix 1I). Looking to the future, vehicle owners will be
reading those recolinmendations into the 1980's. Looking to the past, gasoline
advertising has historically referred to octane numbers based on the research
method. The State of Maryland has posted octane ntiumbers on gasoline pumps
in research terms since 1969. Articles in newspapers and periodicals nearly
always referred to research octane numbers. Many independent gasoline stations differentiate their grades simply by numbers: premium 100, regular 94,
economy 91-research octane numbers.
31. Thus one can readily envision the results of posting the CLC numbers
which yield premium 9, regular 90, and economy 87. First confusion, and then
continued overbuying to be sure of getting at least "91" octane. To get at least
.11 octane RON called for in the manual, one has to )urchase premium grade
96 ('LC octane to protect the engine and the warranty. ("Better to be safe than
sorry.")
32. What can lie done to ovrcome or at least mitigate the overbuying in the
face of the long history of iisconceptims conveyed? More importantly wvhat
I In the relatively few instances where the research and motor octane numbers differ by
more or less than 8 numbers, the "plus four" formula will still help avoid the confusion
whiit'h presently occurs between l)remium and economy grades. For example. as shown In the
chart in Appendix G (Clean Air Sept-Dee 1973, p. ), presently a motorist looking for at
least 91 "octane" gas must purchase a premium grade which is posted at 95 "octane" since
even the regular will be posted at 90 octane. Under the "plug four" formula the motorist
might find an economy grade posted at 90 octane if the difference between motor and
rv,e,,ireh were greater than S numbers, say 10 numbers. But even In this unusual situation the tendency to overbuy will have been reduced to the purchase of one grade.

go
(-,i1I lie done by the Feleral Energy Ollice Administrator ad(] done easily? Society
has lea rned that it is very difficult to change behavior patterns and Ingrained
IIiscoIcet ion's of olie Imiiired million people. Thus a public education program
too edui.ate tihe Ildie that the present 87 octane is equivalent to 91 octane is
likely to he difficult, expensive and in the end. not effetive. Better then to take
lant action which Capitalizes on tile existing conceptions and III
isconceelotiols and
minimizes tie tendency towards more (onlflusion and overlinying.
33. Amendment of tile octane posting regulation to base ile octane number on
the modified formula of "plus four" (an he accomplished by a stroke of the
pll. By nlleasurhig o.tall, according to the "plus fmr" firimnula, octane numbers
will become comparable to the long used research numbers. In fact, to the vast
miajoiity of motorists. use (of the "phis fmr" forunula will never he known, Un(lerstood, mr eveti (list iliguishalle from the research otaw e mnmlbers tiey have
been expo-sed to for years.
34. At simple notice oif lproposed rulemaking proposing this modification to the
('I,(3 octane delermination formula shmhil demonstrate to the satisfaction of
ohjective observers that the suggested "plus four" firmoula wmld result in major
lbeneflts and negligible disadvantages to the public. l'romnulgation of the suggested formula will then result in an elimination of a source of motorist confusion and overlmying and the creation of ahclear guide to) help consumers avoid
tle overbuying presently contriluting to til, energy waste, pollution, inflation.
and distrust of government.
35. The Public Iterest 'ampaign. ill September 1S73 liled all a micus curiae
brief ill the U.S. Temlrary Eimergeiney Court of Appeals itt a silt lrought by
ti National Petroleum Refiners Association, et at.. v. John T. DnIlop, et al.
The Campaign's position m the posting of gasoline oc.tan generally is that it
is necessary and desirable in the interests of informing consumiers. Tie Cammaign believes, however. that the octane posting regulations of the Cost of Living
Council (now part of the Federal Energy Office) are misleading. deceptive and
confusing and(l vould result ill a consequent loss of consumer lpurchasing power,
mllniiec essary environmental degradation and a wvaste of energy resources.
36. The Campaign's brief asserted the beliefs that:
aI. The Council's octane posting regulation requirements were arbitrary, eapri.ims. contrary to fact, lmnsuilrted ly any reasomnale basis. and thus failed
under traditional standar(ls of judicial review of administrative action.

1i. The Council's octane pomstiig regulations were unacoipamnied by all mipact statement, ill clear dlefian(ie of the National Environmental Policy Act
which requires that a "detailed statement" accomipany :all "major Federal aetions significantly affecting th, quality of tile humnman elivironiieent."
c. The Council's octane listing regulations vere issued without a concise
general statement of their basis and purpose and, indeed. withmt any adequate
explanation ill contravention of the procedural lote(ctions of the Econonic

Stal iization Act Amendments of 1971.
III. FIRST IEQUI"ESTID C[.AIM FOR RELIEF

37. Under the law, the Administrator, Federal Energy Office lias the authority
to issue all amended octane posting regulation requirimig tile posted octane hunmerto le determined by the "plus four" formula of [ (R-±M/2]+4. Petitioners
request the Administrator to so act.
IV. SECOND REQUESTED CLAIM FOR RELIEF
.N. Alternatively the Administrator, Federal Energy Office, has the authority
to issue a notice of proposed rulemaking to require the posted octane number

to be determnined by the "plus four" formula of [ (R+M)/21+4. In the nterlative, the petitioners request the Administrator to so act.
Respect fully submitted.
Louis V. LOMBARDO,

Presidcnt.

WILLIAM I1. RODGERS, Jr.,
Attorney for Petitioners.
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PUBLIC INTEREST CAMPAIGN CALCULATIONS
ESTIMATED OVERBUYING BY OCTANE GRADE AND CONSUM-ER NEED
rhe estimates presented in Table I were derived as follows :
1. Tile percentage of cars needing premium grade gasoline oil tile road. and the
percentage of gas sold as premium in each of the three years 1970-1172 v.ere
obtained from published figures in the National Petroleum News Fact Book 1973.
The figures for tie years 1973 and 1974 (as of January 1) were obtained by
extrapolation of the prior three year trend.
2. The percentage of gasoline needing to be premium was obtained bly adjusting the figures for the percentage of cars on the road needing preniium will
factors for the decreasing use of pre-1971 model year vehicles. with age, as givel
in Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission Factors, EIPA second edition p. 3.1.2-S
(also reproduced below as Table 3.1.2-7).
3. The percentage of gasoline needing to be economy grade was then estimated
for each of the years by again using the annual travel figures found in Talde
3.1.2-7 for 1971 and later model year vehicles. These figures for the perentage,
of gasoline needing to be economy grade were further adjusted to reh,,.t a 5
percent fuel penalty associated. with the decreased compression ratios and
other emission control techniques used in 1971 and later models.
4. It.was assumed that for the years after 1971, through the present. economy
grade gasoline accounted for 5 percent of all gasoline sales. This assumlptiol was
arrived at after consulting marketing experts in bth government and industry
who gave such a figure as a high limit on their estimates of economy grade sales.
Moreover, their estimates are borne out by the Bureau of Mines' Mineral Industries Surveys Motor Gasolines which sboved the cumulative percentages of
samples of all grades by research octane was less than five percent during these
years. (See Tables 8 and 9, Motor Gasolines, Winter 1972-73 reproduced in
Appendix B.)
5. The percentage of gasoline to be regular was derived by subtracting front
100 )ercent the sum of the percentages of gasoline needing to lie premium ald
econoinly.

6. The percentage of gasoline sold as regular was obtained for 1970 front the
Fact Book 1973 and adjusted downward to reflect the assumption of 5 percent
sold as economy grade for the years after 1970.
7. Overbuying figures for premium and regular then were obtained from the
difference between figures for "percentages of gasoline needed" and "gasoline
sold," by grade and by year.
ESTIMATED CRUDE OIL PENALTY AND ENERGY PENALTY IUIVE '[10 OVEIBUYING

The crude oil penalty and energy penalty associated with present day gasoline
octane overbuying were derived as follows:
1. First, a national clear (lead free) pool average octane value had to lie
estimated. This was done using the gasoline characteristics found in the Bureau
of Mines Mineral Industry Survey Motor Gasolines, Winter 1972-1973 (Ap)pendix
B) and lead susceltibility curves. Using Table I, "Summary of values. motor
gasoline survey, winter 1972-'73" (reproduced below in Appendix B) a value of
1.8 grams lead per gallon was found to be the average lead content of regular
grade gasoline and 2.34 grams per gallon was the average lead content of premium
grade gasoline. Using these figures and standard lead susceptibility curve data.
the graph, Figure 1, was constructed. Using the data from the same Bureau of
Mines study that economy grade contained about 0.5 granms lead )er g-.allon and
had a 91 RON rating, the three curves for premium regular and economy were
drawn.
From the curves in Figure 1, plus substantiation from other sources, the char
RON values were determined for the three grades of gasoline. This data coinbiled with the estimated present and potential (no overbuying) usage of
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each grade from Table I, "Octane Overbuying," were placed in the following two
equations to derive the national clear pool average:

1974

Present useage (overbuying) ---------Potential useage (no overbuying) - ---National difference due to overbuying....

Clear pool
Average

Economy

Regular

Premium
Percent

RON

Percent

RON

Percent

(33.6)
(12.3)

93
93

(61.4)
(4.0)

88
88

(5.0)
(46.9)

RON
87. 5
87.5

RON
89.6
82.2
1.4

2. The difference between present national clear octane requirements and
potential clear octane requirements was then. used to determine the crude oil
penalty (C.O.P.) and energy penalty (E.P.) associated with the production of
an additional 1.4 clear RON for the nation's pool of gasoline. From the UOP
process curve reproduced below as Appendix D, and the table appearing in
Appendix E, it can be seen that at the low end of the curve (in the range of
89 RON clear pool) it requires 0.45 bbls of crude oil per 100 bbls of crude oil
processed to produce the additional 1.4 clear RON necessary to meet present day
overbuying octane demand. Thus the C.O.P. factor is 0.45 bbls per 100 bbls
processed or 0.0045 percent.
3. The energy penalty factor associated with processing the additional crude
oil to produce the nation's overbought octane was obtained from the table in
Dr. Vladimir Haensel's statement (Appendix E). Tile energy penalty factor
associated with producing 1.4 clear RON at the 89 RON clear pool level is
approximately 0.056 bbls of crude per 100 bbls processed or 0.00056 percent.
4. Using these C.O.P. and E.P. factors, the crude oil penalty and enegy penalty
associated with octane overbuying can then be estimated. Converting our present
national annual gasoline consumption rate of 100 billion gallons of gasoline per
year into a daily crude oil requirement for gasoline production one obtains a
figure of 14.1 million bbls of oil per day required to produce a day's supply of
gasoline. Applying our crude oil penalty factor to this figure results In a crude
oil penalty estimate of 63,500 bbls of crude oil per day being used to produce
the extra octane needed to meet the overbuying demand. Similarly, applying
the energy penalty factor results in an energy penalty estimate of 7,900 bbls of
crude oil per day used in the refinery processes needed to produce the extra octane
required as a result of the overbuying.
5. These figures of 63,500 bbls per day (C.O.F.) and 7.900 bbls per day (E.P.)
can then be compared with the 1973 year-end national energy shortfall of 1.4
million barrels per day. The octane C.O.P. turns out to be 4.5 percent of the
December 1973 daily crude oil shortfall. The octane energy penalty turns out
to be 0.57 percent of the December 1973 national daily crude oil shortfall.
CITIZENs' ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY,
Washington, D.C., January 29, 1975.
The PRESIDENT,
The White House,
Washington., D.C.
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: At its last meeting, the Committee discussed a subject
that has a direct bearing upon your efforts to stimulate energy conservation. It
Is one of those rare actions which cost nothing and will have immediate effect.
Major savings of energy could be achieved through improvement of current
procedures for posting of octane ratings on gasoline pumps at service stations.
-
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This has been the subject of extensive controversy and confusion for several
ratings
years, primarily because there are several different systems of octane
on
Council
Living
of
Cost
the
by
issued
regulation,
current
in general use. The
that Is
19T3 and very poorly enforced, calls for the posting of an octane rating
four numbers lower than the figure which appears in nearly half of car owners'
.manuals.
This discrepancy contributes to the widespread purchase of a higher grade of
gasoline than is necessary for proper automoolle operation. This in turn causes
a substantial waste of scarce energy, an increase in toxic lead emissions, and the
unnecessary expenditure of consumer dollars.
The Federal Energy Administration has for some time been considering a
revision in the octane posting regulation. The Committee recommends that the
new regulation be Issued as soon as possible and that It include the following
provisions:
(1) The octane rating should be conspicuously posted on all service station
pumps.
(2) The posted rating should correspond with that which appears in the largest
possible percentage of owners' manuals for cars now on the road (the proposal
made by the Public Interest Campaign of Bethesda, Maryland, to the Federal
Energy Administration that the posted rating be the "average number plus 4"
appears to meet this criterion).
(3) Car manufacturers should be required to Include In all future owners'
manuals the figure .corresponding to the posted rating. In addition, the Federal Government should launch an extensive public education campaign to reduce
buying of unnecessarily high octane fueL
The Committee believes that the implementation of these recommendations
would produce major public benefits in the form of energy conservation, reduced
lead emissions, anti-inflationary reduction of consumer spending, and Improvement in the Nation's balance of payments. It would appear tbat most of the
recommended steps could be taken in a matter of weeks and start producing
benefits Immediately thereafter.
The Committee stands ready to assist in efforts to encourage citizens to con.
serve energy by purchasing gasoline with the proper octane rating.
A copy of this letter is being sent to the Secretary of the Interior, the Administrator of the Federal Energy Administration, the Chairman of the Council
,on Environmental Quality, and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency.
Sincerely,
HaENY

-.

,

L. DIAMOND,
C01irman.

INRzuST CAMPAIGN,
Bethesda, Md., October 17, 1974.

PUBLIC

M31r. ALLN KMIC,
Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and General Counsel, U.S. Envron.
mental Protection ApenV, Washington D.O.
DEAz Ma. Kum:. This Is to provide you with our comments on the briefing

.,memorandum prepared by your office recommending an octane posting regulation which would combine the symbol system with an explanatory statement
of equivalency with the RON rating.
At first glance this appears to be an appealing compromise option. On further
study, however one finds the disadvantages inherent In the symbol system far
outweigh any advantages the symbol system may have, either alone or In combination with the RON equivalancy statement. One is left with the conclusion
that addition of the symbol system would detract from, rather than enhance,
the plus-four or RON equivalency statement It would be worse than redundant.

65-981-76----T

.PECIYI0 COMMENTS REQUESTED

You' asked that I especially address the con argument as set forth in the
"briefing memo on the AKI+4 proposal These points, quoted as follows, are
addressed first:
Oon a,-The formula (AKI+4) has no technical rationale due to the +4
factor"arid'would be dismissed by technical societies and industry as arbitrary.
'The tkhnical rationale for use of +4 as an adjustment factor is that +4
is half the average sensitivity (sensitivity is defined as Research Octane Number minus Motor Octane Number) of all gasolines sold In the U.S. Moreover, the
average sensitivity has been extremely constant for at least ten years-regardo
less of the changes in the orientation of vehicles to either the Motor or the
Research ratings. The plus-four adjustment factor is simply added to the AKI
.rating, the (R+M)/2 rating, to achieve comparability with the research ratings in consumer manuals.
Addition of the +4 adjustment factor to the formula does not alter the sci.
entific or technical validity or accuracy of the AKI or (R+M)/2 formula one
iota. It maintains the (R+M)/2 mathematical relationship intact. It merely
*shifts the curve of the relationship so that the resultant rating can be useful
to the largest possible number of motorists. Use of such adjustment factors is
a common technical practice.
Con b.-The value perpetuates the AKI and RON confusion, and indeed,
compounds it when an explanation of the posting requirement is attempted.
On the contrary. The plus-four adjustment factor eliminates the AKI and
RON confusion for motorists by making the two ratings comparable or Indistinguishable. The plus-four adjustment factor makes the (R+M)/2 rating meaningful, interchangeable, and reliable to motorists needing an RON rating.
It may, however, take some explaining in technical circles as to why the
plus-four adjustment factor was adopted. But It is a relatively small cost for
several hundred engineers and scientists to adjust, as compared to the cost of
educating 100 million motorists to RONS, MONS and AVONS, as one local TV
news reporter recently put it.
GENERAL

COMMENTS ON SYMBOL SYSTEM AND SYMBOL +4

Several general principles or aims Which I believe ought to be kept in mind
in deciding the octane posting issue:
1. Which option provides the greatest potential for reducing octane overbuying
to the greatest degree-and soonest?
.2. Which option offers the least potential for consumer confusion and will require the least amount of public education?
3. Which option provides consumers with the most accurate possible index of
octane quality?
Consider the data in Table I, attached. Shouldn't the consumer be apprised of
the difference between the octane quality of Exxon's 87 AKI octane, symbol (2),
and that of Getty's 88.5 AKI octane. also symbol (2). Since the avowed purpose
of the symbol system is to phase it in over a period of years and phase out the
plus-four equivalency statement, at some time in the future motorists would be
deprived of the information showing these differences In octane quality. Wouldn't
the nation be better served by disclosure of such differences rather than by con.
cealment under the symbol system?
The symbol system should be rcognized for what it is-=an attempt to avoid
octane disclosure by offering consumers a slightly disguised version of a grading
system--sub-regular (2), regular (3) and premium (5). Grades (1), (4) and
(6) are likely to be offered in relatively few instances.
The symbol system makes it costly for a refiner to boost his octane rating.
For example. assume a refiner was offering a 96 RON gasoline (4) and felt that
he could profitably serve a market of vehicles needing 97 RON gasoline. Under the
plus-four system he could offer the 97 RON as such. Under the symbol system he
would be forced to raise his octane to 99 RON before his symbol would change to
the next higher number (5). Clearly the symbol system would discourage that
refiner from competing on the basis of octane quality. And, of course, the consumer would be deprived of the choice of a 97 RON gasoline. He or she would
have to buy up (overbuy) at the 99 RON level.
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NAL COMMENTS ON Tl E SYMBOL SYSTEM VS. PLUS-MOUR
N

Regarding the argument for the simplicity of the symbol system, an example
might Illustrate why I -believe the plus-four system provides even greater sireplicity (because of its ability to clearly convey useful information recognizable
to consumers). I:puTchased a 1962.Mercedes and the owner's manual instructs me
to use at least 96 RON gasoline. Under the symbol system, government would have,
to provide me with some conversion factor so that I could relate the two ratings.
Under the plus-four system I could compare my owner's manual directly with
the number on the pump without any explanation or conversion tables. With the
continuous and frequent transfer of used cars, it is not easy to provide the public
with the necessary conversion Information and assure Its proper use..
Regarding the ability of the symbol system to provide a uniform rating on
pumps regardless of altitude, I see no reason why the plus-four
formula could
not Include the same altitude adjustment factor In the definition of
"octane", so
that a uniform plus-four rating can appear on pumps across the nation.
Regarding the possibility of needing different formulae in the future, the advantage of flexibility in the symbol system carries with it the
disadvantage
at some future time owner's manuals with symbols based on one formula willthat
be
outdated by posted symbols based on a newer formula. Indeed, the very SAE
Technical Report, J282, which describes the symbol system carries
the caveat:
"This SAE2 Recommended Practice is intended as a guide toward standard
tice, but may be subject to frequent change to keep pace with experiencepractechnical advances. Hence Its use where flexibility of revision is Impracticaland
is
not recommended."
Unless we are prepared to frequently recall millions of owner's manuals for
revision, the nation needs a more durable octane rating system.
The plus-four formula, on the other hand, weights research and motor octanes
equally. Such weighting Is probably the best approximation we
can make to fit
the cars of yesterday, today, and tomorrow (at least as far as our headlights
permit us to see into the dark and unpredictable future).
Continuing on this point of the need for changing.formulae, I believe much
the discussion has been misfocused on the need to mtach the general formula of
to
the general future vehicle population needs. More precisely, three separate things

are needed: one is a reasonable index of octane quality on the pumps to which
the

present vehicle-population can relate; the second is an Index of octane quality
on the pumps to which Detroit engineers can relate In recommending
to consumers the octaine requirement they design Into future vehicles, and the third
I.4
a minimum octane specification in the EPA lead regulations to assure adequate
octane quality In unleaded grades of gasoline. Thees three needs should not be
confused, but understood as distinctly separate requirements. In the first two
Instances, the need applies to the octane index. In the latter instance the need
applies to the actual octane quality.

The merit of the plus-four system lies In Its potential to reduce overbuying
most, soonest. Because many more of the cars on the road have
owner's manuals
in RON terms than symbols or any other octane rating system, it makes
most
sense to devise a system to which the owners of these vehicles can relate--with
the minimum amount of public education. Any system will require public education. An effective public education program should be implemented. However,
I had been assured first by FTC, then CLO, then FEA that a public education
campaign would be mounted with the (R+M)/2 formula, and
then witnessed
years pass without such a program.
From such a sad history I believe it Is safe (and wiser) to assume thnt funds
for a public education campaign on octane will be minimal. This
of the likely.
hood of a minimal public education campaign underscores thefact
necessity
a
system which the greatest number-of people can relate to most easily. The for
plus.
r meets this need best since it takes advantage of designations most widely
dist
ted and most extensively used for years In books, manuals, articles and
advertise
see attachment 2 for an example of a current ad). It is fair to say
that no num
system is more familiar to the public than the research s'/stem.
The plus-four eim
adjusts the (R+M)/2 formula adopted by FTC, CLC and
YEA so that consume
relate it to the familiar research number.
Then there Is the quest n directly
whether the consumers
would be best served by
a System

which grades gasoline a

symbol system does or by a direct mini.
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,mum octane rating. I believe the latter is preferrable because the system should
Attempt to accurately reflect the octane quality of the gasoline. 6ince octane
,quality generally stays within an octane number of the minimum required in
jurisdictions with legal requirements, it is logical to have the manufacturers
.disclose the minimum octane they are providing in unit octane number Intervals.
7The symbol system permits variable octane intervals between grades ranging
-from one octane point at the (1)-(2) level to 3.5 octane points at the (4)-(5)
level. (And the octane Iu the 3.5 range are "bigger" than the octanes at the (1)
point range, thus the spread is even greater than it appears.)
. 'here are several disadvantages to the larger and variable intervals In the
symbol system:
1. The symbol implies quality grading. Witness the consumer problems when
the Department of Agriculture grades meats prime, choice, etc, when virtually
all that's Intended to percent fat content. If the Dept. of Agriculture said what
it meant there probably would be a lot less overbuyingg" of meat today. Similarly,
It Is our belief that if government would tell the octane story "like it Is" there
would be a lot less overbuying of gasoline today.
2. Behind the facade of the (1) through (6) symbol system, companies are
-discouraged from competing on the octane quality of the gasoline. For example,
the symbol system would act as a disincentive for Shell Oil Co. to continue
producing Its unleaded 94 RON gasoline or symbol (3). Owners of 1975 vehicles
will have owner's manuals recommending symbol (2) grade gasoline. Some
as yet undetermined percentage of these vehicles may need more than 91 RON
or symbol (2) grade gasoline. These consumers would benefit from the avail.
ability of Shell's 94 RON gasoline but the symbol system discourages its use by
them.
Conversely, consumers not needing more than 91 RON should not overbuy 94
RON. Under the plus-four direct rating system other refiners who find It economically attractive to produce and price their gasoline at a lower octane can
create a diversity of available octane qualities and price.
3. Another example wilt help explain how the symbol system provides consumers with less choice and less useful information than the plus-four system.
Assume under the plus-four system a wide variety of octanes are available Inthe marketplace-an ideal situation from both the consumer's point of view
(maximized choice), and the refiner's point of view (maximized profit). Further
assume that, as occured during last year's energy crisis, several marketers (Gulf,
Mobil and SoCal) reduced the octane quality of their product by one octane to
increase their quantitative yield of gasoline. Under the plus-four system each
product's posted octane would be changed accordingly. Under the symbol system
only those products within 1 octane of the grade's ndnimum would undergo an
octane posting change. Thus, under the symbol system, consumers would be deprived of both choice and information about octane.
Under the plus-four system the ideal of the free enterprise, free market, would
be approached. The individual refiner could offer the octane fuel which is most
profitable for his specific circumstances-and advertise its octane. The consumer
would have the widest possible choice of octane qualities-and the Information
,with which to choose no higher octane than needed. Such conditions would mintinize economic waste (inflationary), energy waste (also inflationary), and need.
less environmental lead pollution and Its adverse consequences on the health
of inner city children.
Sincerely,
Louis V. LOMDARDO.

GuLF RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT CO..
PETROLEUM PRoDUcTs DEPARTMENT.
GASOLINE ANTIKNOCK QUALTrrY DESIoATIONs
As Part of Phase IV of the Economic Stabilizatinn Program, ceilings have been
placed on retail sales of all grades of motor gasoline. The Cost of Living Council
(C1,C) directed that. effective September 8, 1973, every gasoline retailer in the

Nation must post a decal on each pump listing the ceiling price of the gasoline
and its octane number (ON). The price Information, will be readily understood
by the motorist but the octane rating is expected to be a source of confusion.
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For many years, two laboratory rating methols have been used to define the
octane quality of motor gasolines. One, called the Research -Method, measures
antiknock performance under mild operating conditions. This rating is indicative of fuel antiknock performance in passenger cars and light duty commercial
vehicles operating at full throttle and low to medium engine speeds. The other,
the Motor Method, measures antiknock performance under more severe operating
conditions. This rating is indicative of fuel antiknock performance in vehicles
operating at full throttle and high engine speeds.
The Research rating, because it is run under milder conditions, is considerably
higher than the Motor rating. In practice, the difference in ratings for commercial gasolines will range from about 5 to 11 ON, with an average of about 8 O..
It is the Research octane number that has generally been used In the. past In
describing the antiknock quality of gasoline.
The octane rating which is required by the Cost of Living Council to be posted
on the service station pumps is the average of the Research rating and the
Motor rating; i.e., It is the sum of the Research rtaing plus the Motor rating
divided by two (R+:M/2).
The minimum Research and (R+M/2) octane ratings for Gulf gasolines for
most areas of the U.S. are listed below. There is some variation in these numbers'
in a few areas due to allowances permitted for differences in altitude as well as
historic marketing practices.
Minimum octane rating
Guiftane
Good Gulf
Research
R+M Octane No ...............................................

91

+............--------...............................

93

87

No-Nox
99

89.5

95

2

Since 1971 most car manufacturers have Indicated in their owners' manuals.
that the cars are designed for operation on gasolines having a minimum Research
octane number of 91. Gulftane has been recommended for these new cars. The
above table shows that the octane rating posted on the Gulftane pump in most
places is 87 even though the Research rating is 91. You can assure your customers
that Gulftane still meets the car manufacturers' recommendations for octane
quality.
Beginning with 1974 models some car manufacturers in their owners' manuals
are, along with the 91 Research rating recommendation, recommending a fuel
antiknock designation with a minimum numerical value of 2. This is just another
method of specifying a minimum (R+M)/2 of 87. It refers to the American
Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM) specification for gasoline. The relationship between the ASTM' antiknock designation and (R+M)/2 is shown Int
the table below:
Antiknock designation .....................
Minimum

2

-. ................................

1

2

3

4

5

;

287-

87

89

91.5

95

97.5

I Below.

Comparing these values with those shown for Gulf gasolines in the first table
nl)ove shows that Gulftane has an ASTM antiknock designation of "2". Good
Gulf is "3", and No-Nox Is "15". This again supports the fact that Guiftane
meets the car manufacturers' recommendations for new cars.
While the new octane postings and car manufacturers' recommendations for
gnqollne antiknock quality might be confusing, Gulftane can be recommended
with confidence to the owners of late model cars. Of course, Good Gulf and NoNox are very satisfactory for use in these cars and should be offered whenever
the vehicle owner asks for a higher quality product.
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.STATEMENT ON CLEAR GASOLINE PRODUCTION

Source: V. HaenseL Statement on Mlar G0olnse Produclosg January 18, 1974i
The last few months have witnessed a recurring controversy concerning the
production of clear gasoline and environmental problems. The energy crisis has
reactivated previous claims that clear gasoline production will further deplete
.our crude supply. Advertisements and other statements in the press both here
and In Britain have vehemently proclaimed that this is not the time to think'
in terms of clear gasoline and catalytic converters.
It has been encouraging to note that the Environmental Protection Agency has'*
taken a positive stand with respect to clear gasoline, and the Senate and House.
Committees have agreed to continue the 1975 standards for hydrocarbons and CO.
through 1976 which indicates at least a preliminary aproval of catalytic converters and, therefore, of clear gasoline. The rumblings still persist, however,
and it is appropriate to clarify the situation.
One of the most frequent myths Is that to make clear gasoline of 96.5 research
octane number requires 0%additional crude oil, as compared to making a leaded
gasoline of the same octane number. UOP's conclusions are that only 3.3% additional crude is needed, of which 2.6% is converted to other valuable products.
The net additional crude requirement is only 0.7%, to take care of internal refinery energy. From a total energy requirement viewpoint, this 0.7% is only
slightly higher than the energy required to manufacture the lead antiknock compound, so that on a total energy basis, there is essentially no additional energy
requirement to make the clear gasoline.
These conclusions are based on a detailed study. of the production of clear
gasoline. A summary of our findings is given in the attached Table. What we
have done is to use a base case of pool gasoline which is currently produced
and have examined what happens when higher octane number clear pool gasolines are produced using the 89.5 research clear octane number pool gasoline
as our base point. We have also indicated the improvement that one obtains
when using a higher octane gasoline in a higher compression ratio engine. The
Table clearly indicates that if one makes A pool gasoline with a 96 clear research
octane number an additional 3.3 barrels of crude would have to be used in excess
of the 100 barrels used in the base case of making the 89.5 clear octane number
pool gasoline. What Is not realized is that in making the 96 octane number
gasoline most of the 3.3 additional barrels of crude i@not 1ost, but is largely converted to other forms of energy, that is, LPG and natural gas, and only 0.7
barrel is needed to supply Internal refinery energy. This 0.7 is a far cry from the
6% crude loss that is being so widely quoted. When this higher octane number
pool gasoline is used in a higher compression ratio engine the relative crude requirement for an equal amount of driving is only 89.4% of the base case for a 89.5
pool octane number gasoline, so that the total energy gain over the base case is
9.9 barrels for over 100 barrels of crude used in making the base 89.5 octane number gasoline.
The present proposals for the production of clear gasoline require it to be of
the regular grade. You will observe that at 92 octane number level the incremental internal energy requirement at the refinery is only 0.1 barrel per 100
barrels of crude used in making the base 89.5 octane number gasoline. The 92
octane number gasoline allows the use of somewhat higher compression ratio
engines and we can therefore realize a total energy gain of 4.7 barrels for every
100 barrels of crude used.
Let us now consider the Issue of simply making a base octane number pool
gasoline of 89.5 and using lead to make the regular and premium grades, thereby
foregoing the additional refining operation in making the clear gasoline in order
to eliminate even that very small amount of crude which is needed for supplying
the Internal refinery energy. Our calculations indicate that the energy requirement for the production of lead antiknock compounds is equivalent to a major
portion of the internal refinery energy requirement during the production of
the higher octane clear gasoline. In other words, there is little energy gain
through the use of the lead antiknock compounds because a substantial amount
of energy has to be used in order to make this material. Furthermore, as-reported
in the 1970 testimony before the House Sub-Committee on Public Health and
Welfare by the Standard Oil Company-Indiana, the motorist who uses a
I Testimony before the Subcommittee on Public Health and Welfare of the Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Washington, D.C., Robert C. Gunness, President, Stand.

ard Oil Company (Indiana), March 5, 1970.
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clear gasoline will derive a saving of 2-4f per gallon. This saving is made up of
a 8% increase in mileage and a saving in automobile maintenance cost. The.
estimate for 1074 is that the gain is closer to -0¢ per gallon of fuel used. The 3%
increase in mileage represents a further substantial gain in total energy saving
so that now on a total energy and economy basis the public will benefit a great
deal. This 8% mileage saving which should be in the long run based on our
total gasoline production, represents the saving of some 200,000 barrels per day.
Another point which is widely quoted In opposition to the making of clear
gasoline is that the refining process in making the clear gasoline are more
costly. It should be indicated that at the present time the same basic refinery
processes are used and will be coninued to be used in the making of gasoline.
The technological improvements in the processes, both from the standpoint of
more efficient processing methods as well as better catalysts, have been instrumental in making the high octane gasoline production more economical than
3 or 4 years ago.
Let us now consider the issue of catalytic converters. UOP has maintained
for a long time that the engine operation from the standpoint of driveability
and fuel economy should be maintained at its optimum and that the catalytic
converter should control whatever emissions are coming out of the engine as a
result of the optimized engine operation. Thus, the catalytic converter should
in no way impose either a driveability or an economic penalty. In addition,
as will be observed in the attached figure, we need to return to the high
compression ratio engine with its inherent fuel economy in order to provide for
further conservation of our crude resources. Further, it should be pointed out
that the production of high octane clear gasoline does not represent an immediate
shift in refinery operations because the need will be only to take care of the new
automobiles manufactured each year. Since this does not represent a large
amount of the total gasoline requirement, it is imperative that the new cars
should have higher compression ratio engines to take advantage of the lower
fuel consumption per horsepower.
Although catalytic converters have become accepted as the most reasonable
way to control the exhaust emissions, attempts are still being made to discredit
their use. In fact, predictions of platinum and sulfuric acid emission poisoning
have become quite common. In a previous statement 2 we have Indicated
that both platinum and sulfuric acid emission poisoning emanating through
the use of catalytic converters are essentially ghosts. As far as possible losses
of the non-poisonous platinum metal are concerned these are infinitesimally
small, probably totaling less than 40,000 ounces per year on a national basis. It
Is paradoxical that we are suddenly confronted by this loss as an Intolerable
potential danger, while we currently tolerate the emission of more than 250,000W
tons. of lead compounds from automobile exhaust systems. In connection with
sulfuric acid poisoning from catalytic converters, it Is postulated that since
gasoline contains trace amounts of sulfur compounds, these are converted Into
sulfur dioxide during combustion in the engine; this Is followed by a further
conversion to sulfur trioxide In passing through the catalytic converter and,
in contact with water, this results in the formation of sulfuric acid. This is
another ghost, since essentially all sulfur dioxide from any source is converted
into sulfur trioxide and hence into sulfuric acid before It settles on the ground.
The sulfur dioxide from gasoline combustion represents less than one percent of
the total sulfur compounds introduced into the atmosphere. Here again the
sudden concern about sulfuric acid is paradoxical since we currently tolerate
the emission of hundreds of thousands of tons of chlorine and bromine compounds associated with the use of tetraethyl lead. Upon combustion and subsequent hydration, the gases from an engine burning leaded gasoline will invariably
contain hydrochloric and hydrobromic acids. In fact, it seems incredible to state
that the EPA has not proved that lead antiknock agents in the air will endanger
public health and therefore should not ban the use of leaded gasoline, but in the
meantime, the EPA is urged to institute investigation of danger to public health
from platinum catalysts !
Attachment.
'Statement of Dr. VlFtdimir Haenspl. Vice Presldent-Rcipnc" and Tecbnolog3'. rnlvorsAR
ORt Products Company, Des Plaines, Illinois, to the Senate Public Works Committee, Washington, D.C., November 6, 1973.
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EFFECTIVE JUNE 80l 1975

.01 Standard specifications for unleaded gasollne.-Unleaded Gasoline shall
meet all the requirements as specified using the latest version of the American
Society for Testing and Materials Methods of Tests.
A. DISTILLATION (ASTM D-86)
Evaporation
10 percent .........................
50 percent .........................
50 percent .........................
90 percent ....................
Endpoint ......................
Residue .....................

December-JanuaryFebruary

March-April, OctoberNovember

1310 F., maximum ...... 140P F., maximum

1700 F., minimum.,.....
2350 F., maximum .......
F., maximum.
437 F.................
2 percent maximum .....

1700 F., minimum .......
2400 F., maximum ...
3650 F., maximum ..
365°
437 F.................
2 percent maximum.._

May-June-July-AugustSeptember
149 F., maximum.
1700 F., minimum.
2450 F., maximum.
3740 F., maximum.
437 F.
2 percent maximum.

B. (1) Reid Vapor PressureI (ASTM D-323), 15.0 PSI Maximum (Dec.-Jan.Feb.), 13.5 PSI Maximum (Mar.-Apr.-Oct.-Nov.), and 11.5 PSI Maximum (MayJun.-July.-Aug.-Sept.).
B. (2) V/L RatioL (ASTM D-2533.), 20:1 Maximum, 105 F' (Dec.-Jan.-Feb.),
1160 F (Mar.-Apr.-Oct.-Nov.), and 1240 F (May.Jun.. Jul-Aug.-Sept.).
C. Corrosion. (ASTMU D-130), Copper Strip Scale, No. 1, maximum at 122 F.
D. Sulfur. (ASTM D-1266) 0.10 percent by weight maximum.
E. Existent Gum Content. (ASTM1 D-381) 5 milligrams per 100 milliliters,
maximum (after Heptane wash).
F. Visible Water and Sediment 0.01 percent by volume, maximum.
G. Lead. (ASTM1 D-3237) Grams per U.S. Gallon maximum Unleaded Gasoline
.05.
ff. Octane Test: The minimum rating, us determined by the latest version
of AST31 Method D-2699+ASTM Method D-2700 divided by 2 shall be as
Ocane
follows :

500-------Premium gasoline
95
----------------------------------------------Mid-premium
89.0
-----------------------------------------Regular Number 2
87.0
------------------------------------------Regular Number 1
Tolerance allowed limited to the ASTM reproducibility factor and Regular #1
shall have a minimum research octane rating of 91, subject to the AST-3
reproducibility factor.
I. Phosphorus. (ASTM D-3231) Grams per U.S. Gallons max.-.005
.02 Standard specifications for leaded gasoline.-Leaded Gasoline shall meet
all the requirements as specified, using the latest version of the American
Society for Testing and Materials Methods of Tests.
A. DISTILLATION (ASTM D-86)
Evaporation
10 percent .........................
50 percent .........................
50percent .........................
90 percent ....................
Endpoint .....................
Residue ............................

May-June--July-AuIustSeptember

December-JanuaryFebruary

March-April, OctoberNovember

1310 F., maximum ....
1700 F., minimum .......
2350 F., maximum .......
3650 F., maximum .......
............
437 F
2 percent maximum .....

1400 F., maximum ...... 1490 F., maximum.
1700 F., minimum ....... 1700 F., minitnum.
2400 F., maximum ....... 2450 F., maximum.
3650 F., maximum ....... 3740 F., maximum.
4370 F.
4370 F...............
2 percent maximum ..... 2 percent maximum,

1 An allowance of 154- days will be permitted to accommodate the receipt of new product
and dlsb'irsement of oldistock from the fixed change over date.
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B. (1) Reid Vapor Pressure.' (ASTM I-323.), 15.0 PSI Maximum (Dec..Jan.-Feb.), 13.5 PSI maximum (Mar.-Apr.-OcL-Nov.), and 11.5 PSI maximum
(May-June.-4u1.-Aug.-Sept.).
B. (2) V/L Ratio' (ASTM D-2533.), 20:1 maximum, 105W F (Dec.-Jan.-Feb.),
1100 F (Mar.-Apr.-OcL-Nov.), and 124" P (May-Jun.-July-Aug.-Sept.).
C. Corrosion. (ASTM D-130.) Copper Strip Scale, No. 1, maximum %tt122 F.
D. Sulfur. 0.10 percent by weight, maximum (ASTMI D-1266).
E. Existent Gum Content. (ASTM D-481.) 5 milligrams per 100 mllilters
maximum (after Heptane wash).
F. Visible Water and Sediment. 0.01 percent 'by volume, maximum.
a. Lend Test. (ATST31 D-3841) or (ASTM D-8237).
H. Octane Test. The minimum rating as determined by the latest version of
ASTM Method D-26M9 + ASTM Method D-2700 divided by 2, shall be as follows:
Octane
Premium gasoline
------------------------------------------95.0
Mid-premium ---------------------------------------------91.5
Regular No. 2
----------------------------------------------89.0
Regular No. 1
----------------------------------------------87.0
Tolerance allowable limited to the AST31 reproducibility factor (R + M)/2.
.03 Speoffloatlon for No. 1-D Diesel Fuel.-All 'No. 1-D diesel fuel shall meet
the requirements of the following specifications, when tested In accordance with
the latest version of the American Society for Testing and Materials Methods
of Tests.
A. Cloud Point. (ASTM D-2500). 200 F maximum.
B. Flash Point. (AST D-93). 105" F minimum.
C. Viscosity. (ASTM1 D-445). Kinematic at 1000 F 1.4 centistokes minimum,
2.5 centistokes maximum.
ID. Visible Water and Sediment. (ASTM D-1796). 0.05% maximum by volume.
E. Carbon Residue on 10 percent Residuum. (AST51 D-524). .15 percent,
maximum.
F. Ash. (AST31 D-4S2). 0.01 percent, maximum.
0. Cetane Number. (ASTM[ D-413). 40, minimum.
H. Distillation. (ASTM D-86). 90 percent point, 5500 F maximum.
I. Corrosion. (ASTM D-130.) Copper Strip, 3 hours at 1226F No. 3 maximum.
.01, Specifications for No. 2--D Diesel FueL-All No. 2-D diesel fuel shall meet the
requirements of the following specifications when tested in accordance with
the latest version of the American Society of Testing and Materials Methods of
,Tests.
A. Cloud Test.' (ASTM D--1500.) 200 F maximum.
B. Flash Point (ASTM D-93). 1100 F minimum.
C. Viscosity. (ASTM D-445). Kinematic at 1000 F 2.0 centistokes minimum,
4.3 .entistokes maximum.
D. Visible Water and Sediment. (ASTM D-1796). .05 percent maximum by
volume.
E. Carbon Residue on 10 percent Residuum (ASTM D-524). .35 percent
maximum.
F. Ash. (ASTM D-482) 0.01 percent, maximum.
(. Cetane Number. (ASTM[ D-613). 40, minimum.
H. Distillation. (ASTM1 D-86). 90% point, 640*F maximum.
1. Corrosion. (ASTMD-130) Copper Strip, 3 hours at 1220 F No. 3 maximum.
.05 (Reserved).
.06 Specdfleation for Kerosene.-Kerosene shall be free from water and suspended matter and meet the requirements of the following specifications, when
tested in accordance with the latest version of the American Society for Testing
and Materials Methods of Tests.
A. Color. (AS'TM[ D-156). The color shall not be darker than +16 Saybolt
Scale.
B. Flash Point. (ASTM D-56), 1050 F minimum.
C. End Point. (ASTM D-86). The end point on distillation shall not exceed
5720F.
I An ,llowenep of 154- days will be permitted to accommodate the receipt of new product
anr ,lsbtnr'ement of old stock from the fixed chance over date.
2When ("rmln Point lej'q thn 10 F (-12.2, C) Is %reclfied.the minimum viqcoitr xhpll
be 1.8 es (32.0 sic. Saybolt Universal) and the minimum 00 percent point shall be waived.
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.07. Specqlcatlone for No. 1 Fuel Oil.-No. 1 Fuel Oil is a distillate oil intended.
for vaporizing pot-type and similar burners. It shall meet the requirements of'
the following specifications, when tested in accordance with the latest version of
the American Society for Testing and Materials Methods of Tests.
A. Fkash Point. (ASTM D-98) 105" F minimum.
B. Pour Point. (ASTM D-97) 0" F maximum.
C. Visible Water and Sediment. (ASTMI D-1796) 0.05 percent by volumemaximum.
D. Viscosity. (ASTMI D-445) Ginematic at 100" F. 1.4, centistokes minimum,.
2.2 centistokes maximum.
B . Gravity. (ASTM D-287) 850 API, minimum.
F. Distillation. (ASTM D-86). 10 percent point, 420*F maximum. 90 percent:
point, 5501F maximum.
.08 Speoificatimo for No. 2 Fuel Ol.-No. 2 Fuel Oil is a distillate oil for
general purpose domestic heating use in burners not requiring No. 1 fuel oil.
It shall meet the requirements of the following specifications, when tested inaccordance with the latest version of the American Society for Testing and.
Materials Methods of Tests.
A. Flash Point (ASTII D-3). 110' F minimum.
B. Pour Point. (ASTM D-97), 20' F maximum.,
C. Visible Water and Sediment. (ASTM D-1796).
D. Viscosity. (ASTM D-445). Kinematic at 100" F. 2.0 centistokes minimum,"*
8.6 centistokes maximum.'
E. Gravity. (ASTM D-287). 300 API, minimum.
F. Distillation. (ASTM D-86). 90 percent Point, 640°F maximum.
.09 (Reserved).
.10 Labeling of Pumps.-Every pump dispensing gasoline or special fuels atretail shall be clearly labeled by a motor fuel Inspector to indicate the minimum

octane, grade and lead content. Where blending pumps are used, the faceplate
shall clearly indicate to the consumer the grade of gasoline or special fuels
being dispensed in accordance with regulations.
.11 Certflceation of Taxes.-Wrltten request for certification of taxes paid
shall be filed by June 80 each year for the current fiscal year taxes.
.12 Registration.-Annual registration shall be filed no later than July 1.
each year.
.13 Sample Size.-Sample size for test purposes shall not exceed one U.S..
gallon.
.14 Return of Specification Labels.-Specification labels affixed to dispensing
pumps by the Gasoline Tax Division shall be returned to the Gasoline Tax Division by the lessee or owner of the dispensing pumps whenever said pumps are
removed or relocated. Whenever a specification label is lost or destroyed, the.
Gasoline Tax Division shall be notified by the lessee or owner of the pump,
upon which the label was affixed.
.15 "Stop Sale" at Retail Service Stations.-A "Stop Sale" notice will beissued to Retail Service Station Dealers for gasoline and special fuels failing to.
meet established specifications. The supplier will be notified accordingly and a
release will be awarded only after final disposition has been agreed upon by the
Gasoline Tax Division. Confirmation for disposition shall be submitted in writing
and contain an explanation for its failure to meet specification. The "Stop Sale"
will apply only to the location where sample analysis indicates specification
violation. Upon discovery of fuels failing to meet established specifications, meter
readings and physical inventory shall be taken and reported in the confirmation
for disposition.
.16 "Stop Sale" at Bulk Storage Plants.-A "Stop Sale" notice will be issued
when petroleum products maintained In bulk plant facilities fail to meet specifications. Confirmation of disposition of "Stop Sale" product in the bulk plant and*
all such products returned to that bulk plant shall be submitted in writing and
contain an explanation for its failure to meet specification. Such registrant shall
immediately notify all customers that have received inferior product of ourfinding and make such arrangements as necessary to replace or adjust to specifications all products failing such specifluation. All records showing the delivery.
notification, return, replacement or adju.4tment of product shall be made available to the Motor Fuel Inspectors upon request.
i

Lowr or higher pour points may be speified whenever reautred by conditions of storage.
or nme. When pour point less than 00 F Is specified, the minimum viscosity shall be 1.8
centlistokes.
I
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.17 "Warning" for Water.-A "warning" shall be issued to the Retail Servic6
Station Dealer and to his supplier, whenever an underground storage tank is
found to contain 2 Inches or more of water as determined by the use of water
finding past on a gauge stick. A "Stop Sale" order will be Issued if the water is
itot removed within the time period prescribed by the Gasoline Tax Division.
.18 Gasoline or Special Fuel Lose.--Losses of gasoline or special rule resulting from:
A. Theft. Gasoline Tax Division shall be notified upon discovery or by the first
business day thereafter.
B. Faulty equipment or any other cause, except theft or temperature correction.
The Gasoline Tax Division shall be notified upon discovery or by the first business
day thereafter (No claim will be honored if reported to Gasoline Tax Division
more than 60 days after occurrence or discovery).
.19 Meter Requirement.-All tank trucks, tank trailers, and tank semi-trailers
making metered sales of gasoline or special fuels shall maintain a meter calibrated for that specific fuel being dispensed. Whenever a vehicle Is utilized to
deliver both gasoline and special fuels, separate meters shall be maintained and
calibrated for gasoline and special fuels respectively.
.20 Color Coding of "Fills".-"Flls" for storage tanks at locations dispensing
gasoline or special fuels at retail shall be color coded and of uniform color markings as registered with the Gasoline Tax Division by the licensee.
A. Color markings shall be painted or placed around the "flll pipe" or "manbole" cover in a manner that will readily identify the product grade being stored.
B. "Fill Pipes" shall be coded to Include all grades of gasoline individually
Identified, diesel fuel, heating oil, waste oil and kerosene.
.2Z Co-Mingled Products--Interface, etc.---Co-mingled products (interface,
interface mix, transmix, and products failing to meet State of Maryland splecifica.
tions) :
A. Shall not be imported, exported, or moved within the State of Maryland
without written approval of the Gasoline Tax Division;
B. Shall not be co-mingled, compounded, blended, or inventoried in any gasoline
or special fuel storage within the State of Maryland without written approval of.
the Gaso!ine Tax Division; once the product is placed into a bulk storage tank
It shall not be blended into gasoline or special fuels, provided, however, that
nothing herein shall prohibit the upgrading of regular gasoline by compounding
or blenlding with premium gasoline.
'22 Aniual Terminal Agreenents.-Terminal Agreements shall be filed with the
Gasoline Tax Division annually during the month of December for the anticipated
succeeding calendar year's activity, on forms provided by the Gasoline Tax Dlvi%Ion. Terminal Agreements will be filed by the owner/operator of the terminal
that provides storage facilities.
.23 Additional Terminal Agreement8.-Subsequent or additional terminal agreements that take place throughout the year, after thb initial or annual filing
referred to in Regulation No. 22, shall be submitted on the normal form provided,
upon the execution of an Agreement with a new or additional terminal partner(s).
.24 Annual Exchange Agreenents.-Exchange Agreements shall be filed with
the Gasoline Tax Division annually during the month of December for the succeeding calendar year's activity, on forms provided by the Gasoline Tax Division.
Exchange Agreements will be filed only by the party or parties that receir
product for distribution within the State.
.25 Additional Exchange Agreements.-Subsequent or additional Exchange
Agreement activity shall be reported by the first business day after receipt of
product to the Gasoline Tax Division, and confirmed via the normal Exchange
Agreement form provided by the Gasoline Tax Division, upon receipt of all
detailed information iecssary for the completion of that form.
.26 Rclinery Speoiflations.-Refinery specifications means typical specifications and designation of all additives placed into each grade of product marketed
within the State during the period of filing.
.27 Additive Speciflcations.-Additive specifications may be filed in detail or by
means of an acceptable analytical method to be used to determine the presence or
absence thereof.
.28 Trade Secrets.-Refinery or additive specificatiqns considered to be a trade
secret should be so indicated and shall meet with the concurrence of the
Comptroller.
.29 Condition of A acceptanceof Trade Secrets.-If thl Comptroller of the Treasury does not accept information indicated as a trade secret, as such, said Information will be maintained in a confidential status by the Gasoline Tax Division and
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the submitting company notified accordingly. If, after deliberation by both parties,
an agreement cannot be obtained as to its acceptable status, the documents)
will be returned to the sender.
.80 Mailing Instructions for Trade Secret Information.-Every Manufacturer,.
Refiner, or Motor Fuel Wholesaler importing gasoline and special fuels shall filerefinery (or typical) specifications including additive specifications, regardless
of where the additives become a part of the gasoline and special fuels, annually
during December of each calendar year. Subsequent changes shall be filed before
the product Is sold within Maryland. If a trade secret is involved, then it must
be so Indicated and the Information addressed to:
Comptroller of the Treasury,
Gasoline Tax Division,
P.O. Box 31,
Annapolis, Maryland 21404.
.31 Inventory of Refined Products.-Under normal operating procedures, nil.
petroleum products refined and imported into Maryland shall be Inventoried by
the refined product Identification used on the shipping or delivery manifest.
.32 Violations for Which a "IVarnng" Will Be Issued.-A "warning" will b.
issued for the following violations; price sign, color coded fills, and unpoRted
current Certificate of Registration. If, after 15 days, the violation still exists,
an operations report will be forwarded to the Maryland State Police for appropriate action.
.33. Allowance of Time for Product Converson.-"Stop Sale" notices and
testing of lead will be halvedd for a period of 120 days wheih a MnnUtfacturer,
Wholesaler, or Retail Service Station Operator has filed notice with the Comptroller of the Treasury that he intends to introduce unleaded gasoline to the
retail market In storage previously used for storage of leaded gasoline. A 120-:
day period Is allowed as lead content In leaded gasoline de-escalates as prescribed.
In Art. 56, Section 157N Annotated Code of Maryland.
.34 Temporary Operation of Service Stat (on by Producer or Refiner.A. A producer or refiner may operate temporarily a previously dealer-operated
retail service station while making good faith efforts to locate and install a
replacement dealer.
B. Within 5 business, days of a producer's or refiner's beginning the operation
of a previously dealer-operated service station, the producer or refiner shall
apply in writing for approval of such operation to the Gasoline Tax Division.
The application shall set forth: (1) The cation of the retail service station;
(2) the name and address of the previous dealer; (3) the reasons in detail for
the necessity of operation by the producer or refiner; (4) a description of the
actions being taken to find another dealer for the service station; and (5) an
estimate as to the time required to obtain another dealer.
0. The action of the Comptroller approving, rejecting, or approving with conditions the application shall be set forth in writing and sent by certified mail
to the producer or refiner.
.35 Ban Against Operationof Service Stations by Producersor Refiners, Procedure for E.ceptions.A. Art. 56, Section 157E (c), Annotated Code of Maryland, requires that no
producer or refiner of petroleum products shall operate, after July 1, 1975, a
major brand, secondary brand, or unbranded retail service station in the state
of Maryland, with company personnel, a subsidiary company, or a commissioned
agent. Reasonable exceptions to this date may be granted by the Comptroller ou
an individual basis as provided in this regulation.
B. Any producer or refiner seeking exceptions to Art. 56, Section 157E (c)
Annotated Code of Maryland, shall file with the Gasoline Tax Division by June 1.
1975, a list by street address of retail service stations which are not expected
to be divested by July 1, 1975, setting forth as to each retail service station the
reasons for the request for exception, details as to plans to accomplish divestlture, and the anticipated date of cessation of the producer's or refiner's operation.
Enforcemnt of rules and regulations .34 through .36 by the Comptroller of the Treasury
will not be considered or undertaken until such time as there Is a final decision by the Cir.
cult Court of Anne Arundel County on the cases of Exxon Corporation. et al., v. Marvin

Mandel. Governor. et al.. Equity nos. 22.069. 22,091, 22.216, 22.461 and 22.502, (challenging the constitutionality of Chapter 854 of the Laws of Maryland 1974), and leave of said court
is requested and received.
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C: Action taken by the Comptroller approving, rejecting, or approving with
conditions, the requests for exceptions shall be set forth Iu writing and sent by
certified mail to the producer or refiner.
.36 Formal Heating Procedure; EZxtension of Cessation Date.A. A producer or refiner dissatisfied with the action of the Comptroller under
.34 or .35 may request, within 10 business days after receipt of the notice of action
of the Comptroller, a formal healing.
B. Formal hearings will be held at the Annapolis offices of the Comptroller
and will be presided over by the Comptroller or his designee.
0. If the action of the Comptroller specifies a date by which producer's or
refiner's operation of a retail service station shall stop, and the producer or
refiner subsequently desires an extension thereof, application setting forth the
reasons for such extension shall be made to the Gasoline Tax Division in writing
not less than 30 days before such date. A producer or refiner who is dissatisfied
with, the action of the Comptroller with respect to his application for extension
may request a formal hearing as provided In A of this regulation.
D. A producer or refiner may continue to operate a retail service station during
the pendency of any proceeding provided for by this regulation or by .34 or .35.
GTFI.33 11.73

. STATE OF MARYLAND
COMPTROLLER OF THE TREASURY
GASOLINE TAX DIVISION

87 OCTANE GASOLINE

UNLEADED
SHALL i ISPENSEO FROM THIS PUMP IN COMPUANC
WITH MARYLAND LAWS AND REGULATIONS.
owedicalU fer the folIwlmg:
Teet. are onduete
CORROSION - SULFUR - DISTILLATION REID VAPOR PRESSURE -GUM CONTENTWATER AND SEDIMENT - OCTANE

N?
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STATE OF MARYLAND
COMPTROLLER OF THE TREASURY
GASOLINE TAX DIVISION

PREMIUM GASOLINE 95 OCTANE
MID-PREMIUM GASOLINE 91.5 OCTANE
REGULAR GASOLINE 89 OCTANE'
ECONOMY
GASOUNE 87 OCTANE
SHALL SE DISPENSED FROM THIS PUMP IN COMPLIAMCC
WITH MARYLAND LAWS AND REGULATION

To

ame.eeuetd prlledially/ fe

the I.I0wIl

CORROSION - SULFUR - DISTILLATION REID,VAPOR PARSSURE-GUM CONTENTWATER AND SEDIMENT - OCTANE

4t24

N2

35606
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STATE OF MARYLAND
COMPTROLLER OF THE TREASURY
GASOLINE TAX DIVISION

STATE OF MARYLAND
COMPTROLLER OF THE TREASURY
GASOLINE TAX DIVISION

REGULAR GASOUNE 89 OCTANE

PREMIUM GASOUNE 95 OCTANE

MAXIMUM LEAD CONTENT 3.0 GRAMS PER GALLON MAXIMUM LEAD CONTENT 3.0 GRAMS PER GALLON
SHALL BE 0I3PEfNSEO FROM THIS PUMP IN COMPLIANCE
WITH MARYLAND LAWS ANO RT.GULATION
Teete wce eeedueted peIodl"eally fe the follewimV.
CORROSION - SULFUR - DISTILLATION REID VAPOR PRESSURE-GUM CONTENTWATER AND SEDIMENT - OCTANE

N2

SHALL SE DISPENSED FROM THIS PUMP IN COMP-IANC
WITH MARYLAND LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Toot& are codewd peroedlally W the follnIS
CORROSION - SULFUR - DISTILLATION REID VAPOR PRESSURE-GUM CONTENTWATER AND SEDIMENT - OCTANE

N2

11741
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STATE OF MARYLAND
COMPTROLLER OF THE TREASURY
GASOLINE TAX DIVISION

MID-PREMIUM GASOUNE 91.5 OCTANE
MAXIMUM LEAD CONTENT 3.0 GRAMS PER GALLON
SHALL SE DISPENSED FROM THIS PUMP IN COMPLIANCC
WITH MARYLAND LAWS AND REGULATIONS.
Toots are emwducted peleidlally for the followiAg
CORROSION - SULFUR - DISTILLATION REID VAPOR PRESSURE-GUM CONTENTWATER AND SEDIMENT - OCTANE

N2

25125

17155

GASOLINE GALLONAGE-PURCHASES AND EXCHANGES BETWEEN MOTOR FUEL DEALERS, SALES AND EXCHANGES BETWEEN MOTOR FUEL DEALERS
1971
Number
dealers
Amerada Hess Corp.:
Purchases/exchanges from --------------------Sales/exchanges to ---------------------------Amoco Oil Co.:
Purchases/exchanges from --------------------Sales/exchanges to ---------------------------Ashland Oil, Inc.:
Purchases/exchanges from --------------------Sales/exchanges to ---------------------------Atlantic Richfield Co.:
Purchases/exchanges from .....................
Saleslexchanges to ---------------------------BP Oil Co.:
Purt.hases/exchanges from --------------------Salos/exchanges to ---------------------------Cities Service Oil Co.:
Purchases/exchanges from --------------------Sales'exchanges to ---------------------------Chevron Gil Co.:
Purchases/exchanges from .....................
Sales/exchanges to ---------------------------Continental Oil Co.:
Purchaseslexchanges from ---------------------Sales/exchanges to ---------------------------Exxon Corp.:
Purchases/exchanges from ---------------------Sales/exchanges to ............................

1972
Total
gallons

1 38 129 027
4
03f, W80

Number
dealers

Total
gallons

1973
Percent

Number
dealers

Percent

131
248

2 13,121 036

7,30, 572

-66
-9

9 30 351 275
9 2, 397, 407

358.065
831,852

2 2,236,603
2
381,330

525
-54

3
5

3 27,077,559

1
1

2

124
1,439
42
145

358,065

6 47,610,760
5 7,144,221

76
1,895

4 67,802.734
8 17, 532, 834

44

2,835.285
2,853,775

5 2,680,720
2 3,984,060

-5
40

7 5,929,057
4 2,139, 41

2 4,452,957
4 6,554,426

2 1,382 907
6 11,997,934

-69
83

7 10,861,144
7 35,940,107

6 30,527.615
6 32,700,757

2
4

7,300,725
5,523,817

6 30,993,596
4 54,262,615
1

Number
dealers
Percent
daler

5,012,077
5,870,463

4

3

1974

Total
gallons

Total
gallons
Ealons

7 53,316,091
6 37,617,701
2
2

4,819,353
170,742

Percent
76
48
-4
-97

5 74,957,479
S 76,330,973

11
335

121
-46

3 26, 746, 816
2 S 533,770

351
159

8 7,374.563
9 13,944,003

433
16

9 5,486,626
7 45,401,517

-26
226

181
-9

9 40,686,469
7 27.814,861

33
-15

10 23,129,438
8 25,034,413

1 7,743, 784
2 2,363,728

6
-57

-3
-43

3
2

6 11,067,252
5 28,364,894

-64

2 7,525,579
3 1,357,081
6 10,880,352
9 18,487,055

-43
-10
.-oo23
-75

3,437,238
2
491,234 ............

4.771,316

-48

39
-100

2 12,851,704
2 2,472,460

7, 0, 172

334, 241

-2
-35

79,079,406

169
100

15 14,370,265
1,497.318

94,233,174

629
410
12
-39

1-4
0

Crown Central Petroleum Corp.:
Purchases/exchanges from ----------------------23, 163, 868
4 13,644,512
Sales/exchanges to ---------------------------4 9, 865, 625
5 8,254,251
Gulf
Oil
Corp.:
Co
Purchases/exchanges from --------------------------------0
.
0 - -- -- -- -- -- Salesiexchanges to
------------------------0.............
0
4 4,263,627
Getty Oil Co.-Eastern operation:
Purchases/exchanges from ---------------------3 2, 601,025
1 1,277,639
Sales/exchanges to ---------------------------2 3, 156, 70G
4 16,891,896
Mobil Oil Corp.:
Purchases/exchanges from ----------------------2
, 887, 134
8 16,735,292
Sales!exchanges to ---------------------------2
1,750, 896
3 4,434,681
C Phillips Petroleum Co.:
Purchases/exchanges from ---------------------6 30,571,033
5 19,878,509
Sales!exchanges to ---------------------------5 64, 864, 088
4 14,920,940
Petroleum Marketing Corp.:
Purchases'/exchanges from ---------------------5 29.944,375
5 4,435,463
Sales/exchanges to ---------------------------2 22, 676 463
4 15,529,167
Shell Oil Co.:
Purchases,'exchanges from ...... ............1
143, 147
1
882,700
Sales'exchanges to--------------------------2 4, 838, 504
2 4,081,261
Southern States Co -op, Inc.:
Purchases/exchanges from .....................
3 21,340,366
4 22, 752, 423
Salesiexchanges to --------------------------1
834, 582 ----------0
Sun Oil Co. of Pennsylvania:
Purchases/exchanges from --------------------------------0
1 15,425,550
Sales/exchanges to ------------------------1
336,000
1 2,449,497
Tenneco Oil Co.:
Purchaseslexchanges from ---------------------3 5,904,497
5 8,109,121
Sales,exchanges to ---------------------------2 7,513,575
3 8,986,209
Texaco Oil Co.:
Purchases;exchanges from ---------------------------------0 --.--------0
Saleslexchanges to ---------------------------------------0 -------.---0
Union Oil Co. of Co'ifornia:
Purchases/excriz.e from ---------------------2 8, 975, 500
2 8,063,508
Sales/exchank,:s to ---------------------------------------0 ----------0-

-41
-16
.

. .

12 20,697,283
8 16,812,846

52
104

100

2
2

446,395
908,825

100
-79

-51
435

2
3

1,108,116
4,834,546

.

.

.

787
153

5 3,169,281
6 27,139,826

-35
-77

6 31,614,219
5 26,392, 081

-85
-32

4
2

517
-16

6 15,770,615
4 13,430,094

7

1,210,293
1,375,762

- 13 ...
-71

-81
512
59
77

286
134

........
2

0
4,074,926
4,215,524

-100
-10
6
-43
-84

6 37,598,167
7 59,003,547

19
89

5 1,819,146
8

1,687 -----------229
3

0
4,648,893

-100
-65

18 22,321,643
1 1,379.168

-4
440

-10010

-------------------------------------------

1,724,323
2,130,911

246
-19

100
3 16,985,040
629 -----------0
8 22,472, 702
6 25,450,917

2
5

4.187,674
1,119,810

2
100

37
20

-44
-52

5
3

-73
-91

4 23,143,919
1
255,596

-100

IJ 11,651,092
9 7,998,592

07
183

4
2

3,185,957
4,004,946

-81
100

7 8,944,521
6 13,416,815

-60
-47

0 -----------------------0 -------------------- 2

-10
2 9,530,336
18
-----------------------0 -----------

0-.........
526,691
100

4 11,176,852
551.970
1

17
100

0

co
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TEXACO, INC.,
Washington, D.C., August 21, 1975.
EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS,
Federal Energy Administration,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SIB: As provided for in the Federal Register, Volume 40, No. 149, Page
32349 of Friday, August 1, 1975, Texaco Inc. is filing the following comments on
the proposed amendment to change the octane number posting requirement from
(R +M )/2 to Research Octane Number (RON).
It is Texaco's opinion that the posting of the octane value of motor gasolines In
the form of Research Octane Number (RON) rather than using (R+M)/2 will
not clarify matters for the consumer and could cause confusion on his part and
others.
Extensive research has proven that (R+M)/2 is the best parameter for measuring the motor gasoline antiknock performance in the overall car population.
For this reason, posting of (R+M)/2 provides the consumer with a better quality
determination than the posting of RON alone. For example two fuels may have
the same RON but different motor octane numbers (MON). The fuel with the
lower MON will have a greater tendency to knock and the posting of (R+M)/2
would reflect this tendency, which would allow the consumer to avoid fuel of this
quality in the future if it caused knocking In his automobile. The posting of RON
only would not enable the consumer to make this selection.
In addition to reducing possible confusion on the part of the consumer, it is our
opinion that it is significant that other government agencies have accepted the
parameter of (R+M)/2 as the best indicator of antiknock performance. This
parameter is, also, included in ASTM and Federal gasoline specification and it
is used as a primary control of antiknock performance in Texaco's manufacturing process. The parameter of (R+M)/2 is commonly used in the industry for
quality determination of bulk sales or exchanges of motor gasolines and is used
in some industry price postings. In considering the above factors plus the fact
that the existing regulations have been in effect for several years, it seems inappropriate to change to a different parameter for octane postings.
The suggestion in the FEA staff study, "Automobile Octane Requirement, Fuel
Economy and Petroleum Conservation," that a grading system be established has
been considered in the past and would reduce consumer confusion provided it was
based on the proper parameter, currently (R+M)/2. In this regard, the Society
of Automotive Engineers (SAE), the American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM), and the American Petroleum Institute (API) have developed the
"Automotive Gasoline Performance and Information System" which is a consumer oriented system to provide information on the performance of gasoline.
This proposed system has SAE approval and it is anticipated it will be approved
by ASTM. Texaco believes that this system would provide the necessary performance data to consumers and others; it is suggested that the FEA consider this
system.
In summary, Texaco is opposed to the proposed change in octane postings to
RON bkTause It appears to be arbitrary and would not assist the consumer or
othe± in the evaluation of gasoline antiknock performance. Also, It Is suggested
that the FEA consider the "Automobile Gasoline Performance and Information
System" developed by API, ASTM and SAE.
Yours very truly,
WILLIAM K. TmL, Jr.,
Vioe President.
TEXACO, INC.,
Washington, D.C., September 17, 1971.
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR INDUSTRY GUIDANCE,
Bureau of Consumer Protection,
Federal Trade Commission.
Waslington, D.C.
DEAR SIR: In a news release dated August 19, 1971, the Federal Trade Com.

mission invited comments on a proposed regulation to require posting of the
average of a gasoline's Research (P.) and -Motor (M) method octane numbers.
This method would replace the Research Octane Number method originally propu)sed by the Commission.

Texaco is gratified with the Commission's acceptance of (R+M)/2 as the
octane parameter to measure fuel antiknock performance for today's over-all
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population of cars requiring premium-grade gasoline and the majority of care
requiring regular grade gasoline.
However, Texaco is seriously concerned about the intent of the Commission to
require the posting of actual (R-+M)/2 octane numbers on gasoline pumps. In
our Judgment, the posting of octane numbers in any form has serious disadvantages and none of the compensating features of the alternate approach presented
in my letter of June 14, 1971, to the Commission. That letter cited the following
strong and compelling justification why the posting of specific (R+M)/2 numbers would not serve the best interests of the motoring public :
First, a change from (R+M)/2 to some other octane parameter will be
necessary a few years from now if the current trend toward increasing importance of motor method octane ratings continues. If (R+M)/2 numbers are
posted and the public gradually becomes accustomed to these numbers, a change
to new numbers will cause confusion and require a new clarification program.
Arbitrary continuance of (R+M)/2 posting, after this parameter ceases to be
a meaningful indicator of road performance, would then mislead the consumer.
Secondly, motorists traveling in or out of altitude areas would be confused by
the octane number changes which the refiner builds into his gasoline to compensate for altitude. Finally, new model cars designed to produce lower exhaust
emissions have lower octane requirements, and lower octane unleaded or low
lead gasolines which help to reduce emissions are being marketed for these cars.
Posting of octane numbers at this time would tend to place undue emphasis on
octanes, confusing the consumer rather than encouraging him to use the gasolines specifically designed for these cars.
The alternate approach given in my letter of June 14 presented what we feel
is the most viable way to provide a useful indication to motorists of the antiknock qualities of gasolines. That approach is by means of an octane grade &ystern. We would like to briefly review for you]r consideration our recommendation.
OCTANE GRADE SYSTEM
The system proposed is based on minimum values for the sum of Researc,
and Motor octane rating divided by two, commonly referred to as (R+M)/2.
The designations could be any symbol, Roman or Arabic number or letter. For
the purpose of our discussion we have chosen to use Roman numeral designations.
GRADE DESIGNATION AND MINIMUM VALUES

To prevent possible confusion and eliminate unnecessary complexity, tour
grade designations are proposed. This number is sufficient to provide the miotorist with an adequate range of octanes from which to choose.
Because a car engine's octane needs decrease with increasing altitude, compensation for altitude should be built into a grade designation system to assure

the motorist of receiving quality adequate for the area. Thus. we have included
proposed Geographic divisions (see accompanying map) of minimum (R+ M)/2
values. Grade designations and their corresponding geographic division values
are shown in the following table.
Minimum (R+M)/2 octanes, geographic division
Octane grade designation
I..................................................
II ---------------------------------------------III -----------------------------------------------

IV.................................................

1

2

3

4

95
92
89

94
91
88

93
90
86

95

87

86

84

92
89

87

Federal Specifications VV-G-76B and VV-G-001690 also take inter consideration the altitude aspect and specify minimum (R+-tM)/2 octanes by geographical
division. However, our boundaries for Geographic Divisions II and III differ
somewhat from the State Groups II and III of the Federal Specifications. Where

the Federal Groups for the most part adhere to State lines, our boundaries are

located to better define areas of major altitude difference. Thus we believe our
geographic divisions provide a more technically correct recognition of altitude.
The minimum (R+M)/2 values shown above for Grades I, Ill, and IV in
Geographic Division I aer the same as those for premium, regular, and special

grades respectively of Federal Specification VV-G--001690. In the other geo-
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graphic divisions, the minimums differ slightly in some cases from the Federal
Specification values because of altitude considerations. The Federal Specifications do not provide for a grade intermediate between premium and regular
grades such as Octane Grade II in the above table. We include Grade II in
recognition of the fact that products of this octane level are being marketed.
Octane increments between our four grades are approximately equal.
The minimum (R+M)/2 values would aply to all gasolines, regardless of the
amount of their lead additive content. To display an Octane Grade III designation in Groups 1 and 4, for example, any fuel-lead-free, low-lead, or fully
leaded-would have to meet the 89 minimum (R+M)/2.
ADVANTAGES OF TUE PROPOSED OCTANE GRADE SYSTEM

Texaco believes the proposed octane grade system would accomplish the Commission's basic objective of providing the consumer with the most meaningful
indication of gasoline antiknock quality. In addition, our-proposal offers three
distinct advantages to the motoring public:
1. Historically, the relative importance of research and motor method octanes
in relation to road performance has been changing, and it will probably be necessary to change from (R+M)/2 to a new parameter within a few years to keel)
octane controls on a meaningful basis. Such a change in the basis for tie octane
grades can readily be made without changing postings on pumps and without
causing concern and confusion among the gasoline consuming public.
2. Compensation for altitude is built into this proposal via changes In octane
minimums for different groups of states, classified by altitude. ,
3. The proposal avoids undue emphasis on octane ratings. This is especially
important at a time when efforts to reduce exhaust emissions are in the direction of lower-octane cars and new low-lead or unleaded gasolines of lower octane
designed for these new low-emission cars. Emphasis on octane numbers could
also lead to an inflationary octane race, during the country's efforts to curb
inflation.
We respectfully urge that the Commission give serious consideration to ani
octane grade system. Although Texaco does not believe that any form of mandatory posting of gasoline quality information should be imposed by the Commission, if posting is required, we sincerely believe that our proposal Is in the best
interests of the motoring public.
Respectfully,
JAMES H. PIPKIN,

Executive Vice President.
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INC.,

INDUSTRY GUIDANCE,
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR

TEXACO,
Washington, D.C.,
June 14, 1971.

Bureau of Consumer Protection.,
Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SIR: This Is in response to the notice published in the Federal Register
on Saturday, April 17, 1971 inviting "written data, views and comments regarding the appropriateness of reliance upon the Research method of measuring
octane rating, including suggestions for alternative methods of measurement."
As you know, the views of Texaco on the shortcomings of Research Octane
Number posting were provided with my letter of March 18, 1971 to FTC Chairman Miles W. Kirkpatrick. I would now like to submit our suggestions for
alternatives to Research Octane posting, for conmdration by tli Commslsion.
In brief, we think any alternate system should be built around the use of the
sum of Research (R) and Motor (1) octane ratings divided by two; this is
referred to as the averaged laboratory octane number and is commonly written
and referred to as (R+M)/2. This parameter is the simplest technically meaningful indicator of road octane performance for premium grade requirement cars
on the road and also for the majority of regular grade requirement cars. While
(R+M)/2 does not apply as well to some small portions of the car population as
other combinations of R and M, we think it is the best compromise choice for
the overall car population. This has been recognized by the Army and other
groups responsible for Federal gasoline splcifcations, and (R+M)/2 is the
controlling octane requirement in Federal Specification VV-G-76B dated March
20, 1970 and also in proposed specification VV-G--001690 (Army-MR) for Low
Leaded and Unleaded Automotive Gasoline. Furthermore, ASTM through Technical Division A on Gasoline of Committee D-2 on Petroleum Products Is currently considering revision of ASTM D139 Gasoline Specifications to include
minimum (R+M)/2 as the primary octane control.
We believe that the objectives of the Commission can best be accomplished by
the use of an Octane Grade Designation system with minimum (R+M) /2 requirements established for each grade. This system will provide a useful indication to
motorists of the relative anti-knock qualities of gasolines on the market.
We do not think minimum (R+M) /2 numbers need to be posted on pumps.
This approach has certain disadvantages, such as requiring a program to try to
educate the public as to the meaning of (R+M)/2, the influence of altitude on
the automobiles' requirement for octane, and the prospect that a changing characteristlc of the car population may require alteration of this number.
Our specific proposal and its advantages are described in Attachment I. While
we have tried to make the attachment self-sufficient, we realize there may be
aspects on which you will have questions or would like additional information. In
particular, we would like to call your attention to the recommendation in the attached proposal that State Groups 2 and 3, as outlined in specification VV-G001690 and referred to in the attachment, be redefined by an appropriate committee if it should be decided that a regulation along the lines of this proposal satisfies the Commission's basic objective. We shall be glad to answer your requests for
supplementary information and would welcome the opportunity to meet with you
and your associates for further discussion of this matter.
I would also like to take this opportunity to briefly mention the related subject
of enforcement of whatever regulation may finally be* decided upon. While this
can best be a subject for separate correspondence and discussion, we do want to
emphasize that fairness of a regulation to all competitors will depend on sound
anti complete enforcement, Including recognition of testing tolerances for the
knock test methods. We are confident this will be the policy of the Commission.
Respectfully submitted.
JAMES H. PIPKIX,

Executive Vice President.

Attachments.
ATTACHMENT I

TEXACO I-C., PROPOSED ALTERNATE TO RESEARCH OCTANE PosTING
SUMMARY

This l)roposal sets forth an octane grade system msed on minimum valued for
the sum of Rcscarch (R) and Motor (l) octane ratings divided by two; this Is
commonly written and referred to as (R+M1)/2. Suggested Octane Grade Desig-

*1~
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nations and their corresponding minimum (R+M) /2 values by State
are
described in the following sections. Only the Grade Designation wouldGroups
appear on
the service station pump.
GRADE DESIGNATIONS AND MINIMUM OCTANES
Minimum (R+M)/2 octanes, State group
1
2
3

Octane grade designation
I.................................................
..........
...........................
...........................................
IV.................................................

95
92
89
87

95
92
88
86

93
90
86
84

4
95.0
92.0
88.5
86.5

STATE GROUPS

Federal Specifications VV-G-76B and proposed VV-G-001690 specify minimum
octanes by state groups. It is understood that these state groups for VV-G-001690
are as shown on Figure 1, attached. The basic purpose of the state groups is to
take altitude into consideration in recognition of the fact that
requirements of cars decrease with increasing altitude (about one O.N.octane
per 1000 ft.).
In principle, this approach to octane specifications is straightforward and for
illustrative purposes the state groups in the above table may be considered to
be the same as those in Figure 1. However, State Groups 2 and 3 as defined in
this figure do not adequately take altitude into account because state boundaries
do not exactly follow altitude contours. To properly treat the altitude aspect,
some parts of State Group 2 should be added to State Group 3; these would be
the western portions of South Dakota, Nebraska and Kansas, plus part of the
Texas panhandle, all of New Mexico and the northern portion of Arizona, where
altitude is above 3000 ft. Rather than attempting to unilaterally present specific
boundaries at this stage, this proposal includes the recommendation that State
Groups 2 and 3 should be redefined by an appropriate committee made up of in-,
dustry and government representatives.
DISCUSSION

This proposal accomplishes the FTC's basic objective of providing
gasoline
consuming public with a meaningful indication of the anti-knock the
of
gasolines on the market. While a greater number of grades could be qualities
established,
the system would then tend to become confusing and unnecessarily elaborate.
The four grades indicated provide an adequate range of octane from which
the motorist can choose. The term (R-M)/2 is proposed because of its close
historical correlation with average Road octane quality in automatic transmission cars which represent about 90 per cent of the car population. While some
small segments of the car population respond to other octane parameters-that
is, manual transmission regular-grade requirement cars have in the past had a
greater appreciation for Research octanes whereas new model
regular-grade
cars (particularly '69 and '70 models) have much greater appreciation for Motor
method octanes-(R+M)/2 is the best over-all compromise. This has been recognized in Federal Specification VV-G-76B for Automotive Gasoline and
in proposed Specification VV-G-001690 for Low Ikaded and Unleaded Automotive
Gasoline.
The minimum ('R+M)/2 values shown above for Grades I, III and IV are the
same as those contemplated for VV-G-001690. The Federal specifications
do not
provide for a grade intermediate between premium and regular grades such as
Octane Grade II in the above table. Grade II is included in recognition of the
fact that products of this octane level are being marketed. With the four grades
as shown there are approximately equal octane increments
between grades.
The minimum (R+M)/2 values would apply to all gasolines regardless of
the amount of lead anti-knock compound contained therehi-e.g., to display an
Octane Grade III designation in States Groups 1 and 4, gasoline would
to
meet the 89 minimum (R+M)/2 whether it is lead-free, low-lead, or have
conventionally leaded,
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In addition to satisfying the basic objective of the Commission, this proposal
has the following distinct advantages to the motoring public:
1. At some point in the future it may be necessary to change the octane
parameter to keep the octane grades on a meaningful basis in relation
road
performance; e.g., if the increasing importance of Motor method octane to
ratings
noted in late model cars continues to prevail in future cars, road octane performance of fuels in the car population a few years from now will be best represented
by a parameter which places greater emphasis on Motor octanes. With this proposal, such a change in the basis for the octane grades can readily be
without changing postings on pumps and without causing concern andmade
among the public, assuming of course that gasolines are manufactured confusion
to satisfy
the new parameter.
2. Compensation for altitude in built into this proposal via the change in
(R+M)/2 minimums for the various state groups, such that motorists
driving
into a higher altitude area can be assured of receiving octane quality adequate
for the area without having to become concerned or confused with differences in
posted numbers between sea level and altitude.
3. Due to the complexities of gasoline manufacture and the economics of transportation, occasionally an individual company will supply gasoline with an octane
considerably above the average in a given location. Octane of gasoline supplied
in this manner is higher than that actually required for the location and the
higher octane provides no real advantage to the public. If the higher number
were to be posted on the punip, the public may be
into purchasing a
product which offers no significant benefit. The system misled
of Octane Grade Designations eliminates this problem.
4. The country has entered a period of major change
automobiles and gasolines, all directed toward reduction of exhaust emissions.inChanges
are in
the direction of lower octane requirement cars and new low-leadtoordate
unleaded
gasolines of lower octane designed for the new cars. Posting
of actual octane
numbers at this time would tend to place undue emphasis on octanes,
coifusing
the consumer rather than encouraging him to use gasolines that directionally
would reduce emissions. The simple, straightforward Octane Grade Designation
system avoids this.

STATE GROUP DISTRIBUTION

FI(ItTlE I
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TF:xAco, I NiC.,
Wa8hington, D.O., March 18, 1971.

Mr. M1ILES W. KIRKPATRICK,

Chairman, Federal Trade Gonimi88ion,
Wa8hington, D.C.
DEAR MR. KIRKPATRICK: I would like to express to you again, both for myself
and on behalf of my colleagues from Texaco, our gratitude for the time you and
your associates gave us on Thursday, February 25, and for your very pleasant
and productive conduct of the meeting.
In brief, our discussion with you emphasized that no single octane test properly
characterizes gasoline. A car owner who depends on the Research Octane Number of a gasoline as a guide in selecting a fuel that would solve an engine knockIng problem, could be misled. He could pay more money for a fuel with a higher
Research,Octane Number and get even worse performance from his car. This
would be contrary to the objective you have In mind.
I am attaching an introductory statement and a supporting memorandum which
discusses in some detail the material which we presented to you during our
meeting. You mentioned your desire to circulate this material to interested
parties, and we have therefore deleted all reference to, or mention of, Texaco
from its text and figures. You are, of course, perfectly free to use our name In
connection with the memorandum if you wish. You will note that we have
refrained from making any specific suggestions since we feel these should appropriately develop by consensus of an informed group. We will be most happy
to suggest several alternatives to Research Octane Number posting if you so
desire.
As stated to you, we stand ready to supply additional Information, and will
meet with you and your associates at any time suggested.
Respectfully submitted,
JAMES H. PIPKIN,

Executive Vice Pre8ident.
Attachments.
OCTANE POSTING INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

No single octane rating test accurately predicts a fuel's performance In any
particular automobile. Specifically, since Research Octane Number (RON) does
not.always correlate with performance, the consumer could he misled.
For example, using data from Table XI of the attached "Background Information," the following could occur. If a car using the gasoline coded as No. 83,
which has a 100 RON, experienced knocking, the owner could logically switch
to the gasoline coded No. 60, possibly at a higher price, since it has an RON of 102.
However, since performance as indicated by the complex Road Octane Number
determination Is lower for the latter gasoline, not only is his problem not solved,
but his car knocks more loudly and more persistently.
In other words, if a consumer with, a knock problem must use RON posting
as his guide for selecting motor fuel, he could very easily choose a gasoline which
would give him poorer performance. Therefore, the proposed posting could at
times he a disservice to the consumer.
There is a need for careful analysis, of all inforiaticn so that any regulations
conc rneid with this subject aid the consumer. The posting of the Research Octane
Numbers will not accomplish this objective.
The attached memorandum discusses the tests used to measure engine knock
amd the relation of the test ratings to car performance on the road.
OCTANE POSTING BACKGROUND INFORMATION

So-called "spark knock" or combustion detonation can occur in practically all
gasoline-fueled automotive engines if the engine is operated under stress conditions on a gasoline whose antiknock properties are too low to meet the requiremeaits of the engine under those conditions. The Intensity of this knock can vary
from a very light ping barely audible to a trained human ear (trace knock) to
an explosion of sufficleJt severity to damage the engine. The knock occurs because
the flame front traveling across the combustion chamber from the spark plug
compresses and heats time unburned combustible mixture ahead of it causing
It to ignite permaturely. This results in a sharp, uncontrolled pressure rise %hlch
can be audible and damaging.
Many parameters of engine design and operation and fuel comlposition affect the
knocking phenomenon. Some of these parameters are:
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Engine de8ign.-Compression ratio; manifold temperature; fuel distribution;
fuel/air ratio; and ignition timing.
Engipw operation.-EngineRPM; acceleration rate; throttle position; load; and
engine temperature.
Fuel compoition.-Percent saturated hydrocarbons-straight chain and
branched chain; percent unsaturated hydrocarbons-straight chain and branched
chain; percent aromatic hydrocarbons; percent naphthene hydrocarbons; and
lead alkyl content.
Altitude, ambient air temperature, and humidity also affect the knocking char.
acteristics of an engine and, finally, the driving habits of the driver himself can
influence the octane of a fuel required to prevent knocking in his automobile as
lie drives it.
The practical limitations on manufacturing tolerances and on those factors
beyond the manufacturers' control which influence the antiknock performance of
an engine make it quite Impossible for the engine manufacturer to specify octane
requirement of hig engine with any degree of precision. It is understood the Commission is completely cognizant of this situation and accepts it as a fact. In this
connection, it is possibly of interest that the octane requirement of an engine
normally increases one to as many as six members over the first 3,000-5,000 miles
and then varied above and below a mean as deposits develop In the combustion
chamber and flake off from the walls of the chamber and the piston head during
normal operation. This octane requirement increase is affected by many factors,
including engine design, engine operating conditions, and the composition of the
fuel burned in the engine.
From the above, it is apparent that no single evaluation technique, even the
most cumbersome or complicated, could be expected to predict accurately tle
performance of any particular fuel in any specific engine, except the combination
of that particular fuel in that specific engine. It is necessary therefore to develop
and standardize one or more methods of test which will provide a reasonable
approximation of field performance. In the United States, there are two well
standardized and widely accepted laboratory tests utilizing single cylinder engines
for experimentally determining "octane number" in a rapid and practical fashion.
These are ASTM Tests No. D-2699 and D-2700, methods for determining the socalled Research Octane Number (RON) and the Motor Octane Number (MON),
respectively. These two methods almost always give different numbers on any
particular level, dependingg primarily upon Its hydrocarbon composition. Tie
Research Octane Number is usually higher by 6 to 10 units than the Motor Octane
Number, although in extreme cases the difference may be as low as 0 or as high
as 14. This difference is called the "octane seihqitivity" of a fuel. Commercial
fuels rarely have an "octane sensitivity of less than 4 or more than 12 units.
There is one widely used road test called the Modified Uniontown Technique
which determines a so-called Road Octaine Number (RdON) of a fuel in an automobile. A brief description of the Modified ITniontown Technique is presented in
Figure 1, and the operating conditions for the two ASTM methods are presented
in Tale I. It is apparent that e-ach of these methods determines a different octane
characteristic of the fuel. The one common property of all octane tests Is the
definition that isooctaije has an octane number of 100 and normal heptane has
an octane number of 0. The octane number is equal to the percentage of isooctane
]in a blend of isooctane and normal heptane whose antiknock performance equals
that of the unknown fuel under tile sme combustion condition.q.
Obviously, thre question of primary importance is, "Which of these teqts correlates best with the antiknock requirements of the total car population and
individual cars in that total population " A vital consideration for the pnrposes
of octane posting is whether lie ported number correlates directly with antiknock performance In all cars or whether the pos."bility exists of a reversal
.such that a higher octane by the method posted will actually give lower antiknock performance in a car on the road.
Prior to and during World War IT. th Motor Octane Number was used
almost exclusively for controlling manufacture of fuels. and it provided both
tile marketer and the automrlille nmanufacturer with an adequate estimate of
antiknock performance in thi cars manufactured at that time.
Fuel manufacturing techni iues and faeilitles develonted (huri ng World War IT
provided higher antiknock availability in motor gasolines across the country.
and the automobile manufacturers utilized tills increas(xl octane "pool" to
Imlf)rove the effitiency of their engines by increasing compression ratios. Tile
standrlizod Rpsearch Octane Number (ASTM Test No. D-2699) seemed at
65-981 -70-----9
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that stage to provide a better correlation with automobile performance, and its
generally higher number gradually became accepted as the antiknock standard
for motor fuels. The invention of catalytic reforming and its widespread introduction as a refinery process during the 1950's resulted in a rapid increase in
octane capacity, and the automotive industry rapidly raised compression ratios.
This "leapfrogging" by the petroleum and automotive Industries developed into
a compression ratio-octane race which continued until developments became
limited by other phenomena associated with high compression ratio gasoline
engines.
During this period of time, it became apparent that neither the Research
Octane Number nor the Motor Octane Number gave a satisfactorily unique
measure of actual road antiknock performance, and the average of the two
M-+M'/2 came to be used for general estimation of road antiknock performance. The Federal Government in its most recent specification (VV-G-76B)
includes this definition in its antiknock performance requirements. Beginning
In about 1963 and continuing through 1970, the Research Octane Number has
been of decreasing significance in predicting road antiknock performance. (See
attached Tables II through VI. Table 11 describes a program for developing
equations to predict gasoline performance in cars. Table III outlines the scope
of a program conducted by the Coordinating Research Council (CRC) in 1969.
Table IV lists a prediction equation for 1969 cars and also similar equations
developed in earlier years for 1963 and 1965 cars. Table V lists the important
conclusions from the CRC programs. Table VI indicates the greater importance
of Motor Octane Number In 1970 cars.) A much more satisfactory prediction
of road antiknock performance is obtained for 1970 cars by an equation which
combines 0.8 of the M1otor Octane Number with 0.2 of the Research Octane
Number. Preliminary evaluations of 1971 cars indicate a entinuijng increase hn
empihasis on the 'Motor Octane Number as shown in attached Table VII and
Figures 2 and 3.
The increasing influence of the 'Motor Octane Number in the determination
of road antiknock performance has resulted in commercial fuels with high Research Octane Numbers frequently giving lower road antiknock performance
than fuels with lower Research Octane Numbers and higher Motor Octane Numbers (that is. having a reduced "octane sensitivity"). Examples of commercial
fuels which illustrate this situation are given in Tables VIII through X. Data
on two series of fuels Illustrating the lack of correlation between Research and
Road Octane Numbers are show in Figures 4 and 5. The attached Table XI,
Page 6 from the Sumincr 1970 DuPont G(i.Rolinc Survey, further illustrates this
point. The'different fuels in this table were obtained at service station dispensing
pumlis. as are all of those reported in su(,h surveys.
It Is apparent that no single practical est can predict accurately the antiknock performance of a particular gasoline in a particular car. It is also apparent
that no single practical test can predict the relative antiknock performance
of different fuels In a significant car population.
Equations comninig Research Octane Number and Motor Octane Numher
with appropriate constants and coefficients can predict within reasonable tolerances the antiknock performance of a gasoline in a Ihrge number of cars. While
such equations may not accurately predict the performances of fuels in a particular car, they will give good relative prediction of performance in essentially
all cars.
The coefficients and constants for an equation applicable to new cars are
changing rapidly now and probably will continue to change rapidly over the
next few years as car manufacturers modify engines in an attempt to meet the
emission requirements specified for 1975 and subsequent niodels. To complicate
matters, it must be remembered that the car population is composed of approximately ten per cent of current model-year cars and some ninety per cent of cars
fronm preceding model-years.
(R +IM/2=0.5 RON+0.5 MON.
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The introduction of low-lead and lead-free gasolines resulting from the automotive industry's stated need fdr such fuels for the successful development
of future devices to reduce exhaust emissions has resulted in a reversal of the
traditional octane-price relationships and has emphasized the relative Importance of other properties of fuels, particularly those related to engine and fuel
system cleanliness.
The widespread introduction and promotion of many new motor fuels In
the recent past have served to confuse the gasoline retailers, their staffs, and
the public. This situation emphasizes the need for sound and solid facts to guide
all actions by responsible groups to avoid as far as possible confusion and
possible exploitation of the consumer.
The objective of octane posting is to permit the customer to discriminate
in selecting the fuel which will perform satisfactorily in his car. As described
in the foregoing, posting on Research Octane Numbers will not accomplish
this objective.
MODIFIED UNIONTOWN TECHNIQUE
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SPARK ADVANCE CBTC (BEFORE TOP CENTER)
ACCELERATIONS ARE MADE ON PRIMARY REFERENCE FUELS WHILE
VARYING THE SPARK ADVANCE UNTIL TRACE KNOCK IS OBTAINED.
THUS
FOR EACH PRIMARY REFERENCE FUEL A SPARK ADVANCE VALUE IS OBTAINED
AND A GRAPH SIMILAR TO THE ABOVE IS DRAWN.
ACCELERATIONS ARE THEN
MADE ON THE UNKNOWN FUEL AND THE SPARK ADVANCE IS INCREASED UNTIL
TRACE KNOCK OCCURS.
THAT SPARK ADVANCE IS RECORDED AND AN OCTANE
VALUE IS ASSIGNED TO THE FUEL FROM THE GRAPH AT THE CORRESPONDING
SPARK ADVANCE VALUE.
EXAMPLE:
FUEL X EXHIBITS TRACE KNOCK AT A SPARK ADVANCE OF
3.4 0BTC. ENTERING AT 3.4 ON THE ABSCISSA AND FOLLOWING THE
DASHED LINE VERTICALLY TO THE CURVE AND THEN HORIZONTALLY
TO THE ORDINATE ASSIGNS AN OCTANE NUMBER OF 94 TO FUEL X
BY THE MODIFIED UNIONTOWN METHOD IN THIS PARTICULAR CAR.
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WITHIN LIMITS OF THE TEST THE ROAD OCTANE IN THE 1971 PROTOTYPE CAR
CORRELATED WITH MOTOR OCTANE NUMBER
RdQN : 0.63

MON + 34.2
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"91" OCTANE GASOLINES FOR 1971 CARS
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TABLE 1.-OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR ASTM ANTIKNOCK ENGINE KNOCK TEST METHODS

ASTM No. (D).................................................
..
Engine speed (RPM) ..............................................
Temperatures (degrees fahrenheit):
Intake air ..................................................................
Manifold mixture ............................................................
Water Jacket .......-.......................................................
Spark advance ..................................................................
Degrees before TOC .........................................................
Fuel to air ratio .................................................................

Research
method

Motor
method

2699
600

2700
900

125
100
212

100
300
212
()

)

I Approximate-temperature not controlled.
2 Constant.

' Variable.
14 degrees at 10/1 CR increasing to 26 degrees at 511CR.
I Max-knock.
Note: Knocking tendencies of unknown fuels are compared to those of primary reference fuels that have a known octane
value in order to determine the octane value of the unknown fuel.
TABLE fl-PREDICTING GASOLINE PERFORMANCE CARS

(ROAD OCTANE RdoN)

Requires:
1. A group of gasolines covering a range of properties including: (a) laboratory octanes-research and motor; (b) composition; and (c) other properties
thought to be important.
2. A fleet of cars to test the fuels.
3. A computer to arrive at best mathematical model, that is, find the best
coefficients for the correlation equation.
Example of linear model:
RdONV= bo+blRO V+ bMON + bs aromatic percent

+b& OLEFIN percent +b 5 (fuel property X)
+b6 (fuel property Y)
TABLE III---OORDINATING

RESEARCH COUNCIL REGULAR

GRADE GASOLINE PROGRAM

32 gasolines covering research octane range 92-96.
35 model 1969 cars (regular requirement).
TABLE IV.-COORDINATING RESEARCH COUNCIL REPORT, 1969
1RdON =bo-biRON+bMONI
Number of

Year

cars rated

1963 ...............................................
1965 ...............................................
1969 ...............................................

30
36
35

Regression coefficients
bo
bi
2.64
17.15
20.47

.048
.32
1.10

bi
0.52
.53
.73

' Nonsignificant at 95 percent confidence level.
TABLE V-COORDINATING RESEARCH COUNCIL REPORT-1069

1. Road octane could be predicted from laboratory (research and motor)
octanes alone without using other fuel properties.
2. Motor octane was the most significant fuel variable.
3. Since 1963 the importance of research octane has decreased and the importance of motor octane has increased.
TABLE VI-1970 MODELS

Road-research-motor n-tane correlation-equation coefficients may differ for
individual cars but the Lrend to greater motor octane importance continued in
1970 as Indicated by high motor coefficients.
I RON-Research Octane No. ASTM method D-2699.
2 MON = Motor Octane No. ASTM method D-2700.
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SURVEY DATA: CAR EFFECTS ON ROAD OCTANE CORRELATIONS

Carl

Coefficients

Cubic inch
displacement

Compression
ratio

Horsepower

RON

MON

307
350
350
383
383
390
351
351
302
318
350
455

9.0
9.0
9.0
8.7
8.7
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
8.8
8.8
9.0

200
250
250
290
290
265
250
250
220
230
255
310

0.18
.11

0.82
.89
.90
.62
.70
1.02
.57
.58
.60
.79
92
1.12

Chevelle V4 .........................
Chevrolet A V-8 ......................
Chevrolet BV-8 ......................
Chrysler .............................
Chrysler .............................
Ford .................................
Ford .................................
Ford (1969) ..........................
Ford .................................
Plymouth ............................
Pontiac ......--------Oldsmobile (1969) .....................

.10

.38
.30
-. 02
.43
.42
.40
.21
.08
-. 12

11970 regular requirement, automatic transmission cars.
TABLE VIII-THE TREND CONTINUED IN 1971 MODELS AS SHOWN BY THE EQUATION
FOR 12 UNLEADED GASOLINES IN A 1971 PROTOTYPE CAR

RdON-3.68-.03 (nonsignificant)

RO

-+1.03MON

TABLE VIII.-ROAD OCTANE NUMBERS IN 1965 CAR FLEET
[CRC equation for 36 1965 regular cars]
Gasoline

A

Research octane ................................................................
Motor octane ...................................................................
Road octane I...................................................................

96.0
86.0

93. 5

B
93.5
87.0

93.2

1 Calculated using data shown in table IV.

Note: Conclusion: Gasoline A has higher research octane than gasoline Band would perform better (0.3 road octanes)
in 1965 and older cars.
TABLE IX.-ROAD OCTANE NUMBERS IN 1969 CAR FLEET
[CRC equation for 35 1969 regular cars
Gasoline
Research octane ................................................................
Motor octane ...................................................................
Road octane ....................................................................

IA

2B

96.0
86.0
92.9

93. 5
87.0
93.3

1Same gasoline as in table VIII.
2Calculated using data shown intable IV.
Note: Conclusions: The research octane number of gasoline A is 2.5 numbers higher then 8 but it does not perform
(0.4 road octanes lower) as well as Bin 1969 automobiles.
TABLE X.-ROAD OCTANE NUMBERS IN 1969 CAR FLEET
[CRC equation for 35 1969 regular cars
Gasoline
Research octane ................................................................
Motor octane ...................................................................
Road octane ...................................................................

C

D

96. 5
86.2
93. 1

94.0
86.6
93. 1

1Calculated using data shown in table IV.
Note: Conclusion: Gasoline C is 2.5 research octanes higher than D but has equal road performance in 1S69 cars.

TABLE XI.-SUMMER 1970 DUPONT GASOLINE SURVEY: PHILADELPHIA-BALTIMORE, PREMIUM
Code No. 1
6
Road octane numbers (V-8, automatic):
9-car average -------------------------------1970 Buick, 455 CID -------------------------------19 70 Cadillac, 472 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1970 Chevrolet, 350 --------------------------------1970 Chrysler, 440 --------------------------------------------------------------1970 Ford, 429
1970 Ford, 429 ------------------------------------455
-------------------------------1970 Oldsmobile,
1970 Pontiac, 455 ---------------------------------1970 Pontiac, 400 ----------------------------------Laboratory octane numbers:
-----------------------------R+M 2
----------------Research ----------------Motor
------------------------------Sensitivity ------------------------------------Inspection d ta:
Lead content, grams lead per gallon --------------Hydrocarbon an31ysis:
Aromatics, volume percent ------------------Olefins, volume percent--_
Saturates, volume percent ---------------------Existent gum, milligram per 100 milliliter -----RVP, pounds ----------------------------------Gravity, API I ----------------------------------ASTM distillation:
IBP, degrees fahrenheit5 percent recovered, degrees fahrenheit ----------------------------10 percent
20 percent --------------------------------30 percent .................................
-----40 perce nt ------------------- -------50 percent --------------------------------60 percent ...................
70 percent --------------------------------80 percent --------------------------------90 percent ---------------------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 95 percent ----------End point, degrees fahrenheit ................
Recovery, volume percent __
...
Residue, volume percent..........
Loss, volume percent ....................
'Unleaded. Not included in averages.

13

5

83

69

9

50

88

27

59

36

60 1Average

99.7

99.6

99.6

99.5

99.5

99.4

99.2

99.1

99.0

99.0

99.0

97.0

99.3

100.6
99. 1
100.4
99.9
99.2
99.5
100.5
99.0
99.4

100.3
98.8
99.9
100.1
99.0
99.8
100.4
99.2
99.1

100.0
98.8
99.9
99.7
99.5
100.0
99.9
99.1
99.1

100.6
98.7
99.6
99.8
99.1
99.5
99.8
98.9
99.1

100.4
99.0
99.8
99.8
98.9
99.8
99.6
99.4
99.1

101.0
98.9
100.1
99.8
99.0
99.5
98.7
98.7
99.2

99.6
99.0
99. 7
99.3
99. 1
99.8
99. 5
98.8
98.4

100.0
99.0
99.1
99.6
98.7
99.3
99.1
98.8
98.6

99.5
98.8
99.0
99.3
99.2
99.6
98.7
98.6
98.6

100.0
98.8
99.0
99.1
98.9
99.2
98.8
98.4
98.8

99.9
99.0
98.6
98.9
98.8
99.1
99.2
98.6
98.6

97.7
96.1
97.2
97.6
96.9
98.0
96.3
96.1
96.8

100.2
98.9
99.6
99.6
99.0
99.6
99.5
98.9
98.9

96.8
100.7
92.8
7.9

96.6
101.1
92.1
9.0

96.7
99.9
93.5
6.4

96.1
100.0
92.2
7.8

96.2
99.5
92.8
6.7

96.5
100.4
92.6
7.8

96.6
101.1
92.2
8.9

95.8
100.2
91.4
8.8

95.8
100.5
91.2
9.3

96.3
100. 4
92.2
8.2

96.6
101.1
92.1
9.0

96.4
102.0
90.8
11.2

96.3
100.4
92.2
8.2

3.19

2.68

2.67

2.78

2.70

2.97

2.96

2.84

2.14

3.44

3.04

Nil

2.86

341
65
0
10.6
56.9

38
3
59
0
9.9
55.5

22
2
76
0
10.4
62.7

22
8
70
0
9.2
62.0

32
0
68
0
10.8
57.6

29
6
65
0
9.4
58.4

31
8
61
1
10.2
57.3

25
7
68
0
9.8
59.8

35
5
60
0
9.9
56.8

32
8
60
0
11.0
58.1

20
11
69
0
10.3
62.5

49
2
49
0
10.8
51.5

28
5
67
0
10.1
58.9

87
ill
126
154
180
205
226
247
270
299
335
376
414
97.0
1.0
2.0

88
108
118
143
171
199
224
250
282
309
348
377
386
96. 5
1.0
2.5

85
100
11
130
153
185
218
239
258
286
324
366
402
98.0
1.5
0.5

88
108
119
141
164
188
210
232
258
283
328
367
397
97. 5
1.5
1.0

85
106
118
138
162
189
218
244
269
293
335
382
395
97.0
1.0
2.0

88
108
120
148
178
208
228
243
260
281
324
351
396
98.0
1.0
1.0

86
105
117
140
168
198
227
250
274
300
330
362
397
97.5
1.0
1.5

88
110
123
144
168
195
221
245
270
299
339
370
411
98.0
1.0
1.0

87
107
121
148
176
203
226
246
269
296
329
362
381
97.5
1.0
1.5

87
112
129
156
185
211
233
252
273
297
336
379
381
96.0
1.5
2.5

84
104
116
139
164
188
208
232
252
284
339
390
408
97.5
1.0
1.5

84
105
119
150
183
216
234
245
258
278
320
359
379
97.0
1.0
2.0

87
107
120
144
170
197
222
244
267
293
333
371
397
97.5
1.0
1.5

1
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Amoco OIL Co.,
Chicago, IMI., October 28, 1975.

Ion. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman,Committee on Commerce,
U.,S. ,nate,

1|'u8hington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOB MAGNUSON: WN'e thank you for the invitation given Mr.
Swearingen to provide testimony at the October 29 hearing on S. 1508, the Consumer Fuel Disclosure Act. While we first indicated that we would testify, we
later decided that we could present our views equally well in written form,
which would conserve both your time and ours.
We do not believe that any numeric system of octane labelling, whether it is
lResearcli, Motor, (Rese.arch+Motor)/2 or (Research+Motor)/2+4, vould benelit consumers. Octane number is an abstract term to most people, and few have
time technical knowledge to interpret the information that a numeric octane
labelling system attempts to provide. The only aspect of octane quality important
to a motorist is the rating a particular gasoline has in his own car. The rating
of a gasoline in any one car cannot be defined with high precision from simple
laboratory octale tests because tlhe rating depends oil the specific composition of
Ilie gasoline, design of tlhe engine and how the car is operated. Further, the
octane rating of a gasoline is significant only in comparison to tile octane

requirement of the car in which it is being used. Octane quality in excess of a
car's requirement is meaningless. All cars do not have the sai1e octane
requirement because of tolerances i nmanufacture and subsequent a(ljustments
made to the car. T]fere is no practical way for the car manufacturer to determine
ile imllmleric octane requirement of every car le makes or for the car owner to
deterine the requirement of his car.
Because of these factors, it is not feasible to label gasolines numerically and
label cars numerically 1id then match themi ulp at the service station. But
fortiately, a motorist can find the llrol)er gasoline for his car by the easiest
way imaginable, lie has many choices of brands, ai1d all lie has to (d) is try one
anil see if it knocks. No numeric label is needed oin either the gasoline or car.
111llke a motorist's selection
l1'iwever, solte sort of broad grade identification may
a little easier by eliminating one or a few steps (talklills) is he searches for the
Ol)It 111111n gasoline.
We ihink a system that classifies gasolines according to sinl)e names or a
syllbol Iprovides all the information on octai1e quality that motorists lice( or
('ill use. The industry h1as historically used nalmies such as "regular" or "preluimi." mi(1 we think they have been adequa te for this pIrIpose. however, with
avaihilility (if tie new mlealed gasolins, pel1lapN a slightly mre sophisticated
sys te,1. siuch as the ASTMI/SAE Automotive Gasoline Performa1'e and INi'ormaid01(1
SAE lcoinnielided
I i001 System (A'STM Special Technical 'ublication
I'ractice J2S2), would be approl-riat,. This system i(entifies grades of gasoline
\vith inicrenients of two to three ulits in (IRes arch.l+Motor)/2, which is about
the smallest difference between graldes tlit is meainingful to an individual motoritI- when 11e makes an initial choice of gasoline. Two highly signiii ant a(lvantages
Of this system are that. as car (lesigils an( gas1iie compositions evolve, the
basis of exlwressing octane quality can lie c.aliged without confusing motorists,
-31(1 tim system (all be expanded to encOul)liss ot her quality features if tHm ee
W'e have silplorted this system from its in(eption because it relresents a
ariss.lrctical
balance between accqlracy and simplcity, and all of our gasoline
g,,od(1
IlIIInIls dispensing the new grade of unleaded gasoline are labeled with the al)l)rojpri:to ASTM/SAE designation.
Claim s have 1)een Imde that certain me io(1s of iumeric octane labelling,
esjiweiaily (lesearch+Motor)/2+4 s 'leyed il S. 150S. would allow motorists
to select gasolinies closer in octane imbmhr to their car's requirements. m1d thus
eliminate overbllyimlg. We think this is wrong for several reasons. First, we doubt
motorists w\'ill heed any numeric labelling system, lnt of those that (10, it
if many
i
may cnohurage some to want the best and buy up instead of down. Second, there
is little overbuying now. Nearly all 1975 and 1976 cars must uSe unleaded gasoline
a 111 mnist service stations sell just one grade of unleaded gasoline that meets
EPA requirements.
Motorists who must buy unleaded gasoline generally have no choice of grades.
Motorists who use leaded gasoline do have an opl)portunity to overbuy premium
instead of regular. While there was significant overbuying of leaded premium
gasoline five years ago. at present our sales of leaded premium are only slightly
above the real need for it and they are declining rapidly.
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In summary, we do not see great need for octane labelling. We doubt if
numeric labelling in any form would benefit motorists, but we think use of the
ASTM/SAE Gasoline Performance and Information System might be helpful.
We strongly recommend that if your Committee proceeds with legislation
requiring gasoline octane labeling, the regulations be based on the ASTM/SAE
system.
Very truly yours,
K. E. CURTIS,
Vice President of Marketing.

AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION,
Falls Church, Va., November 26, 1975.
Senator FRANK E. MOSS,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Consumer Affairs, U.S. Senate, Russell Scnate Ofice
Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR CHAIRMAN

Moss: The American Automobile Association commends you

for seeking a cure for the inter-agency wrangling over the posting of gasoline
octane ratings at service station pumps. Such posting has long been needed.

Though we differ with the particular octane posting required in S. 150S. we
believe the -legislation's intent is admirable. Motoring consumers must have a
clear indication that the gas they buy meets their vehicles' octane needs.
We support this Intent and said so to the Federal Energy Administration a
considerable time ago. Our September 3, 1974 statement to FEA on the matter
is attached and we request your permission to have it placed in S. 1508's hearing
record.

Thank you.

Yours sincerely,
JOHN DE LORENZI,
Managing Director,Public Policy Division.

Attachment.
AMERICA.- AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION,
Falls Church, Va., September 3, 197N.

Mr. JOHN C. SAWHILL,
Administrator, Federal Energy Administration,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. SAWHILL: On Friday, August 9, 1974, the Federal Energy Adminis.

tration published in Vol. 39, No. 155 of the Federal Register a notice of proposed
rulemaking with regard to the "Requirements of Octane and Price Posting." This
statement is in response to the FEA's invitation to comment on these regulations
before they go into effect.
The American Automobile Association, which has S90 clubs and branch offices
throughout the U.S. and Canada and serves a membership of more than 16 million.

wholeheartedly supports the concept of posting gasoline octane ratings prominently on service station fuel pumps. Car owners must have a clear indication
that the gas they buy meets the octane needs of their vehicles, especially in this
period of soaring fuel prices.
FEA's proposed regulations, as we understand them, do not affect the ongoing
octane posting program that FEA has enforced since January 1974. They merely
re-affirm the agency's power to continue the program under the Emergency

Petroleum Allocation Act of 1973. They also attempt to make it easier for service

station operators to comply with the program.
Nevertheless, we take exception to the proposed regulations because they fail
to go far enough to eliminate the present confusion caused by FEA's octane
posting program. It is our observation that the public in general has not yet been
able to decipher the octane rating found on most if not all service station pumps.
This is because the FEA octane rating is not the same as the motorist finds in his
car owner's manual.
Consequently, motorists probably are "buying up," le., choosing a higher
octane gas than they need. The reason is that FEA's octane rating system gives
an octane normally four points below the research octane number in auto manuals.
For example, owners of 1974 model cars are advised to buy fuel that has at least

91 Research octane, normally a gas that is labeled "regular". However, FEA's
octane rating system labels regular gas at 87 octane. So, it is possible that car

owners meeting this difference would choose to buy what some companies call a
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"super regular" that PEA labels at 91.5 octane at a higher cost. This buying up
is totally unnecessary.
AAA had assumed the FEA would quickly put an end to this confusion after it
formally became a part of the Executive Branch in July. However, the current
proposed regulations leaving this rating system intact lead us to wonder about
FEA's sincerity In protecting consumers in their fuel purchases.
Instead of the FEA, it is the major U.S. auto makers and a few oil companies
who are trying to put an end to the confusion. Buyers of 1975 model cars will be
advised to look for a new "Gasoline Classification Method" posted voluntarily
by certain fuel marketers. Gasoline octane will be designated by a simple symbol
tit will correspond to the symbol found in new car manuals. It should eiminate
the questions of octane for new car owners. AAA believes the new symbols
should be adopted by all filling stations.
But what about the millions of present car owners whose owner manual
number can't be matched at the pump?
We suggest that PEA require all service stations post a new chart explaining clearly (a) the marketer's various grades of gas; (b) the new Gasoline
Classification symbol that corresponds to each grade; and (c) for owners of
older model cars, a complete listing of auto engine categories which can use each
of those grades of fuel.
If PEA demands that is own octane rating system be posted, such posting
should be far enough away from the chart we've suggested so as not to confuse
motorists any further.
Once prominently displayed, this chart should enable motorists to find the
proper fuel for their vehicles without having to seek out advice from service
station personnel. It certainly would not meet much opposition from the nation's
gasoline marketers since it would relieve them of the duty of continually explaining FEA's octane rating.
Most important, such a chart would need to be changed only once a year when
new cars debut. Hence, PEA or any other agency involved would have sufficient
time to make sure that the auto engines listed on the chart could indeed operate
on the recommended gasoline grade.
We think this suggestion goes a long way in accomplishing the educational
and regulatory aims of FEA's octane posting requirements. It certainly relieves
PEA of the enormous task of trying to make the public understand its own
present octane rating method.
Yours sincerely,
JOHN DE LOREN.ZT.
Managing Director,Public Policy Division.

Mr. WILLIAfM MCNEALY,

DECEMBER 10, 1975.

Group Vice Chairman,
American Motors Corp.,
Dctroit, Mich.
DEAR MR. M NEALY: On October 29, 1975 the Senate Commerce Committee's

Consumer Subcommittee held a hearing on the subject of gasoline octane posting.
Questions were raised at this hearing concerning auto company recommendations
of gasoline in their owner's manuals. To assist the Committee in its consideration of this subject, the following information is requested.
1. A sample copy of your owner's manual for the model years 1971, 72, 73, 74,
75, and 76.
2. Some owner's manuals recommend use of a gasoline of at least 91 research
octane, yet FEA regulations have called for posting of an (R+M)/2 octane
rating. Do you provide information which would enable owners of your vehicles
to relate the two ratings?

3. Other than the owner's manual, have you or do you plan any programs to
educate motorists to choose the correct gasoline?
4. What is the research and motor octane requirement levels which you designed your vehicles to operate on for each of the model years in question?

5. Should there be minimum federal specifications for gasoline characteristics
such as research and motor octanes? If so, why? If not, why not?
0. What percentage of each given model year do you expect will experience
engine knock on the recommended fuel after engine stabilization (roughly 10,000
miles) ?
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't. For each model year, what alternatives does the motorist have if one finds
one's car knocking?
S. It has been stated that "the present state of our ability to control these
things (octane requirements of vehicles and octanes of gasolines) (Ines not allow
you to use octane as a finite specific number in a manual for cars." Do you agree
tir disagree? In either case explain the reasons for your response.
Your assistance in providing the requested information will he of great value
to the Committee in its work, and if you or a member of your staff should have
(Iuestions., please feel free to contact a member of my staff, Mr. Edward Merlis,
.at (202) 224-)321.
Sincerely yours,
WARREN G. MAGN'U'SON ,
Ch airman.
AMERICA N MOTORS CORP., Janitary 16, 1976.
U.S. SEXATE,

COOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE,
Wa~shinfltom. D.C.

(Attention of lion. W. G. Magnuson, Cmirman).
DEAR S.ENATOR 'MAGNUSON : This respond to your inquiry of December 10, 1975,
requesting certain information from American Motors concerning gasoline octane
recommendations.
Answers to your specific questions are contained in the attachment to thi. letter. The answers are listed in the same order as the questions ill your letter.
We trust that this information will meet the needs of your committee.
Sincerely,
F. A. STEWART.
Attachment.
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS CONTAINED TN- LETTFR OF TNQIHIRY FROM
MA,\fG.NuSON OF 'DECEMBER 10, 1975

.S'EXATOR
W. G.

1. Included with this response are copies of Owner's Manuals for American
Motors. Corporation liassenger cars for each model year 1)71 through 1976.
2. Since 1975, American Motors has attemlped to provide information which
will enable our vehicle owmuss to relate research octane and (R±M )/2 oetane
ratings (see paragraphs in Owner's Manuals entitled, "Fuel Recommendations"
and "Octalne Rating").
1. American Motors believes that statements currently contained in the Owner's
Manual are adequate.
4. Following is a listing of the fuel octane requirements to which American
'Motors vehicles were designed for the years listed:

Engine

Year:

1971 ................ 401 Cl10 V-8 ----------------------------------------.
Atliothers (minimum) --------------------------------197? ................ All (minimum) ..........
1973 -------------- All (minimum) ---------------------------------1974 --------------- All (minimum) ---------------------------------------

1975 --------------- All -------------------------------------------------1976----------................ Al
All
--------------------------------------

Research
octane
'99

194

2 91
91

' 91
91
91

Motor
octane
(minimum)
91
86
83
83

83
83
83

I Althcugh not stated in the owneo's manual, motor octane number was assumed to be 8 numbers less than research
octane, accc ding to prevailing cmmercill practice.
2References to regular or "loN lead" fuel in the owner's manual do not pertain to octane quality of these fuels but
rather to lead content.

5. AMC does not believe that minimum Federal specifications for characteris.tics of gasoline such as octane are warranted or desirable. Our primary concern
is that such specifications will in fact be counter-productive to the desired intent
ii that a fixed minimum requirement may tend to relieve natural market l)res,4ures to up-grade octane requirements. That is, a federal mininmun specification
might limit the interest of gasoline marketers to provide higher octane fuels and,
thereby, limit our ability as car manufacturers to develop engines which can
utilize higher octane fuels for Improved fuel economy. Presently, there are at
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least two marketers of gasoline supplying unleaded fuels substantially higher
than 87 AKI. If more gasoline marketers were to follow their lead, we believe
that significant fuel economy benefits could accrue through engine design changes
that could efficiently use these higher octane fuels. Any action by the federal
government that might limit the natural market pressures to provide higher
octane fuel wouhl, we believe, ultimately penalize the public.
6. From our past experience, approximately 10 percent of the cars produce(
by American Motors for any one model year might be expected to "knock" under
certain conditions on the recommended fuel after deposit stabilization has occurred. We have reason to suspect that this percentage may he somewhat higher
for cars using unleaded fuel exclusively. However. this; suspicion has not yet been
lorne out by data fromi the field, although we believe that our field service data
base has been limited by the lack of exclusive use of lead free fuels in our
vehicles prior to 1975 model vehicles.
7. If any American Motors vehicle owner wishes to eliminate or reduce engine
kno k. he has two practical alternatives as stated in the Owner's Manual: (a) Hetard tile ignition timing and (b) select an allternate source of fuel.
8'. American Motors agrees that the question of fuel comnibistion characteristics
as Imeasured by so-called octane ratings and fuel quality requirements of a vehicle
as stated as a given octllne number are far too coniplex to allow the use of a sillgle finite specific number to match a fuel and a vehicle for all situations.
At time present there are at least three "octane" values in use wlich relate to
thme matching oif a fuel alid a vehicle, Research Octane Numir, Motor Octane
Number, and Road Octane Nuiher. Research and 1(M;tot (ctaue nuinlers are
ratings for fuels determined by laboratory tests under w-ell defined and controlled test conditions using a well defined and controlled single cylinder test
elgine. R(a1d Octane is a rating applied to time fuel dellianld exhibited by test
vehicles operating under various conditions using actual specific fuels of varying
Research Octane Rating, 'Motor Octane Rating. and other characteristics. While
research 111(1 motor octane are tlie primary fuel characterist.ics relating to road
o(tane perfornionce. other fuel (.lniracteristics. such as. aromatic and ohefin coipositions also are factors. Therefore. two fuels with equal research and motor

(ctane values (oul conc.eivably give different road octane performance.
Further. two cars of the same make and model with similar equipment can produce significantly different road. octane numbers with the same test fuel due to
normal manufacturing tolerance variations. In addition, both the research and

the motor methods have inherent reproducibility and repeatability variations.
Finally. variations in knock ratings reported from trained driver to trained

driver in the road octane rating are significant.
VEHICLE ENVIRONMEN TAL AND ENERGY RE(;ULATIO.NS STAFF.
JANUARY 13, 1970.

U.S. EXVIROxs.%ENTAr, PROTFCTrON AGENCY.
Washington, D.C., Janu ary 0', 1976.
1on. WARrEN G. MAC.Uso.N,
('lrdT', na. ('onmi ittlc ot ('om01nrcc,
["., ,4.Sena te.
li'ash iagton, D.C.

])EAR M. ('HATI.MAN : Thank you for your inquiry of December 11th regar(ling

the testimony of Mr. Robert Baum on October 29. 197-5 at tire Coinierce ('onsumner Suiicoimittee hearings on the subject of gasoline octane posting.
In your (orrespondence, you posed four questions concerning this Ageney's
positilont in regard to octane posting. I will address each question in the order you
presented theni.
1. The first question vas concerned with Mr. Baui's statement that the octauwe
posting system that "FEA hns required is a more accurate Indication of what
gasoline should be u.sed." In time context of the test imony being given. the statement was a mhdguous. Youm interpreted It to indicate that EPA con.,ider.s tie,
(R1+M /2 mithmod requirM(I by FEA to )e more accurate than tile [ (R+M)/2+4]
"octane ratintr" defined In S. 1508. However. Mr. Baum did not intend sue.h I,
comarison. 'he statement referred to a comparison of the (Il+M 1/2 n(tho(I
with either the Research Octane Nuniner (R()N) or the Motor or Octane Numlier
(ION) by itself. Automobiles of different years and models may exhibit greatest
knock sensitivity to either RON or 'MON or some combination of the two. No single method is time best indicator for all cars. Knock sensitivity of the current mix
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of high compression (pre-19T1) and low compression (1971 and later) vehicles
is best described by a combination of RON and MON. This is the basis for the
(R+M)/2 method. Mr. Baum's statement was intended merely to reflect these
facts which are generally accepted by the technical community and not as a comparisnn of the relative merits of the (R+M)/2 and [(R+M)/2+41 methods.
2. Your second question referred to an octane posting system suggested by EPA
in an October 30, 1974 letter from Alan G. Kirk, then Assistant Administrator
for Enforcement and General Counsel, EPA to Robert Montgomery, then Acting
General Counsel, FEA. In that letter, EPA suggested that the ASTM symbol
system be combined for the near term with an octane number based on
[(R+M)/2+4]. Posting of the octane number would be discarded when cars
containing owner manuals with only the RON designation are phased out of the
vehicle population mix.
Your question referred to the confusion which could develop among the motorIng public if the octane range associated with each symbol were changed from
time to time. We agree that any such change would lead to motorist confusion.
In our opinion, a consumer education campaign each time the range was changed
woul not be a satisfactory solution to the potential problem. In order to avoid
such a problem if the symbol system were implemented, we would suggest that
the Federal agency responsible for administering the octane posting program
adopt the symbol system by regulation. If such were the case and the ASTIM
changed the octane range associated with any particular symbol, an ASTM change
would not modify the Federal octane posting system established by regulation.
The Federal system could be modified only if the administering agency amended
its regulations. Any proposed amendment would be subject to public scrutiny as
required by the Administrative Procedure Act, as well as to review by other
Federal agencies.
3. In your third question you requested an assessment of the percentage of cars
built since 1971 "which should be operating an unleaded gasoline to minimize
lead emissions." I have attached a list which includes fuel usage recommendations of the four major American manufacturers for vehicles built since 1971.
All 1971 and subsequent model year (MY) vehicles manufactured by General
Motors were designed to enable the use of unleaded gasoline. All Ford and
Chrysler 1972 and subsequent model year vehicles can also use unleaded. Unleaded
gasoline is not recommended for use in any 1971 MY Chrysler vehicle. Depending on the particular model, Yord recommends the use of unleaded gasoline in
some 1971 MY Ford cars, but not in others. American Motors did not recommend
the use of unleaded gasoline until the 1974 MY. In that year unleaded gasoline
was recommended for use in all American Motors cars. For !he 1975 MY, all
American Motors cars except the Jeep Cherokee, Wagoner, and Truck were
designed to use unleaded product.
In general, post-1971 but pre-1975 vehicles were designed to operate on either
leaded or unleaded product. For some particular models built during this period,
the manufacturer recommended that every fourth tank full of gasoline should be
leaded. Most models built during the 1975 MY were designed to use only unleaded
fuel in order to avoid contamination of catalytic converters.
4. Your last question asked whether EPA considers it important to minimize
lead emissions as much as possible and as soon as possible to protect the public
health. This Agency has promulgated regulations which require a gradual reduction in the lead content of gasoline from current levels to a refinery pool average
of 0.5 gram of lead per gallon after January 1, 1979. EPA's authority to require
such a reduction is currently under challenge in litigation before the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. We believe that in order to protect the public health it is important that these regulations be upheld so that the
regulatory reduction can be achieved. We also believe it is important that airborne lead emissions which result from octane overbuying be minimized. Thus,
as indicated in Mr. Baum's testimony, we support the objectives of S. 150& In
our view, the particular octane designation system that is implemented to achieve
this objective is not crucial. Any posting system which achieves uniformity and
provides the consumer with sufficient information to avoid overbuying is acceptable to EPA. Any such system should be accompanied by a public education campaign designed to inform the motoring public of the proper use of the posted
octane information.
Sincerely yours,
Enclosure.

RUSSELL E. TRAIN, AdininIstrator.
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AUTOMOTIVE GASOLINE PERFORMANCE AND INFORMATION SYSTEM
In order to properly Interpret the fuel requirements on the attached tabulation the following identifies the performance characteristics:
ANTIKNOCK REQUIREMENTS

Number
designation

Antiknock
Index I
minimum
(RON+MON)/2

Application

(01 Meets antiknock needs of most 1971 and later model cars ..........................
( For most 1970 and prior designed to operate on "regular" gasoline, and for 1971 and
later model cars that require higher antiknock performance than provided for in
"designation 2"......... .................................................
(j) For most 1970 and prior model cars with high compression ratio engines designed
to run on "premium" gasolines, and for later model cars with high compression
ratio engines..............................................................

'87
8 89

395

I One-half the sum of the research octane number (RON) and motor octane number (MON): The antiknock index of
gasoline for use in areas where altitude is greater than 2,000 ft (600 m)may be reduced Y (0.5) number for each succeed.
ing500ft.150 m)but not to exceed atotalof 3numbers.
2 Inaddition, the minimum motor octane number must be 82.
3 In the following States, this minimum may be reduced by t (0.5) number: Arkansas, Iowa Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Monta na, Nebraska, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Wisconsin, and Texas west of 99 longitude.
DEFINITION OF UNLEADED GASOLINE

No intentional addition of lead compounds. May not contain more than 0.05
grams of lead per gallon and 0.005 grams of phosphorus per gallon.
AMERICAN MOTORS CORP. CARS FUEL REQUIREMENTS 1966-75
Gasoline symbol number designation
American Motors products (includes Jeep)
1966-69:
All IV,2V carburetor ................................................
All 4V carburetor ....................................
1970:
All 6-cylinder and V-8 2V carburetor ........................
All V-8 4V carburetor ......................
............
1971:
All 6-cylinder, V-8 304 and 360 .......................................
V-8 401 .....................................
1972-73: All ............................................................
1974: All ...............................................................
1975: All except Jeep Cherokee, Wagoneer and truck ........................
1975: Jeep Cherokee, Wagoneer and truck .................................

Unleared

Regular

Premium

No.
Yes ....................
No ......... No ......... Yes.
No ......... Yes ........
Ho ...... No
N0 .......
No .........
Nol .......
Yes ........
Yes ........
No .........

es.

.......

Yes ....................
No ......... Yes.
Yes ....................
Yes ....................
No ......... No.
Yes...
Yes.

I Occasional use of no-lead (designation D minimum) fuel is acceptable.
' Regular leaded or low lead (designation (D minimum) fuel preferred. If no lead is used, every 4th tank full should be
(eaded fuel.
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CHRYSLER CORP. CARS FUEL RECOMMENDATIONS 196-75
Gasoline identification
Chryster products

® through 0 ( Sub regular O Regular
unleaded
low lead
(leaded)

1966-70 Chrysler and Imperial:
No ...........
Except
383
2V 383
--- 2V
---.................................
--- -- --- --- --- -- --- --- -- No --------1971 Chrysler and Imperial:
Except 440 high performance ..................... No ...........
440 high performance .......................... No .........
Yes 2......
1972: Chrysler and Imperial ................
Yes .......
1973-74: Chrysler and Imperial...............
Yes .......
1975: Chrysler and Imperial ....
1966-70 Dodge:

IV, 2V carburetor ............................
4V, 2-4V, 3-2V carburetors ......................

1971 Dodge:

Nc ........... No ........... Yes.
Yes-Yes ......... Yes.
Yes..........
No .........
Yes .....
Yes .....
No3 ....

No --------- Yes 1.........

No ...........

0a Premium
(leaded)

Yes..........
No ...........
Yes .......
Yes .......
NO3 .........

Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.3
No .

Yes ..........

Yes.

No --------- No ........... Yes.

All except V-8 340, 426, 440 higt performance ...... No ........... Yes .......... Yes .......... Yes.
No
......
No ------No .......
Yes.
V-8 340, 426, 440 high performance ............
Yes.
Yes -.....1972: Oodge: All .................................
Yes .......... Yes -------- Yes.
Yes
.........
Yes .......... Yes.
1973-74 Docge: All ---------------------------------1975 Dodge: All ................................... Yes .......... No3 ......... NO3 ......... No3.
1956-70 Plymnuth:
Yes.
Yes 1------- Yes -------- ----------IV, 2V carburetor .............................. No
4V, 2-4V, 3 2v carburetors ...................... No --------- No --------- No --------- Yes.
1971 Plymouth:
Yes........
Yes.......... Yes.
All except V-8 340. 426, 440 high performance ...... No .........
No----- No ......
No .........
Yes.
V-8 340, 426, 440 high performance ..........
Ycs
..........
Yes
2
--------Yes .......... Yes.
1972 Plymouth: All .................................
Yes.......... Yes3........... Yes.
Yes .....
1973-74 Plymouth: Ali
-No 3-.-----No
...... No3.
Yes .....
1975 Plymouth: All ......
1 May be used for city-suburban type driving characterized by light loads and normal car speeds. Engine adjustment
may be required if detonation occurs.
2 Uninterrupted use of unleaded gasolines in V-8 engines is not recommended. At least I in 4 tankfuls should be a
leaded grade of gasoline.
Leaded or unleaded gasoline may be used in vehicles not equipped with catalytic converters. Unleaded fuel only
must be used in vehicles equipped with catalytic converters.
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FORD MOTOR CO. CARS FUEL REQUIREMENTS 1966-75
Gasloine symbol number design
Unleaded I

Regular I

Premium

Ford products
No ......... Yes ........
1966-70 Bronco .........................................................
Yes ........ Yes ........
1971-74 Bronco .........................................................
1966-70 Comet, Montego:
IV and 2V .......................................................... No ......... Yes ........
No ......... No ......... Yes.
4V 2-4V ...........................................................
Yes ..
Yes ......
1971-7 4 .Comet: All ........................................
1975 Com et: All --------------------------------------------------------- Yes-------- Yes2 ....... Yes.$
1971 Torino: IV and 2V -------------------------------------------------- Yes ........ Yes -------1966-70 Fairlane, Torino: IV and 2V --------------------------------------- No... ... .. . Yes. ... . ..
Yes.
No No -------1966-71 Fairlane, Torino: 4V ..................
1972-74 Torino: All ----------------------------------------------------- Yes -------- Yes -------1975 Torino: All -------------------------------------------------------- Yes -------- Yes 2 ....... Yes.3
1966-70 Falcon:
No ......... Yes ........
IV and 2V ..........................................................
No ......... No ......... Yes.
4V ................................................................
1966-68 Ford big series:
Yes -------No --------6-cylinder, V-8 289, 352, 390 2V .....................................
No ......... No ........ Yes.
70 390 V4, 427, 428 .................................................
1969 Ford big series:
Yes .......
6-cylinder V-8 30? and 351 2V --------------------------------------- No --------No ......... Yes.
390 429 2V high-compression, all 4V ---------------------------------- No ....
1971 Ford big series:
Yes
...... .
6-cylinder, V -8 2V except 429 ----------------------------------------- Yes ......
No......
.....
429 2V , all 4V ------------------------------------------------------- Vr;o
Yes.
Yes -..---..
1972-74 Ford : All ------------------------------------------------------ Yes -------Yes ........ Yes 2...
Yes.?
1975 Ford : All ..........................................................
No ......... Yes.
1966-71 Lincoln Continental: All ------------------------------------------ No--------1972-74 Lincoln Continental: All ------------------------------------------ Yes -------- Yes......
Yes ........ Yes 2....... Yes.2
1975 Lincoln Continental and Mark: All ...................................
1966-67 Mercury big series:
Yes........
2V carburetor ------------------------------------------------------- No --------Yes.
4V carburetor ....................................................... No -------- No --------1968-70 Mercury big series:
390 2V (265 hp) ----------------------------------------------------- No -------- Yes ........
390 2V (280 hp), 429 2V, all 4V -------------------------------------- No ------- No------- Yes.
1971 Mercury big series:
Yes -------2V except 429 - ---------------------------------------------------- Yes......
429 2V, all 4V ....................................................... No -------No - - - - Yes.
1972-74 Mercury : All ---------------..----------------................... Yes -------Yes -------Yes ........ Yes 2------1975 Mercury: All ..........
Yes?
1971 Mercury Montego:
Yes ......
Yes -------IV, 2V .............................................................
4V---------------------------------------------------------------- No-- - - - No --------Yes.
Yes -------1972 74 Mercury Montego: All ...........................................
Yes ------1975 Mercury Montego: All ----------------------------------------------- Yes......
Yes. 2
Yes 2_ 1971 Mustang: IVand 2V ................................................ Yes ........ Yes ........
No ......... Yes -------1966-70 Mustang: IV and 2V carburetor --------------------------------No--------1966-71 Mustang: 4V carburetor .........................................
No -------- Yes.
Yes ........
1972-74 Mustang: All ---------------------------------------------------- Yes -------Yes -------Yes 2----- Yes.2
1975 Mustang: All .........................................
Yes.
No -.....
-------------------------------------- No......
1966-71 Thunderbird: All
Yes ------Yes -------1972-74 Thunderbird: All ...............................................
Yes......
Yes 2----- Yes.'
1975 Thunderbird: All ..................................................
No ......... Yes ......
----------------------------------------1966-70 Cougar: 2V
Yes ........ Yes ........
1971-74 Cougar: 2V.
No ......... No ......... Yes.
1966-71 Cougar: 4V ---------------------------------------------------1972-74 Cougar: 4V ----------------------------------------------------- Yes ........ Yes ........
- Yes.2
1975 Cougar: All ........................................................ Yes ........ Yes .......1970 Maverick: IV and 2V ----------------------------------------------Yes ........
1971-74 Maverick: IV and 2V -------------------------------------------(es
-- - - Yes......
1975 Maverick : All ------------------------------------------------------ Yes....... Yes 2.----Yes.2
Yes2 ....... Yes.?
Yes ......
1975 Granada: All ------------------------------------------------------Yes 2.......
Yes'Yes..Ie
1975 Monarch: All ------------------------------------------------------Yes -------1972-74 Pinto: All ...................----------------------------------fes
......
Yes ........
1975 Pinto: All ..........................................................
fes
-------Yes I.----Yes.'

I In all pre-1975 vehicles in which unleaded fuel or the unleaded versions of symbol 4) and 1) fuels are used. it is
recommended that leaded fuel be employed every 3d or 4th tank full where sustained high speed andlor heavy load driving
conditions are encountered to help prolong engine exhaust valve life.
Also, for 1966-74 model year engines inclusive, in the event of either installation of new cylinder heads or regrinding of
valves, it Is recommended that a minimum of 10 gallons of leaded fuel be used for break-in Qrior to any operation en
unleaded fuel.
2 Only unleaded versions ol symbol ® and ( fuels are acceptable for this model year.

65-981--7A ------10
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GENERAL MOTORS CORP. CARS FUEL REQUIREMENTS, 1966-75
Gasoline symbol number designation
General Motors products

Unleaded

Regular

Premium

1966-69 Buick:
All IV and 2V carburetors ............................................
Yes ........ Yes.
Yes.
No ......... No ....
All 4V carburetors ..................................................
1970 Buick:
Yes ........ Yes ........
6-cylinder and V-8 350 low compression ...............................
No........ No ......... Yes.
V-I 350 high compression and V-8 455 ................................
Yes.
Yes. .
1971-74 Buick: All ..............................
Yes ........ No ......... No.
1975: All ............................................
No ......... Yes.
-......
No
1966-70 Cadillac ........................................
1971-74 Cadillac ............................................. ........ Yes ........ Yes .......
1975: All ............................................................... Yes ........ No ........ No.
1966-67 Chevrolet:
Yes ........ Yes ........
Big series, Chevelle, Chevy II, Nova: 4-, 6-cylinder and 283 V-8 .......
No. ........ . Yes.
All other V-8s ...................................................... No
1966-69 Corvair:
............
..--------------------------------------Yes ........ Yes ........
95 hpV- ,6.......... Yes.
NoNo
110 hp. 4-1V carburetor or turbo ......................................
No...... No ......... Yes.
1966-70 Corvette .......................................................
1967 Camaro:
Yes ........ Yes ........
6-cylinder and V-8 2V ----------------------------------------------No ......... Yes.
V-S4V ............................................................. No ......
1968-69 Chevrolet:
Big series, Camaro Chevelle, Chevy II, Nova: 4-, 6-cylinder, V-8 2V and 327
Yes ........ Yes ........
(250 hp) .........................................................
No ......... No ......... Yes.
All other V-8's ......................................................
1970 Chevrolet:
Big series, Camaro, Chevelle, Monte Carlo, Nova: all IVand 2V carburetors. Yes ........ Yes ........
No ......... No ......... Yes.
All 4V carburetors -------------------------------------------------1971-74 Chevrolet: Big series, Camaro, Chevelle, Corvette, Monte Carlo, Nova . Yes ........ Yes ........
No.
Yes ........ No --------1975: All ...............................................................
1966-67 Oldsmobile:
Yes ........ Yes ........
6-cylinder, V-8 low compression ------------------------------------No...... No ......... Yes.
V-Shigh compression, all 4V carburetors .....................
1968-69 Oldsmobile big series:
Yes ........ Yes ......
V-8 2V low compression .............................................
No ......... No......... Yes.
V-8 high compression, all 4V carburetor ................
Oldsmobile F-85, Cutlass:
Yes ........ Yes ........
6 cylinder, V-S 2V ................................
No -................................................
......... No ......... Ye;.
V 84V
1970 Oldsmobile:
Yes ........
All IV and 2V carburetor ............................................. Ye.
No ......... No -.... Yes.
All 4V carburetor ....................................................
Yes ........ Yes ........
1971-74 Oldsmobile: All .................................................
1975: All .............................................................. Yes ........ No ......... No.
1965:
Pontiac big series:
Ye; ........ Yes ........
V-8 389 low compression .........................................
No ......... No ......... Yes.
All others ......................................................
Tempest, Le Mans:
IV carburetor, V-8 2V carburetor .................................. Yes ........ Yes.......
All 4V carburetor ................................................ No ...... NoYes.
1967-69:
V-8 2V carburetor ............................................... Yes ........ Yes........
No...... No ......... Yes.
1967-69: V-8 4V carburetor. ................................
Pontiac big series:
V-8 2V carburetor ...............................................
V-8 4V carburetor .................................
Tempest Le Mans, Firebird:
IV V carburetor, except GTO 400 2V high compression .............
GTO 400 2V high compression .........................
All 4V carburetor ................................................
1970 Pontiac all:
IV V-8 350 2V 400 2V (265 hp) .......................................
V-k 400 2V (290 hp) all 4V ...............................
1971-74 Pontiac: All .....................................................
1975: All ..............................................................

Yes ........ Yes ........
No ........ No ......... Yes.
Yes ........ Yes ........
No...... No ......... Yes.
No ......... No ......... Yes.
Yes ........
No .........
Yes ........
Yes ........

Yes ........
No ......... Yes.
Yes ........
No ......... No.
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Ion. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,

CHRYSLER CORP., January 14, 197.

Chairman of the Committee on Commerce, U.S. Senate,

W1ashington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MAqNUSON: This is in reply to your recent letter to Mr. Eugene
Cafiero in which you requested information relative to gasoline octane. Follow-

lng are the questions in your letter and our response:
Question 1. A sample copy of your owner's manual for the model years 1971,
72, 73, 74, 75, and 7U.
Answer. Representative copies of Chrysler Corporation Owner's Manuals for
model years 1971 through 1976 (Fury manual, typical) are enclosed. Fuel k'tatements for each model year are shown on the pages indicated for each respective
manual: 1971-page 22 and enclosed card insert; 1972-page 4; 1973-page 7;
1974-inside back cover; 1975--inside back cover; and 197--inside front 4cover.
Question 2.Some owner's manuals recommend use of a gasoline of at least 91
research octane, yet FEA regulations have called for posting of an (R+M)/2
octane rating. Do you provide information which would enable owners of your
vehicles to relate the two ratings?
Answer. Yes, since the adoption of the (R+M)/2 regulation, effective with
the 1975 Owner's Manual, the minimum anti-knock index value (87), based on
(R+M)/2 and the comparable Research Octane Number (91) have been ineluded in all Chrysler Corporation fuel statements.
Question 3. Other than the owner's manual, have you or do you plan any programs- to educate motorists to choose the correct gasoline?
Answer. We do not have programs relative to the direct education of motorists
regarding proper selection of gasoline. This type of information is provided,
however, to Corporate dealers in the form of Technical Service Bulletins and
Master Technicians Service Conference filn and literature. A typical Technical
Service Bulletin is enclosed.
Question 4. What is the research and motor octane requirement levels which
you designed your vehicles to operate on for each of the model years in question?
Answer. Since the 1971 model year, all Chrysler Corporation models have been
designed to operate on gasolines of 91 Research Octane, 83 Motor Octane, except
the following high performance engines:
For Model Year 1971-340 cubic inch displacement; 426 cubic inch displacement; 440 cubic inch displacement high performance; and 440 cubic inch displacement with three 2-barrel carburetors.
The above-listed engines were designed to operate with Premium gasoline,
e.g. 100 Research and 92 Motor Octane.
Question 5. Should there be minimum federal specifications for gasoline characteristics such as research and motor octanes? If so, why? If not, why?
Answer. We do not believe that minimum federal specifications for gasoline
characteristics are necessary, or that they would be beneficial. Historically,
competitive marketing pressures have been adequate to produce a satisfactory
combination of engine octane requirements and gasoline octane quality. With the
exception of some infrequent "problem engines" or occasional low quality gasoline, we do not recognize the existence or future likelihood of engine knock difficulties that would justify the need for federal specifications on octane quality.
Question 6. What percentage of each given model year do you expect will
experience engine knock on the recommended fuel after engine stabilization
(roughly 10,000 miles) ?
Answer. All engines are designed to be satsiled with 91 Research Octane, 83
Motor Octane Gasolines. Manufacturing variables may result in the production
of some units not satisfied by these fuels. Variations in operator techniques and
driving habits result In an unpredictable number of unsatisfied engines. Although we cannot respond to this question precisely, our experience indicates that

the number of vehicles experiencing any noticeable knocking tendency will be
less than 10% In any of the model years included in your question.

Question 7. For each model year, what alternatives does the motorist have if
one finds one's car knocking?
Answer. The motorist has available two basic alternatives to eliminating engine knock-one is to change the gasoline used to another type or brand with
better antiknock performance, and the second is to reduce the knock tendency of
the engine. Typically, tihe motorist will first attempt to eliminate a knocking
problem by changing fuel. For the model years through 1974, and on those 1975
and 1976 vehicles not equipped with catalysts, changing gasoline type from un.
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leaded to leader will provide substantially better octane quality. This can 1
accomplished easily, and in most cases will resort in a lower cost to the motorist.
For 1975 and later vehicles equipped with catalysts, unleaded gasolines with
anti-knock quality substantially above the 91 Research/83 Motor Octane are
available in the market.
The other alternative, that of reducing the knock tendency of the engine,
requires the services of a trained mechanic. Setting the engine timing and
carburetion to the specifications shown in the service manual and on the Vehicle
Emission Control Information Label located in the engine compartment is the
first Step in this procedure. If this does not eliminate the knock tendency, the
mechanic may adjust the settings. Tolerances for these settings are included itn
the service manual instructions and on the Information Label. Reconmendations to the field to make adjustments beyond these tolerances would require
approval by the EPA.
Question 8. It has been stated that "the present state of our ability to control
these things (octane requirements of vehicles and octane of gasolines) does
not allow you to use octane as a finite specific number in a manual for cars."
Do you agree or disagree? In either case explain the reasons for your response.
Answer. We agree that it is not possible to define the antiknock requirement of

an engine family by a finite specific number. First, inherent (lilensional variations in individual components of a mass produced vehicle give it rather suistantial range of anti-knock requirement among vehicles of the same basic
model. It is not unusual for this range to be 4 or 5 octane numbers for cleaL

engines.
Second, the anti-knock requirement of an engine normally increases with
mileage accumulation. Typically, this increase is 4 to 5 numbers and stabilizes
after 8,000 to 12,000 miles. However, requirement of an individual vehicle nnay
increase by more than 5 numbers, and may continue to increase beyond 12,00)0
miles. This increase is related primarily to combustion clizimber (elosits which
are related to a variety of factors, including fuel l)roperties other than octilie
number, engine oil composition, driving pattern, engine design, and other variables. Third, whether or not an individual vehicle will experience engine knock
on the road is dependent on a variety of factors which include anibient temperature, humidity, altitude, engine warin-up condition, driving l)atterns. and the
anti-knock performance of the gasoline relative to the specific operating condition, which is not precisely defined by the Research and Motor Octane numbers.
To provide a single finite value of anti-knock quality requiir4,d to satisfy all
of the variables encountered would result in over specification for the vast
majority of engines under most operating conditions.
I trust that these comments will be helpful to your committee.
Sincerely yours,
S. L. TERRY.

Enclosure.
SERVICE

Vice President,Public Rcsponsibility and Consumcr Affairs.
DEPARTMENT TECirNICAL SERVICE

BIULIETI,

NOVEMBER

19, 1973

This Technical Service Bulletin is published to acquaint you with the new
gasoline octane numbers that are now posted on all gasoline dispensing P11linps
nn(d to provide information to assist you in recomniiemnding the type of gasoline
for use in Chrysler built vehicles.
Posting of the new gasoline octane numbers became a Federal requirement,
effective Septemnber 8, 1973, under the Phase 1V (' st of Living Council Regiulation. The number posted on each pump represents the average value of the
motor and research octane mumlbers of the gasoline dispensed. The resultant
number is lower in value than the more commonly used research octane mninnIer. The minimum research octane number of 91, re.onmended in ('orporate
fuel statements since 1971, for instance, is equivalent to a minimum octahim
number of 87 as determined by the (R+M 1/2 Method. (the stum of research
octane and motor octane numbers, divide(ld by 2), of octane definition.

There are now three methods of expressing gasoline ectnlie quality with which
you should be familiar. A brief description of each method is outlined belrowv.
A clart comparing values determined by each classitication method and tho
common term (such as "regular", "premiumn", etc.) is attached to aid you in
.recommending the appropriate gasoline for use in various Chrysler built

vehicles.
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GASOLINE CLASSIFICA'I'WN METHODS

1. Reearch tnethod..-This method defines the anti-knock characteristics of
gasoline as determined by a laboratory engine test and is expressed in terms

(if a research octane number. This has been the most commonly used method
of defining gasoline octane in the field.
2. (R+31)/2 method.-This method defines the anti-knock characteristic of
gasoline as determined by two different laboratory engine tests, the Research
Octane Method (described above) dind the Motor Octane Method (not coon.
only used for reference in the field , The resultant octane number is tle
average of values obtained by these methods. This new number more accurately
describes the gasoline anti-knock performance in vehicles than the research
octane number.
3. Gasoline cla.sification systcm.-This system provides an effective means
of expressing the minimum anti-knock characteristic of gasoline, as determined
loy the (R+M)/2 Method through the use of a symbol 0 containing -a represetlive numerical value. A nunml'er, ranging from I through 6, representing
the minimum anti-knock index, is located in the center of this symbol. An
expression of lead content of the fuel (unleaded, low lead, leaded, is also
shown in the upper portion of the symbol. The symbol system is currently used
in the State of Hawaii and is under consideration in other states.

J. D. MORTON,
M21anager-Teclhn ical Stprice.
U.S. Autornotivr Par8Sales and S'crvice.
Attachment: Comparison of fuel octane designations.
COMPARISON OF FUEL OCTANE DESIGNATIONS
Recommended fuel 2

Suggested application

"Common name"

Not recommer,ded ---------------------------------Recommeiided for most 1971 and 1972 vehicles and all
1973 and newer vehicles,
Recommended for most 1970 and older vehicles designed
to operate on "regular" gasoline. Recommended for
those 1971 and older vehicles requiring higher antiknock performance than provided in the above fuels.
This is an intermediate type fuel recommended for those
vehicles requiring antiknock properties above that
normally found in "regular" fuel and some vehicles
normally requiring a "premium" fuel.
Recommended for most 1972 and older vehicles equipped
with high compres;ion engines.
Recommended for those 197, and older vehicles equipped
with high compression engines requiring higher than
normal antiknock qualities.

Research
octane
number
(typical)

octane
Gasoline
number classification
(R+M)'2
number

None -------------Sub regular (low
octane).
Regular ............

91.01
91. 52

87.03
87.0

r0i)

95.03

89.0

(D

Super regular .......

96.5

91.5

0

Premium -----------

100.0

95.0

Super premium -------

102.5

97.5

0
0

0

1 There may be exceptions to some of the above applications due to factors such as engine variations and vehicle mileage
2 Reference should be made to the fuel statement shown in the operator's manual for the appropriate model year expressed in I or more of the fuel designations shown.
"etow.

TEXACO. INC.,
Jan iry 19, 1796.

Senator WARRENx G. MA.GNusoN,
Clairm an, ('onsincr k bc'oninttCe, CoMnnitIce on CommIrnercc, U.S. Scnale,
11'asliington, D.C.
DFAR SEN54ATOR MAGNUSON : Yotr December 11 letter to me raised four questions
reliatig to my October 29 testimony before tle ('omniierce Coiminitte's ConsIi'mer Subcolimmittee on S. 150,, tile Consumer Fuel ])isc'losiire Act of 1175.
Attached hereto are our comments which I t rust will aiiswer these inquiries.
II,%wver, sh(mil(l you have any further questions, we shall be happy to discuss
the subject further.
Sincerely yours,
,JomIN E. TESSIar,
"

-

Attachment.

Vice PrC8idCnt,Recarch and Tcchnical Department.
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ATTACHMENT-REPLIES TO QUESTIONS RAISED IN DECEMBER 11, 1975 LETTER FROMf
SENATOR WARREN G. MAGNUSON TO DR. JoiiN E. TESSIERI, VICE PRESIDENT, RESEARCH AND TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT, TEXACO INC.
Question 1. In Table II of your testimony you show an estimated 1.6 percent
of the 1974 gasoline sales in 1974 would be required to be lead free. How does this
compare with the fact that most cars sold in the U.S. since 1971 were designed
to operate on 91 research octane gasoline (low-lead or lead free) ?
Answer. The first firm requirements for unleaded gasoline arose with the 1975
model cars Introduced in the fall of 1974. Owners did not have the option of
using lower cost leaded gasoline because the 1975 models were equipped with
catalytic converters and/or had been EPA-certifled using unleaded gasoline.
The estimate of 1.6 percent demand for unleaded gasoline noted in our Table 2
was based on 1975 model cars which entered the total gasoline consuming vehicle
population In 1974.
Prior to July 1, 1974, unleaded 91 Research octane number (RON) gasoline was
available only on a very limited scale in the United States. Therefore. most
owners of 1971-74 model cars purchased either low-lead or uforinally leaded regular grade gasolines. Both of these are included in the Regular Grade category of
Table 2 of our testimony.
Further, although the automotive industry had a general design target of 91
RON octane requirement for new cars starting with the 1971 model year, many
of the cars manufactured had higher octane requirements due to changeover
problems and production tolerances. Regular grade gasoline provided a higher
anti-knock satisfaction level in these cars than 91 RON unleaded gasoline and
wasi a lower cost fuel. Thus, there was very little incentive prior to the 1975
model year for new car owners to use unleaded gasoline.
Question 2. Does the computer program on which your estimates are based
include adjustment for the decreasing usage or annual vehicle miles traveled
for older cars? For example, have the facts that cars requiring premium were all
manufactured prior to 1971 and are driven less than newer nodels been taken
into account?
Answer. Our computer model does include a factor for decreasing annual operation of cars with age. An incremental reduction in annual mileage for eakh year
of age assigned until a minimum mileage level is reached for cars 15 years old
and older.
Question 3. How do you square your figures on percent premium sold with data
from the 1975 National Petroleum News Fact Book. which shows that in 1974
retail sales of premium averaged 31 percent in 52 metropolitan areas and that in
22 of the areas averaged over 33 percent premium ?
Answer. The National Petroleum News values are not at variance with our
estimates since the former are calculated on a different base and represent only
selected, localized segments from the total car pol)ulatitin. It is well known that
in certain metropolitan areas of the county (1os Angeles. for example) the. ear
mix is distorted in favor of more premium requirement cars compared to the
overall national car mix. In these areas, one would expect to see higher premium
gasoline sales. It Is erroneous, however, to conclude that such figures are representative of the needs or buying patterns of the United States as a whole. Our
computerized estimate, in contrast, dealt with the requirements of the entire car
population existent in the country and is, therefore, muore representative of the
total gasoline grade mix required to satisfy all of the ears on the road.
Question 4. If the gasoline changes but the posted designation does not. how is
the motorist to relate the new gasoline with the old designation in his owner's
manual?
Answer. There is a serious. misconception among proponents of posting octane
numbers that a car manufacturer can specify precisely the octane renuireent
of new cars and that an owner can then purchase precisely that octane in a fuel.
This Is a fallacy which was discussed in pages 1-3 of our testimony. Any posting
system can only be a guide. The motorist must eventually determine by trial
which brand (or Symbol Numer) gasoline provides satisfactorv performance
(from anti-knock and other standpoints) in hs individual car under his driving
conditions.
Relative to other octane posting systems. 1se of a
system to denote
q.vmihl
octane gradations would have many advantages. Of major importance, it would
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provide the motorist with a more easily understood, constant expression of fuel
grading. Adoption of the SAE/ASTM symbol system, for example, would provide a gradation maintained by experts in car-fuel relationships and car population octane requirements, with due regard for both new and older cars. There
would be no radically large or abrupt changes In fuel octane levels. Rather,
changes would be evolutionary to match changing car population requirements.
As a result, once a motorist determined that a particular symbol grade fuel satisfied his car, he would be able to continue to purchase the same symbol grade
in subsequent years with reasonable expectation that it would continue to satisfy
his car.
In addition, other relative advantages to the motorist of a symbol or grade
system would include built in compensation of octane for altitude variations in
different parts of the country and availability of a standardized, non-confusing
method of expressing fuel requirements in new car owners manuals.
FORD MOTOR CO.,

Hon.

Dearborn, Mich., January 19, 1976.
WARREN G. MAGNUSON,

Chairman, Comnittee on Commerce, U.S. Senate, IVashington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MAGNUSON: This is in reply to your letter of December 10, 1975,

to Mr. L. A. Iacocca regarding Ford Motor Company recommendations on gasoline for our products. Clearly this is an important subject to us, as well as to the
Senate Commerce Committee's Consumer Subcommittee, and we are pleased to
respond to your questions on this subject. Our replies follow.
Question 1. A sample copy of your owner's manual for the model years 1971,
72, 73, 74, 75, and 76.
Response. Sample copies of owner's manuals for Ford passenger cars for 1971
through 1976 models are enclosed. You will note that with the exception of a
fraction of our 1971 engines, the gasoline octane requirements have remained tile
same (at 91 RON min) for these six model years of our cars. Of course, our 1975
and 1.976 models require unleaded fuel.
Question 2. Some owner's manuals recommend use of a gasoline of at least 91
research octane, yet PEA regulations have called for posting of an (R+M)/2
octane rating. Do you provide information which would enable owners of your
vehicles to relate the two ratings?
Response. Ford Motor Company owner's manuals for 1974, 1975 and 1970 model
years specify fuel octane requirements in both research octane and the (R+M)/2
rating method. Also, for model years 1973, 1974 and 1975, Ford showed the gasoline symbol designation. This symbol designation refers to .the SAE/AST.M Gasoline Performance and Information system which uses a single number, based
on (R+M)/2, to designate anti-knock properties. This symbol method seemed
to offer advantages of simplifying the subject of gasoline selection for the consumer. It has not been adopted widely, however, and Ford has deleted reference
to the symbol method In its 1976 owner's manuals.
Question 3. Other than the owner's manual, have you or do you plan any programs to educate motorists to choose the correct gasoline?
Response. We believe that our owner's manuals, service publications and service personnel are keeping our vehicle owners properly informed on this matter,
particularly when combined with the information furnished to the public by
petroleum companies. Each year Ford conducts special training sessions for its
own field service personnel and the service personnel of its dealers in which new
devices and requirements, including new gasoline requirements, are explained in
detail. Should any new developments significantly alter the need for furnishing
new or revised information on fuel selection to vehicle owners, we of course would
implement appropriate changes.
What is the research and motor octane requirement which you
Question 41.
designed your vehicles to operate on for each of the model years in question?
Response. Ford Motor Company passenger cars for model years 1971 through
1976 were designed for 91 RON, 83 MON fuel, except for 351-4V anol 429-2V and
4V engines in 1971. These 1971 engines were designed for 99 RON, 90 MON fuel
("premium" grade).
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Question 5. Should there be minimum federal specifications for gasoline characteristics such as research and motor octanes? If so, why? If not, why not?
Response. Ford believes the current EPA regulations that govern certain
properties of unleaded fuel (min. RON, max. lead and phosphorus content) and
require its availability at service stations have served a very useful and necessary function. They set an Important "stake in the ground" at a time when the
petroleum and automotive industries were changing to unleaded fuel and needed
it common definition of fuel properties. Ford believes there Is a continuing need
for federal regulations on unleaded gasolines specifying maximum allowable
levels for lead and phosphorous. We need definite lead and phosphorous specifications to design and test our future control systems since these additives
importantly affect catalyst efficiency with mileage.
Ford does not believe, however, that there is any need to continue the federal
regulation of octane quality of unleaded gasoline. Octane requirements of in-use
vehicles vary widely, and a custonmer will perceive quickly when the octane of
the fuel he is using is too low for his vehicle and type of operation. We believe
that normal market forces are strong enough to control octane satisfactorily
without the need for federal regulation. In fact, requiring vehicle owners to use
fuels having an octane rating higher than they need would be wasteful of energy
and probably would increase fuel costs unnecessarily.
Qicstion 6. What percentage of each given model year do you expect will
experience engine knock on the recommended fuel after engine stabilization
(roughly 10,0)0 miles) ?
Response. A precise answer to this question is not possible since many factors
outside of our control determine whether or not a customer will experience
knloek. In general, we estimate that approximately 5 to 10% of our customers
experienced spark knock at one time or another on our 1971 through 1974 models,
-ind a somewhat higher percentage experienced knock on our 1975 and 1976
models. We refer here to spark knock caused for any reason, including engines
set out of specification. As indicated below, the vast majority of spark knock
(oeurrencis on Ford vehicles are correctable by minor engine tuneul)s and
fidjnst ments or by changes in fuel or driving habits.
Quc.rtion 7. For each model year, what alternatives does the motorist have
if one's car knocking?
Response. Probably the most common solution employed by motorists on model
year cars up through 1974 was simply to switch to a fuel of higher octane rating.
Rtotardinz the ignition spark timing also reduces spark knock, and for 1975 and
1970 models, EPA has authorized the use on Ford-bmilt cars for this purpose of
ul, to6 (;of spark retard. If knock is the result of the engine being out of tulle,
alqp ropriate adjustment to manufacturers specification or repair would solve
the knock problem. A change in driving habits may also correct knock in some
instaiwes, for example, by downshifting instead of "lugging" in high gear.
Qlfstiomi S. It has been stated that "the present state of our ability to control
those things (octane requirements of vehicles and octanes of gasolines) does not
allow you to use octane as a finite specific number in a mamul for cars." Do you
agree or disagree? In either case explain the reasons for your response.
Rest,lse. Vehicle oetane requirements are a function of original design specfical ions. manufacturing variability. driving habits, tuneup condition and climatic
coiditivpins. If we calibrated our engines to ensure tMat none of our vehicles under_
any conditions would ever experience spark knock on gasoline of a specified
oetanle. fuel economy vould le penalized severely and a portion of the nation's
critical en(,rgy supply would be wasted. Accordingly. we believe it would be
impractical and unvise to try to specify the precise octane requirements of our
ears so as to assure that knock would not occur. Currently we designate octane
reqili rements of our products in a manner which we believe is informative and
v.,seful to the car owner, recognizing that a certain small percentage of customers
i-mmy eneonter knock, but that adequate corrective measures are available In
such i msta nces.

--

I trust lhat our replies will be helpful to you.
Sincerely,
D. A. TEsEx,
Director. A 'Itnmnotive Emision.9 Ofce.

Environlmcn tal and Safety Engineering Staff.
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GENERAL MOTORS CORP.,
Detroit,Mich., February 17, 1976.
lon. WARREN G. M1AGNUSON,
U.S. Senate,
Wa8hington, D.C.
23 letter to you, we
DEAR SENATOR MAGNUSON: As promised in our December asked
on the subject
you
questions
to
answers
Motors
are now sending General
of gasoline octane posting.
and
In addition, we are supplying copies of the owner's manuals requested
president
vice
executive
Kehrl,
H.
Howard
by
year
last
sent
a copy of letters
of GM, to oil companies on octane questions.
Your letter last month requested information In response to nine questions
related to your prior hearing on gasoline octane posting. Following are our
responses to these questions:
1. Q. A sample copy of your owner's manual for the model year 1971, 72, 73,
74, 75, and 76.
A. Attached are Chevrolet Owner's Manuals for the years specified. These
illustrate GM's approach to the problem discussed in the December 10, 1975,
letter.
2. Q. Some owner's manuals recommend use of a gasoline of at least 91 research octane, yet EPA regulations have called for posting of an (R+M)/2
octane rating. Do you provide information which would enable owners of your
vehicles to relate the two ratings?
A. Our 1975 and the first edition of our 1976 manuals refer to both the research
and the (R+M)/2 octane ratings, thus allowing owners of vehicles from these
model years to relate the two numbers. However, a history of the octane number
recommendations, and the reasons for them, for the years 1971-1976 can place
the problem of octane posting versus owner's manuals recommendations in
much better perslective.
General Motors' 1971 and 1972 owner's manuals recommended gasoline with
a minimum research octane number (RON) of 91. We (lid not include any other
octane numl)ers (such as motor) because RON was the mo.t meaningful
number to the average driver. However, our manuals advised that RON do"s not
completely describe the octane quality of gasoline, and suggested that drivers
try other gasolines to eliminate engine knock. This was a reasonable reconnmendation at the time, since those cars could use unleaded, low-lead, or leaded
regular, or l)remiunm quality.
of su)-regular,
gasolines
Our 1973
and 1974 manuals continued the u.e of RON for the reasons
already given, but in addition recommended gasoline octane oii the basis of
the then newly developed SAE-ASTM symbol/system which is fully described
in Attachment 1. General Motors had Ieen instrumental in the development of
the symbol/system, and was and is vigorously supl)orting its use. Our views
on the symbol/system and our reasons for supporting it have been repeatedly
and widely aired, most recently in onr comments submitted to the Consnmer
Subcommittee of the Senate Commerce Committee. reproduced in Attachment 2.
General Motors' 1975 owner's manuals recommended for the first time, the
drivers
exclusive use of unleaded gasoline. In practical terms this meant that meeting
of our 1975 cars were limited to the use of 91 RON unleaded gasoline
the requirements of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 11owever.
not adequately describe the octane quality of this
specificationnot(lid
the EPA since
contain the descriptive aspect a minimum motor octane
it did
gasoline
number (MON). Therefore, we decided to include in our nwner's manuals a
MON recommendation, This was don primarily to emphasize to gasoline producers. marketers. and uqors that RON alone (lid not adequately lescrihe the
gasoline's octane quality. Of course, we continued using tle RON an(l symhiol/
system recommendations, but a recommendation based on (R+M)/2 was also
added.
The latter action was taken in response to the Cost-of-Living Council's requirement that service stations post the (R±-M)/2 values on their gasoline dis pensing pumps. We recognized that using four different octane quality expressions could be confusing. However, we felt that for this first critical year of
the exclusive reommendation for unleaded gasoline, the benefits of mentioning
all four expressions outweighed the disadvantages.
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Gasoline octane recommendations in the first edition of our 1970 owner's man.
uals were simplified by eliminating references to MON and the symbol/system.
MON was eliminated because not only had we made our point about the importance of MON, but also when RON and (R+M)/2 are specified, the MON is
automatically fixed. The symbol/system was dropped because the vast majority
of the oil companies had not used, and apparently, had no intention of using it
on their gasoline dispensing pumps.
For the second edition of our 1976 owner's manuals, we made a further
change. We deleted all references to octane numbers and relied on the definition
of unleaded gasoline contained in EPA regulations." We took this step because
we were unable to satisfy requests by oil companies to include in our owner's
manuals the lower octane numbers permissible for gasoline sold at high altitudes.
Oil companies wanted this to help motorists in matching the (R+.M)/2 number
posted on gasoline pumps with the appropriate owner's manual recommendation
for various altitudes.
iWe could not satisfy this seemingly simple request for two reasons. First,
the EPA regulation designates reductions in octane quality with increasing
altitude in terms of RON only, and not (R+M)/2. Second, there is uncertainty
about which octane number will actually be required by posting regulations.
If oil companies, and the federal and state governments had followed our lead
and were using the symbol/system, none of this confusion would be with us
today, and there would be no need for drivers to be relating RON to (R+M)/2,
or anything else. We still believe that use of the symbol/system is the best compromise, not the ideal solution, to this octane number problem, and as indicated
in Attachment 2, we strongly prefer the symbol/system.
3. Q. Other than the owner's manual, have you or do you plan any programs
to educate motorists to choose the correct gasoline?
A. We will continue our owner's manuals as the primary source of such information. However, if the symbol/system were adopted, we would work through
the SAE and ASTM to develop an educational program to be used by both the
petroleum and automotive industries in educating drivers in the correct use of
the new system.
I,. Q. What is the research and motor octane requirement levels which you designed your vehicles to operate on for each of the model years in question?
A. Beginning with the 1971 model year, all General 'Motor Cars and light duty
trucks have been designed to operate on unleaded ga.solines having a minimum
octane quality of 91 RON and 83 MON. For the years 1971-1974 inclusive, lowlead and leaded gasolines of the same minimum octane quality were also acceptable.
5. Q. Should there be minimum federal specifications for gasoline characteristics such as research and motor octanes? If so, why? If not, why not?
A. General Motors doeq not believe that federal specifications are needed for
octane quality especially if there is a federal requirement for posting the octane
quality of gasoline. Actually, octane posting would serve motorists better than
minimum specifications for several reasons. First, the driver will be able to match
his owner's manuals' recommendations with the posted value. Second. if he knows
the octane quality of the gasoline he is buying, he can shop around to find the
octane quality he actually needs at the lowest possible price. Third. oil companies
will be better able to respond to changing market needs if they do not have to
meet sonme arbitrary minimum specification which may no longer be related to
the octane requirements of the car population. Fourth, oil companies can formulate their own independent marketing strategies which may vary because of
peculiarities In crude supply, refinery configuration, and the like. The last two
reasons would help keep prices down and conserve energy.
General Motors Is not opposed to all federal gasoline specifications. For example, we supported the EPA's unleaded gasoline regulation which contains a minimum specification for RON because unleaded gasoline was at the time a new product whose availability at the right octane quality level had to be ensured, in order
to utilize the fuel saving catalytic converter technology. For that same specification we supported maximum limits for lead and phosphorus, since excessive
amounts of these materials would also poison catalyst.;. General 'Motors believes
that this EPA specification for unleaded gasoline is all that is currently needed.
I

As mentioned previously. EPA rorulations specify a minimum RON of 91, but contain

no limits for either MON or (R+M)/2.
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Furthermore, if the symbol/system were used for posting purposes, a specification would indeed exist for all gasolines, since the symbol/system is directly
related to the ASTM D439 specification which contains minimum octane requirements for all grades of gasoline. Thus, a new federal specification, and even the
current EPA specification would be redundant.
6. Q. What percentage of each given model year do you expect will experience
engine knock on the recommended fuel after engine stabilization (roughly 10,000
miles) ?
A. One source of data to answer this question is thatreported in the annual
surveys of car octane requirements conducted by the Coordinating Research Council (CRC). It is not a complete answer, however, because a) the CRC ratings are
obtained by trained observers listening for trace knock; b) there is a large variation among cars and non-trained drivers with respect to the occurrence of and
response to knock. For these reasons, the CRC data could lead to the wrong conclusions. This is especially true when the intent of the question is to establish
how many of the owners or drivers of cars from the general public will hear knock
frequently enough and of sufficient intensity to cause them to seek remedial
action.
The CRC Is currently conducting research to establish the difference in response to knock between trained observers and the general driving public. Therefore, we believe that a more meaningful answer to this question can be obtained
by reviewing our field experience since 1971.
Although General Motors' 1971-1974 cars were designed to operate on unleaded
gasoline of 91 RON, 83 MON, they were not restricted to that fuel. Consequently,
most drivers purchased the cheaper, more readily available, and higher octane
leaded, regular grade gasoline. As a result, virtually all of these cars have been
operating practically knock-free. Customer complaints and inquiries about knock
decreased from even their minimal levels during these years.
In contrast, 1975 and 1970 model year General Motors cars require the exclusive
use of unleaded gasoline, and most of the unleaded gasoline marketed today has
a RON of 91. Despite the relative unavailability of higher than 91 RON unleaded
gasoline, neither the General Motors service departments, nor the oil companies
who market this unleaded gasoline have reported to us an unusual number of
customer complaints about linock. Therefore, we conclude that even in this
critical time, most owners and drivers of 1975 and 1976 General Motors cars find
the available gasoline satisfactory for their cars' octane requirements.
In addition, we should mention that because they are experienced, CRC's
trained1 observers of this phenomenon are more sensitive to detect engine knock
than t he average driver. Consequently, the average driver may not sense engine
knock in some operational modes where trained observers would. Thus, if cars
are designed to be totally knock-free--even to trained observers-their fuel
economy would decrease, and unnecessarily so. Light, occasional knock is not
harmful to the engine, is not noticeable to most drivers and allows us to maximize
fuel economy. Only heavy and persistent or continuous knock cause engine
damage.
7. Q. For each model year, what alternatives does the motorist have if he finds
his. car knocking?
A. As mentioned previously in the answer to question six, 1971 through 1974
model year cars can use leaded gasoline; therefore, regular or even premium
leaded gasoline could be used to avoid knock. For the 1975 and 1976 cars, only
unleaded gasoline is permitted. Only a few unleaded gasolines with RON and
MON greater than 91 and 83, respectively. are available for cars which may
knock. These gasolines will help if available to the driver involved.
In order to alleviate the situation where higher octane unleaded fuel is not
available, General Motors has obtained permission from the EPA to retard the
basic spark timing up to a maximum of four degrees for those cars which are
brought to the dealer because of excessive spark-knock. However, General 'Motors
has not found it necessary to issue a bulletin advising all General Motors dealers
that this remedy is available, because very few complaints about knock have been
received.
There is another mechanism by which drivers can avoid engine knock. They
can "drive around it." This is not particularly difficult with recent model year
cars which usually experience knock at wideopen-throttle conditions. Thus, a
driver needs only to avoid "flooring" the gas pedal to avoid knock, and save
gasoline
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8. Q. It has been stated that "the present state of our ability to control these
things (octane requirements of vehicles and octanes of gasolines) does not
allow you to use octane as a finite specific number in a manual for cars." Do
you agree or disagree? In either case explain the reasons for your response.
A. General Motors agrees with the statement. ,Many of the reasons for our
agreement have been either explicitly stated or implied In our answers to some
of the previous questions. Summarized, the reasons are:
(a) The octane requirements of sonie cars are best satisfied by the RON of
gasoline, whereas other cars are satisfied by the MON, and still others are satisfied by sonic combination of RON and MON ((R+M)/2, for example).
(b) Not all cars, even those of the same make and model, have exactly the
same octane requirements, even when brand new. This is due to ornmial prlction variations, and a function of how the car is driven by its owner, and of the
type of gasoline and engine oil being used.
(c) Car octane requirements increase with car use. However, the increase Is
far from being the same in either rate or magnitude even among cars (if the
same make and molel. The type of driving, gasoline, and engine oil to which
car engines are exposed, strongly influence octane requirement Increase.
(d) Car octane requirements also depend on altitude. ambient temperature,
and humidity. Therefore. they will vary as those conditions chianige.
As explained in Attachment 2, use of the symbol/system would miuiiize sonie
of these problems, and would allow a better method by wihi.h octanle quality
recommendations could be included in car owner's manuals and octane quality
of gasoline would be displayed olh dislmising pnips.
Additional technical information oil- this subject is contained in all AE paper
entitled "Some Factors Which Affect Octane Requirement Increase" prlmrept
and presented by Jack 1). Benson of the (lenral Motors Research Laboratories,
Fuels and Lubrieants Department (see Attachment 3).
If I can lie of further assistance in your consideration of this matter, pIease
let me know.
Sincerely,
E. M. ESTER, PreidClt.
Enclosures.

GENERAL OTORS (ORP..
Detroit,Mich., Attytst t29, 197..

Mr. HARRY D. BROOKRY,
E.reeutire Vice l'residcnt,
PIillips Petroleumn Co.,
Bartlcsville, Okla.
DEAR MR. BRooKmY : In your letter to Mr. Estes of July 21. 1975, you indlieateA
a concern Iy your marketing people regarding the slatement ill olr ownerr'.
manuel that the fuel requirement of S7 (I1+M)/2 is recommmneded for our 1975
automobiles. We agree with your concern as to th(e possible (oult'slon on time
part of our customers and, as a result. issued a revision to our 1976 ownvr's

m'inual. Tlis revision will le made in tMe second edition printing.
lh'e original statement has been changed to eliminate referenee to cxtane
numbers. Instead. reference is nMAe to umleallded gasoline lilly which. by Fedeeral
regulation, must have a milnimnuni octane munmbr. The Federal regulation sls'Cl'
fies the mininiuni octane number both at sea level and at high altit udes. Therefore, by reconimnending unleaded gasoline as defined by Federal regulations, the
altitude problem is automatically solved.
Thank you for your interest in this matter.
Sincerely,
HlowARn IT. KFHRr.
Executivo Vice Prc8ident.
GENERAL 'MOTORS CORP..

Detroit, Dccvm bcr 8, 1975.
Mr. II. J. IIAY.NFS,
Chairman of the Board.
Standard Oil of California,
San Francisco,Calif.
DE.AR MR. IIAYN : During our recent meetings with oil company representa-

fives, some concern was expressed that our "Fuel Requiremnents" statement in
our Owners' Manuals might be confusing because of the several alternative ways
currently In use for defining octane quality and because lower octane levels than
those noted in our manual are permissible at higher. altitudes.
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I am attaching a representative copy of the revised Fuel Requirements Section
of the second printing of our 1976 Owners' Manual in which the fuel requirements
have been restated in the simplest form to provide the owner with the necessary
information. As you will note, we have removed all reference to octane level since
tile minimun value for "UNJEADED'GASOLINE" has been defined by EPA for
sea level as well as higher altitudes. Further, they have required that the words
"UNIADEJ) GASOLINE" appear on pulps dispensing this fuel.
As we Indicated during our ineeting with you, it is cneral Motors' intention
to continue to design our engines to provide customer satisfaction on unleaded
fuels of 91 RON/83 MON.
Sincerely,
HOWARD II. KEITRL,
E.rccutive Vice 1Prc8ident.
Attachment.
SERVICE AND 'MAINTENANCE
3MAINIC NANCE SCHEDULE
For owner convenience, a separate maintenance fohler has been provided with
your car which contains a complete scledule and brief explanation of the safety,
emission control, lubrication and general maintenance it requires. The mainteuiance folder information is sulplemented by this section of the Owner's Manual
as well as a Warranty Information folder also furnished with your car. Read all
three publications for a full understanding of car maintenance requirements.
FUEL REQUIREMENTS

Your Oldsniolle engine is designed to olprate only on unleaded gasoline. Iln-

leaded gasoline is essential for proper emission control system operation, and It
will niflinmize shark plug fouling. The use of leaded gasoline can ldanage or

severely reduce the effectiveness of the emission control system and result in loss

warranty coverage.
Use unleaded gasoline meeting the minimuni octane specifications established by
the Federal goveriinet. li coinllliance with Federal regulations, pumps dispensIng such gasoline are labeled with the word UNIEADEI) and are equipped with
disleing nozzles which lit tihe filler neck (if your car's gasoline tank.
Sullplemienita ry gasoline additives which contain lead and/or iphosplorus should
not Ihe used lulder llly cilclinistances. Such additives can severely reduce tie
effectiveness of your catalytic converter.
(if

FUEL FI.LER LOCATION

On all series except Cutlass S and station wag(ns. It is located behind the rear
licelise plate holder. O1n tile ('utlass ,, it is located behindia hinged door directly
ielowv the trunk compartment lock. On slation wagons, fuel filler cap is located
on the left rear fender.

Fuel Tank Filler Tube-To help prevent refueling with leaded gasoline, the fuel
illr tulbe hIas a huilt-in restrictor nd delector. The opening in the restrictor will
only acconmnodate the smaller unleaded fuel nozzle spout which must be fully in-

serted to bypass the gas detlector. Attempted refueling with the leaded ful pump
nozzle or failure to fully Insert the pleaded fuel nozzle spout call result in gasoline spilashing lack out of the filler tube.
ASTM,

Philadelphia,Pa., February18, 1976.
lion. WARMN G. MAGNET RO.
(ihuirman. U.S. Senate Gommittee on Coinmicrce,
"11'.shingtoni, D.C'.

l)EAH SENATOR MAG.'-SON : I a1 pleased to send you ASTM's respone to your
letter of Dihcemuher 11, posing two (uimestou, on the octane rating prblvein. Our
response to the 1uest ions has beeni approached in the same manner as tle testimny
i we presented on the ('onsumer Fuel Iisclosure Act. that is, the questionss
we-re sent to Messrs. Sydney 1). Andrews. Director of the Iivision of Standards,
Flrlda )elparment of Agriculture and Consumer Services. who serves as Chairnia ii of AS'I'M (0'omittee 1D-2 on Petrolpeun Products and Iubricants. -md Jol A.
Krynitsky. Director of ilie 4oflive of Technical Operations. U.S. DIefense Fuel
supply ('enter who is ('hairnian of ASTM ('omnnittee )--2's Technical divisionn
"".

Following is a suimary of their response which we hope you ind useful.
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Addressing Question 1.-The octane rating in S. 1508 will not always be the
same as the research octane number. The octane number in S. 3508 Is based on
the formula R+M/2+4 which formula is, in turn, based on the assumption that
the fuel sensitivity of gasolines will always be 8. However, the fuel sen-0tivity of
gasolines varies from 0 to 12 or perhaps even higher. Therefore, If a purchaser
relied on the research rating shown In a vehicle owner's manual when purchasing gasoline by the formula R+M/2+4, lie could be misled.
'Since August 1973, drivers have been aware of the (R+M)/2 rating system,
along with the research octane rating. Owner's manuals have referenced both
types of ratings, and some have even referenced the symbol system "antiknock
designation" number. S. 1508 now proposes a variation as if to meld two of the
ratings by the addition of an arbitrary number. The concern is not so much that
consumers need to know that there is a difference between any of these ratings
but simply that they need to be knowledgeable. Two facets of knowledgeabllity
are dominant. Consistent and uniform information and rating of the gasoline
octane parameter is first. This should be coupled with the most technical. y correct and practically appropriate rating parameter for actual car performance,
that which best describes the octane needs of the current car population, both
high-compression and low-compression engines.
Addressing Question 2.-Beginning with the 1973 model cars, Ford, Chrysler,
and General Motors started referencing information in their owner's manuals
to tell the user how to purchase gasoline for that particular vehicle, using the

Symbol System. They continued this through the 1975 models. However, owners

of 1971 and 1972 models of these three manufacturers, as well as all year models
of all of the other manufacturers of automobiles, would have to furnish specific
Information describing which gasoline would be satisfactory for their vehicles
using the Symbol System.
Concerning the method of conveying the necessary information to owners of
pro 1973 models, the State of Florida has. had some very extensive experience
which Mr. Andrews passed along in his letter as follows:
"When we planned to introduce this system Into Florida we had prepared a
massive educational program for the benefit of the motoring public which took
many forms. There were newspaper articles, radio and television programs, as
well as magazine and trade journal articles using the various media. Also, we
had been assured by some of the gasoline companies marketing in Florida that
they would publish leaflets for distribution at their service stations to inform
motorists as to which of their gasolines should be purchased for specific vehicles.
A facsimile of this type of leaflet which was published by the Standard Oil Colinpany of California for distribution at their stations in Hawaii, where the Symbol
System was introduced, is enclosed. Also enclosed is a copy of a leaflet we prepared in our department for distribution throughout the state to assist motorists
in using this gasoline Identification system."
Whatever means is ultimately adopted for posting octane and car performance
information, whether by regulation or otherwise, it must contain three elements
if it is to he beneficial to motorists. First, it must be technically sound. Otherwise it will not deserve, and certainly not receive, the confidence of consumers.
Second, it must be simple. Otherwise motorists may not take the trouble to learn
It, or have difficulty remembering how to apply it successfully for their benefit.
Third, it-must be universally acceptable by the majority of automotive manufac.
turers, gasoline producers, and the motoring public itself so that there will be
the incentive for aU to use It from a beneficial basis.
I hope the comments we have provided will he of as-sistance to you and your
committee. As always, we would be pleased to hear from you again should you
require further information.
Sincerely,
WILLIAM T. CAVANAUGI Managing Director.
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